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To MY Mother

" I dreamt once, a long time ago, that I was on a

mountain-top, watching the journeying, on a long, long

road below, of hundreds of human beings toiling along.

I knew that I was watching Life ! And across the long,

long road far below, fell bars of sunshine and shadow,

and each traveller passed alternately from one into the

other." {From page 65.)
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PETTICOAT PILGRIMS

ON TREK

Auckland Valley,

Jan., 1903.

Hopeless quests for a house all over Johannes-

burg resulted in our deciding upon camp-life once

more, and here we are, and are trying to think it

perfect.

It isn't. It's horribly uncomfortable; but yet

I can't be really miserable, because my imagina-

tion is so fed by life under canvas. One feels so

Biblical and patriarchal, for one thing. I always

(when I return evenings from shopping in

Johannesburg) expect from afar, as I cross the

veldt, to see Nellie entertaining angels at the tent-

door like Abraham did. I often wonder did he

give them chairs, or did they sit on their wings, or

a cloud brought down with them, or the ground,

or a packing-case brought out by Mrs. Abraham?

Nellie brings out packing-cases for our visitors,

who range from S.A.C. troopers and officers from

the barracks across the veldt, to young Johannes-

burg bloods, who, hearing that two lovely women
(there's only one woman to every twenty men at

present, so everyone is lovely) are leading an

B
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Arcadian existence in tents in this fair valley,

come pouring down in an ever-constant stream as

soon as the Johannesburg day's work is over, and

at first seriously hampered our movements over

getting up our tents, every soul giving advice and

struggling to help.

We didn't think the first night we'd have the

tents up in time to sleep in; there was such a com-

motion over the choosing of the camping ground.

Nellie and I had had an awful day of it in

Johannesburg, the heat appalling, trying first to

find a cottage or rooms into which we could get

at once; for the dirty little hotel, at a pound a

day each, couldn't go on, and we heard also that

morning that it wasn't the place for a lady at all.

So we set off, but, wherever we called, had rows, first

because no one would say " ma'am " to me, and

Nellie flew at them and asked them who they

thought they were talking to, and second at the

rents asked.

" Here's an underground cellar," said Nellie at

last somewhere out Wolhuter way, a slum, bright,

however, with the eternal sun, as even slums here

are. " It's plain only millionaires can live above

ground here. Let's see what cellars are. We can

be out all day, and sleep in the garden at night."

"Then why have a cellar at all, Nellie.'*" I

inquired, pausing dubiously.

"To keep our things in," said Nellie. "Are you

the proprietor of this establishment.'' "—to a vil-

lainous-looking being with a dark skin and hooked

nose, who sat like a big bird of prey in the stoep of
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a tin hovel such as you'd put the cows into at

home.
" I ab," said the Bird of Prey, briefly.

" You have a cellar to rent—or so says the notice

nailed to that tree outside. What's the rent?
"

asked Nellie, who generally does all the talking

for me, because then we can be as rude as we like

and I'm not responsible.

"Do you bean by kitchen downstairs.'^" And
the gentle Jew led us down to it, I running my fore-

head into a shelf because of the pitch darkness,

and Nellie falling on a slimy staircase.

" What a delightful spot !
" said Nellie. " Earth-

floor, isn't it?
"—stamping.

"Ye—es
"

"And how do you see?
"

"What do you want to zee?
"

"Well, each other's faces now and then. And
the paper peeling off the walls."

" The rent ... is twelve bounds a bonth, and

not a benny less," said the Jew in an aggressive

manner from out the gloom.

"Ah! " said Nellie. "Do you think you'll get

it?"
" Oh, NeUie, come away !

" I cried. " I can

hear the rats all over the floor of this den !

"

" By kitchen is no den," said the landlord.

"And anyvun could bake the rent easy by catch-

ing the rats and selling them to the Blague Com-
mittee."

I thought after that I'd better drag Nellie out,

for she asked him did he think everyone was a low

B 2
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scavenger like himself ; and after a few more pere-

grinations after hovels ranging from £,\2 to £20
a month, I gave it up, and felt that our clean little

white bell-tent in which we had camped on our trek

up would be Heaven after these noisome caverns

and their owners. So we went to the M.E. Stores

and got two more tents on the purchase-hire plan,

and piled them and some cheap camp furniture

on a cart, piled ourselves onto the top of it, and

arrived here about 2 p.m. in the heat of the after-

noon, having taken hours to do the journey because

the veldt is full of disused gold claims—big holes

as deep as a room, into which the cart and we kept

falling.

We chose our site because it was pretty and under

trees and near a ramshackle building riddled with

bullets from the war, and which someone is now
running as a " country hotel."

" So that," said I, " if we are washed out of our

tents or can't get food, we can always turn to the

hotel."

But when our Johannesburg friends arrived about

5.30, and Nellie had made us tea, and we sat under

a tree and had it, Basil, brother to Me-Arthur,

said we must unpitch our camp at once, as we had

got it upon a nest of Black Mambas, and also in

a hollow, into which torrents would pour from the

kopjes above when it rained.

Nellie and I could have cried, for we could never

easily forget the labour it had been putting up those

tents all by ourselves. They looked funny and

very twisted, but it had taken us hours, and we
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had been buried in the ruins several times, and had

even cried over it, the heat was so appalUng and

the difficulties so great. In this land you have to

do everything for yourself. A string of Kaffirs

stood round and grinned, but when I asked them

to come and help and I would pay, they all refused

except two, who wanted ten shillings each for it,

so Nellie gave them each a crack over the head

with a tent-mallet and told them to begone and

"eye-corner come here any more." -

" Eye-corner " is the only Kafir word we know,

and it means " not^^ but when strung to a little

polite English abuse answers very well. " Eye-

corner stand there grinning, or you'll be knocked

into the middle of next week !
" " Eye-corner

cheek me, you wretched black Skillum ! Take
your hat off when you speak !

" The one word
" eye-corner " seems to make yards of English at

once intelligible.

"Well," said Nellie to Basil the Blue-Eyed,

"shift our camp if you like, sir, but my missis and

me isn't equal to any more to-day. You gentlemen

must do it for us."

" Dee-lighted !
" shouted half-a-dozen voices,

and there was a rush for the tents, and in ten

minutes they lay flat and were being carried to a

new spot.

The eagerness of men up here, and all over

Africa, to please women, soothes one for the other

inconveniences of the country. They nearly came
to blows over our tents, particularly over digging

the trenches, as no one could agree as to the exact
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distance round the tent the trench should be at, and,

a coolness arising, each man started to dig his own

trench.

Now round my tent are five trenches, and when

it rains I can hardly wade through the flood, and

round Nellie's are three; while round Johnny's

tent there is no trench at all.

Auckland Valley,

Jan., 1903.

We have found a cottage, and move in in a few

days.

Two weeks of camp-life have finished us, owing

to the new site chosen for us by the men having

no water within half a mile. They forgot all about

it. Nellie nearly died going to fetch the water all

day, and spilt most of it returning.

Also we are under oak-trees, and the flies and

mosquitoes send us mad. You should see us

eating ! With one hand you convey the food to

your mouth. With the other you beat off the flies,

blowing also in puffs at your fork as it travels to

your lips. When you've got it close up, you give

one more blow and open your mouth with a snap,

but never yet has anyone in this camp succeeded

in not snapping up a fly with it.

NelHe declares she feels flies flying about feebly

round and round inside her; so when a hot mes-

senger arrived from Basil to say, " Come up, quick

!

There's a brick cottage near you to let. The
agent's place is near my oflice. The rent is ;^io

a month only. There are four rooms," Nellie and
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I laced up the tents, and begging a lift from a cart,

arrived all but melted at Basil's office in Johannes-

burg.

" Come, quick !
" said he. " There are sure to

be others after it."

It was lucky we had Basil, who fought his way
through the crowd round the house-agent's, and

as they were all men, he pioneered us in on the

strength of our sex.

" Too late !
" said the agent, fanning himself.

"At least, I'm afraid so, for I've given the first

refusal to a friend of Mr. Boot-Tag's, and he'll be

here he swore in five minutes with the rent. If he

isn't, you shall come next; but we can't offend

friends of Mr. Boot-Tag's."

"Why not.?" said Nellie.

" Oh, he's too powerful."

"Who is he? "said Nellie.

"What! Never heard of Mr. and Mrs. Boot-

Tag? Our biggest millionaires?
"

" No, never ! And if he's so rich he can build a

new house for his friend. Come, now, you let my
missis have this cottage !

"

" Yoil re a wheedle?! Eh ? " said the agent, all

but giving Nellie a playful dig in the ribs and

behaving altogether in a very different style to the

staid and solemn house-agent at home. " Here,

just let me shut that door while we discuss it, or

the crowd'U be in."

"And Mr. Boot-Tag's friend," said Nellie.

"yes," said the agent, standing regarding Nellie
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with favour, stroking his teeth meanwhile with his

pen. "Fresh out from England?
"

" Yes," said Nellie. " But what's that got to say

to the cottage ?
"

"Oh, nothing. Only it's nice to see English

roses again."

" There's no rose without a thorn," said Nellie.

"That's true," said the agent. "But I'm sure

you haven't many."
" It depends," said Nellie, " on the way people

tries to pick roses."

" I wish you'd show me," said the agent, " how

it should be done so as not to get hurt."

"One way," said Nellie, "is to do the things as

is asked of you. Will you let my missis have that

cottage?
"

" Come this way," said the agent, pointing to a

screen, " and let's discuss it quietly and nicely

!

There's a nice view of the Reef from that 'ere

window behind the screen."

" You and Mr. Basil," murmured Nellie to me,

"move off, please, ma'am. He only wants a bit of

management. I'll settle it all."

We got the cottage, though on the strength of

what, I don't know, for we distinctly heard a scuffle

behind the screen, followed by a smack and a " Take
that !

" from Nellie.

However, as Nellie says, " Let us thank the Lord
that in Africa even a smack from a woman is better

than nothing."
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Auckland Valley, Johannesburg,

Jan. 31, 1903.

We were to have started last night for our trek

into Griqualand, instead of which I am lying on my
bed with a swollen ankle and the rest of me a mass

of bruises, and it is all the fault of Spotty.

Special carriages were secured in the train which

was to take us as far as Klerksdorp, and Spotty

was enjoined to fetch me from here before dark.

But whatever Spotty undertakes goes wrong. He is

the essence of laziness, and he never started from

Johannesburg till after dark; managed, of course,

to secure jibbing horses, and the consequence was

we lost our train by four solid hours, spending that

time out on the pitch-dark veldt between here and

Johannesburg, in imminent peril of our lives, having

completely lost the road and got out on to that part

of the veldt where chasms and holes and nasty

places abound.

One minute our carriage was being galloped up

a rocky kopje; the next we went crash into a dis-

used gold claim, then into a barbed-wire fence.

Then a yell from the Kaffir driver, " Get off quick,

missis !
" just as a precipice yawned behind our

carriage-wheels.

Spotty, knowing that relays of mules were waiting

for us all along the veldt beyond Klerksdorp,

and that " Me-Charlie " would be furious with

him for his carelessness, perspired freely and

slashed at the horses, imploring me to "sit

tight."
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This is Spotty all over. He only wanted to save

himself from blame and catch that train. When
my head and limbs felt as if I had been beaten,

and my heavy portmanteau had described a circle

in the air and descended upon my feet and shoulders

three times, I lost my temper and refused to go on,

train or no train. It took another two hours to

induce the ponies to return to my house—it was

now midnight—and was only then accomplished by

taking them out of the shafts and dragging them

and the carriage along separately.

We roused Nellie from her slumbers, and Spotty

straightway fainted (from fear of Me-Charlie's

wrath, I suppose) on to a Boer settle in the stoep,

upon which Nellie at night spreads all the Stick-

fast fly-papers we have used during the day. On
to six of these (one mass of buzzing flies and wasps)

Spotty sank with low moans, which changed into

loud ones as a score of wasps straightway resented

this fresh outrage in a very practical manner, while

thousands of flies, glued between the Stickfast and

the seat of Spotty's trousers, buzzed piteously in a

dismal chorus.

It was useless to turn him on to his face and

try to remove the fly-papers. We tried, but he

feebly implored us to stop, and " leave them on,"

which it seemed more discreet to do, as it was
evident that the trousers and the fly-papers refused

to part company at any price.

Meanwhile, a large party of friends having

collected at Johannesburg Station to see us off, con-

sternation prevailed when Johnny (who had, un-

known to me, followed our carriage on his bicycle,
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as a surprise, taking the road we had gone) gave it

as his opinion that we had lost the track and been

killed.

A search-party was organised, headed by " Me-
Charlie " (who is a superintendent of repatriation),

fairly dancing with rage at the vision of his mules

and drivers all along the veldt, for days perhaps,

foodless and waterless, and vowing vengeance on

that "infernal little Spotty."

No dead bodies or debris being found, the search

party arrived at my cottage about 3 a.m.

Spotty put on an air of great bravado, and Me-
Charlie straightway went for him. Spotty, his

trousers plastered with fly-papers, stood in a

dignified attitude of injured virtue, while Me-Charlie

called him the most insulting names he could think

of.

Some of the search-party took Me-Charlie's part,

some Spotty's ; but, anyhow, it ended in a general

row.

I got rid of them all, and retired to bed aching,

and here I am. And we start again to-night, Me-
Charlie having gone on this morning to rearrange

the mules, and my escort as far as Klerksdorp is

to be Spotty. It will be a far step from Johannes-

burg and its market and its rickshaws into the wilds

of Griqualand, and I leave Nellie and Johnny to

take care of the cottage.

Feh. 10, 1903,

We are in the train and fairly off! I feel cross;

I do not like being taken for a honeymoon bride,

with Spotty for my partner. This is paying a dear
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price for a trek across the veldt to see the repatria-

tion of the Boers. Of course, it is a feather in his

cap.

A tall American tried to get into our carriage,

but Spotty drove him off and said it was reserved

—

which isn't true,

" By Jove !
" said Spotty, rubbing his hands with

glee as the train glided out of Johannesburg Station,

our friends waving handkerchiefs and everyone else

looking on and smiling, " they think we are a honey-

moon pair !

"

This alarmed me. What a hateful idea ! 1 sat

and brooded, replying in curt monosyllables to

Spotty's remarks, and wishing his moustache would

get some disease and drop off; and then he'd

have to stop twirling it upwards, now his chief occu-

pation in life.

At this point in walks the American again from

the corridor, to my great relief.

" Sorry to disturb you, mister "—with a horrid

wink—"but there's no room elsewhere, and I've got

to come in here."

"Certainly, please do !
" I tried to say; but

Spotty was too quick for me.
" I think I told you this carriage was reserved."
" Don't see any signs of it, stranger. Anyhow,

I've got to come in."

Then, with another most objectionable wink, as

he arranged his things for the night, " Can't be done,

me boy—train too full. Can't be done at any
price !

"

"Mr. Pink," said I to Spotty, furious, "why
should this gentleman not come in here ? For my
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part, I told you to start with, I preferred to find a

ladies' compartment."

But the American was not so easily gulled—or

so he thought.

" Don't distress yourself, my dear lady. No need

to call him Mr. Pink 'Un or Mr. Anything. Call

him the usual thing, and don't mind me. Don't

break his heart because of me. I don't go farther

than Potchefstroom, and I shall be asleep in five

minutes."

I could have murdered both the Yankee and

Spotty. I turned my back on both, and after a

while laid down and fell asleep too.

OUTSPANNED ON THE VeLDT,

Feb. 2, 1903.

We had breakfast at Klerksdorp with the repatria-

tion officers in their cool huts on the veldt, with

Klerksdorp simmering half a mile away across the

sunlit plain. I had a bath and did my hair, and

right glad was I that my tete-a-tete with Spotty was

at an end, for " Me-Charlie " is now with us.

Our Cape-cart was brought up, and all our lug-

gage tied on to it behind. What a ramshackle-look-

ing thing to travel all those hundreds of miles in

!

" Is it safe ? " I inquired dubiously. " Mightn't

the wheels come off.? " eyeing the one opposite

me, which had a limp, tipsy-looking air, while the

harness was tied in a dozen places with tape and
string.

" Oh, that's nothing for a Cape-cart, if it does

!

They often come off. We take plenty of odd straps,
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bits of rope and chain, for repairs in case of

accidents."

" But doesn't it hurt if the wheel comes off?

"

" Hurt the cart? Oh, dear, no !

"

" No ! Doesn't it hurt the people inside, if the

wheel comes off?"
" Oh, if you want to trek in Africa you must get

used to that ! That's nothing ! You're lucky if

that's all that happens. Are you ready to get in?

You ought to be starting; if you don't reach Riet-

fontein before dark it won't be pleasant, for there's

nowhere else to sleep."

" How many miles is it?
"

"About seventy-five. You change mules first at

Leuwkep."

"Are there any shops anywhere about here?
"

said I, gazing at the veldt around, for civilisation

and the railway end here.

" You surely don't want to start shopping ?
"

exclaimed " Me-Charlie," with true male dismay.

"/'z;<? forgotten all my stockings,"" I was forced

to reply, " and we are going into the desert. Please

mayn't I buy some ?
"

What man could resist such an appeal ?

We climbed into the Cape-cart, while the long team

of mules were yelled at by the Kaffir boy who accom-

panied us. Then we bade farewell to our kind

hosts, and with a jerk and a crash, which sent my
head flying against the top of the cart, away we flew.

It was a truly exquisite morning, and we could

see forty miles whichever way we looked. It was

early, so the air sparkled like diamonds and was
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delightfully cool. We halted a few minutes out-

side a general store on the edge of the township,

and here I descended and invested in stockings and

a Boer sun-bonnet, which I donned instead of my
African sailor hat. Then, with fresh yells and

imprecations from the Kaffir, we started in earnest

at a hard gallop, oblivious of ruts, holes, and dongas !

Crash we went over and through everything

—

away, away, across the great trackless veldt.

Klerksdorp grew smaller and smaller, till at last

it became only a smudge on the sky-line, and we
were alone ! As much alone as any ship on the

vast ocean

!

There is something marvellously fascinating

about the veldt. You gaze around, and draw in

your breath. Far as you can see around, there is

not a speck ! Not a dwelling ! Not a tree or a

shrub ! The cry of an eagle somewhere in the blue

above, the scuttle of a grey meercat across the

track—that is all. On and on you go. You get

tired of talking. It is enough to look. Nothing to

see, and yet so much ! Of what importance becomes

every speck you do see ! A man on the sky-line.

His very limbs and pose stand out, silhouetted black

against the everlasting blue. He is carrying some-

thing on his head. How far is he off? Oh, quite

ten miles ! Two hours' hard galloping before we

reach him.

Ah ! a ruined Boer farm ; the first we have seen,

burnt during the war. Its blackened arches stand

as if toppling far away on the edge of the world,

or as if a child were building bricks on the rim of
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a vast flat table. It has no roof. Blue heaven

smiling through windows to which happy children

once pressed little faces; but where rain and wind,

sun and storm, can now riot through unchecked.

Blue heaven to be seen through the desolate door-

ways, where friendly doors have been, but now are

not. Blue heaven for its roof. Fallen bricks and

dust and weeds for its floor

!

Another ten miles and we were at L , another

ruined farm, but the family had that morning been

put down at their home by the repatriation wagons,

with enough food to last a week, some buck-sails to

make themselves a roof fro tern., a few goats and

a cow, and dismay and grief on every face.

The father had just come back from St. Helena.

When he last saw his farm three years ago, and

proudly left it to fight for an already doomed cause,

it was a happy homestead, surrounded by smiling

gardens and orchards. His children played in the

sun and shouted from the great kopje behind; his

frau sang as she sat in the stoep and fed the goats

and the chickens.

He never saw it again till to-day ! This day we

are passing and are fated to watch his home-coming !

He points around, and speaks brokenly of "the

children."

I ask, "Where are the children?" and the old

Boer points to one grimy little chap hanging to his

mother's skirts. " The others, lady, died in the

concentration camp."

There is a tear in his eyes, and he turns away, and

we turn away respectfully also.
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We went for a ramble, talking sadly, through the

once beautiful farm gardens and orchards. Here,

in this fair garden, " Me-Charlie " told us, a hot

engagement took place, which he was in.

He described how, after marching all night, they

heard the cooing of hundreds of doves, and other

sounds not so peaceful—the ping of the Mauser

bullets

!

" Oh, such a lovely morning !
" said he. " Just

like this one now ! And here, behind this pome-

granate hedge, we all crouched, with the orange and

lemon trees over our heads, and soon this garden of

Eden was one terrible scene of carnage. The bullets

and shells and oranges and pomegranates all lay

thick on the ground together, and the dead and

wounded amongst them. The doves stopped cooing

while the fighting was on, but they flew back when
all was quiet again, and sat in the orange branches

and sang their gentle requiem to the fallen."

Thus we talked on as we wandered beneath the

groves, now tangled, wild, and neglected. Ah, some

English violets ! A whole deep bed of them, over-

grown, but sweet to smell. I stooped to pick, and

started back, shuddering, for a human skull lay

hidden among the flowers !

" Me-Charlie " handed me a ripe fig off a monster

tree, but I could not eat it. I wanted to get back

to the farm, and try and comfort the poor family.

The old Boer came to meet us, and invited us to

have some acorn coffee, the only refreshment they

could offer.

We stepped across the ruined threshold, climbed

c
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over a high pile of fallen bricks and mortar, and

entered the roofless kitchen. The frau sat there on

a log of wood—furniture there was none. The sun

and blue sky shone flat down on us. A regular

*' Tant Sannie " was the frau—a mountain of

phlegmatic flesh, of such proportions that one could

only hope, looking at her, that her capacity for

mental suffering was not acute.

We talked to her, and pretended to enjoy the

vile concoction so hospitably offered us. We asked

her questions, and she replied with a bland,

phlegmatic smile and with some naivete. She lost

five children in three weeks in the concentration

camp. I glanced at her with deep sympathy, but it

was impossible to tell whether the fact caused her

any great sorrow.

Yes; she was glad to have her man back from

St. Helena, and she hoped they would get on

together now.
" Didn't you get on together before.-^

"

" No. I likes to 'ave my own way "—this with-

out a spark of humour, but with a simplicity befitting

a young child, not a woman.

"We all like that," said " Me-Charlie," jocularly.

" It is the cause of all life's quarrels," said I.

" K^ruger wanted his own way, and we wanted ours."

" I not like Kruger," said the dame, munching

black bread; "he has done all this."

And a huge fat hand, like a monster red pin-

cushion, waved heavily at the paneless casements,

doorless doors, roofless roof, and floorless floor

around us.
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Sitting in the kitchen you could see through the

whole house—part of it through a rent in the wall,

made by a shell, that a carriage and pair could drive

through.

As we were going, a little Kaffir girl brought in

figs for us, which we accepted with thanks. Then
we walked out on to the veldt, where the Cape-cart

stood outspanned.

The new mules were careering delightedly over

veldt and kopje, pursued by the drivers, the usual

thing at every outspan. Kaffirs turned out in all

directions to catch them. At last they were secured

and inspanned, and waving farewell to " Tant

Sannie," who had waddled out to see us off, while

the old Boer raised his crape-bound slouch hat

respectfully, though with some reserve, we galloped

away on our next stage.

Du P 's Farm,

Feb. 3, 1903.

We had to spend the night here. We reached

Wolmaranstad about 3 p.m. yesterday, and found

no mules ready ; they had to be sent for, five miles

away across the veldt.

Mr. N was hospitable and gave us a meal,

and we sat in his stoep till the fresh mules

arrived.

I photographed three funny old Boer women
outspanned on the veldt, who had come in for

repatriation stores in their own Cape-cart. Each
repatriation depot relieves a certain area of country.

Any Boer requiring aid applies for it, and, if it is

c 2
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a genuine case, gets daily rations, for which he need

not pay for two years at least ; he also receives help

towards rebuilding and restocking his farm.

We passed numbers of Boer families trekking

back to their homes in the repatriation wagons.

It is a vast and generous scheme, which is costing

the Government a mint of money, and many of the

Boers who are receiving this aid, own thousands of

morgen of land (one morgen being two acres), and

yet refuse to sell even part to the British Govern-

ment ! I must frankly own that for some of them

I have not much sympathy. They are, too often,

intensely lazy, indolent, and dirty. A farm of two

thousand acres is often in reality a vast barren

desert with a dirty hovel on it ; and it was the same

before the war.

They plant nothing, they sow nothing, they often

never touch the ground; many have not even a

patch of garden. Their so-called " farming
"

consists of sitting in their stoep while their cattle

wander over the veldt around, which, as far as eye

can reach, is theirs. The cattle increase, and they

sit still.

For such " farmers " one cannot feel over much,

when one learns they are living on us and yet refuse

to sell an acre or bestir themselves in any way
towards making a living.

Others are different, and for them one has every

sympathy.

The three old women in my photograph were all

made widows by the war; but each one owns a

farm of one thousand six hundred acres and will
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not sell an acre of it, but come daily to the repatria-

tion people for food.

Another Outspan,

Feb. 4, 1903.

We did not get away from Wolmaranstad till

5 P-m.

Our next stop was to be a winkel (store) thirty

miles away, at Rietfontein, a lonely enough spot in

the heart of the veldt, as, indeed, Wolmaranstad

itself is. The storekeeper, however, is obliged by

Government to keep three beds for travellers, and

to this haven we pressed on, darkness rapidly closing

in round us.

Had anyone at Wolmaranstad offered even me,

the one lady of the party, a bed for the night,

knowing that the chances were against our reaching

any shelter that night, we would gladly have waited,

but, as it was, we had perforce to go on.

We felt wretched as the night grew apace,

enveloping the great silent desert around us in an

impenetrable blackness. No stars or moon shed on

us their friendly beam ! Black clouds hid them

from earth. Low and ominous rumblings on the

horizon told of a coming storm, and an African

thunderstorm on the open veldt at night, in a Cape-

cart with no lights and a team of sixteen terrified

mules, is apt to be a serious matter.

The darkness grew intense. The road was a

mere rough track, and consisted of deep heavy sand,

through which our wheels dragged noiselessly and

painfully.
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The mules seemed worn out, and had to be urged

on every moment. Far as the eye could reach was

darkness, and, as I have already observed, we had

no lights of any kind.

" Me-Charlie " kept saying, "We can't be far

from Rietfontein now," but, alas ! no cheering spark

denoted any sign of human habitation; and every

time we asked the Kaffir, "Where is the winkel,

boy?" he would point with his whip through the

darkness, and say, mournfully, " Da-ar is de

winkel!
"

Dar, short and not drawn out, means that the

distance is not great, but if they say Da-ar, long

drawn out, the distance is as great in proportion to

the time that the voice spends over the word. So

each time he gave us a long Da-a-ar our hearts sank

more and more.

A gleam of a far-distant light at last ! On we

pressed, and in about an hour it seemed appreciably

nearer. Our spirits revived, when suddenly down
tore the mules into a deep spruit or river, which

we, of course, could not see ahead of us. We
simply found ourselves shooting down an in-

cline, and then crash into some deep water

!

A wheel went up on to a rock, and over we

toppled.

A scene of fearful confusion followed in the dark-

ness. The hood alone saved me shooting into the

water, but I hung on. " Me-Charlie " and Spotty

burst into imprecations at each other. The mules

plunged. The Kaffir shouted. I was told to hold

on, and finally, after about twenty minutes, the cart
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was righted, and we emerged on the opposite bank

more dead than ahve.

The red light now shone down on us from the

black brow of what was evidently a hill, and we

made for it. It was not the winkel!

Instead, a long, low farm was disclosed, and as

we drew up a Boer came out and informed us, to

our dismay, that the winkel was still ten miles away

on quite another track, and we could never reach it

that night ! As he spoke a vivid flash of forked

lightning rent the black sky ahead of us.

We asked him if he would give us shelter.

" Yes," he said ; but he had only one bedroom,

which the lady could have, and the two gentlemen

must sleep in the stoep.

He seemed a friendly old fellow, and I was for

accepting his offer at once ; but my two companions

seemed nervous, and feared treachery.

We had no idea where we were. Some of these

outlying farms are exceedingly lonely. We might

very easily be made away with out of revenge or

robbery, and who w^ould ever trace us.'^ We had

evidently strayed far from the beaten track.

Another threatening rumble and flash, however,

decided us. We would risk it.

We climbed down and told the Kaffir to outspan

the mules and sleep under the cart himself, close

to the stoep, so as to be in readiness in case we
called him.

The old Boer ushered us into his kitchen, where

stood a pretty young girl of eighteen—neatly

dressed, and marvellously spruce and tidy for a
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Boer—three little girls, and two lads of fifteen and

sixteen, whom he introduced as his children.

All were in deep mourning. The mother and

three other children had died in the concentration

camp.

The whole party stared at us with open-mouthed

interest. They hardly ever see a human being ! This

was the first farm we had passed with a roof on,

and we had already seen twenty or more, all of them

blackened ruins. We asked the reason, and the

farmer said it was because the house itself was an

Englishman's who had rented it.

He sat down while we partook of a most delicious

dish of eggs his daughter prepared for us, and told

us many stories of the war with perfect good-temper,

though sadly.

The walls and floors of all the rooms were mud.

Our dinner-table consisted of some planks sup-

ported on legs. His five younger children stood

opposite us, their backs squeezed to the mud wall,

staring at us as we ate, with all their ten large dark

eyes.

The Boer pointed out the two boys. They had

fought in a commando, and Henrick—pointing to a

shy-faced lad of sixteen, still looking a mere child

—

had shot five Englishmen, had taken two prisoners,

and had got " the trousers and braces of one English-

man who fell by his hand hung as a trophy in the

stoep !
" We afterwards saw them.

The almost childish delight of the old Boer as

he related this, amused even while it saddened me

;

but the narration appeared to raise anxiety and
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distrust In the minds of " Me-Charlle " and

Spotty.

After supper they went into the stoep and talked

together. It was agreed that one of them would

keep awake all night, " taking It In turns to sleep "

—

which, I may add, meant Spotty sleeping and " Me-
Charlle " keeping awake. Each carried a loaded

revolver In his pocket, and these were duly examined.

Then, as the night was going on apace and we had

to start again at daylight, I bade the old Boer, his

daughter, and my companions good-night, and

retired to my room, the farm, of course, being all

on one floor.

The bed looked clean, though rough, and

Johanna, the girl of eighteen, escorted me to It,

and showed me, in a simple, guileless manner, some

field-glasses on the window-sill—which opened on

to the stoep—which her father had, I understood,

"taken from Lord Methuen." On the brown mud
wall was pasted a Bovril advertisement of a

wounded English officer In the arms of a pretty

Red Cross nurse, entitled, " An Angel of Pity," the

nurse, of course, being in the act of pouring Bovril

down the warrior's throat.

I soon fell asleep, strange as were my surround-

ings; but I was worn out with the day's trek,

" Me-Charlie " and Spotty lay In the stoep on to

which my window opened. I was awakened about

an hour after by the bursting of the storm that had

been threatening so long.

It lasted over an hour, and was truly terrific.

Thankful were we to be under shelter. The two
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men constantly called out to ask if I had been

struck, I making the same inquiry of them, each of

us hardly able to hear the other's voice.

Finally, when the worst seemed over, I once more

fell asleep.

But not for long.

" Me-Charlie " was lying with his eyes half shut,

about I a.m., when he heard a movement in the

passage. Without moving he turned his eyes, to

behold a tall, dark figure softly turning the handle

of my bedroom door !

With a yell he started up and pointed his pistol

at the intruder.

It was only Johanna, the Boer girl, pale and

trembling. Might she call me? Her little sister

Lisbeth was dying of fits. The English lady might

know what to do. The poor girl was sobbing and

crying. I got up at once, put on a dressing-gown,

and was ushered into a crowded bedroom with mud
walls, lit by one bad candle. The whole family

slept in it. It was chock-full of beds, out of which

the inmates had scrambled, and now knelt and

stood round the poor widowed father, who sat on a

chair with the child on his knee, insensible, her

limbs and face undergoing violent contortions.

Everyone seemed frantic with fright and anxiety,

and Johanna sobbed to me in broken English that

this was her poor dead mother's favourite child.

Meanwhile, the father sat and squeezed the

child's throat, and would certainly have squeezed

the last breath out of her had I not begged him to

stop it, loosen her nightdress, and give her air.
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It was a hot night, yet every chink was shut

!

They next fetched cold water, and thrust the poor

child's feet into it ! I was much struck at their

utter ignorance of how to deal with illness. I re-

commended a hot bath, and had mv work cut out

getting it ready and running to stop one or another

member of the family from squeezing Lisbeth's

throat with all their ten fingers, calling piteously to

her the while, " Bettee! Lisbeth ! Bettee! " the poor

little invalid struggling frantically and trying to

beat them off.

" Me-Charlie " also came to the rescue and

helped light a fire, while the useful Spotty lay in

the stoep, murmured something about hot salt and

mustard plasters, and went to sleep again.

I got back to bed about 3 a.m., and at four was
up again and dressed ready for our trek.

The little Lisbeth was in a very dangerous con-

dition. I felt so sorry for them all, and we were

all ashamed of our groundless suspicions of the old

Boer, who had been all that was kind and hospit-

able.

The sun was now rising and it was daylight, and
one could see how lovely the farm was. We were

far off the track, which we could discern five miles

away. On the distant ten-mile-away-sky-line stood

up a white patch—the winkel.

We stopped at the winkel for breakfast. The
store, a tin hut with a whitewashed house of mud
is kept by an Englishman and his brother.

The elder, who owned a nice farm close by, was
given six hours by the British column in which to
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load up a wagon with his most cherished belong-

ings, and the rest was then set fire to. This was as

necessary in the case of Englishmen as of Boers,

and is a reply to those who have made an outcry

about the burning of the farms.

I cooked our breakfast here in a mud-kitchen, in

company with a Basuto girl, whose face was pro-

fusely ornamented with designs in blue chalk. The
storekeeper said my omelette looked so nice that

we invited him to share it with us, and we all sat

down together.

The lonely storekeeper remarked pathetically,

" Why doesn't my food ever taste like this ? " But

I thought I had better not say, " Because your

Basuto girl stirs it with her finger, sucking that

member clean each time." .Where ignorance is

bliss—don't disturb it.

Bloemhof,

Feh. 5, 1903.

This little township suffered heavily during the

war, and is now a blackened ruin. Not a house is

standing. The little church is alone intact. It has

been turned into the repatriation store, and presents

a curious spectacle, piled to the ceiling with bags

of flour and oats ! Before this it was a hospital.

We changed mules again here, and continued our

journey.

Kareepan,

Feb. 5, 1903.

Another halt, and fresh mules. What a strange

study Spotty is ! The day is roasting hot, but we
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had an argument every time I requested we should

stop to let the mules drink ! I hope in the next life

Spotty will be a mule himself, and have to draw a

heavy Cape-cart, piled with luggage and four

people, through a sandy track without a drop of

water, and on a roasting day.

How lovely, how vast, how solemn is this end-

less veldt ! Our army marched all along here, and

have left grim milestones of the path they took in

thousands of bleaching skeletons of mules, cattle,

and now and then a man. By these alone we know
our way.

We saw some secretary-birds just now—huge
creatures on two long red legs. They walk in a

dignified manner, and are the size of large storks.

We have also seen several large antelopes, utterly

fearless. They stood close to the track and

watched us pass. Man has no terrors for them yet.

Wacht-ein-beitje Farm (burnt),

Feb. 6, 1903.

A most picturesque Melrose Abbey sort of ruin

!

This farm, being a very fine, well-cared-for one,

was spared burning, until two Englishmen, riding

up and seeing a woman's white petticoat floating

as a "white flag " on the end of a long pole, were

brutally murdered in cold blood on asking for a

drink. One dropped from his horse, and was then

stabbed till he died. The other, mortally wounded,

implored to be spared immediate death, in order to

say good-bye to his wife and children at Christiana.
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He was left alone, and a convoy passing took

him to Christiana, where he died the next

day.

In consequence of this outrage the farm was then

burnt, and everything round it; and the repatriation

authorities will probably refuse (and rightly) to do

anything towards compensating the owner.

Christiana,

Feb. 7, 1903.

We have stopped the night here. It is a pretty

little veldt village, with green trees meeting across

its roads, and deep running brooks, six feet wide,

rippling down the sides of each street. What
charming men are the repatriation officers here !

The superintendent is quite the nicest man I have

seen on the road, and lent me his room, his camera,

his films, his books, and, in fact, any of his worldly

goods I liked to carry off

!

He begged me in the morning to come and see

his office, where the repatriation work goes on, and

where Boers of both sexes and all ages crowd all

day for repatriation aid. Next to his office is a

small store, bearing on a board the pathetic inscrip-

tion, "J. Van Z , Ex-Boer General, and now
General Agent for tinned provisions."

I couldn't help smiling. Poor old chap ! Pic-

ture our Lord Roberts or General Buller subsiding,

after the war, into the selling of tinned lobster and

Swiss milk

!

I found the superintendent very angry, and with
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reason. The repatriation superintendents require

their wits about them, truly, for the Boer can be a

sHppery customer. I need only copy an entry I

found in his big book—being the copy of a letter

from an influential burgher, himself a member of

the repatriation commission :

—

To Superintendent, Repatriation,

Christiana.

"Dear Sir,—Mrs. B., of E., is in want of food supplies.

I am convinced she has no money at all, being very poor

and a widow."

The letter went on to recommend her for re-

patriation help. Underneath the letter the super-

intendent had made the following note :

—

** Made inquiries, and found the poor widow owns eight

hundred morgen of land (one thousand six hundred acres)

and will not sell an acre; and, on help being refused,

promptly produced one pound five shillings out of her pocket

to pay for a bag of meal at repatriation rates !

"

Feb. 8, 1903.

We left Christiana early in the morning, and are

now at the end of our long trek and at one of the

chief repatriation depots in Griqualand West. We
are here close to Warrenton, where some of the

hottest fighting took place, and where the magis-

trate's house was shelled across the Vaal River by

the Boers until the family bolted, after which the

Boers used the house as their hospital.
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We all went to have tea with them, and very kind

and hospitable they were. We had tea at the

dining-room table used by the Boers as their opera-

ting table ! The walls are full of shell and bullet

holes. The magistrate's daughter gave me some

photos, taken by herself, of their house on the

banks of the Vaal.

A very interesting little blockhouse I found at

Christiana had been turned by a cheery old Boer

into a snug little home while waiting repatriation

aid. He has ingeniously spread a tent over its top

to make it rain-proof, and lives in it with his frau,

cultivating a pretty little garden around it, and dry-

ing the biltong, which you see hanging in strips to

the tin sides of his blockhouse home.

The repatriation here is conducted on an exten-

sive scale, and the stores are so vast that the super-

intendent has his work cut out to protect them

from theft. Kaffir policemen and repatriation

employes patrol them all night, and no one is

allowed to approach the stores—which are in a

barbed-wire enclosure on the open veldt—^with-

out a password.

The night after I arrived the password was, in

compliment to my arrival, the name of my last novel

—a very long sentence for a Kafhr to make head or

tail of ! Several of us went for a stroll after

dinner past the stores.

"Who goes zere? " called out a black, half-naked

individual, preparing to fell us to the earth with a

bludgeon.
" The Thin Red Line of Heroes !

" yelled
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" Me-Charlie," and the constable remarked, *' Pass

on. Olswell," as duly instructed.

" I'm sure," said I, " they'd let us pass with any

word. They can't possibly tell the difference."

"Try," said the superintendent, with dignity;

"try, as we return."

" Who goes zere ? " shouted the same man a little

later.

" Eggs and bacon," was my reply.

" Pass on," said the highly useful constable.

"Olswell."

After that " Me-Charlie " applied to the Kaffir

dictionary for his password.

I have been watching repatriation work all the

morning. It is hard work for all concerned, and
I venture to say the British Government never have

had more zeal and energy put into any work for

them than in their repatriation depots.

Superintendents' posts, in particular, are ones of

vast responsibility, requiring a clear head, a kind

heart, and yet a stern sense of justice.

" Branding the cattle " is a very harrowing phase

of the repatriation work to watch, and it was a relief

after one long roasting afternoon at it to see "the

repatriation at play," viz., afternoon tea outside the

superintendent's pretty rush-covered huts, designed

entirely by himself, and complete even to a bath-

room, where, however, when you take a bath, and

are sitting in it enjoying it, the water suddenly

insists on running off, and you are left high and

dry.
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In Camp on Vaal River,

Feb. 20, 1903.

The heat has been so terrific that several repatria-

tion men got knocked up, and I felt so ill also that

it was agreed to trek to some pretty spot on the

Vaal River for a week, from whence the men could

go daily in to their duties.

Red Cross wagons were chosen for the ladies,

tents taken for the men, and a grand trek took

place, Mr. Hill and I riding ahead in the early

morning, with the whole convoy behind us, to choose

a site and get all ready.

The forest, mainly composed of gigantic mimosa

trees, now a mass of fluffy yellow blossoms, grows

thick to the water's edge, and we had to have the

jungle cut away to drag our wagons through, a

matter of half a day's work.

Everyone arrived about 5 p.m. on horseback;

camp fires were soon burning a little way back in

the forest, and two English ex-soldiers, who under-

took the cooking, were shortly busy round them.

Kaffirs jabbered, ponies neighed, mules hee-hawed,

and a prettier, homelier scene could not be pictured.

We had meals under the great bucksails spread

from wagon to wagon. The river rippled past

all day and all night with a cooling sound.

A farm on the veldt behind the woods supplied

us with milk, but the men shot or fished for most

of our other food. Quite a Robinson Crusoe

existence

!

The fighting all along here was at its hottest.
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Almost opposite our camp is the kopje where one

of the peace treaties was signed. Now, however,

all is quiet and peaceful ! And but for the lonely

grave of an occasional soldier, buried where he fell,

which you come upon unexpectedly in some lovely

wild spot, there is nothing just here to mark the

ravages of war.

To-morrow ends the repatriation picnic on the

Vaal River. How lovely it has been ! Whether

it was the cool African dawn, when, as we opened

our eyes in our wagon, facing the blue water, we
heard the shots of the Nimrods upon whom fell

the providing of the breakfast-table—or rather

tablecloth—or the heat of the long golden day,

when we sat in the shade and fished, or the even-

ings, when we rode across the veldt to meet the

repatriation men returning from their labours to

this African paradise, or the dusky nights, spangled

with stars and streaked with silver moonbeams,

when we paddled up and down the river in our

boat or raft, and sang coon songs and called to

each other, it was all a dream of delight. Then
back to the camp, where the Kaffir servants had

made a huge fire of trees cut down, and stood round

it and sang to us ! Yes ! Each bit of each day

was lovelier than the last

!

Many a night in the years to come will the

eighteen of us who made up this happy party recall

our wagon camp on the banks of the Vaal River

!

Many a night in humming London, in quiet English

villages, in dusty African cities, and other spots

on the earth, the familiar Kaffir song we encored

D 2
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so often (the simple performers clapping themselves

as delightedly as we did !) will, I think, ring in

our ears :

—

When the Maxims they g"o pom-pom,

And the Eng-lishmen come over the hill

;

When the big guns go bom-bom

—

The veldt is covered with kill

!

And now back to Johannesburg

!

OuTSPAN Buildings, Johannesburg,

March 8, 1903.

Yesterday I received the appointment of Social

Editress to one of the chief local dailies here, and

in anticipation of it we've given up the cottage

in the valley, and are now tasting of the quaint and

Bohemian joys of life in a Johannesburg "block."

I have two rooms. In one I dwell ; in the other,

Nellie.

Johnny has joined the S.A.C. as a mounted

trooper. S.A.C. signifies South African Constabu-

lary. He is now far away in Swaziland, and never

sees a lady wearing clothes.

Outspan Buildings is very large. We are on the

third floor, and if there's a fire shall probably be

burnt to cinders, because the fire-escape stairs, being

iron, will get red-hot, which doesn't appear to have

struck anyone.

A mysterious being called " The Caretaker,"

approachable only at certain hours which she decides

on herself, but which never suit the tenants, presides

and tries to tyrannise over the four hundred odd
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people, men and women, who live here. She is

usually of the class that keeps seaside lodgings

at home, and who charges sixpence a week for the

cruet and ninepence a scuttle for coals, folds her

hands upon her black silk " Little Mary," and says,

when you complain you can't sleep at night, that

you "brought them with you."

Nellie and I thought at first that the building

belonged to the woman herself, she was so gracious

and made such a favour of taking anyone of our

sex at all.

" I prefer gentlemen," said she.

"Well, we're of the female sex," said Nellie,

"same as yourself."

" Gentlemen give so much less trouble."

" What sort of trouble ? " asked Nellie. " Want-
ing their rooms kept clean, or crawling up the stairs

drunk at two in the morning? I expect the ladies

give the first sort, and the men the second. But I

suppose the second's the best. Oh, I know
Johannesburg already. Who does this building

belong to ? You ?
"

"Well, no. But I transact all business for the

company."

"Well, we'll go to them, and not trouble you

except to show us the rooms, which I suppose is

what you're here for."

The Gracious One, jingling a Bluebeard bunch

of keys, showed us the rooms, somewhat sulkily.

" This is a nice suite. Two rooms and a cup-

board. Fifteen pounds a month."

"What are those streaks on the walls?" said
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Nellie, and I chipped in (feeling riled), " They look

as if the last tenant had rubbed himself up and

down them after the matutinal bath."
*' Oh," said the caretaker, carelessly, " that's

Cimexin. Kills things. That is why this suite is

vacant. I turned her out. The first complaint of

the kind I had ever had. She ruined the walls

with that and paraffin, and ruined the reputation of

the block too, telling her friends no one could sleep.

I never stand nonsense, so out she went."

"Oh!"
"Will you take this suite?"

"I think not," said I. "You see, we might be

sent flying too. What other rooms have you ?
"

The next one smelt of vitriol.

" What sort of ' things ' was the tenant here trying

to kill.? "said I.

" Her husband," said the caretaker. " You've

heard of Mrs. Dove? The handsome woman who
used to live in ' Sairey Gamp's ' Buildings, and

fought so with her husband that the tenants left,

fearing the block would collapse?
"

" Oh, yes, I heard of her. I think she got a

divorce; poor thing? I felt sorry for her."

" They certainly arranged one, and she came here

first. He helped her to get comfortable in these

rooms. Put down her carpet. Put up her curtains.

Hung up her pictures. I often had a peep in

through the fanlight and a chair, and they were so

affectionate I knew it was collusion, for he would

sit having tea with his arm round her (the rows

having temporarily stopped), and sigh and say.
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'Well, Mignonette, you are snug and straight now.

So I'll be off and apply for the restitution of con-

jugal rights, and you'll refuse, and in a month we'll

each be free. But I tell you what, Netta. I know
why you've turned against me like this. It's because

I've lost all my money.'
"

' Because you never had any, you mean,' she'd

reply, looking black as thunder ;
' that deed settling

£600 a year on me was waste paper, and I could put

you into prison.'
"

' Well, all's fair in love and war, especially in

dear old Jo'burg. And I tell you what. I shall

soon make a fortune again out here. Now my con-

science is gone, it's easy. And when I have, I'll

never rest till you chuck that Dutchman and run

away with me again. You'll never stick a Dutch-

man long.'
"

' I daresay not,' she'd reply, cool as brass, ' but

as he's now cooling his heels in the street, please

go and fetch him, and when you've made your

fortune, and a real one this time, we'll talk over my
bolting with you. Now go.'

"
' What you can see in the fellow I don't know.'

I don't, either, except that he'll have a leg up

if we ever get responsible Government, and then

I'll receive my reward,' she'd say; and then her

troubles began. She got engaged to the Dutchman,

anticipating the divorce, and Dick Dove suddenly

refused to apply for it, and said he preferred

to keep her for himself. The rows and scenes we
had here ! She threw vitriol at him one night,

waking up (Dove was living a few streets off then,
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not here), and finding him hanging half in and

half out of the open fanlight, armed with a carving

knife. The Dutchman, who'd taken rooms here

too, came to the rescue, in pyjamas, got a splash

of the vitriol, and, saying he'd always heard English

ladies threw vitriol at their lovers and husbands,

refused to marry her. Dove then applied for the

divorce and got it. So there she was, stranded.

She has gone out now as a masseuse."

"Well, I never!" said Nellie, "but all society

here is like that, isn't it? And men cruel brutes?

"

" Most," said the lady. " I suppose " (throwing

open a fresh door) " you know that no cooking is

allowed in these Buildings?"

"We didn't know it. Why?"
" Because of the smell," was the reply.

" I'm sure," said I, " that I smelt steak and onions

just now as we passed those little stairs."

" Oh, that wasn't a tenant. That's my lunch

—

being cooked."
" Oh, you are allowed to eat, then ? What do you

do to keep the other tenants alive ?
"

"What do you mean?"
"Don't people in Johannesburg want food? Or

does the air feed them ?
"

" Oh, yes, they want food, I suppose, and it's not

our business how they get it. I examine their pails

to see if there are signs of potato peelings or other

scraps. There are restaurants all round."
" Very expensive. How do the poor ones

manage ?

"

" Poor people have no business to be in Johannes-
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burg. They manage as best they can. How would
this suite suit you ?

"

We took it, finding the same kind of caretaker

everywhere else.

Nellie hangs mattresses over the door and does

the cooking, and the potato peelings and bits of

bread she rolls in paper and takes out after dark

and gets rid of.

Next week I begin my Press duties.

The climate is still very lovely, and life in a

Johannesburg residential block is of all town lives

the queerest. Nearly everyone has one room, and

into this you cram your entire worldly possessions,

and learn all kinds of vanishing tricks and juggling

feats, such as having a combination bed and piano,

using your washing-stand for your writing-table,

and converting your hip-bath by day with rugs and

cushions into an armchair. In this abode of bliss

you receive your friends, male and female, and if

the gentleman, sitting himself rashly on the bed-

sofa, vanishes into the piano, or the lady throws

herself wearily into the hip-bath armchair, and it

falls off the packing-case with her inside it, no one

will turn a hair. You will invite them to lunch or

tea or dinner, whichever is approaching, and the

gentleman will offer to go and buy chops or kippers

or fetch the milk, and when he returns will help you

cook it, and you'll sit together and eat it on the

washing-stand, which also does duty as a dinner-

table on such occasions.

The courtship betwixt young men and homeless

widows, grass-widows, and maidens carried on in
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Johannesburg rooms, as it necessarily has to be, can-

not by any possibihty run really smooth, for at the

crucial moment when he is on his knees declaring

his passion, the kettle invariably boils over just as

he is about to do the same, and he has to leap

to his feet with the magic words unsaid. He
often, later on, blesses that kettle, especially

when there appears, a year after, on the back

page of the Rand Daily Mail, a huge notice

announcing that the Court commands John Henry
Lovelace (who evidently got ahead of the kettle

somehow) at once (in a "Citation by Edict") to

return to his hearth and home, and support Mary
Matilda Lovelace, even though she did throw the

flat-iron at him for stopping at his club too late.

" But for that thrice blessed kettle," says he, in

thankful murmurs, "there goes myself."

Yesterday afternoon I received visitors in bed

—

five men and two ladies. I often go to bed to read.

It's so comfortable, and Nellie rushed in to say

they were there, and I had better see them. " It

was nothing in Johannesburg."

A Japanese kimono of white, with branches of

cherry-blossom on it, was hurriedly wriggled on to

me, my hair tossed up, and then my pillows, and

they all trooped in, and I soon found no apologies

were necessary. A lady's bedroom in Johannesburg

is public property.

" You'll soon get used to it," said Spotty, sitting

twirling his moustache (while Basfl gazed at me
and murmured something about how nice some

people looked in " dishy-bill," or so he pronounced
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it.)
" Ba Jove, I don't know what that pretty

typist girl, Miss What's-her-name, would have

done without me when she sprained her ankle.

These d d caretakers (excuse me) carefully

avoid a woman when she's ill, though if it's a man,

ba Jove, they drive him wild with attentions, and

Miss—er—Carew had laid five mortal days un-

attended, and never had even a meal, when I hap-

pened to turn up. Knocked, peeped in, and found

her in floods of tears, and in bed, of course. What

was a fellah to do? I nursed her. Slept in her

bath-room, in the bath. Not at all comfortable.

Sat hours on end holding her hand, while we turned

the cold water tap on to her foot. Fetched her meals

from Frank's, and fed her at the end of a fork.

Charming girl !

"

"I wonder," said I, "you didn't get engaged."

"Well, we did, fro tern. But it's off. I found

another chap massaging her foot when I was sup-

posed to be doing it. If you're ever ill, you or your

maid, you let me know ! I'm an Ai nurse, and it's

nothing in Johannesburg."

OuTSPAN Buildings,

March 5, 1903.

I am a Journalist

!

I am Social Editress of the Mornmg Sun, and it's

hung on my office window there, and also on my
bedroom door here, or rather my bed-sitting room.

Though I have " wrote " for years, as Nellie has

it, I know nothing of journalism; but that doesn't

matter in Africa. No one knows anything about
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the thing they're doing. You only want to pretend

you do, and it's all right. The dearth of educated

and intelligent people is so great at present that to

get a billet needing these qualifications is as easy

as saying " knife," and when I called at the Morn-

ing Sun offices haphazard and asked to be made
their Social Editress, my breath was taken away

by the Editor (a charming man) rushing in his shirt-

sleeves out of a cardboard compartment he sat in,

and saying, " Certainly ! Certainly ! And may I

ask what salary ?
"

This was so different to London. I stared.

Nellie remained half-way down the stairs, hidden,

but could hear all, and gave me advice in stage

whispers.

"Pile it on. Ma'am," came wafting up now;
" don't be shy. Say fifty quid a month, and don't

blush."

" Er—would thirty pounds a month be too

high? " I enquired, holding my breath so as not to

blush.
" Not at all. We should not expect you to work

for less."

"And you're lucky to get her for that," came on

the breeze, " a officer's wife and all ! a-goin' in and

out of Jo-hannesburg Society what ain't fit to black

her boots !

"

"Pray sit down. How do you like Africa?"

said the Editor, after listening to these sounds and

deciding they didn't belong to me.
" I like it, thank you. What would my duties be ?

"

"Oh, the ordinary duties of a Social Editress."
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I longed to enquire what these were, but thought

wiser not.

" Papers differ so," said I, sagely, " and I expect

Johannesburg is very different to London."

"Oh, entirely. We shall work you hard."

"Yes."
" You do not think " (regarding me reflectively)

" that you will mind the life ?
"

" What will there be to mind.?
"

" You will attend all Social Functions by day

and by night."

Flere Nellie's head appeared up the stairs.

" My Missus wants a lot of sleep or she can't

work. I've always bin told printers never go to

bed, but that wouldn't suit my Missus, and it's no

use to say it would, and you know it, Ma'am."
" Who on earth is this? " said the Editor.

" It is my maid," I explained. " I am not going

to be a printer here, Nellie. At least I don't sup-

pose so," said I to the Chief. " I won't have to

set the type ?
"

"Oh, dear me, no. Have you never done

journalism before?
"

I nearly said " never," but changed it to " Oh,

yes, but I thought it might be different in Africa.

Everything else is."

" No, we run papers the same way as in England.

You will attend all Social Functions, all the

Theatres, Amateur Theatricals, Concerts, Bazaars,

At Homes, Weddings, Funerals, Foundation

Stones, Maternity Homes, Orphan Homes, Famous
Preachers, Lectures, Millinery Shows, Stock-
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taking in the Shops, Sale Displays, Christmas and

Easter Bazaars, Garden-parties, Masonic Lodge

Nights, Balls, Dances, Hops, Cinderellas,

Y.M.C.A. Teas, Eisteddfods. . .
."

" Hold hard," said Nellie, " you don't expect

one person to do all that for thirty pounds a

month ?
"

" We also shall expect you to do the Review

Column—about six novels a week. You need only

read the first and last pages. And you will also

write the special Woman's Page of our Saturday

issue, consisting of twelve columns upon com-

plexions, hair-washes, underlinen, etiquette, babies,

matrimony, and conundrums."

"Thanks," said I, feebly, needing time to think.

" I—I'm sure I can't do it all—nicely."

" There will also be the Replies to Corre-

spondents Column."
" Oh, yes. In other words, the Conundrum

Column? "

"Ah, now you're joking ! Not bad, that !

"

" Oh, but I wasn't joking at all. Though I see
"

(reflectively) "what you mean."
" You understand that you'll start the ' Replies

to Correspondents Column' with imaginary re-

plies to imaginary correspondents? This sort of

thing :

—

''Arabella.—Certainly. Will bear your remarks

in mind.

''Lucille. — Napoleon was divorced from

Josephine with the sanction of the Roman Catholic
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Church, which doesn't recognise divorces except

when it suits it.

" Cherry Rife.— I think your name must become

you admirably, but I know of no way by which

you can make the middle of your cheeks fat, but

the rest of you thin."

("The rot! " here remarked Nellie, in paren-

thesis.)

"The Column being started by this little harm-

less deception, real correspondents will pour in.

Some of their questions will be posers, but, of

course, you'll reply glibly to all. Tim

!

A small boy appeared with a snub nose adorned

profusely with ink.

" Sir.''

" Fetch me the File of the Saturday ' Woman's
Page.'

"

" Yes, sir."

It arrived, and Mr. Dallas forthwith read us out

extracts from the pen of the last learned Social

Editress, who had been dismissed for having

grossly insulted Mrs. Boot-Tag, the millionairess,

in her description of that lady at one of her own

balls, at which the Social Editress had not even

been asked to partake of any supper.

Mr. Dallas, e^t -passant, showed me the fatal ex-

tract, as a solemn warning to all future Social

Editresses who might take a dislike to Mrs. Boot-

Tag and her manners.

"As you will observe," said he, "it was

impossible to overlook it. Of course, it should
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never have been passed by the News Editor, but he

got the sack too.

Mrs. Boot-Tag received her guests in a

wonderful garment of carrot-red, the very low

bodice garnished with what looked like parsley,

while in her hair was classically twined a wreath,

made, apparently, of small lettuce-leaves, perhaps

in memory of her salad-days.'

" It was a pity," sighed Mr. Dallas, " she was

a clever woman ! No one but a clever woman
could have composed these replies to the fools who
wanted them. All the same, this Page pays us

well, women being what they are in Johannesburg.

Listen to this, for instance," and he threw himself

back in his chair.
"

' Belinda.—You will rise when he enters the

room, but there is no necessity for you to take off

your gloves when playing the piano for him.'
"

' Martini Henry Rifle (a most extraordinary

nam de plume for a woman to assume !)—On no

account must your father sit down to table with it

on. The entire enjoyment of the meal for your

guests would be gone. Should he decline to re-

move it, he must have his lunch sent to him up-

stairs.'

"One hasn't much time," said the Editor, "in

newspaper offices to be puzzling one's brains over

anything, but I recollect feeling distinctly interested

as to what the ' it ' was, which the father must

remove on sitting down to table."

" A glass eye, probably," said I, " which insisted

on falling into the soup."
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"Very likely. Or one of those contrivances,

shoved down your throat, which illuminates your

entire digestive organs, causing you to become
transparent, so that your medical attendant can

watch the digestion at its work the whole time

you're eating."

" That certainly would startle people," I agreed.
" Knock 'em flat, I should say," added Nellie.

" Well, it seems as if my Missis will have her work

cut out, and if she lives through it the year, I'll be

surprised."

"Oh, she'll soon get used to it," said Mr. Dallas;
" habit is everything."

"At any rate, I will try," said I. ''I daresay if

I go in for strong coffee every afternoon, Nellie,

I can learn to do with very little sleep."

"Of course you will," said Mr. Dallas. "But
now there's another matter—the political policy of

our paper."

"Oh, yes; I suppose that's important?
"

" Very. At present we are all for the Dutch
party. Het Volk. And you will have to be most

careful not to offend them by allusions, such as my
last Editress made (not knowing we had changed

our policy on the previous Monday morning), to

British supremacy in South Africa, loyalty to

the British flag, and unfeeling remarks of that

sort."

" Oh !

" I observed.

" Responsible Government is, as you know,

being demanded, and the Dutch to have votes.

They'll get 'em, as sure as God made little apples

!

£
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The Morning Sun having abused them up hill and

down dale through the war and since, is getting

ready now to slither into their affections. Good
bluff old farmer This-and-That and Lawyer Fiddle-

de-dee will be in Parliament, and we'll be seeing

some amusing things in Pretoria."

" I like Dutch farmers, as a rule," said I, " and

it ought to be great fun to see them trying to govern

a British Colony."

"Ahem. Don't rub that in when you're writing

for us, don't you know— British Colony."

"But I thought we were all British subjects

now !

"

" Oh, dear me, you haven't grasped things at all,

I fear. This is exactly how it is. When Het

Volk do something they oughtn't to have done, like

sticking Dutchmen into the Britishers' places, then
' we're all British subjects, and where's the differ-

ence? ' At other times they're Dutch and we're

British, and oil and vinegar never mixed worse.

Try and remember that, and be very careful not

to call 'em Dutch when they're acting British, nor

British when they're acting Dutch."
" I'll try not to offend anyone ; but surely it would

be wiser to have a Dutch Social Editress.'* Every-

body should be loyal to their own country, and I

don't much blame the Dutch for hating us so long

as they're only honest over it, nor us for hating

them. What I can't stand is any hypocrisy. There

is too much of it about. And it seems I'll have to

play the hypocrite !

"

" Oh, dear me, what matters ? No more than they
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do ! It's a big game of humbug all round, and no

one's taken in."

" I can see it is all going to be dreadfully hard

for any honest, outspoken woman who is very loyal

to her own country."

" Bless you, my dear child, but this is surely as

much your own country as England, and the Dutch

are your brothers and sisters—at any rate, when

you're reeling it off for the paper. You must mind

and talk a lot about the Decline of Racial Hatred.

We print something on that head regularly every

week, and the public, always believing what it sees

in print, simmers down fro tenir
" It seems to me, if it was true, there'd be no need

to say anything about it."

" You've hit the nail. But never mind. One more

hint. No raking up of people's pasts in Johannes-

burg. Fatal ! A paper in Africa had to apologise

publicly daily for two weeks for doing it, but

as they couldn't, of course, be apologising for any-

thing they didn't re-print, they got the whole libel

in again, after the apology, fourteen times. Every

word was true, so the gentleman didn't get much
change out of them. Proof of how true it is, ' Least

said, soonest mended.'
"

" I think you had better," said I, reflectively,

" send your chief reporter round with me to a few

functions before I start my duties. I'll have a note-

book, and, Nellie, you could have my camera, and

whenever the reporter said, ' That man committed a

murder,' ' that woman was up for arson,' we'll

snap-shot them, and, like that, we shall remember

!

E 2
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Our hosts and hostesses will often be these kind of

people, won't they?
"

" Oh, dear me, yes ! It's nothing. Half of 'em

have been in jail, and have a closer acquaintance

with the police than they care to remember. Still,

they're quite pleasant people to meet—unless you

put their backs up. At any rate, they aren't namby-

pamby, I promise you."

"Well," said I, " I hope I'll be able to steer

clear of all these pitfalls. But you know they call

me Mrs. Union-Jack; I'm so very British. I've

been all over the world, and it's no use to

say there's any other nation anywhere to come up

to us, and I've got that into my very backbone, and

can't help it."

" Rule, Britannia," said Nellie, " and it's true !

Britons never shall be slaves !

"

" Hush ! Tut, tut !

" said the Editor, looking

nervously around. " Britons have got to be slaves

—on Rand newspapers. That is, if they want their

bread and butter."

" Some bread and butter takes too much . . .

butter," said I. " However, I can but try it. I

will, at any rate, avoid all ' unfeeling allusions

'

about loyalty to our own country and things like that,

as long as ever I can ; but if I ever did burst out,

why, the News Editor can blue-pencil it, and it will

have relieved me. I'll do all I can not to land you

in hot water."
" I'm sure you will. But now comes the un-

pleasant side," said the Editor, balancing himself

on the back of a chair, and talking as if, up till now.
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Heaven itself held no prospect more alluring than

the ones described. " You are—one sees that—

a

woman of refinement
"

" I hope so," said I.

" And I hope so too !
" said Nellie, " and nothink

but the eeniquitious prices in this blessed country

would cause us to be seekin' jobs at all. We're of

high fambly, which, I gathers, is more than one can

say of all the Society up here !

"

" Quite true. And I was coming to that. Society

is mixed up here, as I remarked before. Very, very

mixed. You may have to go to houses where you

will be treated—not quite as you are accustomed

to be treated."

"Yes? You mean I will meet, and have to be

polite to, badly bred and mannered people ?
"

" Often, I fear."

"Oh, well, I shall not mind. Nellie and I have

roughed it since we got out here. I never knew
what the world was till we came to Africa. I had
never met but the one side, and I think it is rather

fun. Trekking up here we have shared meals on

the veldt with transport-riders, engine-drivers, Boer

farmers, miners, and all sorts of rough and ready

folks, and I liked them. They are so simple and

honest and unaffected. I am tired of smart society,

Mr. Dallas. It will all be a nice change."
" I hope so," said he, " yet I hardly think you

will meet simple honest folks like that in Johannes-

burg. The annoyances will be—ahem—of a quite

different nature. The Society people here (all

except the English official set, who are all right) too
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often imagine themselves all they should be, and

are not. But don't let me depress and alarm you.

Do you accept the post?"
" Will my missis ever get to bed at all ? " asked

Nellie.

" Oh, dear me, yes ! Her duties will always be

over by two."

"P.M.?" said Nellie.

"A.M.," replied the Editor, "most journalistic

work is done by night."

"Well, we shall see," said Nellie, "but it sounds

like a treadmill, and another ten quid a month won't

be too much to pay for beef-tea to keep her alive

on."

" We will add five pounds a month to it for cabs

and rickshaws; for railway fares to Pretoria for

Government functions, and to Bloemfontein for the

Loyal Women's Guild Debates. Is that settled?"

"What do the Loyal Women do?" I asked.

" They talk," said Mr. Dallas, "and they quarrel.

Do my terms please you?
"

"Ye-es," said I.

And so it came about. I am Social Editress of

the Morning Sun.

Johannesburg,

April 6, 1903.

I've been two weeks at it, and have attended in

that time fifteen weddings, three baptisms, five

funerals, two foundation stones, eight concerts,

twelve balls, four charity bazaars, two political

meetings, and an Eisteddfod which lasted for four

days for fifteen hours a day. I fainted at 4 p.m.
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each afternoon in the reporters' gallery, and the

Welsh reporter from the Morning Sun offices had to

be sent for to finish my report for me, and Nellie

had to come in a rickshaw and fetch me away.

I don't get much sleep, and when I do I dream

of " services fully choral " and " bridesmaids garbed

in exquisite chiffon bleu de ciel "
; of silver trowels

and foundation-stone speeches; stalls at bazaars

presided over by elderly fat Venuses; the nightin-

gale notes of would-be Pattis at concerts; and the

yells of babies at christenings. Yesterday I had

amateur theatricals in Parktown. I found myself

up to my neck in jewels and scent, as usual; the

women frightfully overdressed. Here and there

you saw a nice refined face, but you could count

them on one hand.

The hostess was in orange silk hung with gilt

sequins, and had golden slippers on, such as the

fairy princess of one's childhood wore when going

to Court. This lady once came out to Africa in the

back row of the chorus, married a millionaire, often

goes home, and now talks of "my friend the

Duch-ess."

I told her I had come from the Morning Sun.
" Oh," said she, looking me up and down, " oh,

yes ! Well, sit down there in that corner, please.

I think you can see the stage ?

"

" Not very well."

" Oh, well, you'll have to see it as best you can.

The other seats are for my friends, I'm afraid."

" And I'm afraid," said I, hurt at her tone, " that I

can't describe your theatricals if I can't see them."
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" Well, I shall expect a good notice, anyhow. I

hope you understand the object of these theatri-

cals? They are for a new church. Sir Enry Tom-
kins and I wish it mentioned in the papers that we

ourselves have given £500 towards the new church,

which is to be built close to our property here, so

that we have not far to go to get to it Sundays."

"Very convenient," said I.

Lady Tomkins looked sharply at me, but con-

tinued :

"We give 'undreds and 'undreds to charities.

We wish that mentioned. And all the proceeds of

these theatricals will go to the building of the new
church. You understand?

"

I felt I wanted to say that I supposed the new
church would be called " Saint Tomkins," or some-

thing appropriate like that, but I remarked, " A new
church seems rather superfluous while all the old

churches remain empty Sunday after Sunday?

However, it's a good excuse for the theatricals."

" Is that your note-book ?
" asked the lady, tartly.

"Yes."
" I would suggest—just 'and it here, please—that

you begin with somethink striking. But I'll write

it down meself—if you don'i mind."

And down sat the hostess, and began, I looking

over her shoulder and assisting.
"

' Rosedale looked its farest this afternoon.'

How will that do?"
" Yes," said I, " but it's f-a-i-r for fairest."

" Oh, of course. ' Looked its fairest this after-

noon, and its brill—brill '—how do you spell it?
"
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"Spell what?" I asked, not certain was she

describing the menu, an aquarium in the house, or

what.

" Brilliant ! There, you write it. I'll dictate.

' Its brilliant hostess had never in any of her past

social triumphs looked more young, more elegant,

more beautiful, more arrystocratik.' How will that

do?"
"I think," I objected, "it's rather too—fulsome.

I couldn't write like that. I never do, you see."

" Well, I never ! Is this my show, or is it

yours ?

"

''This is your show," said I, "but the article is

mine. You wrote and asked the Morning Sun to

give you a notice—to advertise your entertainment,

in fact. You pay nothing for it, I understand ?
"

" Certainly I do not ! I consider I honour the

Mornin Sun with my patronage, and with permittin'

myself and guests to appear in their paper; and

the notice 'uU be as I like it, or not at all. That's

flat."

" Oh, very well," I replied, bewildered at this

conduct, and not knowing what I ought to do. " I

think, then, you had better write the whole account

yourself and we will put it in !

"

"Ah, that's more like. I'll give it to my
governess to do, and I shall expect to see it to-

morrow morning, and, mind you, Miss Whatever-

your-name-is, not a word left out ! Now the cur-

tain's going up. Please to sit down there, and Miss

Turner will bring you the account as soon as it is

all hover."
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About 6 p.m. I got away with Miss Turner's

account of the theatricals all ready for the press.

Lady Tomkins was praised up to the skies, and her

acting described as "equal to anything ever seen

on the London stage." The whole article was a

running fire of flattery of herself, her husband (once

a small grocer in Jeppes), her children, her clothes,

her house, her food, her wit, her aristocratic bearing.

I read it rapidly and put it in my pocket. I had

two balls that night, a concert, and a lecture on

the Rontgen rays, and when these were finished and

the account of each written up in my office, I would

get back to my rooms, drink some hot soup Nellie

would have put ready for me on the stove, and

would, about 2 a.m., try to read, for review, before

sleeping, three of the six novels I was expected to

give my opinion on weekly.

So I was in a hurry, and already worn out, and

sick at heart at this vile work.

Little had I dreamt what it meant ! I wondered

how long I could bear the daily intercourse with

these terrible people. My heart turned with longing

to the rough, simple, transport riders, engine-drivers,

and Dutch farmers of our trek up.

The next morning I slept late, and only arrived

at the Morning Sun offices about midday.

A frightful commotion was going on, the Editor

bellowing through the telephone at someone bellow-

ing back.

" Is that you? " said he, as I appeared. " Here's

a pretty go ! You're in a fair way to ruin our

paper, Sylvia (the name I write my articles under).
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You've done it more mischief in a week than the

last Editress accomplished in three years."

"Yes?" said I. "It's very hard not to—in

Johannesburg."
" Monday I was raided by all the boot and shoe

tradesmen in the town threatening libel actions

because you had said the lot were swindlers, and

every shoe fell to pieces."

" Well, so they do !

"

" But, good Lord ! You mustn't say so ! They
advertise with us ! You must praise up everyone

who advertises with us !

"

" Even if they cheat and swindle and sell

rubbish?"
" Of course ! Everyone swindles in Johannes-

burg ! It's in the air ! Just as much as making

love to your neighbour's wife and divorcing your

own ! No one thinks anything of either ! Then
Tuesday I had the infuriated proprietor of that

restaurant you'd run down, rampaging and roaring

up here. And now it's Sir Henry Tomkins over

the notice of his theatricals in our paper this morn-

ing. Good Heavens, Sylvia ! Are you a child ?

What did you do it for? Do you want to ruin the

Mornino Sun ?
"

o
" The Morning Sun will kill me," I half sobbed

;

" you should have seen the way that woman bullied

me yesterday ! I decided it was best to obey her

to the letter, and so I sent her own article verbatim

down to the printing-room."

" That would have been all right had it appeared

as if from your pen."
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" My pen ! How could I allow such stuff to

appear as if from my pen? ' lis brilliant Hostess

had never looked more young, more elegant, more

beautiful, more aristocratic!
"

" How Vane passed it I can't conceive ! Says

he was sleepy, and never even noticed on top ' Lady
Tomkins has sent us the following account of her

Theatricals.' No wonder Sir Henry is furious

!

Says her Ladyship has gone from one faint into

another ever since she opened the paper."
" It will serve her right," said I ;

" but I can see,

Mr. Dallas, I never, never, can do this work

properly. First of all, I have not had more than

five hours' sleep a night for a week. Second, I can't

butter up people that I despise as I do some of

these nouveaux riches in Johannesburg. Common
people I don't mind, but these make one feel one's

head is in the dust; and I'm not a hypocrite, and I

can't praise them, and there is all about it ! So

please let me resign ! You'll find plenty of women
will jump at the post and enjoy saying Mrs. Brown

looked bonnie in blue, when all the time she looked

a fright; and Miss Perkins perfect in pink, when

her face was a mass of pimples. I couldn't go on

with it if I were starving. I'd rather—rather
—

"

and here I sat me down and sobbed, " sell violets

in the streets. I would at least keep my self-

respect. I don't know how anyone does on a

Johannesburg paper."

" I don't, either," said Mr. Dallas, below his

breath, but out loud, looking ruefully at me, he said,

" Do you really mean it?
"
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"Indeed I do. Let me go. If I ever saw that

—that—she-bear, Lady Tomkins, again, Ld

—

murder her."

"What on earth shall I do for a Social Editress

now ? I was proud of you, Sylvia ; I wanted a real

English Society woman on my staff. We'd soon

have cut out all the other papers."

"You'll never get one, Mr. Dallas. Not for

long. You see (I never told you, and I try to

foreet it, but let me tell vou now. to make vou

understand how unhappy I am) I've held a posi-

tion that none of these women who receive me now,

as if I were a servant, can even understand. My
husband was Governor and O.C. at Alderney for

a year. I received at all the regimental balls and

parties. I led the fashion in India. My dress

was always the first described—hateful custom

!

It is hard, now, to stand as if I were a dress-

maker or ladies'-maid. and have vulgar women I

wouldn't receive in my kitchen at home t^virling

round in front of me and ordering me to give a

description of every stitch they have on, from

their stockings up. You know how angry ]\Irs.

Ikey Mo was because I left out her tomato-silk

petticoat ! And that other dreadful mayoress-

woman writing and saying I had not been respect-

ful enough to her when I called to see her

daughter's wedding trousseau. I might not mind it

so dreadfully if even I were like many women here,

whose marriages have raised them; but—but that is

not my case, and my father would turn in his grave
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if—if—he could see all these things—as perhaps

he can."

" There, there," murmured Mr. Dallas, " compose

yourself. I did warn you, didn't I ?
"

" Oh yes, but I never realised, because, you see,

I had literally never met such people before. Don't

attempt another woman of any sensibilities, Mr.

Dallas. Get one, too, whose skin is as thick—as

—

as—this wall. Mine isn't. Oh, let me go ! Please

do!
"

" But you've signed on for a year !

"

" I can't help it ! I'll go out typing ... or I'll

serve in a shop, if I can't manage on my own
income. . . Or I'll keep paying guests, and Nellie

will be housekeeper."
" Paying guests in Johannesburg never pay."
" Then I won't do anything. I'll struggle along

with Nellie as best I can on my three pounds a

week !

"

"Good Heavens! Is that all you have?"
" Yes, and I'd rather live in a tent on it and eat

bread and butter, than be Social Editress of the

Morning Sun any more, kind as you have all been

to me !

"

" Don't cry ! You shan't be ! Go home to your

Nellie. And don't come here again, child. Pratt !

"

(to the chief reporter, sitting scribbling nineteen to

the dozen in a box near) "insert in to-morrow's

issue
"

' We regret to announce that in consequence of

inconsiderate treatment received in many quarters,

our Social Editress, " Sylvia," insists upon resigning

her post.'

"
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" I'd add, if I were you," said I, standing up,

drying my tears, and already reviving,
"

' Will some
female with the hide of a hippopotamus apply for

the vacancy?
'

"

OuTSPAN Buildings, Johannesburg,

May 8, 1903.

Nellie and I are leading very quiet, uneventful

lives at present, and the days of the Morning Sun
have become as a tale that is told. We are talking

of fresh ventures, but have decided nothing yet.

Nellie cooks and mends, and I meander about and

do a lot of thinking.

It's like going to sit under the deep shade of a

quiet hidden tree away from some Vanity Fair of

merry-go-rounds and booths and waving flags

and brassy bands, to leave Johannesburg clean

behind you sometimes, as I did the other day.

While the city was opening its doors, and its busy

men were shooting through the streets on bicycles

and in traps, and many scurrying along on their

feet, with every mind, I suppose, intent on money,

money, money, I was already in the train bound
for that dear little oasis on the veldt, Heidelberg.

How sweet breathed the air, as we left the last of

the white mines behind us, and the world as God,
and not man, made it, stretched in front of us. I

felt I didn't want ever to go back to Johannesburg,

and I fell to wondering, as I gazed at the distant

sky-line, and my very soul seemed to open itself

out of a cramped sleep (disturbed by many horrid

noises), why we are all leading lives we don't like,

and doing things we don't want to do, and pretend-
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ing we do want to do them? And will Heaven

be—that we may each do what we wish to do, and

nothing else?

I stood on the quiet Heidelberg highway leading

to the SA.C. camp up in the kopjes and watched

the little running brooks that water each side of

the road, and let them ripple, as it were, through

the Johannesburg dust that has collected round

my heart and into my brain. No one being far or

near to observe me, I knelt down and let the clear

water rush through my fingers and round my wrist,

and thought what a beautiful thing water is; what

am emblem of purification and freedom and

peace. Its very sound is healing and comforting,

I think.

My day in little Heidelberg was happy because

it was so quiet. No one there seems in a mad hurry.

People there have time to sit still, and think, and

notice things. Of course, they all notice different

things; but whether it's the way the sun set last

night in a bank of violet and pink, or how Mrs.

Jones has moved the green aigrette in her hat

from the right to the left side ; off whose cheek the

patch of pink powder could have come, that graced

the breast of Lieutenant Dash's uniform at the

close of the Cinderella the night the moon shone

so brightly; or the worry poor Mrs. Tomkins has

had over cutting her new velvet skirt with the pile the

wrong way and nothing to be done now but turn

it into knickers for Bobby; the impression remains

that in Heidelberg there is time to live, and

notice, and breathe, and in Johannesburg there's

none.
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May lo, 1903.

I dreamt once, a long time ago, that I was on a

mountain-top, watching the journeying on a long,

long road below, of hundreds of human beings

toiling along. I knew that I was watching Life

!

And across the long, long road far below fell bars

of sunshine and shadow, and each traveller passed

alternately from one into the other. A happy

woman's face shone out, bathed in sunshine for a

short time. Oh, how happy she looked ! She held

a man's hand. Or a child's hand. Or a mother's

or sister's hand. The man was the man she loved,

and was now united to. Or the child was all she

had, but it was enough. She was in the sunshine !

And then one saw she was approaching the broad

long span of deep shadow which ever and again

crossed and re-crossed that long, long road. And
now she is in it. It throws its darkness upon her

once happy face. She walks on just the same, but

she is weeping. The man is gone. Or the child.

Or the mother. They have gone on ahead. She

fears she has lost the child, not knowing that all she

has lost is the power to see it. She is a long

while traversing that piece of shadow. And behind

her come others, some in the sunshine, smiling,

some in the bars of shadow like herself. Ahead of

her is a long stretch of sunshine, and sometimes a

friend presses her hand in passing, and tells her it

is there, it is coming. She pays no heed, for at

present the shadow is all she can see or care for.

And so from that mountain top I watched the

F
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panorama of Life, and knew that I, too, was in that

crowd.

I am so sleepy. It is midnight. I have just

been to my window to look out over slumbering

Johannesburg. Far above the roofs I stood, and

marvelled at how (so soon as man has done with the

city, and leaves it at night to God) its hideousness

vanishes. The mining camp is looking, under the

round African moon, like a frosted Christmas card.

Every roof gleams as if with a fall of snow. A
shaft of crimson light from a little window where

someone keeps a vigil, streams out on to the snow

—

or is the dusty road only white in the moon ? That

row of little squalid tin shanties have become, under

the stars, homely cottages. A strain of late music

somewhere (some music-hall ditty?) becomes glori-

fied into a Christmas carol. All that is wanted up

in the corner of my new Christmas card is a bough

with three fat robins swinging on it; and before I

finally turn from the window they are there.

What a pity that ugly Johannesburg cannot sleep

for ever. Dear fairies of my childhood, stretch out

your wands, and keep my moonlit city slumbering

and beautiful as it is now. ... I am half asleep.

. . . Have I been talking nonsense? . . . Good-

night.

May II, 1903.

An earnest young parson made a remark to me
the other day that shows how hard the path must

be that some of them have set themselves to tread.

He is not much more than a boy, and I expect has
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found Johannesburg full of temptations. " I hate

big, gay towns," said he ; "I am longing to get

away. I think I'll go home to England, to the

country, and keep a pig and try and go to Heaven."
I looked at him. How well I understood the

longing here expressed for an existence devoid of

all temptation. " To keep a pig and try and go to

Heaven," sounds much easier than going to Heaven
any other way. It is not poetical, nor artistic, such

as growing roses, which would be just as peaceable

and innocent. But there is the cruelty of life. The
roses, being beautiful, would appeal to, and foster,

that side of your nature that is apt to lead you astray.

A pig, and its environment, would effectually check

all poetical and artistic longings. Anything that

smells nasty naturally would. What I want to know
is, why is everything that is nice, bad for our souls,

and everything that's nasty good.'*

May 12, 1903.

Is the Public Free Library here an institution de-

signed to help strengthen your brain or to hurry you

into a lunatic asylum? One of the two must be its

object. I expect it accomplishes both, according to

the brain that tries to tackle its methods. But I

call it very unkind. " Public Free Library " sounds

pleasure-giving, beneficent, soothing. You think

you're going to enjoy yourself, and you think you

haven't got to pay for it. Shock number one, you've

got to pay. Shock number two, in five minutes the

intricate problem of how to find the book you've

F 2
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paid to read makes you feel your head will crack.

The librarians look as desperate as the visitors.

" If number one thousand seven hundred and fifty-

six isn't next to number one thousand seven hundred

and fifty-five, madam, then I expect, if you go up

the companion-way—I should say, stairs—you'll

find it in Class B Fiction; or you might drop on

it through our noted card-trick. It's very clever.

That is the puzzle-box there on the wall. Oh, no,

it's quite simple . . . when you understand it."

To which you murmur, " So was Columbus's egg

after he'd shown them," and when you've spent an

hour hunting for the classical volume you came to

find, you seize the last sixpenny novelette

entitled " The Diabolical Viscount," and depart

content with it, because your brain is no longer

equal to anything except piffle.

Doesn't one always imagine that an undertaker

will be a solemn, serious-minded person, deeply

imbued with the sadness of life and mystery of

death .f^ I was walking out with Nellie, and passing

an undertaker's, I felt like Charles Dickens must

have done before launching on " David Copper-

field," that it's well, if you write, to know something

even about the inside of an undertaker's shop, and

I insisted, much to Nellie's amusement, on stopping

to have a friendly confab with a rotund and jolly-

looking person sunning himself outside his estab-

lishment, evidently as keen on doing business as

everyone else is, these hard times. I'm not in the

least afraid of dying, and haven't any morbid

terrors on the subject at all; but all the same I
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began to feel uncommonly like I expect the terrified-

looking ox feels in the advertisement, " I hear they

want more Bovril."

That my friend looked upon me as a possibly

speedy customer, of that ilk that arranges for its

own funerals, was quickly evident. He rushed for

a catalogue, and presented me with it with a delicate

grace quite in keeping with the subject. I found

myself blankly gazing at a series of cheerful illustra-

tions, and trying to decide whether white marble or

grey granite would best perpetuate my beauty and

talents. I was graciously informed that I could be

buried from my own house or his shop, whichever

I preferred.

"We are always glad to accommodate our cus-

tomers," added the gentleman, in a truly Christian

spirit of helpfulness, and when I murmured,

"Thanks; as soon as I'm dead I'll let you know,"

I found with some disappointment that even under-

takers have but little sense of humour.

May 14, 1903.

The Other day I found a dear little child, a boy,

with long, fair curls, standing in the street, all alone,

his finger in his mouth, and his eyes suspiciously

bright with moisture. He looked such a pet, I

stopped, and, bending down, said, "Are you lost,

baby?"
" No," he lisped, looking up at me, " I'm not lost.

I'm here ! But I'd like to know where my father

and mother have strayed to."
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" This child," I mused, as I took him into a pastry-

cook's to ply him with chocolate, "is going to be

either a statesman, a K.C., a famous general, or a

great preacher. I'd like to be in his memoirs some

day amongst reminiscences of early childhood. I

hope he won't forget me."

The last I saw of him, he was enquiring of his

father where on earth they had been, and, so far as

one could tell from across the street, the father was

apologising and promising not to do it again.

My birthday approaches, and I have given myself

'a bicycle—such a beauty ! You should see me,

my short brown velvet skirt flying, tootling down

hill towards Auckland valley on my free wheel. The
world spins away from beneath me ! I feel as if

I were going over the edge of it, and care nothing

!

The air is cold, and darkening fast. A will o' the

wisp, crimson and soft, floats ahead of me as if

beckoning me on. The moon rocks to my left, a

silver boat in a deep violet sea. Another minute

and I shall be over the edge of the world, crash

into the stars ! But what matter ? Long before I

fall into the Milky Way, I shall sleep, and know no

more for a time. ... I am roused at the bottom

of the hill by yells, and with one terrific lunge I just

avoid a team of sixteen mules and a terrified Kaffir,

and I realise, as I skim past them, that to dream on

a bicycle is rather a silly thing to do.

Well, to my real dreams now let me go, for it is

midnight and long past, and the only milky way to

receive me at present is my little white camp bed

and lavender-scented sheets.
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May IS, 1903.

Nellie wanted some fon, so I took her to see

" Sunday."

What a beautiful play "Sunday" is, and what a

dear name for a girl ? I knew a girl called " Easter,"

and another called " Christmas." A friend of ours

called Bazalgette insisted on christening his son

" Balaam Beelzebub," and when his sister, whose

married name was Johnson, had a daughter, he never

left her any peace till she christened it " Jubilee

Jezebel," and now I hear that Balaam Beelzebub

Bazalgette is going to marry Jubilee Jezebel Johnson

—that is, if the clergyman consents to join in holy

wedlock two beings with such unholy names.

Why should you pay to get married in a church?

Should any sacrament have to be paid for? I con-

sider it a disgrace. I know a young couple going

to get married. They have to pay for the Registrar

part of it, and they can't afford to pay for the church

part, too. So they've got to do without God's

blessing—if it be true that God gives it for two

pound ten, or whatever the sum is. For my part,

if I were going to be married, I'd rather go and

stand with my husband in the sunshine and feel it

fall on my head, and whisper together " God bless

our marriage." It would seem to me a better, purer

blessing than the one I'd paid for.

As I'm on the " why," I want to ask, too, why do

the spectators at a wedding express no astonishment

at the happy couple being forced to stand there and

tell fibs and fables? If you asked the pair to stand

up before a lot of witnesses and swear that all their
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life they'd go on liking Mr. Jones or Miss Tomkins
in the second pew from the front, as much as they

liked them now, they'd tell you to shut up and not

talk nonsense. But they glibly promise, without one

saving clause, to like each other as much in fifty

years as they do now, and no one seems to think

it funny. Now that I understand life and Human
nature, I should insist upon replying (when asked

would I love and honour the man standing beside

me for ever and ever.'^) "Yes—if
—

" And here

should follow certain clauses, containing at least the

elements of common sense. One would be, if—

I

can. Another would be, if—he deserves it. A
third, if—he goes on loving and honouring me.

And the man would, of course, be allowed to use

the same clauses.

Let us, for mercy's sake, infuse a little plain,

everyday, practical common sense into our religion,

and especially into our marriage ceremony, and

maybe the results will begin to tally with the

promises. At present they don't, because they

can't. We are human, and our marriage service is

meant for angels, or devils—I'm never sure which.

May 19, 1903.

After a week of freezing nights and mornings,

summer seems to have come back to have a peep

at us, as much as to say, " I'm not gone yet." I

had got out all my winter clothes ; hung up my seal-

skin, shaken the pepper out of my muff and tippet

till I sneezed twenty minutes without stopping;
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bought a " puffing billy " stove, so as to have plenty

of hot water always on hand; spread a kaross on

my bed; and tried to think how delightful a nip of

cold weather is, and how it reminds one of dear old

England (ugh!); and how it is our austere climate

in England that makes us Britishers the splendid

nation we are (or so I have been told, and if you

notice it, no southern people accustomed to warm

climes ever did anything wonderful that I can re-

call). And then, after all this bracing of oneself

up, here we are, all panting again for cold drinks,

and cold luncheons, and salads, and muslin frocks

and open-work blouses, and shady hats. And with

this return of summer, good resolutions begin to melt

(which proves that Britain's climate is really respon-

sible for a great deal). A general want-to-enjoy-my-

self-and-do-nothing feeling pervades Johannesburg,

and certainly pervades me; the money you had

meant to save for that charity goes somehow on a

new hat and sash; that person you had meant to be

nice to, because it was right, you pass with your nose

in the air; and that other person you had meant to

be nasty to (also because it was right), you smile

your sweetest at, simply because, while it's lovely

summer weather, you feel with Herrick

—

Oh, gather ye roses while ye may,

Old Time is still a flying,

And this same flower that smiles to-day

To-morrow may be dying.

Oh, summer, you are responsible for a deal. It's

so easy to be an angel when it's cold, and when you
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can't saunter about and spend money; when people's

noses get blue and they don't look handsome ; when
the theatres don't attract you because of the freezing

drive home after; when your income goes on coals

and comforts instead of gambling on stocks and

shares. But when the air is balmy and everything

like Paradise, you get like the butter—soft, and
easily melted.

A newspaper wayzgoose is a function peculiar

to literary people. It means that we who are so

clever at all other times go off our heads once a

year, and become geese. At least, that is my idea.

No one can tell me "Why wayzgoose? " so I've

puzzled it out myself. The women became geese

—

just for that day—the men ganders. But as the

race of editors invented the name, they leave out

their own sex, and refer only to the ladies. Upon
that magic day, which dawned last Saturday

as if expressly manufactured in Heaven for a

wayzgoose, the editor wore a flower in his

button-hole, and invited Sylvia, a humorous

friend of Sylvia's, and a certain important

member of the staff, upon whose office-door

is written after his name, the legend " Late

P.H." (which either means " Late Paget's

Horse," or " Perfectly Harmless," he is not sure

which) ; and the editor having commandeered a very

smart looking carriage with a coachman in livery,

and quite a bridal-looking pair of high-stepping

greys, away we tootled to Florida, bowing graciously

to our friends (as we were borne through the town)

in a nice kind Christian sort of way, like Morleena
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Kenwigs, when enjoined by her maternal parent to

say to her friends, ''We've got a master comes to

teach us French, but we ain't proud, 'cos mar says

it's sinful."

Now we are out on the veldt. The two ex-warriors,

Paget's Horse and Imperial Yeoman, begin, as

warriors always do when they see the open veldt,

to recall the days when I.Y.'s were to be met on its

trackless wastes, pathetically enquiring of convoys,

"I say, old chappie, have you seen our jam-and-

biscuit wagon? " At least, Sylvia innocently asks,

is that true ? And the Yeoman, fiercely twirling his

moustache, replies that it is a gross libel. P.H.

then describes a gory battle he was in, with a view

to proving without a doubt that P.H. did not mean
" Perfectly Harmless "; and appeals to the Yeo-

man, who says that certainly wherever they marched

into a dorp with ladies in it, lately quitted by the

P.H., the girls they-had-left-behind-them declared

it was a gross misnomer, as many an aching heart

(and infuriated husband) testified. And so we while

away the drive across the veldt. Florida's gum-
woods and lakes rise into view, and before sunset,

I have seen and joined in a new diversion of life,

a wayzgoose ! We danced on the grass—in turn.

We wandered in the woods. We lunched sump-

tuously at long tables. We made speeches : at least

the editor and his male satellites did. A sweeter-

tempered man than my ex-editor never tried to

keep order towards the close of that lunch. Any-
one else would have rushed into the open (where

the zealous representative of the jobbing depart-
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ment insisted on being heard in the very middle of

two other speeches going on at the same time),

and, with the lake so handy and "so wet," Heaven
knows what would have happened. But the

Chief knows that, contrary to all other laws of heat

and cold, " Hot words usually produce a coolness,"

and the situation was tided over admirably.

May 23, 1903.

Of all weathers and seasons in Johannesburg, we
are now having the best and sweetest. Sunny, blue

and golden days, cool soft evenings, star-lit nights,

when the deep violet firmament is full of the tiny

opened windows of Heaven (so in my childhood

I regarded the stars), and, oh ! what mornings, to

those who seek them before humanity has spoilt

them ! At this time in Africa, I understand the love

of this land that so many bear, in spite of all its

discomforts.

If Johannesburg now could find a means to lay

the winter dust, six months of real climatic delight

would be ours. The longer I see Africa, the more

convinced am I that its one saving clause is its

climate. But when, with that, you couple its ex-

penses and discomforts, you have a tough problem

should you try to decide betwnxt England and

Africa. I know that a valuable lesson is being learnt

in this country by every English lady accustomed

to the comforts, elegances, ease, and luxuries of

English life. Until now, she has taken all these

as a natural part of her existence. It has not oc-
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curred to her to be grateful for them, simply because

she knew of no life without them. She did not

mean to be selfish and exacting with her servants

at home. She was only ignorant of what they really

did for her. She has to do it now all herself, just

in order that she shall know, when she again has

her servants and comforts round her, how much toil

and care is involved in the making of that ease and

comfort. Thus is the theory demonstrated that all

sin and wrong-doing are but states of Ignorance.

We are not being punished, when bitter experience

dispels that ignorance. It is the only way we can

be taught. You could not call the tender loving

mother cruel who, when she finds her child playing

with fire, holds its little soft finger for a moment
on the hot stove to teach it what may happen if it

still continued to play with that destroying element?

And so, to return to the hum-drum lesson in daily

life so many of us are learning in Africa, I have

no doubt it is very good for us to have come out

here; to have no proper furniture, but learn to live

in our boxes, to be fast forgetting what a deep, com-

fortable grandfather armchair feels like, or a great

soft Chesterfield sofa with down silken cushions

under your head ; to have no bells, and no one to

answer them if you had; to be no longer waited on,

quietly, noiselessly, promptly; to be daintily and

delicately cooked for; to have hot water for your

bath instead of cold. Till these were lost, how
could we understand them? I don't enjoy these

discomforts, but all the same I am glad I have

known them, and I am sorry for the
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woman in England who may live and die and not

have these experiences so valuable to one's

strengthening of character.

May 26, 1903.

Gipsy Smith will be in Johannesburg next week,

and Nellie and I are going together to hear him. I

believe he is wonderful, and has converted thou-

sands, a fact that will keep away some and attract

others. " Do come," said I to a very nice and good,

kind man of my acquaintance, "and hear Gipsy

Smith." But a look of terror came over his face,

and he replied, " Not for worlds ; he'd convert me !

"

I have every sympathy for this very natural horror

of the quiet man of the world at anything like a

sensational upheaval of all his deepest feel-

ings. I don't believe that such a " conversion
"

would be of any lasting benefit to the mind that

shrinks from it. Conversion, to be true, must be

gradual, and it is certain that those whose lives have

ever been changed radically by the preaching of any

preacher, must have been, unconsciously perhaps,

preparing for it long before it happened. These

will go and hear him of their own will, and nothing

will be able to keep them back.

It is curious to note the effect produced on differ-

ent people by the advent of a Gipsy Smith. To
many he is the Showman ; they are the puppets. " I

know I ought to go to church oftener," a girl said to

me last evening while she curled her hair in tongs.

" I'll go and hear Gipsy Smith, and see if he can
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make me." And she looked quite pleased at the

idea ! Gipsy Smith is to have all the trouble and

urging and talking and imploring, and, if it comes

off, she the kudos. Gipsy Smith will stand and

preach himself hoarse, and we'll sit still and see

what happens ! Whether he breaks a blood-vessel,

the pulpit, or us of a Sin, is a toss-up.

Another woman is thinking of running away from

her husband, but is going to wait till Gipsy Smith

arrives. He " may " be able to stop her. At any

rate, he shall have the chance ! Tom B. wants to

give up drinking too much. So he's going at it

hammer and tongs till Gipsy Smith appears—for

fear, after he's heard him, he'll feel bound to take

the pledge. Billy Somebody-else knows that what

he's after is wrong, and so—for fear Gipsy Smith

shall stop him, he won't go and hear him.

Well, every man is the architect of his own life,

and it's lucky for most of us that there's no building

inspector about.

May 28, 1903.

Advertising can be carried to unseemly lengths,

it seems to me ; for in a church of this town a kind of

religious pamphlet is presented you at the door; and

when you sit down to peruse it, before the service

begins, you find an extract from a sermon on one

page, and on the page opposite, " Mother Winslow's

Soothing Syrup." (A sleep-producing appendage

not always necessary during some sermons.) A re-

ligious dissertation on marriage flanked by the name
and address of a local firm who sell excellent re-
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volvers; whether to remind the would-be husband

that he may shortly be desirous of blowmg his brains

out not being clear. An ode to some long-departed

Saint, with a frontispiece puffing an ointment,

headed by the cheering announcement, " He was

covered with boils," and a portrait of " He " under-

neath, with a letter from himself saying he had not

sat down for a year when he began the Ointment.

I know that in America the disconsolate widow of

a butcher, anxious to pay a last tribute to his skill,

together with the laudable desire not to lose custom

by his demise, insisted on having painted on the

lid of his coffin, that the departed one's sausages

had always been the best in the town, and " Business

carried on as usual. Cat's meat a speciality."

One cannot help picturing the expression on the

face of the departed butcher (supposing, as I am
sure is often the case, that the man we talk of as

dead is standing by, watching his own funeral with

interest) at this " One-for-him-and-two-for-myself
"

tribute from his weeping widow.

Advertising is all right, I suppose, in its proper

place. But that place is not a daisied field;

a beautiful mountain side ; God's sky on a balloon

;

your husband's coffin lid; nor a church.

June I, 1903.

I supped on Sunday at the Trocadero, and fell

in love with an exquisite representation, from the

hands of the Trocadero ckef, of an apple tree

orchard in full blossom. It was a work of art. I
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could hardly take my eyes off the clump of gnarled

old trees, crowned with their delicate pink and white

blossom. My heart went back to our own sweet old

English orchard where so many of my happiest

hours were spent, and where my children played in

pinafores

!

Strangers sit beneath the trees

now, and listen to the thrush and the blackbird in

their leafy fastnesses. . . . And the children are

scattered. ... I seem again to hear the village

school bell, and we climb up the old wall to throw

the urchins pink blossom, or apples, as they troop

shouting past. . . . And in the middle of this pretty

dream of the past I come to, with a start, to hear

my companion enquiring of the waiter, for my
pleasure, to tell us " What is the pretty apple orchard

made of, waiter? " And, oh, dear, oh, dear . . . the

waiter replies, sweetly, with a bow to me, " It is made,

madam, of—MUTTON-FAT."
I drag on my gloves and hurry past the mutton-

fat orchard, and feel rather sick and funny the rest

of the evening. And then Shakespeare says,

" What's in a name ? An apple-orchard of mutton-

fat would smell as sweet !
" (At least, that's how

the quotation ran in my head all that evening.)

The value of the way things are worded can

hardly be over-estimated, I think. Some people

realise this to the full. It comes in with especial

value in letter-writing. We have some friends

who live in one of the dreariest counties of England,

and almost die for want of society, because nobody

who has been to stop with them will ever go again.

Their domain is a rat-haunted farmhouse in Essex.

G
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A dirty stagnant pond bounds it on one side. A
tumble-down barn and pigsties the other. The
scenery consists entirely of turnip fields, flat as a

pancake, as far as the eye can reach, and it is all

theirs—its only charm. The lady of the house is

an adept at filling this God-forsaken, man-forgotten

domain at every season of the year, no matter how
dreary, with her smart London friends and relatives,

by letters like the following. I had never been

there and was completely taken in one autumn by

this epistle, which proves the value of word-

painting :

—

" My dear Sylvia,

" Our rural homestead is looking so lovely

now with the richness of autumn tints around us,

that, knowing your beauty-loving eye, I hope you

will do us, and yourself, the treat of spending a

month with us. I remember your passion for the

country, your joy in such simple yet beautiful sights

as the setting of the dying sun over the level flats,

bounteous in the rich harvests of the earth; the

waking at dawn to the call of the feathered and

other inmates of the farmyard, while the morning

is yet young and the dew sparkles on our roof top

;

the lonsf rambles over the fair domain we call ours,

hunting for Nature's treasures, and pausing, ever

and anon, to note, with wonder, the mysterious habits

and ways of the wondrous creatures of the

Almighty's wondrous creation. . .
." And the

epistle continued in this strain, and produced such

an effect upon me, that I sent a telegram and started
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off for the place straight away. Before the month

I'd come to stop was out, every word of that letter

was branded on to my brain, and the best, or worst,

of it was, it was all true ! The dying sun did set

every night upon the level flats, bounteous in the rich

harvests of the earth—turnips and beetroots. I was

punctiliously wakened every morn at four to the call

of the feathered and other inmates of the farmyard

—two skinny hens, a cock, and a pig, dirtier than

pigs usually are, who got under my window, cock-a-

doodle-doed, grunted, and scratched till all slumber

was banished. The dew did sparkle on our roof

top, and came through on to my bed, and made the

walls so rich that I could lie and pick mushrooms
off them. We did ramble over the fair domain,

pausing, ever and anon, to note the mysterious (and

unpleasant) ways of such wondrous creatures as

enormous rats which dropped from weeping willows

on to our heads, and water-snakes in stagnant green

pools, which wriggled off the banks as we
approached. And as we were all expected to go

every day and help bring in enough turnips and

onions for the cook's use, the " Hunting for

Nature's Treasures " was strictly veracious also.

Who will say it does not matter what things are

called, or how they are put?

June 6, 1903.

Were you to wander the streets of Johannesburg

just now, you'd rub your eyes and ask someone—as

well you might
—

" Is it summer or winter in Africa

now, please ?
" And the person you asked would

G 2
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reply, " Summer; no, I mean, winter; that is to say,

in August it will be spring." It's the funniest thing

in the world to see the various costumes worn by

ladies here. One fair being hurries along muffled

to the chin in furs and looking like a female Nansen

bound for the North Pole. The next one saunters

along in transparent muslin and flowered hat; so,

from costumes, no information can be gleaned as

to what African season we are at. Johnny and the

" Happy Soul " turned up here last week on a few-

days' leave from the S.A.C., their troop being quar-

tered at a remote spot five days' trek from any

railway.

The three of us have been doing Johannesburg.

At least, that's what we meant to do, but at the end

of a few days, when I put my hand into my
pockets, I fear it's Johannesburg has been doing us.

You can't sneeze in Johannesburg without paying

for it. A Lost Paradise at His Majesty's, The
Cardinal at the Standard, Sandow at the Empire,

Bostock and Wombwell's Menagerie, and lunch or

dinner at every nice place in town. All this, with

two voracious boys who have walked across veldt

for five days to come and see you, sleeping in the

open, and faring on bully-beef and chocolate picked

up at lonely winkels en route, soon makes a hole in

your purse. A hungry glare before breakfast is

slightly appeased by that repast, which I insist on

keeping to French rolls, butter, honey, and cocoa.

I am thinking of knocking the honey off, for the

whole room gets covered with it when the boys have

been at it, and every chair I sit down on I stick to.
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Towards twelve they are so famished again that it's

hardly safe to touch them, for you expect to hear

a growl. A six-course lunch somewhere works

wonders, but at tea-time the symptoms come on

again, and food has to be supplied in large quan-

tities. A period of quiet intervenes. They get

very friendly, not to say amusing, sitting round the

fire. The " Happy Soul," who has been a sailor,

spins yarns which we open our mouths wide to

swallow. Johnny tells stories of the S.A.C. and the

Lydenburg revolt, which he was through, his most

exciting experience being the chasing, for a whole

night, with orders to " slay and spare not," a couple

of terrified fire-flies, innocently roaming the veldt in

company, but who were taken for the enemy, and

very naturally desired to escape with their little lives.

Over bogs, kopjes, valleys, and dongas flitted the

pair of insects, their light, as is known to all

naturalists, growing brilliant in proportion to their

terror. The S.A.C. followed, and when morning

came, Johnny said, in a letter home, "The enemy
have escaped," and he stretched himself out and

went to sleep well-earned.

June 8, 1903.

I hear the Pretoria Amateur Physical-Culture

Class is going to give an entertainment in aid of a

charity. I should think it ought to be very interest-

ing, for I once heard music in a cathedral town I

was stopping at, in England, and I peeped into the

hall. Society in Cherubiminster was very strict,

religious, and select. And there lay on the floor
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in a row (in bloomers), two bishops' wives, four

deans' wives, six curates' sisters, cousins and aunts,

and a fair sprinkling of the staid and usually portly

womenkind of local physicians, bankers, lawyers,

&c. No one seemed to think it amusing, and when
the big drum went bang ! all the ladies had to give

a violent kick up into the air. This physical culture

was then more or less new, and all the rage, the

husbands didn't like it at all, and an archbishop told

me, in tremulous tones, that the night before, he had

heard awful sounds of distress from his wife's room,

of a sort of strangled nature, and, rushing in to her

assistance, found her standing on her head on the

hearthrug practising for an exercise for the following

day. The archbishop had to retire, for she was

unable even to reply to his questions from the trying

position she had to remain in for ten minutes.

The most curious effect I ever heard of a physical

culture class, was that produced on a little fat bee-

clock belonging to the instructress, and brought by

her daily to the hall to keep time by. After that

clock had watched the exercises for a week, its

owner found it absolutely refused to go at all, unless

standing on its head with all its legs in the air !

June lo, 1903.

Nellie and I went to an auction the other day. I

did laugh, and I did feel sorry for all auctioneers.

Can any medical man tell me is there any disease

called auctioneer's asthma, or auction-heart, or auc-

tion-room-clot-on-the-brain ? Surelv some boule-
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versement of some important internal organ must

result from the way that auctioneers stand their lives

through, trying to burst a blood-vessel, and never

succeeding. They not only try to burst their own
blood-vessels, but yours too. What with their rapid

gabbling, holding their breath while they pant,
" Fipe'tun, Fipe'tun, Fipe'tun—Going-at-fipe-tun

"

(which Nellie whispered to me meant in English
" Five pounds ten, going at five pound ten "), and
the appalling " crack " they deal the mahogany table

you had set your heart on, a crack that makes every-

one jump into the air; the sense of worry, bewilder-

ment, and conflicting feelings which assail you ; and

the rush of blood to your head when the article

you've spent the day on your feet for, is swooped
off from under your nose just because your neck

was too tired and stiff to be able to nod emphatically

enough at the excited individual on that chair, an

auction sale has the effect of sending me to bed

for a week prostrated with disappointment and rosy

hopes unfulfilled. As for the auctioneer, poor

creature, may the Lord have mercy upon him and

forgive him all his sins, for he must be expiating

some awful crimes perpetrated in some past

existence. Johnny and the " Happy Soul " have

returned to the veldt.

July I, 1903.

It is such a lovely day. The weather now is so

perfect, so Heaven-like. And I was asked to do

a thing I have longed to do for years—go for a

drive in a private motor-car far out into the country.
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I have never been in anything yet but a motor

omnibus, such as the Auckland Valley one, useful

partly to get you halfway down there, partly to teach

you fortitude, but more especially to shake up your

liver or addle your brains, according to which in you

is most out of order.

I started one morning early for Auckland Valley,

feeling rather well and bright. First we sat one

hour in the crimson vehicle in the Market Place

and stared at each other, and tried to enjoy the

smell of onions that came out of one basket on an

old lady's knees, and the despairing cackle of poultry

tied with their legs together in a bunch under the

seat, with an occasional peck from a much-tried hen

at your open-work stockings. A tired, sticky baby

climbed all over us, with jammy fingers, sucked

between whiles at a bottle, and was sick. And you

sat and smiled, and tried to bear all this, with the

idea of the loveliness ahead of you, of a drive across

the veldt in a real motor-car, which kept up a loud

preliminary snorting, as much as to say, " I'm

going to go like greased lightning when I do

start."

" Is anyone in charge of this motor-car ? " asks

a stout, hot lady at the end of the first half-hour,

when nothing happens except that we are all getting

cross. " Is there a driver anywhere ? " No one

replies, but everybody looks out of the window, and
an old gentleman blows his nose angrily.

Suddenly, without the smallest warning, we are

off. The driver is certainly in his seat. He must

have slipped noiselessly into it for fear of a row.
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With a crash and a bang, which sends our heads

flying against the roof, we rush through the town,

to a loud, deep humming that drowns even the

baby's terrified roars.

As we proceed, and the S.A.C. barracks appear

in the distance, and the road is deep holes, we all

hold on to something, and the baby, petrified into

silence, bounds like a fat, round ball into different

laps, in turn, till, having met the roof with its bald

head at one especially nasty corner, it is seized by

its mother and its yells smothered in a shawl. We
hum along, crashing into each other and against the

sides, and we are shooting down hill with the town

behind us, when we suddenly all see stars, and

a horrible pain in my nose (which is quite a differ-

ent shape to the Roman of the old gentleman

opposite me), drowns for a few moments all

indignation at the announcement from the driver

that something has gone wrong, and he must

return to town to fetch something else to make it

go right.

As a mere trip to sit on the wayside and admire

the view, the Auckland Valley motor-car is a success

—once you are safe out of it. But in the light of a

motor-car drive, or even the means to an end, it is

disappointing. So I was all the more disappointed

to-day to have to decline a lovely long run in a

real noiseless motor-car, with a real chauffeur,

looking like a demon, and a real chance of getting

in the end to the place you started for.
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July 15, 1903.

Everyone has been so cross and snappish this past

week, because of the sudden descent of winter upon

us, with an east wind that has absolutely shrivelled

you up, it was so piercing and dry. The English

east wind is usually charged with humidity, and you

have to come to Africa to know what a real dry east

wind means. The chemists have been full of

people demanding " Something to keep my skin

smooth "—" Something to prevent my hair crack-

ling ! I assure you," moans a nipped-up lady of

uncertain age, "it is drying up and dropping off

like oak-leaves in autumn."

The polite chemist dares not suggest that the

phenomena may possibly be as seasonable as the fall

of the leaf ? In Nature, no surprise is expressed at

the changes of autumn and coming winter. But it

is an unwritten law that there is no autumn for the

twentieth-century woman. An eternal summer, and

sometimes even baby-like spring, is artificially kept

up; at tremendous expense and worry, of course;

but never mind ! Autumn has arrived all the same,

and Winter approaches, but you are not supposed

to see that. And so the polite chemist bows and says

it is very peculiar madam's hair falling like this, but

it can soon be remedied. " This bottle of hair wash.

. . . Quite infallible. . . . Testimonials from the

leading actresses of the day." " But is it true what

I hear ? " says the customer. " That in return for

a testimonial, the hairdresser supplies them with a

transformation or wig? " The polite chemist is
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shocked. " Such tales are fit only for Ally Sloper's

Half Holiday. A guinea, please. Thank you,

madam."
July 24, 1903.

On the twenty-second day of this month I heard

music, and went into a church, and sat down. When
you are troubled and worried, and it seems as if

some folks are trying their best to make life hard

for you, it brings a kind of peace round you to spend

a while under a roof where goodness seems to dwell.

You feel that there is at least perhaps One that un-

derstands you and can make no mistakes as to the

complex components of your nature, so often

harshly judged by your fellow creatures.

I felt that day that I simply hated several people

whom I have tried very hard to like, and I went

into the church to try and get into a more calm and

forgiving frame of mind towards them. I felt, just

at the moment, I would be delighted to hear they

had all gone smash, and feeling thoroughly ashamed

of myself for it, I opened the Prayer Book at the

Psalm of the day. Then I threw it angrily

down. Truly, it would seem, sometimes, as if we
puny mortals are but the miserable puppets

of some mocking, irresponsible force, as imperfect

as ourselves, when, upon yearningly seeking help to

forgive, one's hand opens at such words as these,

sung in our churches to be a light unto our feet.

" Hold not thy tongue, O God of my praise,

for the mouth of the deceitful is opened upon me,"

sings David, the Favourite of God. " They
compassed me about with words of hatred, and
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fought against me without a cause. . . . Set Thou

an ungodly man to be Ruler over them, and let Satan

stand at his right hand. . . . Let his prayer be

turned into sin. . . . Let his days be few, and let

another take his office. . . . Let his children be

fatherless, and his wife a widow. . . . Let his chil-

dren be vagabonds and beg their bread. . . . Let

the extortioner consume all that he hath. Let there

be no man to pity him ; nor to have compassion upon

his fatherless children. ..."
Am I, I wonder, the only being who has, in

despair, closed the Bible, and gone away, thinking

thoughts which, we should be told by parsons, were

a sinful want of faith in the divinity of God's word ?

What is faith? Is it a violent effort of the imagi-

nation ? Or is it something of the Truth that grows

gradually and softly in you, so slowly, and so im-

perceptibly, and yet so strongly and steadily that at

last nothing can shake it? Why does one form of

religion completely satisfy one soul, and leave an-

other completely hungry? Could there be a better

sign, that the religion that will carry you to God,

lies really neither in a church, a creed, a belief, nor

for many, not even in that beautiful, strange, incon-

sistent book—the Bible ? One of Olive Schreiner's

heroines finds comfort only in the Bible, by " sorting

the pearls from the refuse." There is true courage

in that remark. It appeals to me. How it appealed

to me that twenty-second day of the month, with its

Psalm meeting you like a great stone wall to knock

your heart and head to pieces, trying to get

through it.
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Yet if only it wasn't sung in churches, how

natural and human is that Psalm of poor

David's, wishing his enemy every ill. How nice it is

to hate someone intensely, if only for a few minutes !

There is a man I know slightly whom I have tried

hard to like, but yet cannot help disliking because

—he is, I fear, a hypocrite. It's the thing that of all

others revolts one, I think. This person I want to

label as foUow^s, and send round the town. "A
Direction-Post, always pointing out the road to

virtue and charity, and never going there himself."

July 26, 1903.

The Doll Show is on. We saw some of the dolls

before they left for the show, and we went to the

show, and I have never seen anything prettier. The
Chinese Labour Doll group was very funny, and

took a prize.

Quite a tender sadness rushed over me as I took

up one golden-haired, peachy-cheeked darling all in

white lace, and vividly recalled a very similar

" Sw^eetlips " of my own childhood.

Oh, dear me, how I loved my baby girl " Sweet-

lips." How entirely an ardent imaginative girl-

child can live in a world created in her own fancy

!

And the beauty of such a world is that there is no

disillusionment in it

!

I can recall for at least two years enjoying perfect

happiness with my wee toddler of the golden curls,

and the astonished blue eyes, who never cried, un-

less I made her do it for the pleasure of hushing

her; never teethed, never wanted food at awkward
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moments, and howled the house down for it; never

grew out of her pretty clothes, nor messed nor

spoiled them ! I would like to have seen, and a

very pretty, appropriate little verse it would
have been to put up, illuminated, over the doll show
entrance, that song of the new-made young mother

over her first-born, beginning :

—

Oh, sweet, my child ! My first, my living child !

I have been dreaming- of a thing like thee

E'er since a babe upon the mountain wild

I rocked my mimic babe upon my knee !

Darling vanished Sweetlips ! Lying now, I sup-

pose, in some old dusty chest with other toys and

lumber? Could such pure, passionate love as I

lavished on you those two years, have indeed been

given to mere pink and white wax, rag, and saw-

dust?

I hear your little by-gone voice reply, Sweetlips :

—

" But now that you are older you know that grown-

up people also pour their best loves into pink and

white wax, rag, and sawdust? But don't imagine

for a moment, Sylvia-mother, that any true love was

ever yet wasted. It makes no difference whether

your heart overflowed for sawdust or for mere heart-

less, soulless flesh and blood. The human heart is

like the fountain that feeds itself. Every sparkling

drop that leaves it shall return to it to fill it again,

and yet shall cool and nourish the earth and the

greenness around.

"Whether your darling grew tired of you, or

proved unworthy, or never loved you at all, or died
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and left you sitting with outstretched empty arms,

or was only, after all, a wax doll that never had life

except what you pressed into it with your childish

kisses and touch, all that makes no difference. Not

one single throb or ache of that love of yours has

been wasted."

Theosophists tell us that the ardent, sustained

love of any human being for another, or even for a

thing, literally creates another being, invisible to us

in the physical form, and yet endowed with all the

beauty, and strength, and tenderness, and devotion

which gave rise to its existence. Thus do arise

guardian angels, say theosophists, who will often

guard the distant object of your devotion as with a

shield, and who are ever round you also, strengthen-

ing you in your sorrow and trial, and pouring back

into your lonely heart, unknown to you, richest

draughts of fresh love, power, and endurance, which,

when the day comes that it is needed, shall be there

found garnered in the beautiful soul made beautiful

by its own love.

Well, my bygone baby Sweetlips, I am glad I

saw that pretty doll and kissed it, and was reminded

of you. Your little form has crumbled years ago,

but the Sweetlips I must have created with my love

is still somewhere, I know, for she has to-day spoken

to me, and comforted me.

Aug. 2, 1903.

I expect that the words August Bank Holiday re-

present to a great many folks a long vista of always

happy days, generally bathed in sunshine, and spent
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in a manner peculiar to the temperament of that

person. Edwin and Angelina spend it in a Devon-

shire cove or a Berkshire wood. They bill and coo

;

he reads her Browning, which she doesn't under-

stand, but pretends to, and says " How lovely," and

they feel they've had an improving day. Bob and

'Liza gallop, donkey-borne, up and down Clacton

or Margate sands, devour shrimps, tails and all, and

go to sleep with each other's hats on and their

mouths wide open in view of the whole crowd. Mr.

Cityman plays tennis in his own grounds, and tries

to forget all the people he's swindled since last

August Bank Holiday. Mrs. Cityman takes the

governess, children, and her easel to the woods, and

paints a picture which is ever after a source of an-

noyance because everyone will ask whether the white

stems of the larches in "A Forest Glade " are a

flock of lambs, the family washing, tame doves, or

the moon? Major Quickmarch consents to be

carried in Lord Algy's motor to the Broads and back

for the theatre; and Mrs. Quickmarch sits at home,

closely shut up, because no one with nerves could

possibly venture out of doors on August Bank Holi-

day, to say nothing of the diseases you might catch,

and the awful people you'll see—people you didn't

know existed till you were rash enough to put your

nose out of doors one Bank Holiday. It's all much

the same in Africa—with a difference. There doesn't

seem quite so much squalor abroad in the air in

Africa, and the vulgarity is of a different sort. At

home it's honest vulgarity—honest and open. In

Johannesburg it's cloaked, and so it isn't half so
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amusing or half so wholesome to watch. Nice little

clean brown farthings don't annoy anyone. There

have got to be farthings because enough of them

make a shilling. But a farthing gilded to make
it pass as a half-sovereign—that does annoy

you.

I didn't spend August Bank Holiday locked into

my rooms, but all the same in a deep retirement;

by day in a temple not made with hands, and by

night in a pretty little Rondarvel made by very

clever hands, and I was happy. What a beautiful

thing a forest is. An artist also makes a nice com-

panion, and I had one to roam the woods with me,

and some delightful children, whose gambols (even

on a tin kettle supposed to be the drum leading them

to battle) were pleasing to watch. When the tin

kettle palled, they had the artist and his easel, and

the number of questions an intelligent child can con-

trive to find upon even such a simple thing as an

easel, gave one food for reflection, and were admir-

ably fitted to prove what a stock of patience an artist

can accumulate.
" What's that thing on two legs you're carrying ?

"

"That's an easel." "What's an easel?" "An
easel is a—contrivance to stand your picture on."

" W^hat's a contrivance ? " " This easel's a contri-

vance." " What are you doing with it now ?
" " I'm

going to paint that forest glade." "What's a

glade? " "A glade is—well, an opening in the

trees." "Why is there an opening in the trees?
"

" The man who planted them left the opening."

"Why did he leave it? " And so on, the Patient

H
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One's last reply to the last conundrum being more

forcible than explanatory, and exit the child, bellow-

ing that he doesn't want to go to the devil, please,

and w^hy does a picture stand steadily if it's put on

an easel?

One reads with interest in a local daily that the

3rd Dragoon Guards have left Durban e^t route for

Ballincolig which naturally with such a name must

be in Ireland, and that they have been exceedingly

popular at their last station because of their

"gentlemanly behaviour." Have the officers of

British regiments really taken to behaving so badly

that it has become a compliment to say they've be-

haved like gentlemen? I don't believe it.

Aug. 19, 1903.

As I said at a dinner-party the other night, what

on earth's the use of moiling and toiling your days

away to make money when the generality of people

never live to enjoy it when it's made? If you can

get a pleasant life and less money, I say take it.

The pleasant life (while it lasts) is a certainty. The
money isn't. When I was stopping on the Vaal

River diamond fields, a poor old diamond digger

there, who had patiently dug with no results for

twenty years, suddenly found a valuable diamond.

He was so transported with joy that he fell down

in a paralytic stroke, and was carried feet first into

the little shanty I was living in. He died. He
was buried in the hole he had dug for the diamond,

and the diamond was sold to pay the doctor who

had helped to kill him. So all the satisfaction he
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got out of it was that he dug his own grave and paid

his own doctor.

Did you ever know that the Boers near Basuto-

land wear white for funerals and black for

weddings ? A deep insight into the truth and fitness

of things is here apparent.

Wouldn't it annoy you if a man had sat and

gazed at you for half an hour, and you asked

him what he was thinking of, and he replied

that he was thinking he'd enjoy boiled mutton

and caper sauce for his lunch? To appease me,

he asked me to come and try and find some,

and we found it at " The Grand National," a place I

like for meals, it's so quiet. A band at meals

worries me, unless it's a long way off and invisible.

But when four fiddles are scraping into the drum
of your ear (while you toy with a something a la

something else) some such classic ditty as " Girls,

girls, girls, with your curls, curls, curls," I

feel inclined to retaliate with some impromptu,

uncivil rejoinder about "Boys, boys, boys, and

their noise, noise, noise," and to bolt straight away

home.

Spring is in the air. Oh, I am so glad.

Aug. 20, 1903.

Why does Sunday always feel like Sunday all

over the world, and never can feel like Monday?
Is there really something good and sweet and holy

in the air, let out of Heaven just for that day, or

is it fancy? I believe if I'd lost all count of time

—

H 2
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say, on a desert island—I'd know when the Sunday
dawned, in spite of Selkirk's cry,

The sound of a church-going bell

These valleys and rocks never heard.

Last Sunday, a man calling on me said he always

felt on Sundays he wanted to " die quick and go to

Heaven." (He seemed certain the two things would

go together.)

Aug. 21, 1903.

" My second venture at earning money on the

Rand has arrived. For some time I have been telling

members of the Theosophical Society to which I

belong, that I "would not mind a post as secretary

to some nice man," and now it has been offered

me.
" Come quick," wrote Major Bird, from Eldorado

House, where all the work of the Chamber of Mines

is done, " and see Mr. Barrington-Hervey, Com-
missioner of the Chamber of Mines. He wants a

secretary. Dozens of women are after it, but he

must have a lady and a reliable one, because his

last (whom he picked up in a tea-room) gave away,

to all the men she was engaged to, all the valuable

mine and company secrets, and the mischief done

to companies about to float was awful. We shall

know the secrets will be safe in your hands. Come
at once."

"Nellie! " I called out, "just read this. Fetch

me my new dress and the grey velvet and fur hat

you say matches my eyes. Mrs. Barrington-Hervey
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is in England, and Mr. Barrington-Hervey will be

in an impressionable state of mind. Do I look

nice? Our hard times are over, please Heaven !

"

When I got to Eldorado House I was shown in

to Major Bird, who has always admired me. Mrs.

Bird, however, is coming out soon, and he has

stopped trying to flirt with me and Nellie in turns,

for fear she will hear of it. All the same, he can

notice if you look nice, and he smiled as I came

in.

" Mr. Barrington-Hervey will see you in a minute.

Sit down here, and let us have a little talk."

" How kind of you to try and get me this billet."

*' Not at all. You are the one person for it, and

Barrington-Hervey is quite anxious to secure you.

For one thing, he can't stick ugly secretaries. I am
glad you have on that becoming hat."

"Tell me before I go in. What will my duties

be.?"
'' Well, I was coming to that. You will have all

the correspondence and mining work and papers of

the Commissioner's department to do. The only

thing is—it has all to be typed."

"Oh, no? Then I can't take it! I can't work

a typewriter. At least, only with one finger."

*'
I knew that. We can get over that difficulty.

You don't take up the duties for a week. I will

lend you my typewriter, and come and give you

lessons in your rooms."
" But will I ever be able to do it ?

"

" Certainly you will. There is his bell. That's

for you. Now listen. Don't tell him you can't
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typewrite. Say yes you can, and leave all the rest

to me. Your salary will be ^^300 a year, six months'

leave every three years on full pay, hours nine till

four, and a whole holiday Saturday, and occasional

ones when you're sick of the show and want to go

on the spree, medical and dental attendance free,

and a pension in fifteen years. Will that suit

you.?"
" Quite nicely," said I graciously, " but it seems

to me the point is, will I suit it?"

" Pooh !
" said Major Bird, as if that were a trifle

light as air, " you leave it all to me."

I went into the great man's sanctum, and

when I had told every lie with which Major Bird

had primed me, I was informed that I might consider

myself engaged, and I rushed home in frantic

excitement.

Major Bird is to come every evening, and give

me lessons on the typewriter.

Nellie and I have been out and ordered new

furniture on the strength of this appointment.

Johnny is going on to the Survey in the O.R.C.

He has tried the S.A.C., and hates it. There

is no room in the S.A.C. for a gentleman-trooper,

and not much for gentlemen-officers. During the

war, before the S.A.C. was started, a row of wounded

men lay in the field hospital after a big battle,

waiting to be operated on. One lot had to have

bread-poultices put on their legs. The other lot

had to have some brains (that had been found

scattered about on the battle-field) put back into

their skulls. The surgeons, in the confusion, made
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a mistake and put the bread-poultices into the heads,

and the brains into the legs, and all the men got

well. The bread-poultice men became the first

pioneers of the S.A.C. So the story goes.

Sept. I, 1903.

I was one day Secretary to the Chamber of Mines,

and then gave it up in despair. Major Bird had

been regularly to teach me typewriting, but some-

how I didn't get on very fast, there was so much
else to talk about.

However, in six days I could type the sentence,

"The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog"
(which contains each letter of the alphabet) quite

quickly, and with only very few mistakes, and I

presented myself at Eldorado House in high spirits

on the crucial Monday morning.

I was shown into a small back room with a cheerful

view of a back wall and a yard below, a type-

writer on the table, and a pile two feet high of

documents which I was requested by a clerk to please

get done in an hour's time, as they had to catch the

post, and a lot more were waiting.

"Which shall I begin at first?" said I, feebly,

my soul sinking into my shoes, " the mi-nutes, or the

letters, or the Sally Mine reports ?
"

"What are mi-nutes?" asked he, pronouncing it

as I had done (to rhyme with Canute). " Oh, I see

what you mean. It's pronounced minnit. Yes,

please do the minutes first."

And he departed, looking rather funny. In a
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quarter of an hour he thrust his head in to ask me
was one " minute " ready, as Mr. Barrington-Hervey

was waiting for it.

" Well, no," I replied. " I—I don't know what's

the matter. I can't get the paper in. I—the fact

is, I'm not used to—this kind of typewriter."

" Is that so ? I'm sorry. Though the paper, I

think, goes in the same way in most typewriters.

However, that is soon remedied. Which sort of

typewriter do you usually use ? We have every kind

here, or nearly so. A Fox? Empire?. Yost? I'll

send for it at once."

I cudgelled my brains rapidly for the name of

Major Bird's typewriter, which I had practised on,

but my mind was a blank.

"Wait a minute," said I, "I'll be back in an

instant," and I rushed down the passage, bursting in

at Major Bird's door.

" Oh, Major Bird ! Quick ! What is your type-

writer ?

"

" What do you mean ? Good morning. How are

you getting on?
"

" Oh, I'm not getting on at all ! I can't even get

the paper in. But they'll change my typewriter if

I tell them which sort I prefer. So what was

yours ?

"

"A Smith-Premier. What sort have they given

you?"
"Oh, Heavens, what shall I say? Mine is a

Smith-Premier ! I didn't recognise it at all ! Oh,

please come to my office and help me. I have spoilt

fifteen sheets over one ' minute' and then the paper
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stuck, and I said I wasn't used to Smith-Premiers.

Oh, I shall have to give the billet up !

"

"What utter nonsense. Keep cool, now. I'll

help you. For Heaven's sake, don't cry, or the

cat will be out of the bag at once. Come along now.

It will be all right."

It ended in Major Bird and the clerk doing the

minutes between them, for the Commissioner was

roaring and rampaging in his room for them, and

asking what the devil all this meant.

Nellie turned up at eleven to see how I was

getting on.

By that time I was sobbing heavily, for I had

spoilt paper high enough (strewed all round my
chair) to reach the table, had ruined the Sally Mine

report, and special clerks had to be sent to my office

with typewriters to do it all over again in time for

the one o'clock post.

There they sat in a row, clicking away, and I

mopped my eyes behind a screen which hid my table

from theirs.

" Oh, Nellie, is it you ? Oh, I am so miserable."

" In the name of 'evins, what has happened,

ma'am?" said Nellie, in a whisper.

" I'm making a ghastly muddle of the whole

thing. I can't type. I can't do anything. In the

rows of figures, my pounds will come under my
shillings. Major Bird has been in and out all the

morning, in a fearful stew. The Smith-Premier

goes wrong every two seconds just as someone comes

to the door to ask, " Is that minute ready? " and just

now, four clerks in a row, leaning over my machine
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(which sticks if you look at it), all got their ties

caught in the works. I turned some handle and

wound the ties up tighter still, and there they

all were in a row, their heads fastened firmly

down, and reminded me of that game where

you put a hen's beak to the floor and draw a chalk

line from it, and the hen never moves, thinking it's

tied up. Oh dear, oh dear, what shall I do? I'm

worn out crying, and in my excitement ate no break-

fast."

" I tell you what," said Nellie, " I'll go out and

fetch you tea on a tray and have it brought up here

to you. That will pull you round, ma'am. There's

a tea-room just round the corner."

" Thank you, Nellie ! Oh, thank you !
" and

Nellie departed, and I told Major Bird that I

thought if I could have Nellie with me all

the time, to talk to me and cheer me up, and

fetch me tea, and so on, I should get on

much better; and he said, well, she could do it

for the first week, but if Mr. Barrington-Hervey

looked in I was to make some excuse or get her

behind the screen, for it wasn't usual for the

Chamber of Mines secretaries to have their ladies'-

maids in attendance.

"Thank you so much," said I, "I feel better

already. You see how it is. I have got so used

to Nellie I can't really get on without her in any-

thing I do. I am lost."

"Naturally," said Major Bird, "most natural."

" She could bring her work, you see. Do you

think they'd object? She is making me a tea-gown,
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and could bring my sewing-machine and sit at that

other table easily, and then I should be on the spot

when it wanted trying on, and it would cheer me
up, oh, so much !

"

"Well, we'll discuss that later. It isn't usual.

I needn't tell you that. I've never seen dressmaking

going on in Eldorado House yet. Imagine such an

idea, say, at Lloyd's in the City, or in the Bank of

England, and we are far more official and important

than they. We represent the Witwatersrand Mines,

you see. However, here is Nellie. With your tea.

Drink it now and dry your tears, and then have

another try at this short, simple little minute."

And he left us, and Nellie poured me out a nice

hot cup of strong tea, and I began to tell her of

all my troubles.

Finding she had over-filled my cup, I carried it

to the open window and threw some out, and to my
horror there was an awful yell from the courtyard

below.
" Good heavens !

" said I, " what have I done

now, Nellie? Oh, look down and tell me !
" And

I threw myself into my chair and held my head

in my hands.

"Is it a Kaffir?" I added.
" You've poured the boiling tea, ma'am, down on

to some gentleman's bald head, as was walkin' about

with another gentleman. He's a dancin' round

howlin'. Keep back. Here, let me hide this dratted

tea, for someone is comin' runnin' up to see which

window it came from."

Major Bird and the "someone " here burst in.
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" Was it you poured the hot tea on to Barrington-

Hervey's head? "

" I cannot tell a He," said I (for Nellie hadn't had

time to hide the tray, so what was the use?), "/ did

it—by mistake, of course."

" He's badly scalded."

I sat down and wept openly.

"This finishes it! It's no use, Major Bird! I

can't go on ! I must resign my post as secretary

to the Chamber of Mines. I would be dead in a

month."
" Now, now. Don't be absurd. This is only the

first day. . . . You'll improve. ... At least, I

hope so . . . for, of course, it would never do to

go on too long like this. . . . But ..."
" No, no. My mind is made up. I'm going !

"

" Now, my dear Sylvia," he began, " I do beg you

" Don't beg me. Don't do anything. I can't go

on. I'm very, very grateful to you for getting me
such a splendid billet . . . and it makes me very sad

to have to give it all up. ... I was going to take

a cottage for week-ends at Orange Grove, and keep

pigs and
"

And here I dissolved once more into tears.

"And you can still keep pigs," frantically said

Major Bird; "be reasonable. ... I will come again

evenings
"

" No, it's no use; let me go. All my rosy visions

for the future are gone ; the pension in fifteen years,

my teeth seen to for nothing—oh, it's hard I I sup-

pose," I added, mopping my eyes and looking up.
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" they wouldn't give me my six months' leave now

—

at once—instead of three years' ahead? And the

full pay with it, and let me think it all over, and go

and see Johnny in the O. R. C, and have a

little trekking and fun, and then perhaps come

back? I'm quite sure I—I want change of air,

and so does Nellie."

" Six months' leave on full pay after having held

the appointment for precisely (consulting his watch)

two and a half hours ? No—not even in Africa, my
dear lady !

"

" Oh, now you're angry, and it's all your doing

—

you persuaded me "

" That's right. Throw it on to me."
" No good ever came of lies. You know quite well

you told me to tell the Commissioner strings and

strings of lies so as to get the post."

" I must say," said Nellie, " I think the leave

might be given. She's broke down over the

work, and I understood that the Chamber of Mines

undertook, when she signed for the appoint-

ment, to look after her health. So much for their

promises !

"

"My very good woman," said Major Bird, "I
quite believe you have no idea how amusing your

notions are."

" Give me the hateful paper and let me tear it up,"

said I savagely, "earning a living in Johannesburg

is too hard altogether."

" I can't agree with you. You can stop on if you
like, and see how you get on. You are sure to

improve. I am doing all I can for you, and I may
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as well tell you now, I sent to Pitman's School an

hour ago for a special clerk to sit behind my screen

and do your work and pass it as your own, till you

become proficient. Barrington-Hervey sent out,

just before you poured the tea on to him, to say

that you had improved immensely."
" I won't quarrel with you, you are awfully kind.

But let me go!"

We discussed it for an hour and a half more after

that, the Pitman lady behind the screen meanwhile

turning out the work by the yard, beautifully done.

We had several fresh quarrels, Nellie keeping up a

running fire of commentaries which no one listened

to.

" No, I shall leave Johannesburg. I'm sick of it

all ; vile expensive hole ! Out on the darling sweet

veldt Nellie and I can live on what I've got. Here,

if you sneeze you must pay for it. At any rate,

Nellie, we'll go and see Master Johnny and have a

change. Good-bye, Major Bird, and thank you for

your kindness. I ho—hope the skin will grow again

on the Commissioner's head."
" Don't you waste your tears on 'im," said Nellie,

" his skin's all right. Good mornin', sir."

We took two rickshaws and arrived at Outspan

Buildings in time for lunch.

" Here," said I, pulling off my hat and sitting

down to look at the new furniture, got on the strength

of my appointment, " endeth the second lesson."
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Harrismith,

Orange River Colony,

Sept. 8, 1903.

Nellie and I have left Johannesburg far behind

us for a week or two.

Not since we left England have we felt such a

nip in the air as we are getting here. Roaring fires

all day, over which we sit and shiver. Piles of

blankets and karosses at night. Everything frozen

to the bottom in the morning, jugs, puddles, milk,

everything. I don't like it. The one charm of

Africa is its geniality, but apparently there is none

in Harrismith in the winter. In Johannesburg we
were fast drifting into our muslins, fires were in the

bygone, doors and windows stood open all day. It

was just perfection. Not too cold and not too hot.

Here, you don't want to stir out. That paralysed

English-winter sensation, when one longs to be a

dormouse, and curl oneself into one long unbroken

sleep till the spring, is all too apparent here. Your
nose gets pink. Your cheeks get blue. Your lips

get white. In fact, each colour is in the wrong

place. You long to bury your head under the bed-

clothes, hug a hot-water bottle, and refuse to move.

The climate the other side of Van Reenen's Pass

is so different, one can hardly realise that the day

we spent at Ladysmith we were grumbling at the

heat. To me it seems we have been in a bad

temper ever since we started on this trip. Nothing

pleases us. But then, I doubt whether anyone can

deny that the discomforts of travelling in South
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Africa in its present disorganised condition would
make an archangel swear. My sense of humour is

often tickled even when I am feeling most miserable.

I wonder for how long everything in this country

will work, as it were, upside down ? For instance,

I find that the only difference out here between an

express train and an ordinary train is that the slow

trains stop at the stations, and the fast trains stop

out on the veldt hours together. They won't touch

at stations. That would be too lowering. It is

understood that an express, even in Africa, shoots

through the stations with a whirl, causing a brief

thrill to the few stragglers on the platform, who
think. "How lovely to go fast like that! " But

could they only follow, and behold the same shriek-

ing monster with its curling tail of carriages stranded

twenty minutes later in the centre of the silent veldt,

waiting for an old lumbering luggage train to pass,

its passengers dying for some refreshment or a

newspaper, and this at intervals throughout the day

and night, much of their awe and respect would

dissolve.

Inside the train the same irresponsibility prevails.

Your bed for the night won't open. When it does

it shuts again as soon as you get on to it, all but

flattening the lady underneath. The lavatory door

won't shut and keeps up a gentle bang, bang, till,

in a fury, you leap from your couch and send it to

with a crash. After that it won't open. Your

breakfast station is approaching, you are ravenous,

but you are in your dressing-gown and curl papers,

and half your clothes are hanging on the other side
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of that blessed door. Desperate, you all hurl your

combined weight at it. It gives way at last, but the

shock has let loose something in the waterworks, and

from overhead pours water, rapidly drenching the

carriage, your shoes, and your clothes. You unfurl

an umbrella and struggle in, determined at least to

get a wash. The basin plug has vanished. You
finally have to shriek for some breakfast to be

brought to your carriage. A green poached egg and

a cup of dirty water are shovelled in at you three

minutes ere the train restarts. The day passes in

various other experiences of a like nature, of which

not the least is that the top beds are in the sulks,

and now refuse to shut, and the four of you spend

the dreary hours crouched up under them in semi-

darkness
;
your things float backwards and forwards

upon the tide between the lavatory and the carriage,

and you watch them with a dull resignation born

of despair.

If you want to open a window it insists on keeping

shut. If you want to shut one it will keep open. If

the sun is too hot the shutters won't go up. If you

want the sun the shutters won't come down. One
experienced South African lady traveller in vain

tenders the following valuable advice. " Your only

chance on the African railways is never to touch

the things that work. Once put their backs up by

pulling them about, and they seem as if inspired by

the Evil One."

But we, fresh from England, won't listen. We
seize the things, bang them and smack them. They
retaliate. You get a black eye from the door. The

I
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shutter shuts itself on to your finger. The table,

riled at the language used to it, finally allows you to

spread a meal and cups of tea upon it, and then

shuts itself up. When night falls the electric light

keeps going out. You appeal to an official, who also

swears at it. It blazes out, but when you want to

settle down for the night and have darkness, it

won't be turned off at any price. And so on, and

on.

We visited the cemetery at Ladysmith, and were

entertained by the sexton with many a story of the

siege, some sad, some amusing. It was quite

apparent to us that a siege, like everything else, can

become such a matter of habit that it can even cease

to interest you. I was struck by some of the

inscriptions on the graves. Few things interest

me more than an hour or two spent in a churchyard.

I hear someone exclaim, "How morbid!" but

those who thus speak are the morbid ones, and

not I.

I can wander through a churchyard or cemetery

without one horrible or morbid thought, knowing as

I do that no grave ever held a human being yet.

Those who avoid an hour in some peaceful

God's Acre, do so through a morbid fear of death

and the thoughts it brings them, which is unknown
to me.

Looking at things as I do now, it is a revelation

of character, ideas, and religious errors, to

read the pitiful nonsense too often written upon

graves. I feel so sorry for those who are

supposed to be lying there, but who, instead, doubt-
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less read with much pain the ignorant and depressing

rhymes intended to cheer mourners and do honour

to the darling they speak of.

In one of the loveliest of our English churchyards,

close— I am sorry to say—to the grave of one I

dearly love, the stranger, for instance, is met with

the following ghastly rhyme :

—

Oh, heedless one, pause as you pass !

Think of what lies beneath this grass !

As you are now, so once was I

—

I He here till eternity !

The poor, crooked, blind mind that could invent

anything so hideous, and so foolish, and so untrue

as the above, can be traced throughout most

churchyards.

What a beautiful contrast is presented upon a

snow-white cross smothered in flowers close by

:

"He is not here! He is risen!" And I gazed

with equal pleasure at another, in Ladysmith ceme-

tery, bearing the words, " We asked Life of Thee,

and Thou gavest it him; even length of days for

ever and ever."

I never wander through these gardens whose white

milestones do, I believe, but mark one tiny span of

our endless life, without longing to write up

over its gates the reply of the great philosopher

to the question, "Where shall we bury you?"

Answered the man himself, about to leave his body,
" Where you like, if you can catch me !

"

The South Staffords passed us at Van Reenen's

station, bound for the manoeuvres at Ladysmith.

I 2
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They are quartered here, at present under canvas,

but big barracks are being built up on a hill for the

military. So it is quite settled that this will be a

garrison town. This is rather a lively little place

when the regiments are here, and plenty of concerts,

dances, and theatricals are indulged in.

To-morrow we go by train along the new line to

Aberfeldy, where it ends, and from thence we trek

to Bethlehem, where I hear there will not be so

much bleak wind as here. The Plattberg here is

supposed to cause the intense cold and gustiness.

From my window I can see the narrow winding path,

up which Lord Kitchener rode, his horse dropping

down dead at the top. The Plattberg is very like

Table Mountain, and often has its snowy tablecloth

of clouds. As a child, I should certainly have

clearly beheld on the top a giant seated at his meal,

tall as a church, with one eye only (the evening

star) gazing down at me !

On the \'eldt between Harrismith and

Bethlehem, O.R.C,
Sept. 15, 1903.

We are trekking and camping, camping and

trekking, and have halted here to see " The Hope,"

a nephew, at the Engineers' Camp on the New Con-

struction. The world felt narrow in Johannesburg,

but out here where the sky-line is thirty miles away,

and nothing between but golden air and freedom, it

has become big, and petty thoughts, slights, and

worries, unworthy hatred and all that is mean or
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small drops off you as you ride, and your heart

expands like the world has done this past fortnight,

" The Hope " came out to Africa to find a gold

mine in Johannesburg. We all thought you dug it

up there with a pick and shovel. But you don't.

In three months " The Hope " had been in a

stockbroker's office, in the C.I.D. Department, where

his only disappointment was that he had nothing

whatever to do with catching thieves. In a bank, in

which being of an honest turn of mind, no prospects

seem to exist; a bottle store owner (quarter share,

and it went smash because the half owner drank

everything there was in stock, except the methylated

spirits), and a repatriation superintendent, where

again being honest, he was again at a disadvantage.

In three more he did cyanide work at the Angelo

Deep, had a shot at the S.A.C., went round

Johannesburg for a week collecting votes—or

something—he was never sure what—and had

doors slammed in his face, and a dog set

at him in Parktown—superintended the water

carts for a fortnight and never was so thirsty in

his life, did Laying of Drainage Inspector (know-

ing nothing about it) and Laying of Trams Inspector

(knowing less), managed a steam laundry, which

caught fire; and for three days owned an employ-

ment agency, his stock-in-trade being a cartload of

old files given him by some firm—just to hang up

and give a business air—and a huge book full of

fictitious names and addresses, at which he sat with

a pince-nez on his nose, a learned air, and an empty

inside. He is now chainman to the Chief Engineer
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on a new line, whose name I'd best not give till

we see that the tunnel they're making lasts a year.

We're pausing here to visit him, and are now
camping under a famous war mountain, its base

dotted with white crosses. We have brought our

own tents, our own servants, our own food. It is

lovely.

More domestic than anything we have yet beheld

in Africa is the scene.

A sod cottage is the piece de resistance. That

is the Chief Engineer's. It is made of lumps of sod

cut out of the veldt and piled one on top of the other,

then plastered with mud; branches of trees across

the top for the roof, and bulrushes from the river

below, laid on them, and provided it doesn't rain

too hard, the engineer keeps dry.

" The Hope " helped to build it, white-washed

it outside, planted flower and vegetable seeds in

little beds against its little walls, and in three days

they were up (seeds that would have taken six weeks

in England to peep). In six weeks the wee white

walls were gay with scarlet runners, tomatoes, cana-

rienses, convolvulus and grenadilla (passion flower)

all blowing and growing. The sod cottage stands

tipsily as the centre piece. (It leans a bit to one

side. " The Hope " leant against it before it was

dry.) But it will last two years. Then comes the

Assistant Engineer's yellow-lined E.P. tent, its four

doors on bamboos all open to the four points of the

compass, and a delightful breeze plays through it,

blows the Assistant Engineer's pyjamas down the

mountain-side, and affords much shady comfort to
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the Chief Engineer's poultry, which, while the party

is absent by day at a culvert four miles off, roost

comfortably upon the Assistant Engineer's bed and

towel-horse, lay eggs in his portmanteau, and fly

out cackling guiltily when at sunset they hear the

Cape carts returning.

The next tent to that is a modest bell, and is

shared by " The Hope " and " Jinks," a being who
never washes himself because he finds he always

gets dirty again next day. The camp is temporarily

short of tents, and we have been profusely

apologised to, for " The Hope " having been put to

herd with " Jinks."

We are' arranging, when we move on, to leave
" The Hope " one of our four tents, for a scene of

indescribable confusion and discomfort characterises

his present abode.
" The Hope " is proverbially happy anywhere.

Boys are. So long as they get " scoff " and air. But

only a boy would be happy in the bell tent, with

Jinks, good sort that he is. In it the two live, feed,

sleep, write and argue.

To get in, you climb over a pile as high as your-

self of tinned goods (open and shut), saddles, Swiss

milk, boot blacking, towels, butter, pillows, jam,

hair-oil, dog biscuits, soup, saucepans, looking-

glasses, hair brushes, blacking brushes, cheese,

marmalade, and rat poison, all in loving companion-

ship.

You sit on Jinks' bed, which comes first, and fish

for what you want.

The Swiss milk comes up with Jinks' shaving
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brush stuck fast in it. The bread is kept in the

soiled clothes bag (to prevent it from getting dry),

and tumbles out of " The Hope's " shirts. Their own
camp servant, rejoicing in the fragrant name of

" Heliotrope," but smelling strongly of onions and

other indescribable aromas, cooks for them and
" waits at table." There^s no table. That is a mere

manner of speech. We all sit tucked up on the beds.

You can't put your legs down because of the heaps

on the floor. So you sit Turkish fashion, while

" Heliotrope " pours into your held-out plate appal-

ling messes he calls curries and stews and soups and

puddings. Each one tastes of the others—because

there is only one saucepan, hurriedly wiped out be-

tween the courses by " Heliotrope," with anything

in the way of a rag he can discover, be it " The
Hope's " pocket-handkerchief, or the old flannel

shirt the dogs sleep on—when they can find it.

In spite of all this, " The Hope " looks like a

viking.

The little bell is never stuffy, for the door is never

laced and you sit and can see fifty miles away to the

blue mountain range, with fifty blue and purple

valleys between.

On the kopje opposite dwells an old Boer, under

a rock, while he builds himself up a new house, his

old one having been burnt during the war. It will

take you half an hour to walk to him, down our

mountain and up again, but you can talk to him
all the same across, and nearly see the tear in his

eye, when you ask him had he ever a child? He
glances over to where, far above your head, many
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lives went up to Heaven in a few short terrible

minutes, and bends to pat the long white-haired

Angora goat, rubbing its head against his knees.

A transport rider is out-spanning hard by the

camp. His fire on the veldt, not too near his trek

wagon, looks so cheerful that we go to visit him, and
he invites us to biltong and bully-beef and wondrous

tales far into the darkness of life up on the

Zambesi.

It has been a happy week with " The Hope," but

it is over, and we must move onwards—to the blue

mountains.

The transport rider says he is going our way.

A dentist bound for the nearest veldt dorp, which he

visits once a month, taking all the veldt dorps in a

ring and leaving big gaps behind him, both in purses

and mouths, also joins our train, first cheerfully

drawing the transport rider's hollow " wisdom " in

exchange for a very nice meercat kaross for his bed.

Just as we have struck tents and are starting, a

wandering photographer also turns up, and says

he'll join us. He is going to wander till he strikes

a dorp where there's no other photographer. He
makes " The Hope " assume a martial attitude,

takes him, develops it in his travelling canvas " dark

room," and gives it to me, all within fifteen minutes,

and we are off.

I ride away, " The Hope's " portrait still wet on

my lap. Nellie follows on a mule, holding on to

his tail with one hand and his mane with the other.

The wide world stretches round us and before

us. My eyes are wet too.
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Behind is the camp, Jinks at his tent door, his red

head shining in the morning sun.

" The Hope " is stooping to do something to his

new tent ropes.

The Dorp Hotel, Bethlehem,

Sept. 30, 1903.

South African life, Hke all other lives, has many
separate and distinct sides to it. And I am now
seeing one side so different to that of Johannesburg

that you might live all your existence in Johannes-

burg and not suspect that in far-off little veldt dorps

people and customs could be so simple and arcadian.

Indeed, we are so enchanted with our surround-

ings that we are in no great hurry to get back, and

so for another week or two we remain here.

A dance was given in our honour this week, and

it beat a fashionable dance hollow. Whether

the ultra-fashionable woman, who would consider a

ball a failure if you were able to move in the crush,

would agree with me I don't know. I am a

true Bohemian, and when we found ourselves

walking under the stars to the ball-room, while

ahead of us and behind us scurried dim forms

wrapped in shawls and greatcoats, with voices alive

with glee, I felt certain we should enjoy ourselves.

Sir Roger de Coverley was being tootled forth on

a tin-kettley piano with a sort of decayed sweetness

in it. Everyone was waiting for us. We felt like

Royalty. A stir and a hum passed through the large

hall as we entered. Now we take our places. Major

Pratt, as the most important personage in the room,
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chassees solemnly to the wife of the Resident

Magistrate, the Claims Commissioner takes pos-

session of me. He is a magnificent specimen of

military manhood, whose arduous duties are for the

moment laid aside; and it is well for his dignity

that the deeply-respectful burgher who sits so

patiently for hours in the sun awaiting his verdict

inside, cannot now behold the great man capering

down the ball-room between the two rows of dancers,

his coat-tails flying, his hair anyhow, and his general

air as of one who would say, *' Gather ye roses while

ye may, and hang the consequences !
" The O.C.

of the S.A.C. puts on his sweetest air on finding

his partner is the village dressmaker, a pretty little

soul who has made nearly every dress in the town

with her ten little fingers and her ten little toes.

(I expect she has a Singer's treadle.)

The dorp storeman, a cavalry captain, the post-

man, several young Englishmen farmers ('Varsity

men who have spent too much money at home, and

who now cheerfully sow crops, plant trees, feed the

poultry, and sit in the stoep and wonder what Bond
Street looks like without them), the local butcher,

a handsome blue-eyed engineer—all file in a row

to an opposite row of ladies occupying positions as

various. All are beaming; all are friendly. No
one presumes, and no one condescends. The ball

goes with a swing.

Four o'clock strikes from the little church before

anyone remembers that all things end. And my
cavalier strolls home with me, and we get senti-

mental, and stand under a tree and gaze at a moon
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so brand new that it makes you blink. We each

wish. I have no doubt that if we ever each

get our wishes, we shall know that it would have

been better to have had them denied—such being

the case with most fulfilled wishes. But to-night,

as I curtsey to the lady moon and breathe my
unspoken wish, I know it is the most desirable thing

on earth that I should have it granted

!

And then as my big companion murmurs (pointing

to the orchards of almond blossom at present making

the tiny dorp an Eden) :

—

" Lady, by yonder blessed moon I swear,

Which tips with silver all the fruit-tree tops
—

"

we both exclaim " The dawn !

"

Over the black kopje, against the black sky, an

opal streak is creeping.

How long have I been here? The little hotel

will be shut

!

But little hotels in little dorps never shut. I fly

panting through the stable-yard to my room, and

when the sun does rise (as I suppose he did), he

finds me asleep, and dreaming of almond trees

tipped with silver

!

The Dorp Hotel,

Oct. 3, 1903.

In an Englishwoman's love-letters, the English-

woman writes to her lover that " he is a high tree,

and she the wind playing in its branches," or some-

thing of that sort. I have never yet discerned the

exact meaning of this strange simile—can you ? But
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to-day I feel like a high tree in a high wind, and

when riding with Molly Morton two hours ago on

the highest kopje near this peaceful dorp, with a

gale hard enough to blow the phantom ship round

the Horn in spite of its curse, that high tree—me

—

swore softly under its breath for three solid hours

while the wind played in its branches—otherwise

stray locks of my hair—under my hat, around my
habit-skirt, and into my eyes.

I love this little out-of-the-world spot on a calm,

sunlit day, when the hens cluck, the pigs grunt, the

housewife hangs her snowy linen on the line, and

the Cape canaries in hundreds sing in the pink and

white and cherry orchards, now in full flower.

Then everyone looks happy, even the Commis-

sioner of Claims, a much-harassed individual, who
sits in an office on the white roadside, interviews

burghers, and tries to keep his hair flat and a bland

smile upon his countenance ! Then even the

O.C. of the S.A.C. can forget his arduous duties,

and call for an eleven o'clock cup of tea, and—(low

be it spoken)—gives us a step-dance, learnt in

London, coughing in a distressing manner when one

of his sergeants rides up to the stoep, and solemnly

salutes what he can see of his CO., who was just

showing us how easy it is to walk on your head

instead of your legs, knocking your heels together

in time to the music. Thus smiles all nature here,

on a beautiful spring morning ! and then I fall in

love with the dear little dorp afresh at every breath

I draw

!

But to-day I hate it. The Commissioner of
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Claims has got the hump. The O.C. has got nettle-

rash, and keeps asking the Commissioner of Claims

to scratch his back—a request brutally responded

to by the C. of C. in the shape of a fork off the

luncheon table dug ill-temperedly into the O.C.'s

khaki back.

African hotels and houses are built neither for

heat nor for cold. You roast on a hot day. You
freeze on a cold one. The dorp, having shivered

through an interminable morning, has gone to bed

for the afternoon with hot water bottles.

The 3rd D.G.'s have just passed through here

on their way to the manoeuvres. They camped four

miles outside the dorp, so we saw nothing of them

beyond the dust they raised on the outskirts of the

village. The South Staffords are back at Harrismith

from the Ladysmith manoeuvres, and the little town

is waking up again, and whispers in the air of dances

and flirtations; for in Harrismith, as elsewhere,

"In the Spring, a young man's fancy

Lightly turns to thoughts of love."

I always want to add to that immortal couplet,

" He cannot think of aught but whisky,

Sitting shivering over a stove."

My next entry will be from Johannesburg again.

Our Cape cart is ready. We are off home ! But

not for long. We have decided to come and live

in Bethlehem, at all events, while the boy (Johnny)

is on the New Construction. So away back to the

New Jew-rusalem to pack and say good-bye

!
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Johannesburg again,

Oct. 7, 1903.

In spite of the Morning Sun and Chamber of

Mines experiences, and my abuse of the place, never

till now have I realised the " nameless charm of

Johannesburg," as a fashionable beauty worded it

to me the other day, whilst she sat and ate chicken

mayonnaise at the Trocadero, with the last thing in

hats on her head, and Madame Somebody's last

creation on her back.

" Nameless charm, indeed !
" said Johnny, who re-

turned here with us for a few days, but leaves to-

night. " I could give her Johannesburg plenty

of names. The theatre, the races, lunches,

dinners, suppers, Stuttaford's, and her pet dress-

maker and milliner, her pet tea room, and her pet

man."

"Johnny," said I, "no scandal." And Johnny

shut up.

I cannot agree with " Beauty " that Johannesburg

has only " nameless " charm. The names of its

charms are legion, and one can never for an instant

sit and wonder (as one can certainly do in a wee

veldt dorp such as we have just left) what the charm

in it is, and what to call it ?

At present I should christen Johannesburg's

charms—climate, life, movement, pretty shops, and

an all-pervading jolliness on every face that is very

striking when one has come recently from London,

where everyone from September till next May will

be in a bad temper. And small wonder, when you
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contemplate the months of pea-soup fog, slush, and

smuts ahead of you !

The brightness of Africa is slowly growing into

my being. The world feels new ! Whether I

wander Commissioner Street and the Market Square,

smiling back at other smiling faces, for no reason at

all except that I live, and they live; whether I sit

and choose radiant coloured ribbons at a counter, or

pucker my brow in front of a long mirror, wonder-

ing do I look pretty in this country-girl hat, gar-

landed with honeysuckle, or is it only my conceit?

And will some beautiful humming bee come along

and notice that honeysuckle?—a bee, perhaps, with

blue eyes and fair moustache ? Anatomy in Nature !

But bees which sip from honeysuckle are of all

kinds.

Or whether I sit a shaggy little, warm, nodding-

headed Basuto pony, and explore the green kopjes

around my little veldt dorp, now far away. I alight

from my small steed's back ever and anon, to stand

and indulge in the luxury of a gentle sigh for the

far-off mother of the lad of seventeen here, whose

last wish was to be buried against the lonely block-

house where he died; and for that same mother's

sake, and for his, too, I stoop and pick the white

star-flower growing out of the stones and lay it upon

the crumbling mound, a tear falling at the vision of

an English churchyard, tended and loved, and this

desolate contrast

!

Or whether I am trekking, trekking, trekking

across the great silent veldt, where there is so little

to see, and yet so much

!
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Or whether I repose in a rickety looted Boer chair

in somebody's stoep, and gaze at the roofless homes

of the once flourishing dorp—the uncultured gardens

running a-waste, the old Boer slouching past, with

his old bit of crepe round his dirty hat.

Whatever of these I do, all are set in a frame of

vivid brightness, and I do, oh, I do love Africa

!

"The Stable,"

Bethlehem, O.R.C,
Oct. 14, 1903.

There is a soft cluck-clucking going on all round

me. Pigeons are cooing from some trees hard by.

A cow lows to her calf over a hedge. Some Boer

children are playing with a tin kettle, and a " brown

brook " (as the poet has it) gurgles a little way off.

The tin kettle is not, strictly speaking, musical ; and

the brown brook is brown only from the dirt out of

the dorp clothes that have been washed in it.

But, nevertheless, it is all charming ! And it

means we are again hailing you from the village

under the blue mountains.

Johannesburg once more lies far behind, witli its

madding crowd, its red dust, its mines that can't be

worked, its worried-looking business men.

How sorry I feel for them all, as I gaze pensively

from my cottage window at the rural peace and rest

around me. But noisy, troubled towns must be, or

there would be no villages. Humanity must seethe

and toil in one direction, in order that its other half

may live quietly. Every philosopher knows that.

K
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What malicious sprite whispered into my ear to

choose Thursday for our trek, when on Thursday an

all-wise Providence saw fit to answer the prayers of

all churches and church-goers throughout Africa,

and sent rain for the first time since last March,

I don't know. Never one drop for seven solid

months, and secure in that knowledge, we carelessly

and gaily packed our belongings in a fashion un-

heard of in sober England. Johannesburg platform

looked, on the night of our departure, like a general

store warranted to sell everything from a tin of bis-

cuits to a mattress. My friends came to bid us God-

speed, in crowds. Very soon, all were busily engaged

in seeking, or hanging on to some article of baggage

that had vanished, or else, from its attractive nature,

might vanish. A carpet had a water-bottle tied to it.

A chair and a bird-cage went arm-in-arm. To a

monster bundle of bedding was attached a dog, which

howled piteously on finding his movements thus

hampered. A table had its surface plastered with

mine and Nellie's hats tied on all over it, and the

guard was informed he would receive one and nine-

pence over and above the tip set aside for him if he

did not lay someone's trunk on the top of the hats.

Nellie and I are very practical when we are travel-

ling. We make a list beforehand of what we will

spend, and the one and ninepence happened to be

the exact margin left when everything else was paid

for. I may mention that the guard did not get it. He
put a chest of drawers on to the top of my pink-May-

hat (my favourite), with the result that I have never

seen my pink-May-hat again. Its place on the
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table was there, and a pink stain on arriving at

Ladysmith; but the guard thought the hat itself

must have stuck to the chest of drawers which got

out at Volksrust, so I gave him nothing at all, of

course.

Some of my Johannesburg friends lead rather

sedentary lives, and are apt to get liverish in conse-

quence ; but on the night of my departure their livers

got a splendid shaking up. All over the platform

you saw them racing; Mr. Pringle in pursuit of a

sort of will-o'-the-wisp porter, who kept perversely

seizing my belongings to get them into the van before

I had gone over my list. Major Bird—his hat gone

—a frying-pan with a Burke's Landed Gentry tied

into it, under one arm, and a pot of flowers under the

other, tore madly about, asking everybody, " Please,

have you seen a bath? " Captain Hervey (in irre-

proachable evening attire, a button-hole, and smell-

ing of that lovely faint odour as if he had just been

unpacked out of lavender) stood and tried to smile

upon being presented hurriedly by Nellie with a

large saucepan containing various comestibles rolled

in newspaper, which he was requested to keep steady,

" or the treacle would run out." I am told that Cap-

tain Hervey was recommended for the V.C. during

the war. I can believe it since I saw him holding that

saucepan as if he positively enjoyed it.

To say that all these heroes cheered and waved
handkerchiefs as Nellie and I vanished in that train,

is to put it very mildly. I never saw men look so

relieved in my life. The last glimpse I got of them

they were all standing facing each other, solemnly

K 2
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shaking hands, like shipwrecked mariners do on the

stage when a sail appears and someone shouts
" Saved !

"

The Stable, Bethlehem,

Nov. I, 1903.

Although little Bethlehem, a queer, wee place, at

present far removed from railways or civilisation, is

in sight of the Blue Mountains of Basutoland, there

is hardly a woman in it, Dutch, Colonial, or English,

who has been into " Basutoland Proper."

Legends exist of two strong-minded spinsters,

wearing spectacles, Norfolk jackets, and hobnailed

boots, who not only, on foot, penetrated Basutoland

Proper, but scaled, alone and unaided, the sup-

posedly impassable, forbidding-looking mountain

range beyond—and were never heard of again.

Whether cannibals lived on the other side or not

in those days I have not yet found out.

In remote African dorps such as this one, the

folks eat, sleep, and talk scandal much as in English

villages, but because of the touch of wild uncon-

ventionality, the uncommonness of the life, widened

by the broad veldt around and by the bite of the

war and its scorching experiences and lessons, no

African town, no matter how sleepy it has again now

tried to become, can be uninteresting or slow to the

mind fresh from far different scenes.

The evening we arrived to live in Bethlehem I

thought it the African embodiment of Goldsmith's

" Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain," de-

serted of stirring incident now, roofless from the war,
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and yet the picture of peace and seclusion, lying in

its little round green basin shut in by kopjes not long

ago bristling with guns, and smothered now in pink

and white cherry blossom, with almond and peach

orchards everywhere.

Nellie and I and a Basuto driver rejoicing in the

name of " Wot Cheer "—bestowed doubtless by

some facetious Tommy of the Eighth Division, now,

perchance, sleeping under a few rocks somewhere

round here—had trekked all day from Harrismith

in the teeth of a frightful veldt storm, seated in an

open, hoodless Cape-cart, into which the water

poured. A diversion in the shape of a half-hour

hailstorm, some of the hailstones the size of eggs,

beguiled the monotony. The hailstones hurt, and

the only way we came out of it alive was by Nellie

and me taking turns to sit on each other's heads,

the one whose turn it was to sit on the top com-

mending herself to Providence until her turn was

up-

" Wot Cheer " was in no danger of having his

brains knocked out : firstly, because he hadn't got

any, and secondly, because it is a physiological fact

that the Kaffir and Basuto skull is several inches

thicker than ours—to make up for the empty space

inside. When the hailstones suddenly became the

size of cricket-balls we considered, like Conan
Doyle's Frenchman in " The Tragedy of the

Korosko," that Providence was expecting too much
of us, and so we got inside a block-house. Thus,

in momentary danger of being scorched by lightning

to a cinder or stoned to a jelly, we trekked all the
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long day, and the storm was only just over wHen
our Cape cart toppled tipsily across the edge of the

soaked kopjes that shut in this little " Holy City of

the Veldt."

The elements in Africa never shilly-shally either

in their coming or going. They come quickly and

go quickly, and, when a storm is over, in a few

minutes every cloud has vanished and your sky

smiles blue from east to west and north to south

like a child who, after a good cry, smiles so broadly

that you forget in a minute he has ever been naughty

at all.

So little Bethlehem opened to our first view,

flooded with wet sunshine and wet pink and white

fruit-blossom; and—most curious sight of all

—

looking exactly like a coloured Bible picture of the

Bethlehem of old, the centre of vast starry rays

spreading out over the sky. It was not the Star

of Evening that created this beautiful effect, for it

was only 5 p.m. It was the setting sun, and it is

a sight you may see any evening in Bethlehem if

you climb to that kopje top just as the sun sinks

opposite.

The sun had gone, but from behind the green

ridge on the opposite side of Bethlehem's valley

shot up, across the pink sky, long golden and violet

rays, as of a mighty star pointing heavenward. One
can well understand the rooted Boer belief that the

little village which boasts this daily phenomenon is

the true Bethlehem of the Nativity.

Then our eight mules tossed their heads and

careered in irresponsible jubilation down the kopje,
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and we drew up at our destination—a stable, which,

in Bethlehem, seemed quite appropriate and roman-

tic as a dwelling-place, and in which Nellie and

I have lived ever since.

In the kitchen of the dwelling next to ours—and

under whose roof we had been invited by the

" D.C." (District Commandant) to have our meals

—

the " D.C." himself and a brother officer stood at

the kitchen fireplace devotedly preparing a meal

against our arrival, while a Basuto boy, all one wide

grin, laid the cloth.

" I wonder, old chap," said the " D.C," stirring the

soup and tasting it with a worried expression, " why

it tastes of petroleum?
"

" Because, old boy," replied the other, " we've

gone and put petroleum in by mistake !

"

A sage and brilliant remark, which goes to prove

that the members of the Criminal Investigation

Department of the South African Constabulary (to

which distinguished force the speaker belonged) are

not so dense as the public sometimes want to make

them out.

At this point Nellie and I burst in on them and

the tainted soup got upset. No one cared, however,

and we were soon all seated at our first meal in little

Bethlehem.

Nov. 2.

Bethlehem resembles that delectable South Sea

island whose inhabitants eked out a precarious living

by doing each other's washing. Here they eke it

out selling each other food, deadly feuds being the
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result. Each storekeeper—and there is no other

society—insists on encroaching upon the special line

of his neighbour. The butcher, an ex-trooper of

Yeomanry, will sell loaves and flour. The baker, a

Boer, pays him out for that—and old war scores

—

by displaying in his window beef dripping, and,

when he wants to be extra annoying, sausages and

a leg of mutton. The grocer, a Colonial, deals in

saddles and harness in order to infuriate the saddler,

a Scotchman, who retaliates by mixing cheese and

preserved ginger with his bridles and dog-collars,

so that all the food you get tastes of leather, and all

the leather is sticky with jam and treacle. The
carpenter, who was engaged to the dressmaker, now
acts as a ladies' tailor (in order to bring the lady

to her senses), and you become dimly aware of the

business end of tin-tacks in the back seams of your

skirts as you sit down. I also used dreamily to

ponder why our milk had a taste of Gregory's

powder, castor-oil, camphorated chalk, and some-

thing different every day, until I was informed that

our milkman had long cherished the laudable ambi-

tion of cutting out the local chemist, who, in his

turn, at once invested in a cow, and sent out soothing

syrups compounded (or so it appeared) of the milk

that had gone sour from the day before.

The calling hour here is eleven, and deep would

be the slight to your visitors if tea and biscuits were

not served to them from then onwards till one. It

is in Africa a Colonial custom of long standing,

and is rather fun when you want to hear the

"gup " (scandal) of the dorp, mixed with tales of
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war experiences so absolutely different from any-

thing imagined in England that it is an education

in realities.

Meanwhile Nellie and I live on in our stable and

are happy. The " D.C." says he feels a brute in

his snug bungalow while we dwell in a stable, and

rashly suggested that we should move to his abode

instanter. As everyone in the dorp became rigid

at the idea of Nellie and myself and "a man"
(breathed in the same tone as one would say "a
tiger ") dwelling under one roof, we sadly shook our

heads. This is queer, for in Johannesburg and

elsewhere it is done, the high rents and roofless

houses—a legacy of the war—rendering it a recog-

nised custom.

Nov. 6.

To-day there was frightful excitement in the dorp.

The " D.C." received an urgent cipher telegram

from headquarters at Bloemfontein to say that a

Basuto rising was imminent, and we were to prepare

ourselves to be wiped out at a few hours' notice !

Everyone in the dorp promptly went mad either

with terror or delight.

Ever since the war these once sober villagers have

become restless. Battle and murder and sudden

death have got into their veins, and they want more

of it.

We sat all one day translating the cipher telegrams

as fast as they arrived, the cipher word being the

highly peaceable one of " sponge-cake," and through

the medium of " sponge-cake " we learned that the
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Pratts of Peach Dale Farm on the Basuto border

were probably cold meat at the moment of

writing.

The " D.C.," who was more excited than anyone,

though it behoved him to put on a stern, unrufHed

air, announced that the Basuto army must be

advancing on us in large numbers, and what now
had to be considered was whether the women and

children should be put for safety into the Dutch

Reformed Church or the gaol, and whether Nellie

and I preferred to be shot or take " Rough on Rats
"

in the event of Bethlehem falling into the hands of

the savages.

Upon hearing all this I flew over to our stable-

cottage to consult Nellie, but found an attentive

S.A.C. trooper already supporting her in his arms

on the steps, while he applied smelling-salts to her

nose, fanned her, and entreated her to "keep

calm."

At this request Nellie, of course, at once went into

hysterics.

Pringle, the trooper, could hardly hold her, she

plunged and kicked so violently, and when she

stopped plunging she drummed her heels on the

steps and sobbed, " Is it true ? It can't be !

"

" Only too true, I fear, my dear," replied the

South African constable, polishing Nellie's nose with

the feather end of an inky quill pen hastily seized off

my writing-table, for he had evidently read some-

thing somewhere about feathers for fainting.

" Try now and compose yourself, for you'll want

all your strength."
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Nellie lay looking the picture of despair, her

nose by this time black with Stephens' indelible

ink.

" Let me write and tell my mother," she sobbed,

beginning to kick again. " The English mail's out

to-night ! Let me write and comfort her, and tell

her we're all going to be skinned alive."

" Yes, to be sure ; and so you shall !
" cried the

complaisant trooper. " Try and open your teeth a

quarter of an inch and get down a drop of this

cordial first."

" Let me go to the chemist's and buy some poison,

in case I fall into the savages' hands and am carried

off to be the bride of one of their chiefs dressed

in feathers," moaned Nellie. " I cannot face that,

Pringle, and it's no use your asking me to!"
" I'll shoot you myself, my dear," says Pringle,

"before that shall happen. Don't fash yourself.

I'll blow your brains out with my own hand, and

you can tell your mother so, if it will make her any

happier."

" But," says Nellie, sitting suddenly up, " will it

hurt?"

"Will what hurt?"
" Having my brains blown out, you idiot ! Oh !

what's that trumpeting? It's the Basutos risen!
"

" No, no ; it's the baker's boy with his tin trumpet

to say some fresh steak has arrived in the dorp.

Advertising in Bethlehem is cheap. A penny

trumpet, a ragged urchin who stands and yells,

" Large consignment of ladies' skirts just arrived

!

Also carrots, onions, steak, petroleum, cheese, a
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lady's saddle, tin-tacks, and screws, a Paris hat,

twenty frying-pans, a ploughshare, and a pink para-

sol !
" and the dorp goes running bare-headed to

see and to buy.

Nov. 7.

We sat up all night, but the Basutos didn't come.

Towards 2 a.m., just as the moon was sinking behind

Wolhuter's Kop like a slender silver boat behind a

black billow, a soft tap-tap came at my sitting-room

window, and a wild-man-of-the-woods-looking being

demanded admittance. He said he had tramped

night and day from Basutoland to warn us the tribes

were rising, and, having imparted this news, craved

brandy, and drank half a bottleful neat. Nothing

more could be got out of him.

He had vanished next morning, and after that

numerous messengers arrived with the same news.

The "D.C." murmured something about "frauds"

and " brandy at fifteen bob the bottle," and gave

orders that the next man was to get lemonade, a

cooling beverage which seemed to have the effect

of instantly stopping all further warnings from

Basutoland.

Nov. 9.

Meanwhile the cipher telegrams from Bloemfon-

tein grow more and more alarming. The last one

instructed the "D.C." to garrison Fort Maroney

and provision it for three months, carrying out the

operations secretly and by night so as not to cause

a scare. Fort Maroney lies on the edge of the
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Brandwater Basin, where Prinsloo and seven thou-

sand men were shut in for so manv weeks.

Orders must be obeyed, and so one night we
accompanied the " D.C.," with a large convoy of

provisions and ammunition, to the fort. It was very

exciting, for at every turn we expected to see the

Basuto army ! FiHng through Retief's Nek
especially was nervous work, for there is cover there

for three armies. Brandwater Basin, however, was

all quiet.

We rode back at dawn, halting for half an hour

to boil a kettle and make tea at a lovely ruin

smothered in roses and yellow broom.

All this was very delightful, but we were beginning

to ask, "Where are the Basutos?

"

The " D.C." sat all day at a table, drawing up

plans for the campaign, and occasionally looking

up to scratch his head and make the above observa-

tion. The paper in front of him, in fact, had all

the appearance of one of those puzzle pictures,

which should be called in this instance ''Find the

Basutos!
"

Nov. II.

It is arranged that we are to set off at dawn with

the " D.C." and a band of S.A.C. troopers into

Basutoland, to see for ourselves what is afoot. The
wagons and carts were loaded up during the night,

and, sitting WTiting at my lattice window, I felt like

the heroine of a novel, for I had just come hurriedly

back from a dorp dance, and was about to change

from my pink-and-white silk ball-dress into my
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riding habit, while Nelhe hastily packed our trunks

and penned a line to her mother to say that she and
her " missus " were off to Basutoland and they need

not expect to hear of us again.

I like African dorp dances ! I don't expect my
society sisters woud agree w^th me, or see any

fun in a lancer-set where the magistrate solemnly

chasseed to the dorp dressmaker, and where I

curtsied to the postman on one side of me and the

Commissioner of Claims on the other; while in the

grand chain we romped round with burly Farmer

Cronje, cousin to the famous general; the postman,

who had one ear open and would have to run when
he heard the post-horn tootling from the night mail-

coach; and the greengrocer, who supplied the salad

for the supper and " hoped we'd taste it."

The same sv/eet, old, decayed piano we had

before, with a mellow, tin-kettley voice in it, was our

band; and a S.A.C. sergeant, who was a music-

master before the war, played for us tunes as ancient

as the piano.

The little dorp dressmaker was in great demand
between the dances in the ladies' room. She had

again, of course, made every gown in the room, and

took a motherly interest in the hang of Vrow Van-

derbeeten's scarlet velveteen train, and shook her

head sadly as, with mouth full of pins, she adjusted

an obstinate pleat for the wife of the hotel-keeper.

In the middle of all this a fat S.A.C. sergeant

strode solemnly up the ball-room with the " D.C.'s
"

message to me that he was off with troopers at dawn

into Basutoland. Did I care to risk it and go, and
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take others along who were not too set upon their

lives ?

In ten minutes I had made up a party. Everyone

hurried away out into the moonlight as excited as

ever were the ball-guests in Brussels, in Byron's

famous " Battle of Waterloo." Wives who couldn't

come were left weeping; engaged couples bid

moving farewells ; lights twinkled from nearly every

moon-bathed house in the dorp, and everywhere one

heard a saddling-up and a hoisting of baggage on

to wagons and mules and a bidding of good-byes.

Then they all crowded into the " D.C.'s " bungalow

for breakfast by lamplight, and Basutoland peeped

out of the dawn at us, pink and purple, with golden

lights shooting through the mountain neks and passes

through which we would have to go.

Nov. 14.

We arrived at Nauwport's Nek late at night, and

camped upon one of the most famous spots of the

Anglo-Boer War, held by General Hector Mac-

donald for eight days against General Prinsloo and

his army in their last stand. It was a lovely spot

—

the Gate of Basutoland.

The great mountain chain is broken here by a

narrow nek, towards which we steered our horses all

day, the open nek shining through the sombre wall

upon our horizon like the solitary blue eye of a

Cyclops.

I thought we should not get off at all, there being

so much quarrelling and chopping and changing

about at the last minute. Husbands said their wives
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wouldn't let them come unless they came too;

mothers wanted to bring babies, while Mr. Carter

and Miss Prim, engaged to each other only last

Wednesday, had a quarrel about a frying-pan which

bade fair to knock on the head the whole of our

expedition, for everyone took sides and insulted

everybody else, and at last no one would go to

Basutoland unless someone else was left behind.

The scene in the stable-yard beggars description.

The distracted " D.C." shouting orders ; the troopers

first loading up a wagon, then unloading it ; husbands

and wives wrangling, on the verge of life-long

separations; and Miss Prim and Mr. Carter return-

ing each other their rings, locks of hair, and presents

in front of us all, and then falling on each other's

necks when they suddenly discovered they couldn't

after all live without each other. Meanwhile the

cheerful Pringle was running round promising to

blow everyone's brains out if we met the Basuto

army, and assuring the ladies that it didn't hurt at

all ; while in the middle of the confusion Nellie took

a last hasty riding-lesson on a troop-horse round

and round the yard to make certain she could

"bump" properly, as she called it, the term being

more descriptive of Nellie's riding, I think, than the

correct one.

"Shall I do, sir?" cried Nellie to the "D.C."
" Have you ever ridden before ? " doubtfully

responded the " D.C." " Hadn't you better go in

the Cape-cart?
"

"I've ridden since I was three, sir," replied

NeUie. " Every year a merry-go-round came to our
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home in Sussex, and I always had the friskiest

horse !

"

Soon we were all off, a goodly stream of riders,

Cape-carts, wagons, mules, troopers, and servants.

We had a Mr. Hope with us, a photographic

amateur, who was determined to get a snap-shot of

the Basuto army, if he fell down dead, speared

through, the next minute. He had a Cape-cart

reserved especially for about six cameras of all sizes

and shapes for all emergencies, and amidst these

he sat, in the most curious and uncomfortable posi-

tions, so that the cameras should not be disturbed.

The devoted way in which that man reposed for

hours on the spikes of the stands, one of his legs

sticking up, balanced in mid-air, so as not to damage

a camera, with an arm twisted round another precious

instrument which must on no account be jolted, and

his cheek pressed to that one, was the most touching

thing I've ever seen.

All the following day we rode towards the purple

chain. Their violet dimness faded, and rugged

detail began to be pencilled in. As the sun set we
streamed in single file through the famous pass and

pitched camp on a gentle emerald-green slope under

the frowning wall that guards Basutoland.

The storekeeper and his wife and children lived

here all through the war in a pretty little bungalow

under the overhanging mountain. Their garden was

a mass of fruit and flowers, and, unexpected though

we were, the meal they hospitably laid for us on

our arrival would have been a triumph in a civilised

town. Here, over a hundred and twenty miles from

L
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any sign of mankind, we all feasted royally on a

ham that made the table groan, a delicious buffalo-

hump, a pair of plump ducks, salad (green, and

scarlet, and white), bowls of thick cream and slabs

of yellow butter, honey in the comb, home-made

bread and scones, and delicious coffee !

There was much talk throughout this Arcadian

meal, of course, of the Basutos. No sign of a

rising here ! Far away the dwellers of the land we

would penetrate to-morrow could be seen peacefully

tilling their little farms, drawing their water, and

carrying their babies on their backs to their kraals in

the setting sun.

What did it all mean ? Had it been a hoax ? We
are not near " Basutoland Proper" yet. This is

" Basutoland Annexed." On the map this part is

pink. The rest "will be pink soon, I expect," as

Tommy Atkins put it.

We ladies fell asleep in our tents watching the

moon shining through our canvas and listening to

the men sitting outside conjecturing upon the upshot

of this curious expedition—this tragedy without

actors

!

Nov. 1 6.

There is a peculiar crystal sweetness in the air of

Basutoland almost impossible to describe. The

water that you drink sparkles and froths like cham-

pagne, and that same sparkle and froth have risen

up into the atmosphere and you breathe it with sheer

delight.

With many thanks and farewells to our hospitable
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hosts we rode away from beautiful Nauwport's Nek
next morning, halting at midday for a rest. Our
destination for the night was the Peach Dale Farm,

which, in the opinion of Bloemfontein, was in ashes.

Whether ashes or not, unless we reached it that

night we must sleep on the mountains, and as the

roads grew more dangerous every minute, and we
were still a long way off, and not far from a dis-

trict supposed to be haunted by a tiger with a large

appetite, it may be imagined that we were anxious

to press on.

It was a most perilous ride along the most diffi-

cult and dangerous paths, no easier to face because

the Basuto servants kept impressing on us that they

would be a hundred times worse in " Basutoland

Proper "

!

In all conscience they were fearful enough, and

but for my Himalayan experiences I doubt if I

could have gone on, for my horse shied at every-

thing, and generally chose some horrible spot, with

a chasm yawning below, to take fright at some-

thing.

The scenery was exceedingly beautiful, a curious

mixture of rural loneliness and rugged grandeur.

The country is well watered by crystal-clear rivers

and waterfalls, which are delightful to hear and see

after the waterless veldt. Quite English-looking

meadows of buttercups and daisies give a feeling of

home-sickness; and it was strange, just as we were

about to cross a lonely stream, to hear, in these far-

off wilds, with not a dwelling in sight anywhere, two

joyous English children's voices, the pair being dis-

L 2
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covered paddling in the limpid water with uncovered

heads of curly flaxen hair

!

Were they fairies? Oh, no. Their father, the

missionary, had a hut not far away. They had been

born here and had never seen a town, a brick house,

a train, a shop, or any white woman save their

mother

!

When, towards midnight, we finally dipped clean

down a precipitous mountain-side in inky blackness,

and saw red lights twinkling half-way up the op-

posite mountain, we were too w^orn out to feel even

interested upon hearing that the mountain we were

then descending was the memorable Surrender Hill,

the scene of one of the grandest, most impres-

sive sights of the war, the surrender of Prinsloo and

his army.
" That's Peach Dale opposite, sir," called out the

advance guard troopers to the " D.C."

And the " D.C." added, gloomily, " I hear Pratt's

voice, so hes alive." He said this in an injured

tone, which would have tickled me had I not been

so dead-beat.

"Is that you, Pratt?" shouted someone across

the black valley.

" Yes. Is that you? " replied a voice back in the

usual formula.

" Yes. Here we all are. Haven't you and Mrs.

Pratt been killed?
"

"Killed! Why?"
" By the Basutos !

"

" Get out !
" replied Mr. Pratt, derisively. And

thus at one blow the Basuto rising collapsed, for if
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ever one takes place, there will be no one left at

Peach Dale Farm to say " Get out !
" for here we

now are at the very edge of that little-known

country, " Basutoland Proper."

Deep was the " D.C.'s " indignation, and in vain,

tired as we were, did we strive to comfort him by

pointing out that to the rumour we at least owed
this interesting expedition into a territory most

people are too lazy or too nervous to penetrate.

How glad we were to drop from our tired steeds,

stretch our cramped limbs, and enter the cheerfully

lit porch of the farm. Surrender Hill's black mass

opposite seemed close enough to touch from the

veranda with your hand. Mr. Pratt lives here alone,

with his mother, a plucky old lady, who broke up

her peaceful Lancashire home and came out to keep

house for her lonely son.

Mr. Pratt kindly gave up his room to the ladies.

The rest were packed somewhere into odd holes and

corners : this man in the bathroom, that one in the

dairy, another under a bush, and another in a ham-

mock under a mimosa tree. The troopers disposed

themselves under the ox-wagons, and soon Peach

Dale was asleep.

There was only one disturbance in the night.

" The Viking," Captain Lindley, who had the bath-

room, was too long for it, and his leg came through

the frail paper wall on to Mrs. Pratt's head on the

other side. There was a blood-curdling yell, and

then Mrs. Pratt (who always keeps a coal hammer
at her bedside in readiness for intruders) brought it

down with a crash on the Viking's big toe, when he,
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in his turn, gave a howl fit to wake the Seven

Sleepers and us all.

We were up at six, roaming the beautiful peach

woods which stretch from the house down to the

valley, the fruit growing in such profusion that it is

impossible to use a tenth of it. We met Kaffir boys

carrying up clothes-baskets and pails full of the

velvety pink peaches to the house, and we ate so

many that our appetite for breakfast was seriously

impaired.

Some of the men climbed the almost precipitous

sides of Surrender Hill opposite, with the result that

I now have on my writing-table two quite perfect

and beautiful little pom-pom shells as trophies of

that remote and famous spot. Peach Dale was a

prosperous little farm, and is the very last against

Basutoland Proper, for no white man is allowed to

farm inside true Basutoland. Mr. Pratt started this

farm with very little capital and absolutely no ex-

perience, his boundless energy and grit carrying him

through triumphant ! We laughed when he assured

us that when he planted his first mealie crop he

didn't know at which end the mealie ought to come,

had never heard of a " mealie-tassel," and had to

ask his Kaffirs everything. He gets their services

and labour free, in return for giving them each a

piece of land to live on and cultivate. This primi-

tive method of running a farm is common in these

districts, and many an energetic man is now slowly

but surely making a small fortune at it.
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Nov. 1 8.

Bidding farewell to hospitable Peach Dale we
started for Bhuta-Bhutie, our Promised Land ! All

fears, or hopes, of meeting the Basuto army armed
to the teeth were over, and that part of our expedi-

tion remained a mystery to be cleared up at some
future date. We were all agreed, however, that,

having come so far, we would go on, warned

solemnly though we were that roads there were none,

and the going fearful. Thus said the natives, no

one else having yet been there, and so I deemed it

wise to leave my horse behind and accept a seat in

a Cape cart.

Nov. 20.

This date saw us all stuck on the banks of the

Caledon River without any shelter beyond our Cape
carts, with the rain coming down furiously. We are

now in " Basutoland Proper."

Here we remained for twenty-four hours. It was

impossible to cross the Caledon, it was so swollen

—

bridges in Basutoland there are none—and equally

impossible to turn back, because the rivers behind

us were now impassable, too ! So we were fairly

trapped.

A Cape cart and its occupants, rashly trying to

cross a few hours before we came up, had been

washed away and two men drowned. Without that

salutary warning, I expect we should have braved

the waters, as travellers in Africa so often do,
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arguing that a stream you could paddle across yes-

terday can't drown you to-day.

We had a truly fearful journey to this point. The
country was quite unfit for wheeled travelling of any

kind, for there are no roads whatever. For miles

we only crashed up and down over rocks, and I

shall not easily forget the excruciating torture of sit-

ting in a springless Cape cart, stiff and aching as

we one and all were from our long seventeen-hour

ride of the day before. We had been flung about

for hours, and shot up and down into the air like

india-rubber balls on a battledore. Several of the

weaker sex wept with the agony of it.

Sometimes, when descending to a river, the Cape
carts were almost at a perpendicular angle. We

—

arrived at the bottom first—would watch the others

coming down at a gallop, the mules wildly careering

towards the precipice, while the passengers behind

them shut their eyes and hung on. I often pictured

the face of our staid, fat, solemn English coachman,

putting on a strong brake down a gentle incline upon

a good macadam road, and proud of his good

driving then ! The Basuto Cape-cart drivers are

surely the finest Jehus in the world. They know no

fear, they have no brakes, their harness is often

half string and tape, and gives way frequently upon

some headlong incline ; their six, eight, and ten

mules are often unbroken and wild as zebras, their

two-wheeled vehicle is so piled up with travellers

and luggage that it is top-heavy, their best roads

are like the dry, rocky beds of rivers, and their worst

like " descending into Hades at a gallop " (so says
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somebody somewhere), and yet few are the accidents

and casualties.

For eight hours, the day we travelled here, we
seemed as near eternity as human beings could be

;

but we got used to it, and all I hoped at last was that

I should be killed outright, and not maimed !

The rain began just as we passed the great Boer

laager some miles beyond Surrender Hill. Our first

river was unpleasantly swollen. At our second the

Cape carts occasionally had a horrid floating feeling,

as if not touching bottom. At our third the mules

had to swim once for a minute, and when we reached

the Caledon, and heard of the recent disaster, we
knew it would be suicide to cross.

We were in a miserable plight. Dwellings, of

course, there were none. All we could do was to sit

huddled up in our Cape carts, drawn up in a row

on the banks. Everyone was very cross. On the

other side of the river, on the hill, was "Joel's

Kraal," and this part of the Caledon was called

" Joel's Drift." Joel is a big, powerful Basuto chief

with hundreds of dependants. He has built them a

beautiful kraal or village of thatched bee-hives.

His own kingly huts are marked by a flag composed
of pieces of old British war uniforms and horse-

blankets stitched together.

Joel is loyal to the British, and we wished we
could get him across the turbid waters to tell us if

there was ever any truth in the Basuto rising rumour.

Meanwhile we were very miserable. The carts

had hoods, but we couldn't lie down; we
had to sit bolt upright all night. To cook
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was very difficult, but with extraordinary patience

and fortitude (together with an umbrella to keep off

the wind) we just managed to boil a kettle and make
nasty tea, the men, looking like sopped rags, going

down to the Caledon to bring stormy-looking water

up in empty food-tins. Bread and butter and
bananas formed our meals. Meanwhile the Caledon

swelled and swelled, and Joel's Kraal got farther

off as our Cape carts had to be moved back out of

the way of the rising flood.

The dawn was breaking over Joel's flag-staff when
the male being who had guarded my uneasy slumbers

begged me to awake.

The river had subsided some inches in the night,

I was informed, but more rain might again swell it;

and Chief Joel had just sent a trusty messenger

(whose life was of no value to anyone except him-

self) to swim across the current and advise us to

cross without further delay.

At Joel's Kraal, opposite, great activity was mani-

fest. The entire population was trooping down to

the water to receive us should we arrive alive. The
results of such crossings during the rains are usually

the arrivals, at intervals, of sodden corpses, followed

by their baggage ; the latter, to Joel's wives and sons,

being quite the most lucrative and interesting part

of the affair. So a pathetic and kindly interest in

our movements and fate was apparent, and the only

doubt we had was whether good King Joel's advice

to us to cross was quite disinterested. Preferring to

make fairly certain ourselves, we sent one of our

own drivers, by name " Six-and-Sixpence," swim-
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ming over with a long pole as a plumb, and his ver-

dict on returning was that it could just be done by

the skin of one's teeth, or some Basuto expression

to that effect.

A scene now followed which I shall not easily

forget. What with our own peril, the rush of the

current, the shrieks of the ladies, and the wild, ex-

cited yells and dancing of Joel's family on the other

side, there was not much time to feel frightened.

The ghastly noise made by the savages is

curiously blended in my memory with ten acute

minutes of trying to remember, and be sorry for,

every wrong thing I'd ever done in my life ! I can't

swim, nor would swimming have been of much use

in such a current. The two mules (the others had

been let go to get across unhampered) swam bravely

—poor, plucky little animals. Our wheels touched

bottom all the time except at one awful moment,

when an ominous rocking as of a boat at sea made
us fear it was all up. But as we arrived safe, sound,

and dry, the miss was as good as a mile. Then we
all went up on the mountain above the river, from

which height we could see, many miles off, Bhuta-

Bhutie—our Promised Land—shining in the morn-

ing sun.

Joel came to salute and have a look at us, first

driving off, fro tern., his wives and children, much
as you would chase flies when about to have a meal.

Having fed his curiosity and enquired of the ladies

whether any of them would care to adorn his harem,

he then departed, and sent women with curious red

gourds and calabashes on their heads laden with
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presents in the form of milk, fruit, and sticky

cakes.

Our Cape carts were soon in the centre of a chat-

tering throng, and I had on my lap a sweet, fat,

naked black baby, whose mother offered to sell him

to me for a shilling. When I enquired, " Don't you

love him?" she philosophically replied, "Plenty

more !

"

Nov. 24.

Alas, that I should have to say it ! I could not

enter the goal of our Promised Land after all.

Everyone else went on to the Bhuta-Bhutie, and I,

Mrs. Pratt, and our photographer were left on the

mountain-top.

After crossing the Caledon, worn out by the jolt-

ing of the Cape cart, I asked one of the men to

let me ride his horse for a change, and I soon felt

quite happy, cantering gaily along, my dress pinned

down to my stockings and—as there was no lady's

saddle for me—the off-stirrup turned over to help

me keep my balance sitting sideways.

In my girlhood, on first going to India with my
father, a sister and I learnt to ride perfectly in this

way, and I concluded it would be easy now.

All went well until we had to cross a terrible spot

consisting of a path two feet wide, along the face of

a cliff, with a drop below that made you giddy to

glance at. In order to avoid this the Cape carts

had to go four miles round by road. Primed with

memories of rides just as perilous in the Himalayas,

I made no demur, insecurely seated as I was, at
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putting my horse to this path. A piece of smooth,

slippery rock shelved sharply downwards from the

track, ending abruptly in mid-air, with a clean fall

of about sixty feet on rocks below, which overhung

again another chasm. Across this cheerful ledge,

for it could be called nothing else, the men rode first

in single file, looking anything but comfortable.

This beat the crossing of the Caledon hollow. I

think the human mind recoils more from perilous

heights than any other form of danger, or why is It

our commonest nightmare is a fall over a cliff?

I sat upon my grey, and watched, with a smile I

could not repress, each horseman ride over, some-

thing tickling me in the air of veiled terror visible

about each man's very attitude. One knew he was

saying his prayers and making the noblest resolu-

tions to lead a better life—at any rate, till he got

across the ledge. The ledge was short—the length of

a room, then came safety. Each rider crossed with-

out accident, we behind, or beyond, holding our

breath. And then it was my turn—the last

!

There had just been a slight shower, and the

water was still running from the path, down over the

bit of shelving rock. My horse, while waiting, also

stood in a green, slimy puddle, and his hoofs must

have been greasy. I put him to the ledge. He was

on it ; he stumbled, slipped, and his hind legs went

over the precipice, struggling frantically upon the

shelving wet slide below

!

Having no pommel to support me, I nearly slipped

off him, but righted myself somehow, to find my
body and the horse's literally "scraping the sky,"
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overhanging the precipice, while all that remained

on terra firma were his fore hoofs, slipping gradually

off the narrow ledge at every fresh plunge.

The very heavens above me seemed to rock ! I

appeared to be slipping over the edge of the world

!

Everybody turned their heads away, so as not to see

our fall, our doom seemed so certain. I clung to

the saddle, the reins dropped, and the only thing

left to wonder was, would my body fall first, or the

horse and I together.'^

But for the many perilous moments and long,

dangerous rides of my Himalayan days, nothing

could have saved us. The slightest cry from me,

the smallest pull of the reins, a single movement,

and we must have been hurled into eternity. But

somehow I kept my head and never stirred. My one

hope lay in the horse. I watched his poor, frantic

face, his supreme agony. I felt the awful depths

below, yawning as if to receive us. No philosopher

even could face such a death calmly. Twice, thrice,

the horse all but lost his last desperate grip of the

edge of the path, and we swayed over the blue air

below ! And then he gave one great last leap up-

wards. It was his last desperate chance, and the

ledge looked too narrow to receive us at such an

impetus. As his body telescoped itself up beneath

me for the spring I shuddered.

Then I found arms lifting me off the saddle and

kind voices reassuring me. But I fell on the grass;

violent vertigo and sickness came on at once. I

was carried as far as the mountain, and then, when

it was seen that I was too ill to continue the journey,
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it was decided to leave me with kind Mrs. Pratt and

Mr. Hope. Mr. Hope had made the expedition

purposely to get photographs of Bhuta-Bhutie, but

without a murmur he gave it up.

We sat on our mountain-top— I shall always call

it Pisgah—and watched the party crossing the

golden, sunlit plains below, to where the final goal

of our long, hazardous journey made a dark patch

on the plain.

We were left foodless and waterless; everything

had gone on in our Cape carts. Mr. Hope had to

climb down to the river to fetch me water. We
decided to remain no longer in these beautiful but

desolate wilds, and accordingly made the best of our

way back to Peach Dale.

So ended our trek into Basutoland—concluded in

sight of the goal we came so far to see. But all

experience is blessed. I am glad I made the jour-

ney. We learnt something, we saw much; and

Nellie and I are not the only pilgrims who have

travelled far and hopefully towards some bright

Canaan, only to see others enter it while we may not.

We are back in Bethlehem.

S.A.C. Outpost,

Fort Maroney,

Nov. 30, 1903.

I write from an historical spot. Fort Maroney, in

the Brand Water Basin, where Prinsloo was hemmed
in for so long with 5,000 men.

A lot of us are here camping. Picture our white
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tents clustered on a quiet, emerald-green plain—the

first true Irish-green grass I have seen in Africa.

Then picture, on one horizon, the dark purple

billows of Basutoland. I sit half my day on Fort

Maroney's earth ramparts, on the depressed site of

where a huge gun reposed its murderous muzzle,

with steps leading up to it, and I am seldom tired

of ranging my eyes, now across the plain to the blue

mountains that dip in the billows, denoting the road

to famous " Golden Gate," where Prinsloo made

his last stand and then surrendered. Now my gaze

will rest upon Retief's Nek, through which we

trekked to get here ; Slabbert's Nek, Drei Kop, and

Simons Hoek. Then, when my eyes are tired of

distances, they fall with a feeling of peace and

home upon the two greenest, homeliest farms I have

yet beheld in Africa. Roos' farm and Slabbert's,

each smothered in dark, glossy trees, cultivated

lands around, and peace and plenty brooding every-

where, the sort of farm you expect to see when

landing in Africa, after a delightful perusal of Olive

Schreiner's '' Story of an African Farm," but till

now, alas, sought by me in vain.

You see plenty of waddling Tante Sannies,

plenty, and too many, Bonyparte Blenkinsops; the

sunlit kopje, the chickens that knew when the boy

died in his sleep, the milk bushes, the trek oxen, all

exist. But something lacks. Happy privileged

people of the pen; you need never be sad, dull, or

depressed; you can pick up your loose materials

and string them together, commonplace though each

bit is by itself, into a thing of beauty, touched by
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the silvering finger- tips of your fancy. Creators

that you are : Beautiful women, gallant men, lovers

who love and love for ever, blue skies, sweet sounds,

flowers, sleep, and happy dreams, lovely children,

clear water, the unknown mountains, all are yours to

play with and kiss and string into happy romances

as you will.

Thus do I sit me on the ramparts of Fort Maroney
and muse and idly watch the quiet, sleepy life of

a S.A.C. out-station.

Here, where the thunder of cannon roared once,

and blood flowed, and hearts beat hard and then

were still, dwell now in arcadian stillness several

stalwart young troopers, who divide their time

patrolling the wideness beyond and around, re-

creating themselves between times with a carpenter's

shop up on the topmost storey of the blockhouse

inside the fort, well-thumbed books read and re-read

in the little tin and wood dwellings against the

ramparts, a telescope of ancient mien carried out.

ever and anon, with which to sweep the horizon,

butter, eggs, milk, and fruit to be fetched daily from

the tree-embosomed farm a mile away. Not a care,

and not a worry. What a happy, happy life

!

"Why !
" I cried, when I first saw it all. "it affords

all the joys of a desert island romance with none

of the disagreeables."

We had driven out only for a day ; but I was so

fascinated I said, " Let us camp near here for a

week." So we returned to Sweetfontein and got

together tents, and ponies, and servants, and stoves,

frying-pans, and camp-beds, lamps, folding-chairs,

M
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books and food of all kinds and sorts, and we
trekked here, and are very happy.

The veldt, of an emerald-greenness, is sprinkled

now with spring flowers. Strange cries of unseen

birds, far up in the blue, remind you that earth is

but a part of your world ; and I wander about feeling

very poetical with the " Lady of the Lake " in my
hand, and like to think I am " Ellen," and that,

under my shoes,

E'en the light hare-bell raised its head,

Elastic from my airy tread.

This simple phenomenon, by the bye, would be

quite possible, I daresay, were the only feet that

brushed the hare-bells those of Nellie and me. But

what hare-bell, in Heaven's name, could revive after

being flattened by the shooting and riding-boots

worn by the Lords of Creation that now tramp the

veldt around our camp?
The Masonic ball in Sweetfontein made a brief

return to dorp life. White silk dresses over blush-

pink love-knots on one's arms and shoulders, and a

soft train a yard long, to say nothing of pink moss-

roses in one's hair—all this could not by any possi-

bility arrive at the Sweetfontein Town Hall fresh

and intact if one had to drive eighteen miles in an

open Cape cart. So we left a gentle savage, called

" Tobacco Juice," in charge of the camp, and moved

back to Sweetfontein for the ball.

The District Commandant, who is unable to join

our camp because of his duties in the dorp, never-

theless gave us an excellent lunch. Another hos-
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pitable soldier-man invited us to dinner, in company
with all the ladies he could find ; champagne flowed,

the moon was divine, and our tempers so serene that

even when the spider we all packed ourselves into

after dinner, overturned in a ditch full of empty

tins and soda-water bottles, en route to the ball, we
all smiled and considered it part of the fun.

We rode back here the next morning.

A letter came in by a runner just now, which

obliges me to go to Johannesburg for a few days.

I leave Nellie here. It is from Major Bird to say

that a sweet little red brick cottage I have long had

my eye on at Orange Grove, facing the gum forests,

will be vacant before long, and won't I come back

and live there again when Johnny goes into the

T.T.P. (Transvaal Town Police), which he is to do

as soon as there is a vacancy in the mounted branch.

So I am going up to see the cottage. Major Bird

says it is beautifully situated for paying guests,

which, he understands, is perhaps to be my next

venture, and Mrs. Bird is coming out, and he has

secured an old ruined farm inside the gum forests

to live in, quite close to me. . . .

While Johnny is on the Survey, Nellie and I may
travel free all over Africa once every three months.

We got down here for nothing, and although the

three months are not up yet, I know if I make love

to the Chief Engineer he'll say it's to be counted

as up.

So I'm off to see the cottage, though we shan't be

leaving Bethlehem just yet.

M 2
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S.A.C. Outpost,

Fort Maroney,

Dec. g, 1903.

Vm safe back again, but wish I had never

gone, for NeUie missed me so frightfully she has

got engaged to be married here to one of the

S.A.C. troopers, who also had nothing else to do

all day but make love to her. She is sorry for it

now, though she likes him, but she won't break it

off, because a Dutch girl on a farm near has

threatened to do for her if the engagement goes

on, Hankey plighted his troth to Johanna as

well not long ago, and now there are fearful scenes,

especially as all the other troopers are fighting with

each other, also about Nellie. Hankey is a plumber

by trade, and has only taken up the S.A.C, as so

many do, for a holiday and a lark. It's full of men

of all degrees, from public school boys and gentle-

men's sons like Johnny, down to pork butchers and

tinkers, who drifted out here during the war, and

rather like the life for a change.
" I'd throw him over, ma'am," said Nellie, when I

got back, and she was unpacking my things, and I

was telling her all about the Orange Grove cottage,

"but for that fat Johanna at the farm. If it's

only to rile her, I'll stick to him now. She's wrote

me an awful letter, ma'am. May I show it

to you ?
"

" I should call this letter libellous," said I, when

I'd read it, for it began, " You English beast !
" and

it went on to say that Nellie was no better than she
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should be, and if she didn't give Hankey up at once,

Johanna would destroy her beauty, and then she'd

soon see how much Hankey's love was worth. " I

tell you what, Nellie. Write to her very politely,

and say it's not your fault Providence made you

better-looking than she, and she'd better have it

out with Providence. You might wind up with a

few remarks about no Dutchwoman ever being able

to hold a candle to an Englishwoman, and so on.

And we'll see what happens."

I was tired from my long journey, and in the

afternoon fell asleep in my tent just outside the

ramparts, leaving Nellie flirting with Hankey in the

embrasure, where the Long Tom used to spout fire

and shell across the great Brandwater Basin below,

and all of a sudden I heard shrieks, Nellie

calling to the troopers to please quickly take her

up into the top floor of the blockhouse inside the

fort.

I went to the tent-door, and behold ! (from

a farm across the veldt) Johanna, in a sun

kappie and pinafore being helped on to a horse by

two brawny Dutchmen with huge whips, Johanna

with a tin of something under one arm (handed

carefully up to her), and the whole party gesticu-

lating and bellowing, and making for Fort Maroney,

each on a horse now, as hard as they could.

Nellie and I were scurried quickly into the block-

house, which, unlike some, is a double-storied one,

high as a tower, and small places all round the top

room, to shoot through.

" NelHe ! Nellie ! this is the result of the letter !
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They may set fire to the blockhouse. That Johanna
is capable of anything !

"

Johanna and her brothers had now arrived, and
hurled themselves off their horses. It was lucky

Nellie and I were safe up in the blockhouse, for the

tin Johanna carried under her arm was full of

cayenne-pepper, and she kept shouting to Nellie to

come down and have it in her face, adding that

Nellie wouldn't make eyes at Hankey for a long

time if she once got it properly over her.

"Look here!" said Hankey, "this won't do at

all, you know ! You're under English rule now, and

we are English police, and we don't allow, in our

laws, vitriol and cayenne-pepper to be thrown about

because people fall in love with other people's

sweethearts."
" Ugh !

" yelled Johanna, purple with fury.

" English, indeed ! Yes ! Stealers of our coun-

try ! Burners of farms ! Despoilers of home-

steads ! Insulters of women and children ! Bah

!

You pigs !

"

" Shut up that," said another trooper, " or we'll

take you in charge."

" Do it !
" cried Johanna, dancing around, and

throwing cayenne-pepper broadcast, " approach me
and do it !

"

But as no one cared to be blinded for life, and

the air was dark with cayenne, no one could arrest

Johanna, who, seeing us above, yelled to us to come

down, English cowards though we were.

This made me so angry, I took a jug of water

standing near, and emptied it upon Johanna and
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her brothers and on to the cayenne-pepper, which,

now being a wet mass, was useless for throwing

purposes.

The troopers cheered, " Well done !
" And

Nellie put her mouth to one of the openings, and
sang " Rule, Britannia ! Britannia rules the waves !

Britons never—never

—

never—shall be slaves !

"

With some of her bumption gone, Johanna sat

and wept a few moments on the ramparts, and then

demanded of Hankey would he marry her or not?

Hankey, much worried, scratched his head, and

replied he must have time to think it over.

" No !
" cried Nellie, from our tower. " No, you

don't think it over, Hankey ! Not if you ever want

to marry me !

"

" You !

" bawled Johanna, sitting and looking a

most awful sight, her feet apart, her kappie tumbling

off her inflamed countenance, her nose swollen, and

her figure like nothing but a sack of flour tied in the

middle. " You and your bee-utiful missis ! Thought

herself the Belle of the Masonic Ball, didn't she

—

in her pink silk, under white? English mutton-

made lamb, / called her !

"

"That's better," said I, from above, "than Dutch

biltong made beef again."

" Bah ! I have no words with you, missis ! It is

your maid what has stolen my lover, and insulted

me here! " (tapping Nellie's letter, torn from out

the front of her dress). " But—enough ! Gert !

"

(to one of the brothers, whom the English uniforms

seemed to have reduced to some state of awe or

nervousness), " 'tis you will demand of Mr. Hankey
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does he mean to marry me, or that English peacock

up there ?
"

" Ask her, Hankey," said I, from the blockhouse,

"why, if she hates the English so, she wants to

marry one ?

"

" Ah, yes !
" said Hankey, much relieved at this

delightful way out of it, " ex-actly ! Thank you,

mum!" (to me above). "What harnser, Miss

Johanna, have you to give ter thaO.
"

Johanna seemed to have no reply handy—at least,

not for a moment.

Then suddenly she got up off the ramparts. Poor

Hankey, little dreaming what was coming, stood

looking at her, smiling triumphantly, and before the

wretched man could say "knife," he received an

appalling Smack ! clean across his face from

Johanna's ponderous palm.

The lady then prepared for departure, sobbing

hysterically, as she was lifted into her saddle by

Gert.

" Well I never !
" said Hankey, recovering, " I'll

— I'll—have you up for this, Johanna. . . . You've

been and gone and assaulted a policeman while in

the execution of his duty !

"

The party rode away, and we beheld from the

blockhouse the form of Johanna being lifted off her

horse and being carried into the farm in a state of

apparent collapse.

" I'm rather sorry for her all the same, Nellie,"

said I, as I had tea brought to me in my tent, " but

I'm glad the English came out top again anyhow."
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Fort Maroney,

Dec. lo, 1903.

The manoeuvres of Johanna so upset me I forgot

to tell of my visit to Johannesburg.

I saw Major Bird, and lunched with him at his

old Dutch homestead in the gum forests of Orange

Grove, outside which is situated the cottage he

proposes I shall take upon my return. It has two

rooms and a kitchen ; also a pig-stye.

"And where will the paying guests go?" said I,

blankly, gazing around me.
" You couldn't have a better house for paying

guests. The veldt all round you. . . . Why, there's

room for tents, and any amount of those ' transport-

able, transformable houses,' which that company

here has started. Splendid things. You get them

in pieces, and put them up."
" And I've heard they end in pieces, too," said I,

" during the first gale. And that their name suits

them very well, for the elements not only transport

them whithersoever they list, but transform them

completely as well. One landed on our roof in

Auckland Valley from somewhere. We never found

out where, or who it had belonged to, but the kitchen

arrived overnight, the dining-room next morning,

and two bedrooms were found in the S.A.C. barracks.

However, I'll sign for the cottage for when we
return. Nellie can live in one room, and I the

other, and we can see about the paying guests.

Where are you going to put all your family?
"

" I'm building Rondarvels. The house, you know,
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really belongs to Baxter, who's in charge of the

forests here, but he's lonely, and so we're going to

share with him. He's putting me on a new roof. My
wife isn't like you—has no romance in her at all,

and would see no fun in rain dripping on to her

face. Must have comfort. And in return for the

roof I build four Rondarvels, and Baxter takes one.'*

I left the next morning to return here, and

I felt sorry for myself having to make the horrible

long journey all alone. Why do the South African

railways make you sea-sick? I have travelled over

a large part of the globe ; I have sat and slept four

days and nights in an Indian train, which trickled its

leisurely way through intensest heat, past countries

of Indian corn waving golden as far as the eye could

reach, with their naked owner squatting with his

hubble-bubble on his mat-hut, perched on long poles

sticking out of the corn to see that neither thieves

nor crows nor other intruders approached. I have

clung breathlessly to the rail of the tiny Himalayan

train—that engineering feat of the world—and

watched the precipices, and the dim valleys, and

mountain torrents slip in turn from beneath our

wheels, while we ascended and snaked up higher

and ever higher to the clouds above us. I have

shaded my eyes with my hand, day after day, seated

in the train that spans the waterless wastes of Egypt,

glad ever and anon to see a line of sleepy camels,

a caravan of Bedouins, a single feathered palm tree

against the blue; I have panted, and I have

shivered; I have been bored; I have been interested;
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I have been hungry and thirsty, but never sea-sick

in any train till I came to South Africa. I am grow-

ing to dread my journeys out here.

Picture poor little Sylvia, white and silent, her

hat crushed (when you see a woman sitting with

her pet hat crushed on her head be certain she either

feels sick, has lost her luggage, or has quarrelled

with someone she is fond of), her head leaning

against the window, her eyes closed, her mouth . . .

well, the romantic novelist, of course, would say,

" her mouth drooping," but I, not being your roman-

tic novelist, must honestly continue, "her mouth

open and her hair anyhow," picture me thus, and

you'll guess I felt pretty bad !

I had one companion. I hardly noticed her

at first; in fact, I wished she was at the bottom of

the Red Sea; and some hours later, when we had

got to know each other and compared notes, she

confided to me that the same Christian wish animated

her breast with regard to myself.

How like English people that is ! How we re-

sent, when we are travelling, anyone else except our-

selves, daring to exist, or, at any rate, presuming to

enter a train or expect a seat. My fellow traveller

and I sniffed at each other for two hours, noses in

air and heads averted. The spell was broken by

my being violently sick.

Then was proved the truth of Scott's Elegy to

uncertain, coy, and hard-to-please woman. I was

suddenly tenderly supported; my aching brow pil-

lowed on a shoulder that I knew must be a mother's

—there was such a soft hollow there where little
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heads were wont to nestle. And lo and behold

!

Scott's ministering angel was there, and half my
loneliness was gone.

" She made me tea, made me eat, told me who she

was, and learnt the same from me, and I made a

friend that day I shall certainly never forget, even

if we never meet again.

" Ships that pass in the night !

"

And suppose that, peering through the darkness,

you see in your one fleeting glimpse of that " Passing

Ship " that she, like you, has come through storms,

has shivered in the icy blast and thought shipwreck

was near, lost her anchor, her bearings, and learnt to

know that to get into harbour some golden morning

never to go to sea again was what she had to hope

for ; and that there she would find other barks which

she had once sailed alongside and hoped to keep

near, but somehow lost in the storm and blackness

and has now found again " in the haven where they

would be "—if you instinctively knew all this of

your pretty ship that passed you in the night, spoke

a brief moment, and then vanished, you would feel,

as I did, that when she vanished there was yet an-

other bark to look out for some morning when you

reach harbour, and how glad that you had met on the

ocean outside. Daylight found me waking unrested

in a first-class smoking compartment of the Harri-

smith train. An official had put me into it by mistake

overnight, and now thrust his head through the door,

and asked me to clear out of it,
" there being some

gents as wants to smoke, a-comin' in."

" Tell the gents they can go to another com-
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partment," I added, after making the pause neces-

sary to emphasise my meaning. " It will take me
one hour to do my hair, another to dress and wash.

I'm not going to move for all the gents in creation;

besides which, as soon as the train moves I shall be

sick every five minutes, for I always am in Africa."

" Oh, Lor' !
" murmured a stalwart being in khaki

on the platform (one of the gents) " the dressing and

the washing wouldn't choke me off at all, but sick

every five minutes. Here, you chaps, let's get in

here."

And they did.

A long day in Harrismith. I spent part of it

searching in the cemetery for the grave of a man
whom I lunched with at the Berkeley, a few days

before his regiment left for the war.

He was not obliged to come out to the war. He
was a rich man, heir to a property and title, and he

joined an irregular force, as many men did, not, alas,

for glory or patriotism, but to get rid of a woman.

He told me so that day at the Berkeley at

lunch.

" I have got into a mess with a woman. Her
husband is getting a divorce. So I'm off."

" And the woman ? " said I.

" Oh, I daresay I shall come back."

But he never did !

I often again ask myself, " And that woman.''
"

I often wonder where is she ? What has become

of her? For her husband got his divorce. I saw it

in the papers. He had got it, in fact, before that

lunch at the Berkeley.
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Noble soldier who went to fight for your Queen

and country to the sound of drums and fifes,

shouts and cheers—and the sobs of a woman de-

serted !

He told me, " she adored him." How often has

the fate of that unhappy, unknown woman haunted

me. Soon after the divorce was given his name was

in the list of killed.

I looked for his grave in Harrismith cemetery

under the great Plattberg, and when I found it I

sat down on it and thous^ht of our lunch at the Berke-

ley, and how I pleaded with him for that unknown

woman, but could not even get him to stop joking;

and how at last I held my peace, disgusted; and,

turning my head, silently watched the gay London

traffic stream by, and felt sure he would some day

feel sorry—when it was perhaps too late. Now I

sat upon his grave in Africa, four years after, and

thought, does he now feel sorry, now that he can do

nothing ?

Had he then suddenly appeared to me, pale and

bleeding, and face racked with remorse, and with

pale lips asked me to find her and try to comfort her,

I should not have been startled or surprised, so cer-

tain was I that he was near me and remembered it

all just as I do. But, alas, how many gladly would

appear thus if they could .^ And how their punish-

ment would be soothed if they could atone even thus

far. And they cannot. They can see all, hear all,

know all. They are not dead, though to us they

have vanished. They have voices, but we cannot

hear them ; faces and eyes drowned with tears but
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we cannot see them ; hands that are outstretched for

forgiveness, but we know nothing of them. What
a hell for them, poor souls ! And, what purification.

If eternal, what would be the use of it? What sort

of God would He be ? Thank God that 1 am quite

sure that there is no eternal hell.

Evening was falling as I left the little lonely

cemetery under the great Plattberg, and first laying

a flower upon that soldier's grave—for her sake,

though I don't know her— I closed the gate

of the Sleeping place, knowing, as I never knew
before, that the Divine mercy and forgiveness

must, of necessity, be eternal and without

limit.

This somewhat serious mood is unusual. They
say they like my butterfly moods best, and so do I.

I feel so happy when I am the butterfly. Life is

then only of that one day. I neither look back nor

forward. Nothing matters. The honey in the

flowers is sweet; the sun not too hot; the flowers all

smile at me as I sip and brush them with my wings.

If the red butterfly flies away that I loved, here is

a blue one. When he is gone, or dead, crushed by

some careless hand, there are others, yellow, pink,

and violet, to play with; and when evening comes

I shall die. We shall all die.

But all my days are not butterfly days. You must

take them as they come.

Just before beginning this, this morning, I sat on

the veldt near my tent in a quiet place, reading

Longfellow. Perhaps one of his loveliest transla-

tions from the Spanish, called " To-morrow," tine-
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tured my mood to-day and made me think of that

grave under the Plattberg.

How oft my guardian gently cried :

—

" Soul, from thy casement look, and thou shalt see.

How He persists to knock and wait for thee !

"

And oh, how often to that voice of sorrow,

"To-morrow we will open," I replied;

And when the morrow came, I answered still,

—

" To-morrow !

"

The Stable, Bethlehem,

Dec. 28, 1903.

Christmas was coming, and now, thank heavens,

it is gone.

Here in Africa even, one cannot escape its

penalties; but they are softened down. You are,

of course, expected to be in exuberant spirits

Christmas morning, the result naturally being that

you'd like to lie in bed all day and mope. For

when does ever human nature do, or feel, what is

expected of it?

Your appetite also, on Christmas Day, should be,

in view of the dainties prepared, something abnor-

mal ; but you wake with a horrid pain inside you, and

you feel that inside feebly clamouring for beef tea,

dry toast, and slops, instead of junks of solid plum

pudding and bilious mince pies.

You are also expected, on Christmas morning, to

freely forgive all your enemies everything nasty

they have ever done to you. Strange to relate, you

never felt so inclined to have a smack back at them

in your life. If only you could get hold of Mrs.
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So-and-so, and tell her what you think of her, you

fancy you'd digest your food better. And that little

beast, Mr. Somebody-else, the hatred he inspires in

you this Christmas morning is double what he

inspired ever before.

The churches are all beautifully decorated, and

the joy-bells ringing you to come, sweet and beaming,

and lift your voice in gladness. If ever you felt

good, you ought to feel it to-day

!

But you don't. You have it in you to feel like

an archangel sometimes. You have sat in churches

before, when you were certain that a halo must be

observable round your head to the trained eye, and

that if you suddenly dropped down dead in the

pew, you would find yourself straight in the highest

heaven without any preliminaries at all.

But where is all this gone this Christmas Day?
Why can't you feel good and holy this morning?

Why does the first real smile that has shone upon

your countenance since you woke, alight there for

such a very frivolous and unworthy cause, as the

memory of the story of the good rector who was sent

to London by his wife to choose a Christmas motto

for the big centre arch of the church, and forgot her

instructions, and prepaid her a wire asking for them

to be repeated? And the excitement in the

telegraph office, when the rector was handed the

reply over the counter, all the clerks peeping round

to gaze at the apparently thrice happy father.

" Unto us a son is born, twenty feet long by four

feet wide."

You nearly burst out into a loud gurgle over this,

N
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and your gentle-faced parson gazes sadly at you

from his reading-desk.

Oh, happy Christmas—loved only when one is a

child. Would that I could wake some Christmas

morning with the rapture I knew when I wore short

frocks.

I slip out of the church before the sermon, and

out here, in the warm, golden air of the silent little

dorp, the first thrill of gratitude I have felt to-day

comes softly over me, and causes me to lift my eyes

to the great green kopjes around, and murmur,

" Thank heaven !

"

" You are lifting up your voice in praise ? " says

a gentle voice at my shoulder (I am leaning on the

churchyard gate); "you are thanking heaven for the

blessings of Christmastide ? " says the oldest inhabi-

tant, a decrepit lady in a poke bonnet, gazing up at

me with the face of a dear old saint.

And I feel a little brute when honesty compels

me to reply

:

" No, I was thanking heaven I'm not in England,

and haven't got to give any tips."

Certainly Africa has the pull over England in

that respect.

I hear that an " Anti-tipping Society " is being

formed in England for the suppression of this public

misery, which at Christmastime becomes a night-

mare.

Every year new sorts of people start up, and

expect Christmas boxes.

The postman, the butcher's boy, the baker's boy,

the milk boy, the paper boy, the coal man, the
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servants. These old-fashioned and estabHshed

Christmas boxers one has got used to, and has learnt

to face as resignedly as the bilious attack and cramps

after the plum pudding and turkey. But now, new

ones appear, and you are absolutely frightened to

venture out of doors at the festive season, and if

you do creep out, you scurry along, daring neither

to glance to right nor to left.

For, nowadays, the list is yearly swelling; and

the last Christmas I ever spent in London I was

asked for tips by the platelayers of a new suburban

railway line I had never heard of, by the omnibus

conductors, the shoeblacks, the sweep, the gas-meter

man, the man that winds the clocks, the dustman, the

laundress, the charwoman, the flat caretaker, the

Christmas carollers, and the telegraph boy; and I

think the individual who takes the bun in demanding

a tip is the London bobby, who lives in your kitchen,

kisses, squeezes, and upsets your cook, eats your

food and drinks your beer, and expects to be paid

for it.

On New Year's Day a party of us, fifteen or

sixteen in all, are riding out towards Retief's Nek,

to picnic at " The Garden of Love," i.e., the Dutch-

man's ruined harem beyond there.

I always understood that Dutchmen were very

psalm-singing, holy people, so it was a shock when
we were camping at Fort Maroney, to find during

one of our rides a lovely old white ruin, overgrown

with pink button-roses all abloom, and yellow

broom, and on the broken white arch which had

formed the gates of the abode, something carved

N 2
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in Dutch, which a shepherd tending his flocks

informed us meant " The Garden of Love."

It seems the old sinner who had lived tEere kept

five wives. Each had her own room, with different

coloured glass to the windows, and her name carved

on the doorway.
" Aric," I decided, had a pale skin and fair hair,

for she had red glass. " Gertruda " would be dark-

eyed and passionate, and her windows were violet.

The third was " Goosea," a sort of fairy-tale " Goose-

Girl," half cracked, but pretty, who meandered

about singing songs and putting grasses in her hair.

Her casement had been green. " Petronella" must

have been the beauty of the lot, for her room was

the prettiest of them all, and her windows a moon-

light blue. And last came " Bertha," who had

yellow panes in her windows, and, the shepherd told

us, had run away into Basutoland and married some-

one else.

"The Stable," Bethlehem

New Year's Day, 1904.

Our picnic to the " Garden of Love " was a day

to remember.

What a lot of good it does one, these flights out

of the " daily round, the common task," which, I

can't agree with the poet, will " furnish all we need

to ask "—for they don't. To get up and have one's

bath, and do one's hair, and eat one's meals, and

write one's letters and change one's clothes, and then
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shed them, and undo one's hair, and get into bed

again—all this can certainly make up the com-

ponents of a happy life to the contented mind

satisfied with simple things; but to break in on to

it, by a long golden day spent in the sunshine, and

part of it on the back of a nice horse and the other

part under the shade of a nice tree, this is a glimpse

of Paradise.

My Paradise will have no harps, crowns and

clouds in it—for they would not make me happy.

I am not musical. I hope to have a dear little

cottage smothered in roses and honeysuckle, a pony

of my own, with a long mane and tail and a soft,

dark eye, plenty of books, some serious and some

frivolous, a lovely shady garden with every flower

and shrub that grows, and with every singing-bird

God ever made, in its sweet leafinesses, and all the

dear doggies and other pets I have ever loved and

lost. And—but here is the sacred part of my hoped-

for Paradise—the presences, and voices and faces,

and love, that for a time, now, I miss so sorely, but

shall find again.

The day dawned so lovely ! Every big green

kopje round the sleeping dorp looked soaked in

dew. A cock crowed in a rather sleepy manner,

from the other end of the village, and was replied

to, in various notes, suggestive of various stages in

feathered waking to the troubles of the poultry yard.

And then came the ringing of horses' hoofs down

the street, and the picnickers came cantering up,

every face, without exception, wreathed in smiles.

The baskets were packed into the Cape carts.
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One, two, three, and I, the last, am in my saddle,

and away we all ride and drive, leaving Nellie and
Hankey to a long holiday all to themselves. Not a

very rare occasion in Nellie's life. What would not

most English servants give for the life a trusted and
indulged English maid leads out here !

Fourteen of us rode. The rest drove.

There were several contretemps, of course.

One Cape cart broke down with loud squeaks on

the edge of the dorp. A halt was called, and the

thing was surrounded, sworn at, hammered at, and

kicked. This treatment brought it to its senses, it

stopped squeaking, and we started again.

Then a howl.
" My parasol has fallen out," and another stop.

After that, a lovely and uninterrupted gallop for

five miles, the Cape carts rattling behind us, some-

one blowing a horn, and someone else yelling

" Tally-ho."

A general feeling of delighted pleasure and mild

excitement, communicating itself to the horses, who
want to race each other, and look very pretty with

their arched necks curled in, and their bodies quiver-

ing with the wish to be off, ahead of every rival.

Oh, I feel, as I now and then head the van, oh

!

to gallop on and on for ever and ever, and to return

to trouble and life no more ! Over the edge of the

world ! A flying leap into the vast blue beyond

!

And then, what ? I should not care what, if I might

do that. I wonder, do other people have this longing

to leap into the unknown, and leave the rest to fate ?

Is it not a certain sign of the innate longing of the
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soul for its freedom that it knows awaits it some-

where ?

But so fast as one approaches the edge of the

world it recedes, and one is still galloping, gallop-

ing, and the wind blowing back one's hair, in the

centre of the earth table, and the blissful blue as

far off as ever.

After long riding, Retief's Nek rises up, and the

ground grows hilly, and rugged kopjes begin to

close in round us. Then another halt. Where shall

we stop for lunch.'* Half the party are for the

Garden of Love, which lies the other side of the

nek. The others, the lazy ones, cry out for Drie

Kop, a huge mountain of rock ahead of us, whilst

the Garden of Love is still six miles off.

" But ' Master ' will be looking for us," says a

lady, referring to one of our party, who, feeling out

of sorts, had elected to get unsociably into his own
Cape cart and drive off alone by another route,

pufhng at a cigarette, and graciously announcing

his intention of meeting us "at that tom-fool, the

Dutchman's harem."

"Hang 'Master'!" says one of the opposition

party. " Let him sit and eat whatever he can find

at the ruined harem-farm. Serve him jolly well

right for being so cantankerous !

"

" It strikes me you are cantankerous, too," says

the lady. And after what "Master" w^ould call

" bickerins," the leader of the opposition party

decides the dispute by whipping up his mules

straight across country for the Drie Kop.

One cannot be so childish as to have a quarrel
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at a grown-up picnic, or the Garden of Love party

are strongly in favour of calmly making for Retief's

Nek with all the lunch ! A sell for the oppositions !

But we think better of it, and find ourselves meekly

following the irate Cape cart, unpleasant visions of
" Master " in an appalling fury, roaring and ram-

paging up and down the harem-farm, lunchless.

haunting more than one breast.

We all outspan at Drie Kop, and some of us sit

sulkily on the rocky boulders, and some wander

around. But no one looks very cheerful. It is not

an ideal picnic place. Pigs in dozens grunt around

it, the property of a Kaffir kraal hard by, and their

owners collect- in batches and gaze at us open-

mouthed. At last one cheery soul bawls out, laugh-

ing, " Oh, look here. This is all rot. We're not

going to quarrel about it, but we're not going to

stop here. Hey for the Garden of Love ! Boys,

inspan, and be hanged to you, Moberly," bestowing

upon the irate one a smack on the back that might

be good treatment for lots of people in a temper, for

instantly he is cured, smiles, and all is serene again.

How easily is a quarrel mended if only everyone

wishes it ! Is it not Rochefoucauld who says that

the one who refused to mend the peace is generally

the one who broke it?

The rest of the picnic day is smiles and fun.

We meet " Master " at the appointed place, bliss-

fully unconscious of the row he all but caused. He
has recovered, too.

A huge lunch is unpacked under some shady

willows, and very little left in half an hour.
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Towards 4 p.m. the heavens darken, and then

open, and we are in the thick of a storm.

The inspanning and shouting, and yelling, and

saddling up, and dragging on of coats and water-

proofs, is done amid claps of thunder and drenching

rain.

And away goes the party for home again ! A
truly terrible ride ! Twenty miles in fear of our

lives every minute ! But never mind. It was a

lovely picnic

!

Our stay in Bethlehem draws towards its close.

"The Stable," Bethlehem.

Jan. 15, 1904.

We are trekking to-morrow to Johnny's camp, to

spend a fev/ days, for before long we leave this part

of the world, to return to Johannesburg, and seem

to have seen very little of survey life.

I ride out sometimes to a camp about eight miles

from here (while Johnny's is thirty-five) to talk to

him on the telephone, and it always does my heart

good to hear his boyish voice coming into my ear

from all that distance, and to learn little items of

camp news fresh off the reel.

" Our sunflowers are quite high."

" The prettiest of my collie pups has been killed

by a mule that trod on it."

" I've caught a meercat, and am trying to tame

it."

" I've got a new tent—a ripping one."

Johnny is such a schoolboy still ! Very little
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altered since a year and a half ago, when he was at

his public school in England, trying to learn as

little as possible, with the fewest canings compatible

with that laudable ambition.

It seems only yesterday I used to travel up from

London to see him on a " Half," and we would

wander together through leafy lanes, where the

honeysuckle and dog-rose hung over our heads, and

I wormed out of Johnny how many canings he had

had since I last saw him, how often his dormitory

had had a midnight supper and card party on the

roof, and whether the unhappy " Ham Bone " (his

form master) was still in possession of his sane

senses.

" Ham Bone's " life in that form may be dimly

guessed at from Johnny's account of the manner in

which that ill-fated instructor of youth (aged fifty,

weak of eyes and thin with worry) dealt with such

refractory pupils as Johnny during class hours.

" Dash Minor ! Was it you set fire to my
Pomeranian dog, while I stepped out just now? And
put these white rats into my desk ? And this quick-

lime on to my chair? And stretched that invisible

string across the door? And squirted Tomlin Major

with red ink? And rubbed your eyes with onions

to get sent into the infirmary for ophthalmia ?
"

Johnny being, with all his faults, honest, replied

that it was so. He had done these things.

"Then," spake "Ham Bone " firmly, "you'll do

four hundred lines next Half."

Such insubordination may sound incredible (and

I may here, in parenthesis, add, that " Ham Bone
''
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soon after this retired from public school life into the

peaceful seclusion of a lunatic asylum), but I fear it

is nevertheless a melancholy fact that Johnny dared

airily to reply to his mentor :
" I shan't do any lines

at ail."

" You will !
" repeated " Ham Bone." " You will

do four hundred lines next Half."
" I shan't," replied Johnny firmly.

" Yes you will !
" (less firmly).

" No, I won't !

"

"Won't you, indeed}
"

" No, I won't ! So there !
" And a long pause

took place.

"All right, DON'T !" replied "Ham Bone," see-

ing no other solution of the difficulty; and Johnny

sat down the victor.

Many a laugh do Johnny and I have over these,

and other, humorous memories; and yet Johnny,

being now a year older, and wiser, and more con-

siderate, looked deeply remorseful when I lately

showed him a letter from one of the house-master's

wives, in which occurred this passage :

" Soon after your Johnny left, poor darling old

' Ham Bone ' began to do very funny things in class

time. Insisted on singing ' Bunk-a-doodle, I do,' to

the boys every morning before commencing work,

after which he would lay his head upon his desk and

weep. Johnny will, I am sure, be sorry to hear that

he finally had to be put into a strait-waistcoat and

removed."

Talking like this of the dear, sleepy old country

town where all these things occurred, makes me
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feel homesick—passionately homesick for a few

moments.

I am back there. I hear the big school bell going

;

I see the boys trooping down the broad street to the

big gates. The college gowns of the masters puff

out in the breeze as they also fly along, some of them

late. And inside the school chapel the "Vox
Humana " of the organ throbs in notes curiously

like a sweet boy's voice raised to try and reach the

Heaven where his mother sings. You steal in. All

the boys are seated now. Th^ chapel is a mass of

black backs, and broad white Eton collars, and

sturdy heads, curly and smooth. And in the choir

there stands, in snowy surplice, like a boy-angel, the

very child, surely, to whom

God had comfort given,

For he could sing on earth, and she

Could hear her child in Heaven.

You will never forget sitting Sunday evenings

and watching the pure face, nor how the flute-like

voice rang up to the old arches, each clear word

dropping back like water on to some silver surface :

" I was glad when they said unto me, ' Let us go into

the house of the Lord.' " And, when you heard a

year later that a little grave, bearing his name, lies

now in a shady corner of that country town church-

yard, you were not surprised at all.

" Take me," said I to Johnny, one golden July

afternoon, when we had wandered through the fields

and I had made a long, long daisy-chain, while

Johnny sat by me constructing himself a catapult,
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"take me to see little Dormer's grave, and I will

hang this white daisy-chain on it."

A deep peace brooded over the loveliest corner I

have ever seen (except one) in any garden. No
name except " garden " befitted it. Pansies of every

hue and shade covered it, from deepest violet to

white. A large tree shut it away from the rest. A
privet hedge seemed as if drawn round it on two

other sides, their honeyed blossoms dropping tiny

white petals on to a cross as pure as they. A hushed

rustle made you glance round, expecting with a deep

heart-throb to see the boyish face gazing with half

shy joy at these evidences of the love that was borne

him.

And how entirely natural to read upon the base

of the snowy cross, the opening words of his

favourite anthem :

" I was glad when they said unto me, ' Let us go

into the house of the Lord.'
"

I hung my daisy-chain there, silently. Johnny
never spoke, and after a few minutes turned away.

This is another memory of the sweet old country

town.

Many a man, elderly now, or even in the first flush

of his manhood, must have these memories, I ex-

pect, about his school days. How often he will sit,

and for a time become the boy again. The smoke
from his cigar or pipe curls up and melts round his

head; and now his lips smile involuntarily. Boys
will be boys ! He never thinks of that day, but he

laughs. To make a chap swallow a lump of fat,

with a piece of string tied to it, and then pull the
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string. What monsters boys at school can be ! And
he recalls each type of those bygone companions.

The tall, pale Prefect you were so respectful to

—

to his face. The big, stout bully. The chap whose

hair would never lie flat. The one whose good looks

you so envied. The scrapegrace who led you into

all your rows. The coward that never got caught.

The chap that started a school paper entitled " The
Rotter," containing weekly a thrilling serial known
as " Hounded to the Gallows," written (usually

under cover of his Virgil) at forbidden hours. And
your own great chum, now vanished. Heaven knows
where. And then, poor little B , whose white,

baby-face you used to laugh at, and who died just

before the Christmas holidays.

Will you ever meet them all again? You'd like

to.

And your pipe is out and cold. The lamp has

burnt low. The boyish faces have one by one

melted away. Your own young face amongst them.

And the silence of sleep and night has fallen over

Johannesburg. England and the dear old school

are thousands of miles away

!

A long mirror faces you. Who is that old, old,

man ? With the lines on his cheeks ? And the dim-

ness of many an unshed tear in his tired eyes? And
the grey in his hair? Is that the happy schoolboy

you have just been watching? And is it for this

you have lived on, when so many others were at rest

long ago? You used to feel passionately sorry for

" poor little B. who died." But now you know he

was, perhaps, the one to be envied.
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There must be very few worldly men, who think

at all, whose hearts do not sometimes, at such hours

as these, echo Hood's cry :

But now there's little joy,

To know I'm further off from Heaven

Than when I was a boy !

I can never write very late at night, as I am doing

now, without growing sad.

I am quite alone in my wee little cottage, except

for Nellie asleep, and it is such a wild night. It

is the birthday to-day of a child who, some years

ago, passed to where the years will never rob him

of his youth or innocence or one sweet smile of

joy. His photo stands now at my hand, upon a

little table I have to-day covered with a fall of soft

white real lace. Roses and large white star-mar-

guerites are in water upon this little altar. And he

is smiling at me all the time. This morning I could

hardly bear to look at his face. But as the day

passed, the flowers and his smile comforted me. And
now, to-night, when I write, as I have done, of

men of the world, and the thoughts and regrets

that many must have, I feel that there are sadder

things than the transplanting of a beautiful, inno-

cent child from earth-soil, even though that rooting

up nearly killed the plant it had grown so close to

as to become part of it.

I thought, once, there could be nothing sadder.

But now I know, and have known for a long time,

that there is. I am very sleepy. I have tried to

see his birthday out. We always used to play and
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dance till midnight. It is close on that now. I

expect he is fast asleep now, happy little boy. I

know they say, " There is no night there." But

I am sure that is a symbol.

Swedenborg tells us there are sunrises and sun-

sets, and I like to think that my darling stretches

his happy, tired limbs at night upon a lovely white

bed, and falls asleep, just as he did when I sat

beside him and sang him into Dreamland—in

England, in that old country town.

For he has a beautiful, quiet garden, too, close

to the pansy-garden of his playmate, the little

chorister.

"Where Angels Rest,"

Jan. 27, 1904.

We are at Johnny's Survey Camp, called by the

Engineers as above, because of our occasional

visits to it. And—we are on our way back to

Johannesburg. Bethlehem lies far behind.

The kaleidoscope has turned. The pattern has

changed. We have entered upon new experiences.

Nothing but the rainbow that hung across the

drenched sky three or four times a day persuaded

the Bethlehemites that the end of the world was not

coming, and that God had not forgotten his promise

not to drown it again, during the past fortnight. The

Blue Mountains of Basutoland were blotted into a

mist. Travellers arrived with tales of the Caledon

overflowed and people washed away crossing, and

past our little stable raced a torrent for days so
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deep that the water reached to the top of the steps,

and NelHe and I had to sit with long poles, and

gently push back into the flood the frogs and toads

which, in hundreds, came jumping into our rooms

for refuge.

On the morning of our departure the rain was

worse than ever, and the trek here awful, for we
stuck in the mud, and remained all night in the

Cape cart in inky blackness entirely alone, the

Kaffirs having vanished into a donga for shelter,

which, for all we knew, was a mile away.

Morning dawned, and with much yelling and

shoving the Cape cart was hoisted from the mud,

and we proceeded on our way and travelled again

all day, and as evening approached and the rain

cleared and the sky shone like a wet violet, the

Survey tents appeared, ten miles away on the flat

greenness, like a group of white growing mush-

rooms, and in a couple of hours we were there.

The camp is pitched under Tweefontein, whose

summit is crowned with the Needle Monument
pointing to a Better Land.

" Here we will stop," said I, " a few days and

recover"; and as the next morning the Chief

Engineer arrived from Harrismith to say that Van
Reenen's Pass has been carried away in a landslip

and no trains can cross it yet, we remain thankfully

in the pretty little camp, for the weather now is

again African and divine.

"What uncomfortable, wretched lives these

bachelors do lead," said I, " in these veldt camps

!

I was watching those two funny black apes on their

o
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hind legs cooking the breakfast in that smoky hut

just now. Jabby stirred the porridge with the same

stick he stirs the fire with."

"And Flabby," said Nellie, who was making the

beds for the whole camp, " says water is so far off

that he always uses what he washes up in, to

boil the potatoes with, and no one minds. I

wonder Master Johnny has not been poisoned !

"

The camp is very quiet. The Engineers and

Johnny (who is chainman) left soon after 8 a.m.

for a deep cutting twelve miles away, where a

bridge is being constructed, and their duties appear

at present to consist of lying flat on the earth in

a row, with their noses to the chain held by Johnny

a hundred yards off.

The party return evenings in Cape carts laden

with charts and theodolites and instruments of all

kinds, and we all assemble for the evening repast

in the big yellow-lined E.P. tent, where long boards

on trestles serve as a table, and the light from the

lamp falls in a yellow streak across a hardy, bronzed

face here, a lock of mine or Nellie's hair there.

The talk is often shop. Clay soil and sand soil.

E.C.'s and B.C.'s, which mean nothing scriptural;

only beginning of the curve, end of the curve.

Nellie and I have brought contributions to the

table, and the eyes of Johnny and the Engineers

glisten. When you've lived on bully beef and

mealies for months, it's nice to see turkey and roast

beef again, cauliflowers, and tomatoes, and the pan-

cakes which Nellie gets up to go and toss, and

brings in on a steaming dish.
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Here in Africa a valued being like Nellie is not

asked to cook for us all and then sit and eat her

share in her own tent alone.

" Nellie has got to sit with us," said I, when we
arrived last night, and all agreed heartily.

The beds made this morning, we pick veldt-

flowers, and arrange them on the long table in the

E.P.

While we are kneeling, planting sunflower seeds

in the little border round the Assistant Engineer's

hut, the telephone bell rings inside, and Nellie or

I rush to it, for the day is long and very silent out

here, and it's nice to hear a human voice coming from

some remote spot—the Boer Concentration Camp,
sixty odd miles away on the veldt.

There is some mistake.

" Is that you. Sweetie ? " says a man.

"Yes," I reply, for fun.

" When will hubby be home ?
"

" To-night," I make answer.

"All right! I'll be over at once."

Nellie sits darning Johnny's socks outside in the

sun, and says, " Please ask them the time, ma'am."

I do, and someone else answers, " Who are

you?
"

I tell them, and Nellie gets up and says she would

like to talk too, and forthwith entertains the man
the other end with her entire family history, her

name and her age (of a few years ago), how much
we like it out here if only we could get a hot bath

mornings, and other details, which appear to cause

bellows of laughter from the other end, and, it now
o 2
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being- my turn, I again enquire the time of day, as

"we have no clocks out here."

" The time ? Oh, certainly ! . .
."

A pause and I wait.

" Well, it's half-past kissing time and time to kiss

again."

" What . . . cheek !
" is all I can think of at the

moment.
" A pretty cheek, I'm sure !

" says the facetious

one.

"No; in-fernal cheek!" is my reply, and I'm

hanging up the handles again, when a repentant

voice says

:

" Forgive me !

"

This humility leads to an extended parley, in

which eventually I inform him my name is Mary
Anne Snooker, and when he asks what am I like,

I describe red hair and freckles and a large waist.

" My name," says he, " is Jeremiah Jones—and

I'm as ugly as you are."

" I hope we'll meet some day, Mr. Jones."
" I hope so, Mary Anne."
" Good-bye."

"Au revoir."

And I step out of the A.E.'s hut into the sun-

shine, and stand and look up at silent Tweefontein,

its great slopes hot in the burning, soundless noon.
" Let us spend the afternoon climbing it, Nellie."

And after a light lunch partaken of on the grass in

the shadow of the E.P., we start.

Now we are mounting.

It is a mountain of flowers. How did they come
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here—English flowers you never see In Africa?

They wave knee-deep round us as we cHmb. Mar-

guerites, Jersey HHes, pansies, hare-bells, cowslips,

quiver-grass, and at our approach a sudden, soft

cloud of blue rises up off the flowers and precedes

us, quivering, fluttering, rising and falling. Blue

butterflies in millions and trillions, leading the way

to the top, where lie four hundred British soldiers,

killed in a few minutes on Christmas night of the

year 1900.

"What a glorious grave!" I cry, as we stand

at last on the summit. " How near Heaven ! How
quiet; how lovely !

"

Far, and very far below, stretches the veldt-

world, untouched by man. No sign here of human
habitation beyond the Survey tents, white dots on

the green plain. In each direction a sheer hundred

miles of air and silence. Yes, here one might sleep

sound indeed! Not even the cry of a bird?

Nothing. Only blue butterflies that float up and

down.

Several of the names on the great Needle

Monument are carved also (by their owner's own

hands in some idle hour) on the rocks around; for

up here the weary, war-stricken soldiers were happy

for a full month before the disaster, making a

Christmas picnic of it, and the Boers climbed up

the precipice, which all considered safe from attack,

and bayoneted and shot them by the hundred as

they lay asleep Christmas night. An easy, butcher-

like victory, but they are very proud of it indeed.

No man had a chance. Many were speared through
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the lungs into the earth as they slept, and clotted

black patches amidst the flowers, in places where the

rain has not reached, still mark what would have

been cold murder outside war-time, but then meant

glory.

Falling asleep that night in my "bell," I hear

the Engineers in the E.P. discussing that Christmas

night.

"They say the Boer farmers all round go up
there Christmas nights each year and sing songs of

victory. But I don't suppose it's true?
"

" It was an awful thing !

"

I lie, and can see solemn Tweefontein through

my looped-back door. . . .

My tent has become silver from the soft radiance

of the moon above. . . . And now I am floating up
there, on Tweefontein's summit. . . . My spirit

has left my body and the tent lies far below.

A wild dance is going on amongst the graves.

. . . Dark-bearded men. ... It must be Christmas

night ! . . . The Needle Monument points to

Heaven, as if in mute reproach. . . .

Now, bright angels in hundreds come rustling

down, and surround the graves. . . . How beautiful

are their faces ! . . .

When they return I would like to go with them. . .

I sleep.

Johannesburg again,

Feb. 9, 1904.

Back in Johannesburg after six months in the

green and fresh Orange River Colony. I ain not
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a town mouse; I always was a country mouse, and

loved country pleasures, and even country discom-

forts. In Bethlehem, which now lies so far behind

me, we only got letters three times a week. The
stream of life flowed slow and quiet. No one

wanted to know what was going on in the busy

world outside. No one cared. The height of your

scarlet-runners and mignonette, your friend the

farmer's mealie crop and his long-haired white

sheep; the height of the spruit you had to cross to

go for a ride ; the picking of mushrooms early dewy
mornings on the great, silent, sweet veldt—these

were our pleasures, our excitements.

One often had to go without meat because none

had arrived. You often could not find in the whole

dorp a pound of brown sugar, darning needles un-

rusted, tan stockings, or a frying-pan or soap.

" The carts have stuck in the mud on the veldt. All

these things are coming, but at present we are out

of them. But we have tinned lobster, we have

candles, we have cheese, we have three saucepans,

and a mangle is arriving to-morrow. Will none of

these do? " So you buy the cheese instead of the

sugar, the tinned lobster instead of the tan stock-

ings, a mangle instead of a frying-pan. And you

are quite happy. For you learn, in country places,

that life can be made a very simple, easily-lived

affair, though in towns it often becomes a burden.

All this I have left behind me, and my heart

sank lower and lower as the train flew through the

mining outskirts of this town, and the fret and toil

of life began to be seen everywhere. There were
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compensations—after I was comfortably settled, and

had had a rest—in making the tour of the smart

shops, with Johnny to carry parcels, and our dogs

on chains, both devoted animals marvelling greatly

at where they had got to. The collie, " Laddie,"

has been born and reared on a far-off veldt farm.

Never saw a train before ; wondered what on earth

the hotel staircase meant; gazed with cold disap-

proval at a tramcar, and sought in vain, with a de-

pressed-looking eye, for the green uplands dotted

with the sheep he was wont to chase; the hordes

of long-tailed ponies; the turkeys who gobbled so

furiously at him; the geese who cackled. Poor
" Laddie " does not know yet that he will find geese

in plenty in this town, only differently garbed.

Sheep, too, or other animals in sheep's clothing.

One only has to enter any restaurant here at about

one p.m. to find rows of turkeys gobbling, the only dif-

ference between them and " Laddie's " farm turkeys

being that the farmer fattens the country turkeys,

and the town turkeys fatten themselves. The
other dog runs in a state of perpetual quivering

and excitement, just close to " Laddie's " bushy tail,

and is nearly as worried and puzzled as " Laddie."

For " Tickie " was born on our arrival in Sweet-

fontein. One of seven, and so diminutive that he

bore the same comparative relation to his brother

and sister fox terriers, as the threepenny-bit does

to the larger coins of the realm. " Tickie " is about

the size of " Laddie's " nose. And as they trot

behind us it is quite evident that " Tickie " is

giving " Laddie " the benefit of his superior know-
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ledge as to the wonders of civilisation, having dwelt

in a dorp, while " Laddie " vegetated on a farm.

" Tickie " at least can explain why the houses are

strung and stuck together and have run up high

to seed. Four shops in Sweetfontein are stuck to

each other like this and overgrown themselves.

" Tickie " cannot explain the scienific reason for

this upheaval in nature. But it does occur, and

no one need be frightened. The crowds worry
" Tickie " most. Something must have happened.

Is everyone hurrying to a fight, or a wedding, or

what? Or, stay ! It may be a " naacht-maal," such

as occurs in Sweetfontein once every three months

Did " Laddie " never hear of a " naacht-maal " on

his veldt farm? "Laddie " has no time to reply,

for here comes a hooting monster breathing hot

steam, and other smaller monsters inside it with

goggle eyes. " Tickie " (who had a thoughtful

mother, who accompanied her master regularly to

the dorp church door, and then sat down in the

porch and listened to the service) " Tickie " recall-

ing maternal teachings, is of opinion it must be

Satan, who takes many unpleasant and pleasant

forms. Or so " Tickle's " mother warned him

when she knew he was to become a dweller in

cities. "Tickie " was enjoined to beware of every-

thing very pretty or very hideous. Either mio^ht

be Satan. So, trembling with terror, he hides him-

self promptly under " Laddie," and remains there

till the Auckland Valley motor-car has passed.
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Johannesburg,

Feb. 19, 1904.

We have some sunshine at last. What a won-

derful thing it is—the way the roads dry in Johan-

nesburg, In England it would take two or three

months for the roads to recover such rain as we
have had lately, but here—up to our ankles in

mud yesterday, and the dust blinding us to-day.

But that is Africa all over; rapid changes—nothing

lasting. It is a country where you learn to take

each day as it comes, and never look ahead. In

the pretty little bedroom of the winkel-keeper's

house at Nauwport's Nek, at the entrance of Basuto-

land, I noticed a pathetic little prayer hung over

the bed, presumably in the hand-writing of its

owner. One wondered to see it in that far-off,

peaceful spot, which, to the passer-by, seemed so

secure from care and trouble and worldly worries,

nestling under the great mountain, smothered in

creeper and roses, and its windows looking out upon

a wide, wide world, untouched by man, and just as

God made and left it. Here, surely, one told one-

self, as one dismounted one's pony, and a sense of

deep rest and quiet stole over one, here sorrow

could hardly penetrate ? And so one stood and read,

and wondered quietly to oneself what bitter ex-

periences had taught the patient resignation to be

traced in that little prayer on the wall, beginning

:

God, I ask only Thy help,

Just for to-day.

Help me to bear my cross,

Just for to-day.
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I once heard a preacher say that nearly all our

troubles are, because we will look back or will look

forward.

There is hardly ever any unbearable grief that

menaces you To-day. No, you are grieving for

what is past and done with, or over what you dread

for the future. Cease to do that, and you can easily

bear the troubles of To-day. What a golden lesson,

could one but learn it.

Johnny and I, and sometimes Nellie, have been

again " doing Johannesburg " after our long months

upon the silent veldt. What a change ! To wake in

the morning now to the hooting of some hideous

call to labour, where we have hitherto opened our

eyes to the joyous call of some free veldt-bird!

To hear wheels, and voices, and bustle, and bang-

ing of doors, and cart-loads, where a week or two

ago a great and lovely silence reigned, accentuated,

not marred, by the baa of the sheep, the soft tread

of the mules as they cropped the herbage, the

distant trek-wagon journeying towards the distant

skyline. Now it has been sauntering mornings

round and through the shops; afternoons to some

at-home or wedding; evenings to a theatre. And,

oh, I sometimes felt as Roderick Dhu must have

felt when he sang from his prison :

I would I were as I have been

Hunting the hart in forests green,

With bended bow and bloodhound free

;

Oh, that's the life for love and me !

This passionate yearning for the loneliness of the
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veldt is common to nearly all who have once tasted

it.

What is all this about Uganda? I saw a glow-

ingly written description from one man to another,

of the glories there awaiting settlers. Everything

lives and grows there, from ostriches to potatoes,

and at both these fortunes are to be made in no

time. Lions add a spice of romantic excitement

to the prospect. You may get eaten before you
have got up your "vermin and lion-proof fence."

(A fence that will keep out fleas, for instance, would,

of course, keep out lions. But will the fence that

keeps out the lions keep out the fleas?) The
Government are offering land in Uganda at the

moderate sum of a halfpenny an acre. When the

man who was reading us out this letter in the En-
gineers' camp came to this part, he was violently

interrupted. I jumped up and said: " Fli have

two shillings' worth ! Here's the money. That's

forty-eight acres. Johnny, you've got sixpence I

gave you this morning. Put that in. That's twelve

acres for you,"
" I say, old chap," said " Master," also much ex-

cited, "here's half a sov. Put me down for that.

Let's see, how many half-pennies are there in ten

shillings, someone? "

In a few minutes everyone had invested in a

small farm in Uganda, because not one soul would

give the man who was reading the letter the chance

to get in a word edgeways to explain that the

Government won't sell less than some thousands

of acres, and to no one with less than ;^300 capital.
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None of us having three hundred shiUings, the

farms in Uganda are still available.

The man who had written the letter amuses me
most. He says the " other man will supply the

capital, and he will supply the experience," and they

are to share the profits. The only part of the ar-

rangement that seems certain to come off is the ex-

perience that will be supplied ... to the other

man. The man with capital will end, I expect, with

no capital, no profits, but an experience that will

last him his life.

Nellie and I went down to Orange Grove to-day

to see my " Red Riding Hood Cottage." I am
calling it that. It is on the edge of a wood, and

one expects to see a little red-cloaked girl amidst

the trees, and a wolf on the doorstep knocking.

We move in March ist.

Johannesburg,

Feb. 29.

It is our last night before moving to Orange

Grove. Nellie is asleep, and, as usual when I

am about to leave a place, I'm in a thinking

mood.

Sitting alone late at night, one's thoughts become
living creatures; sometimes very troublesome, at

others lovely. It's cold to-night, and I have a fire.

A fire is "very companising," as a servant I once

had used to say. Certainly it makes you think

things over, and I have been thinking—what a sad

place Johannesburg is to be alone in. I am not
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now talking of myself, but of others I know, men
and women who are stranded alone in this country

without money, friends, or relations, and I want to

sit and put my hands over my face and cry about it.

I want to help too, and I can't do it, and I have

been wondering what all the miserable riddle means

—the riddle, the wretched riddle, of Life? We
are born without being asked, and from the instant

we draw our first breath we begin to weep and have

pains and be worried. Our first enemy is the

monthly nurse, who will strap " binders " round us

with pins which run into us, and we can't tell her,

" There's a pin in my back, you fool. Take it out."

So we roar ourselves hoarse, and she turns us on

to our faces and pounds the pin in deeper still.

She disappears in time, and another kind of nurse

takes her place, bullies us generally with smacks and

boxes on the ears, and the " bogie-man " that will

carry us off if we tell mamma, and childhood passes

in pleasant interludes of being whipped and taught

lessons, with occasional holidays in the shape of

mumps, measles, scarlatina, and chicken-pox.

So far life has not struck us flat with its joys. We
are still too young to sit down to the fire and ask,

"Why are we here and where is the joke? " We
accept it as we accept the castor oil and the Gregory's

powder—inevitables, and, if you kick, your nose will

be seized and you'll have to swallow it in the end.

The governess period or the school of our later child-

hood hold occasional gleams of sunshine, invariably

obtained by playing the devil generally, disobeying,

and, in fact, making frantic attempts to enjoy our-
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selves upon the downward path. It is all very

pathetic. We are all, I believe, good at heart. No
one is very, very joyful when they're doing wrong,

but at any rate one is somehow generally more joyful

than when one is doing right, which usually means

a very slow time and no fun at all.

However, Fate, or whatever rules our destinies,

isn't going to be cheated like that. We were born

to suffer, and it is to be noted that any attempt to

have a good time is invariably followed with repen-

tance. Not the good kind, the result of noble

aspirations, but the sort of repentance you get when
the cat whose tail you've been pulling turns and

claws you, or the green apples you stole give you a

bad colic. So youth passes, and a pained, hurt look

grows upon your brow. It is a look which is asking

someone already, "Where's the joke? Why was I

born?"

Womanhood arrives—or manhood. Being a

woman, I can only speak of my own sex. A day

arrives when one looks into one's glass to see what

one's life is going to be. Either way it's going to

be awfully hard to be happy ! That's what every

soul wants to be
—

" happy !
" It's not much to ask

—yet precious little of it is given us. Just enough,

in fact, to make you, like Oliver Twist, "ask for

more," and be promptly snubbed and told you've

had enough.

If in one's glass one sees a pretty face, one is

at first very "cock-a-hoop," and one trips forth into

life smiling. Such a lot of fun can be got out of

a pretty face ! Men like them and will do anything
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for them. At balls you'll dance, and not line the

walls. The tit-bits will be yours both in the supper-

room and everywhere else, and you'll fancy, "At
last I'm going to be happy !

" But something will

go wrong. You'll perchance not be allowed to

marry the man you want to marry, but instead you'll

have to marry the man who wants to marry you,

and there's a big difference. The man you

believe all your life you could have been happy

with, isn't " a good enough match," says Papa, and

you are sent away to forget him, and when you've

both fretted hard for a year and a little less for

another half year, you give it up and " forget," and

so does he.

Or you'll be lucky enough to marry the man you

love, and in a year he'll be flirting gaily all round,

though before the wedding he knelt at your feet

and said you were the only woman he ever had loved

or could love. " Say yes, and your life shall be a

dream of bliss and devotion such as never mortal

woman knew before." You say yes to him, and

no to a lot of others, and then you sit with your

eyes wide open and wonder what it all means when

he declares (in the interludes) that he worships you

still, and only you, and yet he's after Mrs. This

and Lady That, and while you sit and look on, your

heart will go crack—the biggest crack you've had

yet, and it will last you your life.

Again, you may never marry at all. He will fall

in love with another, fairer woman. Or die. Or

o-et killed. Or turn out a bad lot. The last

will be the hardest to bear, and you'll end by
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becoming "a sour old maid," which often means a

broken-hearted woman.

Should your mirror show you a plain face your

life won't hold the feverish excitements and black

pits of despair of the pretty woman. It will just

be grey and dull all through. Men will either be

rude or indifferent to you. You won't wear out

your shoes at the balls nor your heart at any man's

feet, for no man will care much whether you have

a heart or only a liver.

Everyone is sure, sooner or later, to have one

great sorrow, and that one has at least one com-

pensation. No later ones can hurt much after it

!

When earth holds a coffin into which your heart fell

down in liquid drops before they closed it (be the

coffin the one that holds a dead darling or a dead

hope), well . . . now, at last, one comes to some

kind of daylight, some possible, far-off, hidden

meaning of the wretched riddle, and, sitting looking

into the fire, you find yourself wondering, may there

not after all be a happier Unknown? It would ex-

plain a deal

!

I never can understand why we should all' be

creatures so essentially formed for love and happi-

ness and yet get so little of both. The biggest

blackguard that ever lived would perhaps have

turned out differently if someone had loved him

with her heart and soul. I mean a love that could

not tire of his wrong-doings. Infinite love. But

someone always does tire, and then he goes downhill

fast.

I have heard of perfect marriages. Such love

p
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and unity and perfect comprehension of each other,

such complete forgiveness of each other's frailties,

such perfect joy and rest in each other's presence !

The few of these I have heard of could not possibly

be allowed to last. The husband died; or the

wife.

The same perfect love and unity has existed

betwixt those who may not marry, and between

w^hom is some insurmountable barrier. These two

have often decided to climb over the barrier and be

together, and let the world howl the other side. I

think sometimes that they appear to have approached

nearest of all to heavenly happiness. I don't

mean indiscriminate love, bestowed for gain or

fun, and scattered here, there, and everywhere. The

love I mean can hardly be wicked, though always

unworldly-wise, often foolish in its absolute self-

surrender. It is a social sin, and a heavy

penalty usually therefore attends it. Yet, meeting

such, as I have done, and beholding love and faith-

fulness, which seem God-sent, one feels, one knows

(and social laws cannot alter the conviction) that

here and there are people who have touched in the

dark upon the perfect treasure that lies hidden in

the heart of things.

History holds such unions, perfect to the end of

time. Yet not less lovely (perhaps, like a sad tune,

lovelier because of its pathos) are the cases where

something goes wrong and these lovers are parted.

Darkness gathers round them. Friends, ties, and

the world pull too strong. They cling to each

other's fingers in the gloom and thickness and try
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to struggle on, now and then in the deepening

blackness turning to each other to kiss and say,

" Even get we parted, I shall never change !

"

And they never do change. Both are waiting

now for the happy death that may—ah ! may !

—

again unite them. They are considered to have

been very wicked. " My dear, you can't fly in the

face of society like that !
" Yet (so they tell you)

not one of society's smiles can heal the pain.

To such love as this you must bow the head in

respect, even if you cut the lady in the street, Mrs.

Grundy. These thoughts come to me—remember-

ing the lives I have paused in my own travels to

look at—as I sit by the fire.

Some sweet faces I once knew have long vanished.

I hope they are in the daylight now and understand

all that I cannot? One or two of them were children

—earnest-eyed children who always seemed different

to everyone else ; deep experience lay in their eyes.

In what other lives did they learn it, and learn to

know that no one must come to earth expecting to

be happy in it long.'* In between these lives, what

Devachans of bliss have these darlings enjoyed,

although they remember nought of it? But the

light of it has remained on their faces, and they

tread earth very lightly and never quite as if they

belonged to it. And you, whose happiness is wound
up in them, follow them everywhere in silent terror.

You know you cannot control the Unseen Hand
stretched forth to draw them back to their true home,

but, poor, puny mortal, you try to ! You thrust out

your own hand and say, "Go away; he is mine,"

P 2
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and all the time you know that all that is yours of

him is your love for him which may have soon to go

hungry all your days.

But other things are appearing in the fire.

Homes you once loved; homes such as are not

seen in Africa ; beautiful homes with grey walls and

ivy and roses grown thick and soft upon them, and

birds that fly in and out of the thickness. Spreading

trees stretching mother arms over tender green lawns

and flowers. The blue sea splashing through still

more distant trees. A little grey church tower and

churchyard where no name is carven that can grip

your heart.

Sails all silver out to the west ! And a little

golden bay ! You played on its soft warm sands

once !

Even clothes you have worn can be seen in the

fire. The dress he used to say he loved you best

in. The shoes you once walked miles in as a girl

to get to a ball papa would not allow the carriage

out for, and the ball was sweeter far for the trouble

you'd had to get to it. The pony you loved so

much. Can it be dead? Does it live anywhere

now? And all the other pets you loved? Surely

they can't be stamped out?

Memories of childhood are very persistent ! I

never shut my eyes to look back, but I see a

ploughed field and a curly-headed ploughboy

guiding a plough and whistling with a glance at me
as I sat on the gate, my feet hanging down and

my skirt to my knees. He looked so happy, that

ploughboy, happier than anyone I had ever seen
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before—or since. I longed to run to him and put

my hand in his rough, broken one and say, " If you

are really so happy, teach it to me, too !

"

Already I knew how rare a thing I looked at, and

how I might travel many years and not see it again.

Johannesburg,

Feb. 23, 1904.

Rochefoucauld says that no person is either so

happy or so unhappy as he imagines. On reading

this, one sits down to think it out and try and derive

or kill comfort from it. But you come to

the conclusion that the wise Rochefoucauld was,

after all, rather a short-sighted fool, and might just

as well tell us that sugar is not so sweet really as

it tastes, nor gall as bitter. What does that matter

to the taster? What are our lives but landscapes

seen through different coloured windows? What
on earth does it signify what colour the landscape

really is, if the glass one looks through at it, is pink

or golden, and turns it the same ? It may be black

as ink in reality, but if our window is pink, it is

rosy to us. It may be white as snow, but if our

window is darkened and dirty, the landscape is

darkened also. What we think and imagine about

life, and our surroundings, and its events, is what

matters. Not what is.

A large and merry party of us blind mortals have

been, for instance, imagining hard all Easter-time

that we never had such fun in our lives as during

those four days' holiday, spent in a spot so secluded

and lovely, about thirty miles from this town, that
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we also imagined ourselves in the backwoods of

Canada, which, to my mind, was, therefore, quite

as good as being there, if not better—for the journey

there cost our fancies and pockets almost nothing.

We never sat down once all those four days to tell

ourselves and each other that we really and truly

were not half so happy as we fancied. To analyse

life is to spoil it.

Our picnic was impromptu. Everyone packed up

a few things and rushed off. The little mule omni-

bus lands you within two miles of the forest. You
do the rest as best you can. Our accommodation was

an ancient Dutch homestead, swarming with rats and

other undesirable domestic pets. Around the home-

stead, male beings, yearning for a primitive exist-

ence, or a cheap existence, or a quiet existence, are

erecting themselves huts and Kafiir rondarvels and

tents. Still lazier ones have contented themselves

with swinging a hammock under a tree and dwelling

in it, their possessions picturesquely scattered around

and hung to the branches. The scene is novel and

full of interest.

" The Paladin " (so called because in dressing-

gown and hood he looked, at our fancy dress dinner,

like one of those figures you see on a tomb), worn

out with the problem of how to live in Johannes-

burg on half the income Johannesburg demands,

says that true happiness consists in selling all your

furniture and clothes, and reducing existence to the

simplest lines by living in your pyjamas in a ham-

mock, with a " puffing Billy stove " in a hole in

the ground, and anything in the shape of posses-
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sions you value sentimentally, disposed under the

trees, and to the trees. No rent; no expenses; no

worries ; no bills. Charming ! His domicile

measures a few square feet of forest. He sits on

a trunk when he shaves. Three ladies' photographs

hang on three trees, and on a fourth are slung

Blair Leighton's " Two Strings to her Bow," a

frying-pan, his braces, sponge-bag, Gladstone, and
ties of every hue. And he is happy.

A few yards off, the changeability of human
nature is demonstrated in the never-ceasinsf labours

of another male being (Major Bird) to increase his

troubles by extensive preparations for the expected

arrival from England of a wife and large family,

for whom he hammers from morn till eve at a row
of somewhat stuffy-looking rondarvels. Major

Bird has been a grass-bachelor for so long that he

is sick of the peace and quiet and of having no

one to worry him, and he is going to end it.

The rondarvels will not be finished in time, unless

extraordinary energy is thrown into the erecting of

them. So he rises before the lark, and wakes us

all with a deafening application of the hammer,

and an affectionate use of the saw that makes your

teeth and palate feel as if you were sucking a whole

sour lemon. He intends to wash and dress when

he hears they have arrived at Capetown. Mean-

while, no fun is to be got out of him till after sun-

set. He garbed himself as " Charley's Aunt " for

the fancy dress dinner, and became the life and soul

of the party, proving himself, especially, a nailer

at leap-frog, a game that shook his get-up to pieces,
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an indignant female voice being heard to exclaim

(at the end of one unusually violent " run ") :
" Now

I know where my bolster and pillow went

to!
"

Had you come suddenly upon us all, at dinner

that night, at a long table under the trees, you

would have found it hard to believe that not

one of us, on leaving Johannesburg, had any idea

of a fancy dress evening whatsoever. For here sat

an Egyptian Syce, with her dark hair tucked up

under a fez, a richly embroidered crimson jacket,

and a huge pair of white bloomers. Here also sits,

at our Arcadian dinner table, Yum-Yum, in a

kimono, and pink dahlias for chrysanthemums, and

a sister Jap just as pretty and graceful. "Funiculi

Funicula " is the name we give our Italian peasant,

who has on bits of everyone's clothes in the camp.
" Evangeline " (not half as demure as she should

have been !) looked at moments all that is devout in

the only table-napkin the camp can produce, folded

upon her head in most nun-like fashion. " Lady
Teazle " makes a dignified picture next to " Charley's

Aunt " at the table, the snowy hair thrown up by the

background of the night in the forest all round us,

while " Esmeralda " (which was me) had gone a beg-

ging round the settlement, and had on a green petti-

coat of Evangeline's, a red bodice of the Syce's, and

a bright handkerchief upon her hair, unearthed from

the Paladin's few remaining earthly possessions.

I heard last winter at a theosophical lecture that

precisely the same ingredients form the poison of

the cobra as are found in the white of an tgg, the
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whole difference in their effects upon the human
frame being merely in the way they are disposed

of, or mixed. This hits a deep truth. And it cer-

tainly explains how we all turned out in fancy dress

costumes through merely changing clothes with each

other.

Charley's Aunt's petticoat, which looked so funny

when he played leap-frog, had appeared quite

sensible that morning on Lady Teazle. The dahlias

in Yum-Yum's and " Pitti Sing's " hair had not

looked the least Japanese when blowing in the

morning breeze against the Dutch homestead.

Evangeline's dinner napkin, when it was merely

wiping the Paladin's moustache of soup, had no

holy air about it at all. Neither had the anti-

macassar that draped the Italian peasant's locks

half the simple domesticity it had won on a sofa-

back, but suddenly looked wicked. The meals were

cooked daily by two different ladies in turn. One
being a vegetarian, and one a cannibal. The
cannibal lady cooked the meat things. The vege-

tarian lady the rest. The vegetarians felt so ill at

the smell of flesh that they had to sit one end of

the long table, and the cannibals the other. I

divided my meals between the two. It depended

entirely which end the man I liked best that day

sat at. I became a female Vicar of Bray, and

changed my creed to suit my reigning monarch.

The night breeze blew in gusts on the fancy

dinner party, and as several people were engaged

in a violent flirtation with each other, it was not at

all inconvenient, for out went both lamps periodic-
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ally every ten minutes, and could not possibly be

lit again till the chimneys had cooled.

We are back in Johannesburg now, but while

down there (Orange Grove is in a valley) Nellie

and I visited the Red Riding Hood cottage every

morning, for it was only through the wood. We
put up shelves, and stained the floors with tar to

which Major Bird stuck, coming in before it was

dry, and, trying to disengage himself, fell down
and stuck again.

Hankey was also there. I forgot to say he has

left the S.A.C., and followed us up here, and is now
worrying Nellie to marry him, and, much to my
grief, I fear she will, some day.

She says she would not, only he threatens to wed

Johanna of the Brand Water Basin unless she con-

sents, and, as we both feel Johanna cannot be

allowed to have him, " if only," as Nellie says, " for

the honour of the British flag," it looks as if we'll

have to give way.

Hankey knows my consent is as vital as Nellie's,

for if I said " Don't marry him," Nellie wouldn't.

So he is very civil to me, and is always bringing

Nellie presents " for your missis "—useful little

things like a kitchen dresser for the new cottage, and

he made it himself of old boxes; plants for the

cottage garden, and he has put them in for us ; and

now, as we have only tank-water at the cottage

(which supply depends entirely on the rain, which

will soon be over for six or eight months clear), he

has offered to dig us a well in which he guarantees

there shall be water, and he has already got six feet
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down, first deciding on the spot with a willow-wand

which I saw bend with my own eyes as soon as he

walked over the place. Occasionally, Nellie goes

down into the well with him, and remains an hour

on end, though there can't be much room except

in each other's arms, and then very tight.

All this is very useful when you are moving into

a house and have no money, but I see Nellie's

marriage getting more and more distinct, and I have

even wished the well would fall in on Hankey one

day when he's in it alone.

For how can I get on without my Nellie?

Red Riding Hood Cottage,

Orange Grove,

March 14, 1904.

We are fairly well settled in now, and it is all

lovely. I have bought bell-tents on the hire

system and the transformable rooms in sections

from the Transformable Company, and have

planted the lot on to the veldt; and we are now
advertising for paying guests, who must be intro-

duced by someone I know; and all day long, some-

one I know is bringing someone I don't know, down
from Johannesburg, and I already have eighteen

applications and only room for four people.

However, I've decided on them now, and I think

they'll do. Two are a married couple who can't

get on in any house because she wants the windows

open and he wants them shut, but think they could

hit it off in a tent, where there are no windows. All
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this they told me quite openly, and I said I thought

it a very good idea and they'd better come and try.

Another is a foreigner—a German. I don't, as a

rule, care for foreigners, but this one seems all

right. He is a Count, of course, and is called in

Johannesburg "the Bold Bad Baron." He sings

volkslieder about wine, women, and war, and talks

more than I like about " Unser Kaiser," to which

I reply with allusions to " Unser King " and

Britain being " Mistress of the Seas," which I can

see infuriate him; and he often, after these discus-

sions (in my little stoep) goes and laces himself

tight up into his tent for the rest of the day, de-

manding that his meals are pushed in to him under

the flaps. When he has sulked like this uninter-

rupted, for a time, he emerges fairly serene again,

though Nellie says she is sure he has a terrible

temper.

The other man is a Mr. Handel, a rival Theoso-

phist of Major Bird's, for I don't know if I ever

said that Major Bird is a great Theosophist? He
has studied it for years, and is teaching us all

wonderful things—what plane you will find yourself

on, ten thousand years ahead ; what colour your aura

is; what you are thinking of when you'd rather no

one knew ; and what you are doing in America when
he is in Africa; and all I can say is, it must be

very nervous work for Mrs. Bird, who, it appears,

is a terrible flirt, and how Major Bird has a happy

minute I don't know.

Mr. Handel is a delicate, sfintuelle-Xoc^xrvg man,

passionately fond of music, Theosophy, and ladies,
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no matter what they are Uke ; and he falls in love

in five minutes with the most extraordinary people,

usually the female members of the Theosophical

Society, which largely consists of women in spec-

tacles, or bloomers, or something funny.

Every woman in the society is in love with Major

Bird, and the only ones Mr. Handel can get hold

of for himself are those Major Bird doesn't want.

So each loathes the other, for as soon as Major

Bird sees some fair one getting consoled and happy

with Mr. Handel, he naturally wants her back,

and if Mr. Handel won't let her go, a coolness

arises, and it is all very interesting to watch.

Mr. Handel has brought down his piano, and how
long I can stand it I don't know. He gets up at

five, and begins five-finger exercises in his trans-

formable room, and goes on till breakfast. Then
he leaves in the mule omnibus for Johannesburg;

and when he gets back at four he does scales till

he goes to bed, leaving off only for the evening

meal. There is one thing to be said for Theoso-

phists. They are easy to feed, being vegetarians,

and Mr. Handel, in particular, lives entirely on

Grape Nuts, stuff like clotted sand, which you eat

dry with some milk, so he is not much trouble that

way.

"Shall we all be vegetarians?" said I, to the

married couple, the Bold Bad Baron, and Mr.

Handel, when they arrived. " It is very good for

the complexion, Major Bird says."

" Then let us," said Mrs. Crawley.
" I am agreeable," said the Baron.
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"Are eggs vegetables?" said Mr. Crawley, "my
complexion doesn't trouble me, but I must have

eggs."

" Eggs are vegetables," said I, " unless, of course,

they are kept too long."

"After which," I added, "they can become

—

marmalade."
" Ha !

" said the Bold Bad Baron, " I do not

tvig!"

"Don't you see?" said I, "Ma—me—laid?

My mother laid me !

"

" Ha ! ha !

" said everybody, being in a serene

temper, so we started very amicably, and, so far,

all is going fairly smooth.

Major Bird drops in evenings.

Mrs. Bird is coming out soon, and is apparently

violently antagonistic to Theosophy, for she has

hurt her husband's feelings very much by enquiring

if she comes, will she be expected to live in a cave

and crack nuts all day? Just as if we were all

monkeys.

The first evening we were in the cottage, about

ten different people, strangers all, knocked at our

door at different intervals after dark, to enquire,

" Had we seen a lunatic?

"

It appears that a harmless one had escaped from

the parental roof somewhere on the veldt; and it

was so annoying ; for, of course, we were dreadfully

busy, hammering in nails and putting up pictures,

and Major Bird on a step-ladder helping, and the

rat-tatting at the door every ten minutes.
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" Bother that lunatic," said Nellie, after the

ninth time, and when the tenth knock came, I

said :

"You stay there, Nellie. Fll go." And I did;

and upon being asked anxiously (by a Dutchman
this time), " Has a lunatic been here ? " I said, " Lots

of them, all asking for each other," and the Dutch-

man retired to ponder on the speech.

" That was not a Christian-like answer," said

Major Bird, driving in a huge nail and looking hurt.

" It was a remark unworthy of a true Theosophist.

And if you could have seen your aura at that

moment, Sylvia, you would have been horrified

!

It turned a livid scarlet, and the halo you generally

have, fairly distinctly marked, round your head,

vanished entirely."

"Is it back again?" said I, anxiously, for it's

nice to feel you have a halo.

"Not yet; and, what is more, a long-continued

course of outbursts of temper will, in the end, be

known to drive it away entirely. I was watching

that Baron fellow you've got coming down here as

a paying guest. Take care of that man, Sylvia.

His aura is a kind of lurid black. He has a dark

past, and is quite capable of murder when his blood

is up. While you were sitting saying what a grand

nation the English are, and how vastly superior to all

other nations, and how, if Tariff Reform comes in,

we'll have done with everything 'made in Germany,'

flashes of fire were darting out of him. in every

direction. I don't like the man at all."
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I feel sure there must be something in Theosophy,

for I'm sorry to say it's all coming true.

The Baron's tempers are getting more alarming

every day.

"Red Riding Hood,"
March 2'j, 1904.

We have had an awful time with our paying

guests, and I have asked the whole lot, except Mr.

Handel, to leave. They refused, saying the veldt is

theirs as much as mine, and the air too, and as for

the tents and transformable transportable rooms,

they have piled them all up on my pig-stye, and

have gone and bought themselves new ones, and

there they are, close to us, and no one speaks.

It doesn't seem any use trying to make money
in this country.

The married couple began the trouble—fighting.

She wanted the tent open, and he wanted it shut,

and they appealed to the Bold Bad Baron, who,

admiring her, took her part, and was kicked into

a donga by the husband, who now is instituting

divorce proceedings against the Bold Bad Baron,

and Nellie and I have got to be witnesses.

When I said I wished they would all keep quieter

at night, so that we in the cottage could sleep, they

became very rude, and began throwing " money "

in my face, the married couple and the Baron en-

quiring when did I intend to give them something

to eat except monkey's fare, and that I ought to

call my house " The Zoo," and things like that.

" Nellie !
" said I, " do vou hear this? After all
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the trouble we have taken to please them and make

them comfortable !

"

"My hot-water bottle," said Nellie, "in Mrs.

Crawlev's bed, and your kaross on the Baron's;

banana fritters every day, and nut butter, and the

delicious soups ! I call it ingratitude. But there !

what else can you expect of people who live on

sausages and sauerkraut in their own country ?

"

The rage the Baron flew into ! He thumped his

chest, said " Gott in Himmel !" abused the English,

and again brought up his blessed Kaiser.

"Oh, bother your Kaiser," said I, fairly losing

my temper; "we don't forget the telegram to

Kruger."

The noise after that became deafening, and when

I asked the Baron why, if he hated the English so,

he lived in our country, and made his living out

of us, I really did think he would have broken a

blood-vessel.

Johnny rode down in the middle of it all with

two other mounted policemen of the T.T.P.

Johnny is in that corps now, and they all rode up,

saluting and looking very smart. They were on

their patrol.

" There are Britishers for you !
" said Nellie (we

were all standing, quarrelling, in the garden); "no

foreigners there !

"

"Bah!" said the Baron, putting out his tongue

suddenly over his shoulder towards the mounted

troopers; " zo much for your Britishers ! Gott-dam !"

Of course, after that, Johnny had to leap off his

horse and ask the Baron what he meant by it.

Q
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Compliments were exchanged more and more

rapidly, and Johnny (looking a perfect child in his

uniform, and the great helmet coming far down

over his nose, only his chin being visible at all) took

down the Baron's name and address, and told him

he hoped to come down the next morning and arrest

him; and, anyhow, if he ever caught him in the

cottage again, he'd "kick him into the middle of

next week," and "how my mother comes to have

you stopping in her house at all I don't know."
" He is a paying guest, Johnny," I sobbed.

"A what? " said Johnny.
" Paying guest," said Nellie; "we didn't mean to

tell you. Master Johnny. The prices is so awful,

and your ma's income so small. 'Twas an experi-

ment to make the two ends meet."

"And have they met?
"

"Met? Not within yards. Vegetables, as every

fool knows " (with a furious glance at the Baron),

" is ten times dearer up here than meat at fivepence

a pound. The Baron, he thinks nothing of swal-

lering a cauliflower whole, what I gave two shillings

for ! As for eggs at six shillings a dozen . . .

(glancing at Mr. Crawley, who devours six every

morning regularly) well, chickens would be cheaper

and go further."

" Yes," said I, " it is all most unfair, throwing the

vesfetables into our faces like this; and the Baron

promised to pay regularly, and never has, and, of

course, we don't like to ask him. Brute!
"

"Sylvia," said Major Bird, who was there too;

" the flashes that are emanating from you are green."
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"Well," said Johnny, "as I'm not going to let

Baron-whatever-your-name-is pay anything (and I'll

square it up with you, mother), I'm now going to

kick him off these premises. Your visit is at an

end, sir. Gentlemen who put out their tongues in

the presence of ladies . .
."

And, in a sudden transport of fury, Johnny went

for the Baron to kick him over the fence.

The Baron arched in his back to avoid Johnny's

kick, and, howling something about his Fatherland,

fled towards the house, Johnny, throwing off his

helmet, after him.

In vain did Major Bird exclaim at the way (with

us all so excited) the auras all round became every

colour of the rainbow, and shouted to Johnny to

"keep calm."

Into the cottage, out again, into the wood, out

again, tw^ice round the pig-stye, they went.

The Baron finally flew through the garden gate

—

head foremost—and, I fancy, won't move again

without pain for a long time, for the riding-boots

of the T.T.P. are very heavy.

He says he's going to report Johnny to the O.C.

of the Force—but he hasn't done it yet.

"Red Riding Hood,"
May I, 1904.

Rather a long gap. It is now getting cold, but

the rains are over, and the days are perfectly divine

and blue.

Mrs. Bird arrived soon after I last wrote. A
Q 2
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very pretty, charming woman. And for a while all

went merry as a marriage bell at " The Home-
stead," though Mrs. Bird was exceedingly annoyed

to find that Major Bird had planted a lady member
of the Theosophical Society in the house to talk

Theosophy with him and help him build ron-

darvels, which amusement he has gone quite mad
over.

I often spent my evenings at " The Homestead,"

and Mrs. Bird would sit by a magnificent log fire

toasting her feet, and listening plaintively to the

hammering of Major Bird, building his last rondarvel

in the forest. He went on long after dark. Miss

Timberlake helping him.

" Listen to that, Sylvia ! Bang ! Bang ! And
so it goes on ! I have only one comfort, which is,

that while he's hammering he can't be flirting."

" Don't be too sure," Mr. Handel would remark,

only too glad to go for his enemy and rival, " he's

taken the Kaffir with him, perhaps to do the ham-

mering."

"Oh, Mr. Handel, don't be so cruel !

"

Things got more and more strained, and Mr.

Handel started trying to comfort Mrs. Bird.

Several other men tried to do the same, amongst

them Mr. Baxter, the Forester; but he is such a

horrid, rude, brusque man, she snubbed him,

especially as he often, out of sheer ill-temper, took

Major Bird's part, and praised up Miss Timber-

lake, who, I must say, is exceedingly plain, and

I think Major Bird must be very hard up.

The quarrels became fearful, and it ended in

I
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Mr. Baxter poisoning a dog of Mrs. Bird's, because

it would eat his chickens, and when Mrs. Bird at

once poisoned Mr. Baxter's dog (each, of course,

denying it) the fat was in the fire all round.

" Horrible, hateful, vile beast !
" said Mrs. Bird,

" all this because I won't let him make love to me !

A nice sort of man !

"

"They always go on like that," said I. "Your
husband, you have perhaps noticed, has become

very rude to me ?
"

" Oh, fearful ! I've often asked him what it all

means. He used to write home to me and rave

about you. Now he is hardly civil."

"Quite true," said I. "We were great friends,

till he got tired of Mrs. Sassewitch, of the Theoso-

phical Society, and wanted to take up with me. I

like your husband very much, but . .
."

" I quite understand, and even when I thought

there was something between you, I may as well

tell you I was nothing like as angry as I feel now.

To be dethroned for you—I could bear that. But

to be cast aside for that goggle-eyed . .
."

And poor Mrs. Bird would burst into tears, and

then go for a walk in the Gum Forest with Mr,

Handel.

After this, things came rapidly to a head at " The
Homestead," and for months the most awful scenes

have been going on, chiefly between Mrs. Bird and

Mr. Baxter. You would think Mrs. Bird would

have refused to live any longer in Mr. Baxter's

house. For it is his house.

But the fact is, that money matters and law have
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now come into it. Mrs. Bird refuses to move out of

" The Homestead " unless Mr. Baxter refunds them

the sums spent by Major Bird putting down wooden

floors (where they had been earth), and building

four rondarvels, of which Mr. Baxter occupies one,

and won't move out either.

It is war to the knife betwixt Mrs. Bird and Mr.

Baxter. He appears to hate her now as much as

he once admired her, and what will happen I don't

know.

He has given them notice to quit his house. They
refuse, unless he refunds them the floors and the

rondarvels—a matter of ij2oo. Major Bird has

been dragged into the row, has insulted Mr. Baxter,

and Mr. Baxter is living now under the trees in the

forest by day, and in his rondarvel by night.

I went to lunch last Sunday, invited by Mrs.

Bird. It is only a few steps from my cottage.

We sat down to lunch, and through the windows

I could see Mr. Baxter having a rival lunch (sur-

rounded by a sort of barricade of sofas and chairs),

under the trees with a party of his own friends, got

down from Johannesburg to annoy Mrs. Bird.

Unfortunately, however, there is only the one

kitchen and the one set of pots and pans, and the

one KafRr to cook.

There was Irish stew for lunch, and it came in,

but only meat and water. Not one potato, or onion,

or carrot.

"What does this mean, Sixpence.^" said Mrs.

Bird, gazing at the dish. " Tom-tit " (that's what

she sails Major Bird in her more affectionate

I
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moments—he is a very small bird), " Tom-tit ! Do
you see?

"

Tom-tit leant over and looked into the dish.

Said Sixpence, with a broad grin, jerking his

woolly head at the distant forest luncheon party :

"Baas, he came into kitchen; take away all

vegetables from stew. He say, 'My vegetables

!

Grown my garden ! Me take !

'"

" This is too much !
" said the lady, hysterically.

"It really is becoming unbearable," said Major

Bird, who is fond of Irish stew.

" Sixpence ! Where is the cruet }
" demanded my

hostess, looking round suddenly.
" Baas got," said Sixpence.

"All right! Now you go and bring it here. It

is my cruet, and the brute shall not use it."

Out went Sixpence and approached Mr. Baxter's

table, and tried to remove the cruet.

A parley took place, and he finally brought it in,

minus the pepper-pot, which, it seems, Mr. Baxter

had replaced when it got broken, and Sixpence said

he took it out and put it in his pocket.

" I hope it will upset, and he'll sneeze his head

off," said Mrs. Bird, " but now you see, Sylvia, what

we have to put up with, and I hope when the case

comes on in court you'll take our side, for we

shall need you as a witness."

" I'll tell the truth," said I, feeling very uncom-

fortable, " of course."

"You surely, Sylvia, won't go against us? It

would be too cruel ! You are the one person we

are depending on, because you have seen it all

!
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And you know how infamously Mr. Baxter has

behaved."

"Well, yes, he has; and I promise I'll say all

I can. I only wish one hadn't got to kiss the Bible,

and then I could do 7nuch more."
" My dear child," said Mrs. Bird, " the Bible is

kissed on the Rand on an average a hundred times

a day, and as many lies told glibly after it. Look
at the Waters-Ford case ! Jury bribed if ever a

jury was ! Pooh ! it's nothing !

"

"I've been asked to perjure myself so often

lately," said I. "You know the Crawleys' divorce

case is on next week. The Bold Bad Baron is co-

respondent. Mr. Crawley bicycles down every

single day with some fresh lie he wants me
to tell about them. I simply dread meeting the

Baron in court. You know Johnny kicked him.

He is quite capable of spitting at me in the dock."
" Rosedew !

" said the Tom-tit, suddenly here

walking in with a chit in his hand, delivered to him

outside by another Kaffir, " Rosedew !
" (that's her

name), " here's a pretty go ! Baxter writes that

unless we're out of this house to-night, he intends

removing the roof (which he paid for) at 5 a.m.

to-morrow."
" Let him !

" cried Rosedew, sinking back in her

chair, " let him ! I refuse to move !

"

" I am now quite convinced," said the Tom-tit,

"that Baxter is obsessed. And what is more, I

should not be surprised, Rosedew, if he is obsessed

by the astral of poor darling old Rover. Animals,

especially dogs, have often been known to take that
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form of revenge on people who have brutally done

them to death, like Baxter did to Rover."

" But," said Rosedew, turning very pale indeed,

"what about my having poisoned Mr. Baxter's dog?

Good heavens, Tom-tit!"
" Pooh !

" said Tom-tit, " don't even think of it !

"

"Red Riding Hood,"

May 6 , 1904.

Mr. Handel has transported himself and his piano

to " The Homestead," so Nellie and I are alone,

except for Hankey, who comes and sleeps in the

kitchen at nights to take care of us.

He is doing some plumbing work in this little

township, and has now almost completed our

well.

Nellie, I am sorry to say, has promised to name

the day when it's finished. I see I shall soon lose

Nellie. What on earth shall I do? She declares

it shall make no difference. She will live some-

where near me, and often come and work for me.

But it will never be the same. I wish more and

more that the well would fall in when Hankey is

down it.

Mr. Handel has had to go to the Birds' assist-

ance, as M^e are daily expecting murder there, and

the other afternoon Major Bird rushed past my
cottage on his way up to Johannesburg to fetch the

whole of the Theosophical Society down to help

defy Mr. Baxter, who was actually lighting wet grass

in each room to " smoke them out."
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The roof he had duly taken off. The night after

that Sunday lunch, Mrs. Bird (never believing he

meant it) went peacefully to bed, and was awakened

at dawn by the blue sky shining down on her, and

Mr. Baxter's face moving about. He had got up,

undone the huge, thick, tarred tarpaulin covered

with thatch which forms the roof, and carried it

bodily off, as being his property.

"Will you go now? " said he when Major Bird

rushed out in his pyjamas and went for him.

" No !
" shouted the Tom-tit ;

" we won't ! Not till

you pay the £200. Do your worst !
" And he then

sent in a hurry for Mr. Handel to protect Mrs. Bird

while he had to be in Johannesburg, and, of course,

I let him go.

The next thing Mr. Baxter did was to uproot the

" Daisy Stove " from its bed in the kitchen wall,

and had it planted under the trees where all his

furniture is.

The Birds can't cook now, and have to have their

meals cooked here at " Red Riding Hood " and

carried across.

The consequence is, we are running short of

water, Nellie and I. My tank is nearly empty, and

the dry season on, and there was only just enough

for ourselves.

If I wash my hands, I call out to Nellie now,

" Nellie, here's some water !
" and Nellie carries it

away carefully in a tin jug, and uses it to scrub the

floor with. Even then it isn't finished with. The

dog has his bath in it after that, and it ends its

career poured carefully over the flowers.
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I shall be exceedingly glad when the Bird-Baxter

lawsuit comes on and all this ends.

The Birds won't budge, though every day their

enemy devises some fresh scheme to render life

unbearable. They retaliate, and have now rooted

up all the wood floors because they put them down.

There will be no house left soon.

"Red Riding Hood,"

May 15, 1904.

Things came to a fearful pass at " The Home-
stead " at last, and anyone who called there now
would hardly know the house. It shows to what

lengths people will go when the devil really enters

into them, as I am sure it has into Mr. Baxter. His

actions are hardly those of a sane man.

Of course, it must be very riling to have people

sit tight in your own house and refuse to move out

when they're told to. But then, again, the Birds

did spend a lot of money on the place, and Mr.

Baxter let them, and the understanding was that

they, in return, lived there as long as they chose.

It is an exceedingly pretty spot, this old Dutch
homestead inside the forest, the trees stretching

away on all sides in lovely, shady glades, and I

don't wonder the Birds don't want to leave.

Meanwhile, we at " Red Riding Hood " lead

almost as stormy an existence as they.

The other morning Nellie, who had gone there for

milk, rushed in to me to say that Mr. Baxter had

now removed all the furniture from the house, and
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was standing with a loaded gun, threatening to shoot

anyone who touched so much as a saucepan.
" The house is a sight," said NelHe, " no roof, no

floor, no furniture. The Major and his lady have

slept nights and nights under the stars, with um-
brellas over them, and Mrs. Bird is a-cryin' like mad.

Her bed's gone now. They say, ' Will you come
over and keep her company w^hile the Major goes

up to Johannesburg to fetch the Theosophists again

and buy some cheap cane furniture ? ' There's only

walls left to live in, but they won't give in."

I went over and spent the day.

I found Mrs. Bird in what had been the sitting-

room. A camp stool stood on the loose earth floor,

and she sat on that, and the sky and sun shone down.
" Sit down, Sylvia. Sit on the window-sill. Isn't

it awful .'^ I think he is mad."
" I would leave if I were you."
" Never ! The Tom-tit says not for anything—not

till our i^200 is paid. It's very cold at night, but

never mind."

"Why don't you sleep in the rondarvels?
"

' The Tom-tit has burnt them down. We were not

going to leave them for that brute to live in."

" I saw volumes of black smoke yesterday !

"

" Yes, that was it."

" And they each cost ^20. And Major Bird slaved

for four months at them !

"

" Oh, yes ! That's nothing !

"

And Mrs. Bird fell to weeping.
" Don't cry," said I ;

" what is going to be done

now? "
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" The Tom-tit has gone to fetch the Theosophists

and some cheap furniture."

"Why not come and camp near ' Red Riding

Hood ' ? There are my tents and transportable

rooms, all piled on the pig-stye ; or we could squash

into my two rooms."
" The Tom-tit says ' No.' It would weaken our

case. Don't ever let out you asked us. Pretend

you wouldn't have us. We are making out we have

nowhere else to go. We shall claim a thousand

pounds damages for all this."

About 3 p.m. a buzzing noise was heard through

the forest.

" It's the Theosophists !
" said Mrs. Bird. " Oh,

look! Oh, joy! They have brought down a trolley

of furniture. And oh, look ! The men have got

knob-kerries ready for Mr. Baxter."

A busy scene now began, the new furniture being

hurriedly carried into the house, or, rather, into the

walls, for, positively, that is all that is left of the

once pretty homestead.

To such lengths will men's angry passions lead

them

!

In the middle of it Mr. Baxter suddenly turned

up.

" What's all this ? " said he, " and who are these

officious people?
"

"These," said Major Bird with dignity, strug-

gling along under his wife's new bed, a combination

arrangement forming an armchair by day, and very

uncomfortable-looking, "these are my very kind

friends of the Theosophical Society, and they have
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come down here in case you have a mind to further

misconduct yourself, Baxter. Out of my way,

please."

" Out of the way yourself ! Your d d fur-

niture doesn't go into my house !

"

" Theosophists !
" cried the Tom-tit, " do you

hear.?
"

" We do," said the Theosophists, and before any-

one guessed what they meant to do, they had rushed

at Mr. Baxter, seized him, struggling, and, throw-

ing him to the ground, six of them sat on him while

the other seven helped arrange and complete the

furniture, a large buck-sail across Mrs. Bird's bed-

room affording her some slight protection and

privacy.

To make a long story short, the six Theosophists

who sat on his head and who are all famous boxers

are camping now outside " Red Riding Hood " to be

ready to go again for Mr. Baxter if necessary, and

a temporary calm has fallen upon the scene.

Next week the 'Crawley versus the Bold Bad
Baron " suit comes on.

The week after, the Bird-Baxter case.

In both I have to appear and perjure myself all

round.

The morning after the six Theosophists had sat

on Mr. Baxter's head, that gentleman showed signs

of giving more trouble, so Major and Mrs. Bird

went up again to Johannesburg and applied to the

Commissioner of Police for police protection, Mrs.

Bird in her most becoming garb, and tears in her

eyes.
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After hearing the tale of Mr. Baxter's misdeeds,

such as smoking them out by burning wet grass

(" Just," sobbed Mrs. Bird, " as if we were wasps "),

removing the roof, and up-rooting the " Daisy

Stove," the Commissioner, convinced we had a dan-

gerous maniac to deal with, despatched two mounted

troopers of the T.T.P. (Johnny's corps), and they

are here now.

Mrs. Bird changes her dress five times a day for

their edification, and derives a good deal of solace

flirting with whichever one is off duty.

The one on duty marches or rides solemnly round

and round the place where Mr. Baxter sits sur-

rounded by his furniture, and the whole thing having

apparently rather frightened Mr. Baxter, he is keep-

ing much quieter.

OuTSPAN Buildings, Johannesburg,

July I, 1904.

Nellie and I are back here once more in the flat

we had before. I have had to give up " Red Rid-

ing Hood Cottage."

Hankey's well fell in the day it was finished, the

tank had run dry, and as we couldn't exist without

water, I was forced, in despair, to leave Orange

Grove; and almost wept over it, for very happy

have we been there.

Long ago now was the Bird-Baxter suit heard;

also the matrimonial differences of Mr. and Mrs
Crawley versus the Bold Bad Baron, who has

behaved shamefully, for he swore he would marry
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Mrs. Crawley when the divorce was got, and as

soon as it was got he walked off and has never been

seen since.

I often wonder why men insist on leaving upon

the minds and memories of women who have

trusted and loved them the very worst of

impressions. It would be so easy to leave her at

least loving you and honouring you as she once did.

She would grieve, perhaps even die of the sorrow,

for it is one of the worst—worse than death. But

she w^ould always hold you sacred up to the last

in one secret corner of her heart, and there would

be no bitterness or contempt for you in her soul,

as there so often is now, if she still lives. Would
that not be better than knowing that she will, if

she lives, wonder one day what she ever saw or

loved in you ?

I didn't care much for Mrs. Crawley, but when

I heard how the Baron had treated her I felt all

this, as I often have before. My pity to all women
who have loved cruel or selfish men ! And if, for

such, they have sacrificed home, the world's smiles,

position, and everything, my sympathy more than

ever. They deserved better things (yes, I am not

afraid to say it), if only because (as Barrie says)

"when a woman truly loves, God has her by the

hand."

The famous Bird-Baxter suit lasted days ! The
court crowded—all Johannesburg there ! The

great K.C., Mr. Lorrimer-Law, engaged for the

Birds, and talked so hard and fast I was sure he'd

win. The nearly equally great K.C., Major Arma-
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dale, was engaged for Mr. Baxter, and the way
these two men went for each other, and harried the

witnesses, and stood with their right legs on chairs,

and thumped the palm of one hand with the knuckles

of the other, and talked at the Judge till the

wretched man looked distracted (besides having

drunk such a lot of whisky that he had to keep

pinching himself to make himself wake up each time

a fresh witness appeared), I shall never forget.

Why that Judge is kept on in his post is the

marvel of all Johannesburg, for he is hardly ever

sober, poor fellow ! He reels into court, and he

reels out. He reels along the streets, and his eyes

are dim and bleary. He borrows money to go

to the races from various solicitors, who often

have to appear in his court with cases, and who lend

him the money on the tacit understanding that he

gives them the next case, whether they ought to

have it or not. Woe betide the solicitor who won't

or can't lend him money, and thrice woe betide their

unhappy clients.

Luckily for all parties, neither counsel in the

Bird-Baxter suit could ever be persuaded to lend

this dispenser of justice a brass penny, so it became

a pure toss-up who'd get the case.

The Birds got it, owing probably (or so declared

Mr. Baxter) to Mrs. Bird having donned a

"creation" of Madame Somebody's, warranted to

knock over a soberer judge than ours.

" I knew," said Mr. Baxter, furiously, afterwards

outside the court, "that it was all U. P. with me
when Mrs. Tom-tit turned up in pale blue and a

R
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complexion-veil, and that little traitor, ' Sylvia,' all

in white. What chance has a fellow in shabby

Norfolk tweeds and dusty gaiters ? Bah !

"

Time passes, and although Nellie refused alto-

gether to name the day when the well fell in,

Hankey is still at her, worrying.

I have pleaded with her to stop with me, till at

least she sees me settled a year or two in my next

house, for which I am now looking around, and have

various plans for the future in my head.

Meanwhile we lead, as of yore, the queer

Bohemian life of the Johannesburg residential

block. The bed-sitting-room full of contrivances.

The washing-stand that turns into a writing-table.

The bed that shuts into the piano. The cooking-

stove concealed beneath the armchair, which is

really, as I described, the hip-bath padded in by

day with cushions.

In this abode of bliss you receive your friends,

male and female, making rushes to hide things if

it's a male.

Intimacies ripen rapidly in the Johannesburg

residential block, where reside, pell-mell in rows,

grass widows and real widows, sham widows, and

married women; young girls and young men, bar-

maids, typists, tea-room ladies, nurses, shop-girls,

bank clerks, stock exchange men. Corner-house

men, solicitors, doctors, dentists, clerks, commercial

travellers, thieves, swindlers, and well-dressed

criminals of all kinds, as well as respectable folks.

Intimacies ripen so very rapidly that the courts

are always full of cases in consequence.
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A life that permits (without the sHghtest comment
or scandal) any gentleman to be seen leaving any

lady's room at any hour up to 6 a.m. naturally

lends itself to many surprises, in the shape of love

affairs, the thieving of ladies' jewellery, arson,

murder, assault, and so forth.

Still, it is a happy, funny, jolly life—life of

Bohemia !—and once one has got used to it, it's all

great fun, and one wouldn't have it altered.

Everyone is a Rake at heart, I fancy, and the

longer one lives, the longer one sees that it's no use

to take Life too seriously, and that those who do,

don't come off well. Hide your heart close, or it will

get wounded. Yet try to forgive all, understand all.

There is no crime or folly we might not each be

capable of, perhaps, given the same temperament,

environment, and temptations. Africa has taught

me this, and though sometimes, being human, I

burst out, and may be inclined to judge, there is

a broader, better self under it. May it grow, as it

should, broad and wide as the wide veldt-world

round us here, a Wideness so speaking that when

you are on it and your heart heavy because of others'

cruelty, you feel as if some great soft voice is

whispering to you, that here is someone who says of

us all, " Poor children !" and that

" He knows ! He knows !

"

Sultana Farm, Cullinan,

Sept. 24, 1904.

Once more are Nellie and I on the move—or,

rather, have been.

R 2
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Many miles are we now from Johannesburg, and,

indeed, from all civilisation. There is something

lovely in leaving an African town for the free life

of the open veldt again.

Johannesburg grows more and more depressed.

Wherever you go you meet young men with gloomy

faces, w^hich only brighten up when they tell you

they are off to the most extraordinary parts of the

earth as soon as they can scrape the money to-

gether. The great exodus from this once prosper-

ous city has begun. Every soul who can get out

of it is "off." Starvation already stares hundreds

in the face, and it's as good as a geography lesson

to hear of the outlandish spots each person has

decided upon in which to woo the fickle goddess

next.

" I'm off," says one, " to Acapulco. I hear it's

the place nowadays !

"

You've never heard of Acapulco, and don't know
whether it's in the frigid zone or the torrid

zone, or where, but you have to pretend you are

perfectly familiar with it, for he talks of it as

if it were a second Margate. The next man you

meet announces that he is departing for " Eastern

Siberia," and visions arise before you of his being

frozen on a steppe, eaten by wolves, or confined

in a salt-mine for life. He says that very likely

he will be, but anything's better than Johannesburg.

Number Three has fixed on the Cannibal Islands,

and number four has a fancy for Baffin's Bay, where,

he hears, you can live on nothing, which is all he's

got. Apparently Johannesburg will soon be a de-
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serted city, and the few folks remaining may then

be able to live, which now is impossible, because

there are too many mouths for the loaf.

Well, one day an old friend of the family beheld

me lunching at historical Heath's Hotel, was struck

with my likeness to the rest of us, enquired my name,

and, approaching me with proper diffidence, intro-

duced himself, and at once invited me to come and

stop at his farm, situated beyond the Premier Mine,

where the famous Cullinan diamond was found. He
described it as a lovely, wild place, so behold me
one divine early morning with Nellie starting in

the train for Cullinan, an out-of-the-way spot, which

we reached, after many chops and changes, about

four in the afternoon.

Here Mr. Pop, our host, met us, with horses for

himself and me, and an ox-wagon for Nellie and

an " English housekeeper " whom he had engaged

in Johannesburg to come and sew on his buttons,

mend his socks, cheer his lonely hours, and "boss-

up " his two " piccanins," till now his only servants.

Mr. Pop often feels lonely. His farm is twenty

miles from a dorp, so he relieves his loneliness by

having ladies in pairs to stop. He has only to

announce that a fresh batch is arriving, and the

place is besieged by lonely males from far and

near, who will cheerfully ride without food or drink

for twenty and thirty miles to inspect the latest

consignment.

Nellie and I had been told to look out for Mr.

Pop's "new English housekeeper," who would be

in the same train as ourselves. At every place where
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we had to change, therefore, we gazed around

eagerly for her, and wondered which out of all the

females in sight it could be.

At each platform a few dropped off, the attractive

ones gradually dwindling, and at last only a half-

black woman with a squint, a white ostrich-feather

hat, and a complexion-veil was left.

" That must be she," said Nellie, to which T

replied,

" Not if I know anything of Mr. Pop."

The train stopped at lonely little Cullinan, a mere

mining camp, the station being situate opposite the

famous mine. Mr. Pop greeted us with some natural

anxiety.

" So glad to see you ! So this is Nellie? Have
you seen anything of my housekeeper?

"

" I think," said I, " she's bolted en route with

someone else. A very nice-looking woman was in

our carriage as far as Raton, and got talking to a

lonely bachelor, who appeared also to have a farm

in the wilds. We heard her say she was excellent

at sewing on buttons and making roly-polies, and it

ended in her getting out with him and vanishing

in a Cape cart in clouds of dust."

" Had she a dimple in her chin ? " enquired Mr.

Pop, anxiously—that being evidently of more vital

importance in a veldt housekeeper than buttons or

roly-polies.

" She had," said I, lugubriously.

"Then it was she! " he groaned; "and she's

cleared with five pounds I left her of her wages in

advance

!
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" I wonder," he continued, later (the matter evi-

dently weighing heavily on his mind), "whether she

engaged herself to all the other chaps who were

waiting to interview her the day I saw her in Johan-

nesburg? She advertised herself as of ' prepos-

sessing appearance.' I arrived first in the field, and

thought I'd been awfully clever. To clinch the

bargain I plumped my fiver down and she took

it. Let's see—there were nine other Johnnies

waiting. Nine times five are forty-five !

"

And during the whole of our long ride out to

the farm Mr. Pop kept murmuring :

—

" Yes ! Nine chaps ! Nine fives are forty-five,

and my fiver makes fifty ! She made fifty pounds

out of us !

" and it was with the greatest difficulty

I could cheer up our disappointed host, and could

not at first think of anything more consoling than

the peculiarly unsatisfactory adage that "there are

as good fish in the sea as ever came out of it," for,

as I always say, " But what's the use of those you

can't get at.^
"

Before we started on our long trek, Nellie and

I had a wash and some tea at the little hotel ; then

we packed Nellie on to a heap of straw in the trek-

wagon, our luggage was placed inside, we enjoined

the Dutchman (a kindly-faced man with the inevit-

able whip half a mile long and a bit of black crape

round his slouch hat) to take care of her, and very

soon Mr. Pop and I were mere specks on the broad

veldt horizon.

It was glorious to ride again ! We seemed to be

galloping towards the very edge of the world, and
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would surely go clean over it into the setting sun.

But the crimson haze receded always, and I felt

at last as the horses must do in the " Derby-Winner "

melodrama, galloping madly, and the ground swim-

ming away under one, but oneself never reaching

anywhere.

We met several South African Constabulary

troopers, and others, all pelting toward Cullinan,

saluting us as they passed.

"Is there any disturbance on? " I asked.

"Oh, no," said Mr. Pop; "they're making for

the wagon and Nellie and the housekeeper, don't

you know. I told them they'd be behind us.

You see, we poor fellows don't often see white

women out here."

We arrived at the farm long after the moon was
up, and the wagon with Nellie arrived about ten.

Nellie seemed to have had quite a lively drive,

though they went at a snail's pace. The wagon
had been shortly hemmed in by lonely bachelors

of all shapes and sizes, and Nellie arrived with

every bachelor verging on a state of lunacy, and

all prepared to lay their hearts and divers posses-

sions at her feet next morning at daybreak. The
three S.A.C. troopers thought they had the best

chance. They wear uniform, and their station is

close by our farm. Their only drawback as marry-

ing men is that all they have to marry on is seven

shillings a day and a share in two hens, who
daily lay one egg between them for the three

troopers' sustenance. The hens appear to have

come to some mutual arrangement to take it in
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turns to lay eggs. Nothing will induce them to

lay on the same day; so on Monday the black hen

kindly provides the egg, while the white hen sits

and scratches the dust up and enjoys herself, and

on Tuesday it's the other way about; and this law

seems to be as unalterable as that of the Medes
and Persians.

S.A.C. troopers at these lonely stations are pro-

verbially improvident. Directly they get their pay

they go into Pretoria or Johannesburg and spend it

all in two days. Then they come back and live on

nothing for the rest of the month. Mr. Pop, in

return for their police-protection, has given them a

two-roomed sod-hut, one Kafhr, the two hens^ and a

plot of ground. When their pay is spent they live

on a very little whisky and the egg, which, as

everyone knows, is very nourishing beaten up

with the whisky; and each trooper takes it in turn

to have the daily egg, and manages to survive on

it till his egg-day comes round again. It didn't

sound promising for domestic bliss; but, as Nellie

said, " The uniform goes a long way, ma'am, and

if I wasn't engaged to be married already
"

But here we fell asleep, for, being nervous, I

insisted on Nellie sharing my room.

Sept. 25.

Very early in the morning we were awakened by

rural sounds—cocks crowing, hens clucking, and a

squashing sound as Mr. Pop emptied a ewer full

of cold water on to the two piccanins, who slept in

a kind of cavern of rags, reached through a big
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bcle in the wall of the mud kitchen. The only

way you could get into this place was by taking a

header through the hole, as the piccanins did

nightly ; and it was an understood thing that if they

were not out of it by 5 a.m. Mr. Pop sent any

liquid that came handy through the hole at them.

Nellie put on a dressing-gown and went out to

make my tea. She brought it back with the two

piccanins in attendance. Mr. Pop, in pyjamas, on

the other side of the door, introduced them as " the

Clane Boy and " Here a scorpion dropped on

to his shoulder (he had already warned us that we
must expect all sorts of funny animals), and so I

added, "And Dirty Boy, I suppose?
"

It turned out that " Clane (or Klein) Boy " is Taal

for " Little Boy," but I ever after dubbed the queer

couple " Clane Boy " and " Dirty Boy."

Clane Boy is the more wonderful of the two

children. If he were white he'd be playing bricks

on the nursery floor at home, and be occasionally

lifted into the pram to have a ride with the baby,

but here in Africa he is Mr. Pop's cook, butler,

valet, laundress, builder, groom, gardener, and

everything else, and an infant phenomenon, if ever

there was one. He and his small brother are both,

of course, coal-black. Clane Boy's age is eight, and

Dirty Boy is nine, but Clane Boy is the boss, and

Dirty Boy is dreadfully frightened of him. Clane

Boy's head hardly reached to my bedside, but he

deposited the tray on it and hurried away, driving

Dirty Boy in front of him with some instructions

about stores he required from the store-room.

I
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When Nellie and I were dressed, we sallied into

the mud kitchen to see what kind of breakfast we
were likely to get. One saucepan, one frying-pan,

one jug, and five plates constituted the kitchen para-

phernalia. Mr. Pop spent twenty pounds a year

ago on six hundred different kitchen things, but

this is " all that is left of them, left of six hundred."

Clane Boy stood on an empty Swiss milk box to

enable him to reach the table, and here we found

him in course of whipping eggs, turning bacon on

a " Puffing Billy " stove, and stirring oatmeal, while

in between he ordered Dirty Boy about and bullied

two other farm hands (six-foot Buck Kaffirs called

" Bye-and-Bye " and " Alice-Where-Art-Thou? "),

and these beings appeared completely under the un-

canny child's thumb, flew at his bidding, and trem-

bled at his lightest frown.

" I'm sure," said I, watching all this, " that this

infant is the reincarnation of some famous chef, or

even perhaps Napoleon or Wellington. He seems

born to command. How did you learn all this,

Clane Boy? "

Clane Boy, rapidly turning a savoury omelette

into a hot dish (obediently held by " Alice-Where-

Art-Thou? ") replied that "the Missis with the blue

eyes taught me omelettes, the Missis with the

husband (a husband appears to be a rara avis out

here) taught me the bacon, the fat Missis taught

me porridge, and the thin Missis coffee."

As the day progressed, the child duly explained

how his roasting, his boiling, his stewing, and his

other numerous culinary accomplishments had all
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been learnt from the various lady guests at the

farm.

" We must teach him something, Nellie," said I

;

" what is there you don't know, Clane Boy ?
"

" Missis no can teach me anysing," said Clane

Boy, modestly. " I know everysings."

And so it transpires.

We feed right royally while stopping at the farm,

and Clane Boy proves that he knew more cooking

than Mrs. Beeton and all the lady correspondents

of all the ladies' papers in the world put together.

He can do everything else, too. He washes and

irons clothes and frills and furbelows like a French

grisette. He puts locks on doors and panes in

windows. He thatches the house when needed, he

whitewashes the walls, and he doctors the horses

and cows. He grafts roses, and plants mealies,

potatoes, and cabbages; rears sunflowers, violets,

and carnations, and has invented a nice system of

irrigation, turning the Elands River on to the garden

when required. He also makes beautiful bricks,

and has designed several of the cottages on the

estate, and helped to build them. At present, in

his spare time, he is superintending the building ol

a nice low brick wall in front of the house for people

to sit on and admire the view, and " Bye-and-Bye "

and " Alice-Where-Art-Thou ? " work under him.
" He has offered," said Mr. Pop, " to erect a

bath-room with hot and cold water; and when the

wall is finished, he'll begin it."

" Is there anything of a child left in him? " said I.

" It is plain he is a hundred years old."
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" Sometimes," replied Mr. Pop, " he appears to

become a child for days on end. It is most annoy-

ing. I can get no work done at all. He and Dirty

Boy insist on playing marbles all day and stuffing

themselves with oranges till they can't move."
" Thank Heaven !

" said I. "I was getting quite

frightened of him."
" Clane Boy !

" roared Mr. Pop (we sat at lunch),

" bring your ladder and smoke out this hornets' nest

behind the ceiling. Don't be nervous," added our

host, as a cloud of hornets settled confidingly on

his head and circled cheerfully round ours; "they

make nests behind the calico ceiling. They won't

hurt anyone—unless they're annoyed."
" But won't it annoy them to have a fire lit against

their nest?" I enquired, anxiously, "it would annoy

English hornets."

" Well, it may," agreed Mr. Pop, and he yelled

to Dirty Boy to carry our lunch out under the

orange trees while it was done.

Sept. 27.

This farm is very pretty ! Although there was

a brilliant, orange-coloured moon the night we
arrived, it wasn't till morning that we could see it

all properly. To get here you ride through miles

and miles of mountain and valley all thickly tim-

bered with huge spreading trees, such as oaks,

mimosas, elms, wild peach, orange, lemon, and
many more. The house is of yellow mud, with

walls hugely thick, and the roof is flat and finished

off with turrets all round. Large orange and lemon
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groves hide the house as you approach. The smell

from them is lovely. At present they are laden

with their flaming fruit and the waxy white marriage

blossom as well. One feels that an organ ought

to be playing the Wedding March all the time.

The ground beneath our feet is probably all

diamonds, for wherever mimosa trees grow thick in

Africa you find diamonds.

Years ago, long before the famous Premier

diamond mine was discovered, Mr. Pop had a

dream one night that his guardian angel led him to

the foot of the kopje behind the house, and pointing

to it said, " Dig there ! There are diamonds. And
the largest diamond in the world lies in that kopje."

Soon after that the Premier diamond mine was
discovered—not on this farm, of course, but just

outside it, twenty miles away—and the other day

the great Cullinan diamond, the size of a long peg-

tumbler, was found in it.

Somehow one can't picture Mr. Pop, who is a

somewhat hardened sinner and a man of the world

to his toe-nails, being led along in white raiment

by a heavenly messenger, but if all this is true it's

very interesting

!

So Mr. Pop is convinced that a bigger diamond

still lies in his kopje behind the farm, and Nellie

and I are going every morning to dig for it.

It seems that the night we arrived Mr. Pop's angel

again appeared, and this time presented Mr. Pop,

a la Joan of Arc, with a spade instead of a sword,

and said, " Let the ladies dig now, and give you

a rest," at which message Mr. Pop was very pleased,
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for he is worn out with digging for the diamond,

and the hot weather is coming on and it's sultry

work. It is also nervous work, because of a monster

python, the size of a tree, which has a hole in the

kopje, and whenever Mr. Pop starts digging it comes

out of its hole to see what's up.

Nothing was said in his dream about the python,

and Mr. Pop had a most unpleasant experience one

day. He and some Kaffirs were digging, and

feeling very hopeful (the soil being evidently

diamondiferous), when suddenly the python put its

head out of its hole without a word.

Mr. Pop is a brave man, but at this sight he fled,

and all the Kaffirs behind him, leaving by mistake,

tied to a tree, the donkey which they had brought

up, hung with sacks to carry the diamonds.

They remembered the donkey later and went

back, but the python, which was thirty-five feet long

and as thick as a man's body, had crushed the

unfortunate animal to a pulp, swallowed it, and dis-

appeared down the hole, the rope the donkey had

been fastened to still connecting the python with the

tree.

A Kaffir saw the whole ghastly affair and fainted

on the spot, but revived as they rode up, and pointed

to the rope, which, as the python groaned in its

sleep (it had evidently got indigestion badly),

occasionally quivered. They lit fires and sat there

all night, and towards morning there was a loud

report. The python, wriggling still deeper down

its hole, had snapped the rope, and it flew into Mr.

Pop's face, giving him a severe shock, for he was
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half asleep, and, of course, thought it was the serpent

itself. After that, dreams or no dreams, diamonds

or no diamonds, he decided he would dig no more,

and yet the matter often worried him, for it seemed

such a pity to think a fortune lay there only waiting

to be dug out. He was very pleased, therefore,

when the angel told him that Nellie and I were to

dig for it, and, of course, share the profits.

We decided to risk it, for if the largest diamond

in the world lies there we should be the richest

people on earth, and so this morning we began and

dug all day, but have so far found nothing. We
were not very far from the python's hole, and if a

butterfly alighted on our backs we would rend the

air with screams, Nellie howling, " He's a-crushing

me; he's a-winding of hisself round me. Murder!

Fire ! Police !
" And at the cry Mr. Pop, Clane

Boy, Dirty Boy, and all the S.A.C. troopers from

across the valley would come running to the

rescue.

This afternoon we are going to pick oranges for

marmalade in large quantities, and the S.A.C.

troopers are coming to help, and we have promised

to send a jugful of it to every lonely farmer

around. Ten ewers arrived this morning by ten

different boys, all ready to be filled with marmalade.

Sept. 28.

The smell of the orange-blossoms seemed to go

to the troopers' heads as we picked in the orange

groves, and the men (including Mr. Pop) all became
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so sentimental that it was with difficulty we got any

sensible work out of them at all. The oranges

picked, Clane Boy superintended operations, stand-

ing on his usual milk-box, stirring the fruit as

fast as we cut it up, and finally throwing it

into a kind of monster witch's cauldron. Once the

child almost fell in. He toppled forward, and it

was an anxious moment, for had he gone in we

should, of course, have been obliged to throw away

the marmalade. So after that, for safety's sake,

we tied him with a string to a big hook in the

kitchen wall.

Dirty Boy has gone to-day to fetch the letters.

He goes three times a week. It is fifteen miles

there and fifteen back, and he travels on foot. He
also has to bring back joints, vegetables, and stores,

and as he approaches the farm we hear him over

the hills and far away playing on his concertina and

jigging as he comes along, apparently as fresh as

a fiddle.

The climate and weather are perfectly divine.

Never a cloud on the blue, and the turtle-doves

cooing all day in the orange-groves.

Sept. 29.

All the marmalade is burnt ! We poured it into

the bedroom jugs and sent it off, but as soon as it

got cool it went solid as a rock, and the only result

of our marmalade-making is that not a soul for miles

around can wash now, and every jug has had to be

thrown away.

S
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This is a beautiful, peaceful life, to be sure, but

I wish that African cocks wouldn't crow the live-

long night, like Mr. Pop's. His begin at midnight

and never stop till the sun is up, and I've asked

him to kindly have the little brutes fastened into

a packing-case at night till I'm gone. " Very well,"

he says. He is quite used to it. Every lady who
comes to the farm takes a dislike to some of his

pets. The one before us had a fit if a cat came

near her, so his cat had to be nailed into a box till

she left, and when it got out it couldn't walk, for

she stopped eight weeks.

Another lady didn't like his pet cobra, because

it would wind itself round her legs at meal-times,

so he had to kill it. Another objected to a mastiff

he'd got at the time, which, if you were ever so

friendly and said anything nice to it, such as

" There, then ! was it a dear old doggie-woggie ?" it

went for your throat, and had already torn several

people in the district almost to pieces. She refused

to stop unless Mr. Pop sent it away altogether.

And now it's his poultry. They were all nailed up

this morning in an old packing-case, inscribed,

" Stow away from boiler."

This afternoon we rode to a beautiful farm about

nine miles from here, w^here a handsome young

bachelor has just got a friend (lately retired from

the Army) to join forces with him and "help do

the work."

The Army man came languidly forth to assist us

off our horses, and somehow didn't quite match the

wild scenery around—the pigs grunting hard by,
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the cows being milked, and the creaking of the

family well as water was hauled up. He was

arrayed in an immaculate pale-grey Bond Street

suit, and an immaculate crease ran down the middle

of his trousers. He had on art-green silk socks, the

trousers turned up to show them. A pale art-tie

was worn to match his eyes. As for his moustache,

the ends stuck out in soldierly fashion, and every

now and then he gave them a fierce upward twirl.

The other (the working partner, evidently) emerged

in dusty riding-breeches, attached deftly to his

braces with two four-inch French nails. There's

no one to mend for African farm-bachelors, so they

find these large nails very useful, and when their

socks wear out they tie up the leg-end with a bit

of string and put their feet into that end. A flannel

shirt open at the neck and an old felt hat on his

curly yellow head completed the costume. This

one does all the work, and handsome Captain Norton

lies in a long chair under the mimosa trees and writes

to friends in Johannesburg and England :
" This

(after the Army and the War Office) is an arduous

life, but I like it."

Sept. 30.

It is the Sabbath ! Last night, it seems, Mr. Pop
had another of his heavenly dreams. This time it

was about a live lyddite shell left during the war

on a kopje on this farm—and a very dangerous thing

to have lying about, especially as before long Mr.

Pop wants to start digging on that kopje for

diamonds. The shell certainly ought to be removed,

s 2
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and we arranged that Mr. Pop and I were to ride

there, and I was to go up and look for the shell

while he held the horses down below.

We started after lunch, and on arriving at the foot

of the kopje we dismounted, and Mr. Pop said he

would hold the horses if I'd go up and see

if the shell was there, and, if it was, to let him
know.

So I started to climb the kopje. It was a

beautiful kopje, covered with rocks and flowers,

and when I reached the top Mr. Pop, at the

bottom, looked like a fly. I hunted about for the

shell, and suddenly found it, sure enough, hidden

in long grass and flowers, a huge thing—and I

was so pleased ! I sat and looked at it for some

time, and then I thought :
" Why not roll it to the

edge of the precipice and send it down to Mr. Pop
as a surprise .'^" It seemed a good way of getting

it down to him, for it would take ten Kaffirs to

remove it, and this was surely simplest.

So I started to roll it to the edge of the precipice.

Far down below sat Mr. Pop on a boulder, smoking

contentedly and smiling to himself. The horses

browsed near.

When I got the lyddite shell to the edge I shouted

to Mr. Pop, " I've found the shell ! I'm sending

it down to you ! Move out of the way !
" (the air

is so clear in Africa you can hear miles off). The
next minute the shell was bounding from rock to

rock—and how was I to know that a live lyddite

shell is liable to explode on concussion ? I thought,

of course, you had to put a match to it, or something
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of that kind. I guessed something was wrong when

I saw Mr. Pop fleeing in front of that shell as if

ten thousand devils were behind him. He told me
afterwards (lying in bed with cold bandages on his

head and Nellie fanning him) that if it was possible

to repent of all your sins in a lump in the space of

one second and a half, he did then. He could hear

the shell just behind him striking the rocks and

boulders with terrific crashes. Every moment he

expected to find himself in eternity. The horses

both bolted for the farm, of course, and Mr. Pop
never stopped running till he heard the shell stop

too, caught at last in a big, soft, grassy hole.

Oct. 8.

We all went to lunch to-day (Mr. Pop being con-

valescent) with a married couple who have a per-

fectly lovely farm on the other side of the valley.

It was wild, uncultivated land when they got it, and

now a prettier scene of domestic bliss you couldn't

imagine, and all done in eleven months by the

husband, aided by two Kaffirs. All down the

mountain are extensive vegetable gardens, beauti-

fully irrigated. Poultry-runs, nicely enclosed ; the

cackling of geese and turkeys, the baa-ing of sheep,

and lowing of cows give an English sound to the

air. The sky is too blue, though, for England, and

the little sod-hut and two green tents are pure

African. I am more than ever convinced that half

the depression in the Transvaal is because many of

the people are too lazy to work. They have got
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used to thinking that fortunes can be made, as they

once were, by strolling up and down Commissioner

Street swindling each other. This farm, like all

farms in the Transvaal, was given rent free on con-

dition it was properly cultivated, and the present

owners had only a little capital and yet have made
of it a paying thing. Only pluck and endurance,

and a little experience or study, were wanted.

Labour on African farms is free also. Mr. Pop
gives a plot of land, large enough for a few mealies,

to the Kaffirs, and in return they are each obliged

to work for him nine days a month for nothing;

and it is the same on all farms under the Squatters'

Law.
" Why shouldn't Sobersides do something like

this, Mr. Pop?" said I, contemplating all this rural

prosperity. "Would you give him a farm?"

(Sobersides is Johnny's pet name.)
" Has Sobersides got the agricultural instinct at

all ? " said Mr. Pop, puffing at his cigar as we all

sat under a tree.

" How would it show itself ? " said I. " You see,

I don't know the signs of it. Would potatoes

sprout out of the top of his head, for instance ?
"

Mr. Pop isn't sure how the agricultural instinct

shows itself, so we can't be certain whether Sober-

sides has got it or not. In some boys it appears

very early in life, and exhausts itself quickly in such

rural pursuits as removing apples from other people's

orchards, trampling down the farmer's corn,

demolishing hay-stacks, and chasing flocks of sheep,

but though Sobersides has done all these things,
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Mr. Pop isn't sure whether, in Africa, they will

lead to much.

Oct. 12.

We were up long before the sun rose, and for the

first time in our lives Nellie and I saw the dear

old proverb enacted, "The darkest hour is just

before the dawn." We had to be up at that hour

if we were to catch the only train of any use to us

at the little station twenty miles away across the

veldt, and the trek-wagon was to start with us at

six. When we first woke it was dark yet. But still

there was a kind of silvery-grey radiance over the

sleeping mountains and valleys that you generally

get in Africa on the darkest night. But while we
dressed, to our surprise a deep, jetty blackness

settled upon the earth; that "darkest hour" so

symbolical of the deepest night of sorrow that often

precedes joy and the morning.
" Look, Nellie !

" said I, " here comes the darkest

hour. I always thought it a fable."

We stood at my tiny open bedroom window (the

air being like velvet) and beheld the kopje behind

the farm suddenly swallowed up in gloom, while

sky and trees and all else vanished, too, and the

blackness became like something to feel and touch.

But it was so soft, so silent, so very beautiful ! It

was as if Nature had turned in her slumber, whis-

pered " Let me sleep once more ere I rise," and

had closed her eyes fast as she sank into still deeper

unconsciousness.
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For twenty minutes or so this lovely " darkest

hour" lasted, and a silence brooded over all, full

of a delicious peace. Then faint opal bars of light

painted themselves across the sky, spread softly,

like hundreds of angels' wings touching each other

and quivering from east to west, and soon all the

sleeping earth was awake and turning. Morning

was here

!

And now we are climbing into the wagon, thought-

fully spread with mattresses at Mr. Pop's orders,

and Clane Boy and Dirty Boy have each been

gladdened with all the small coin I possess. We
have thanked our kind host for all his hos-

pitality, and the piccanins' grinning little black

visages are the last thing we behold as the wagon
turns the corner of the farm and descends with a

splash into the spruit.

Farewell, dear little African farm ! Farewell,

beautiful orange groves, heavy and honey-sweet

with your waxy wedding blossoms ! Farewell,

Python Hill ! Farewell, Lyddite Kopje !

Just as it all disappeared, Nellie declared she

saw the python put its head out of its hole on the

kopje as much as to say, "A good riddance of bad

rubbish," but what certainly did happen was a loud

and joyous "Cock-a-doodle-doo!" which burst

simultaneously from four feathered throats.

Clane Boy had run to tell the harbingers of morn
(inside their packing-case) that they could now call

their soul their own.

Back in the New Jerusalem

!
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Johannesburg,

Oct. 23, 1904.

To-night a thinking mood is on again, and I have

for some reason been thinking for an hour or more

of Maria.

I love Maria.

She is sixty, tall, bent, black, and does my wash-

ing, and is up mornings at four and lives in a house

on the veldt made of old paraffin tins, with a hole

in the top for a pipe through which her smoke goes,

and how Maria, old and oft-times weary and worn,

and, perhaps, hungry, gets my clothes so snowy

white in that earth-floor hut, with a board to iron

on, and the work and sorrows of sixty African years

upon her grey head, I never can make out. But

she does, and arrives at my room with it all on the

top of her head and her dear old chocolate face

under, smiling, no matter what the weather, the dust,

the want of water, and the other obstacles sent by

Providence to hinder Maria in the washing of the

missis's clothes.

At first Maria was to me, like the Poet's Prim-

rose, "A laundress and nothing more." A useful

being with two hands and two legs and two eyes,

who made my clothes white and pretty for a small

sum. I got angry with Maria if she was late with

my washing, and if she was punctual I took it as

a matter of course. If she lost something I cut it

out of her pay, and the thought did not disturb

my rest. Nor did Maria ever complain.
" Another of my best embroidered Indian-chicken
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handkerchiefs lost, Maria? I must cut you two

shilhngs, then. Even in India chicken-work costs

money."

And Maria only smiled sadly and shook her grey,

dignified head, and replied :

" Missis quite right
—

'nother two shillings gone !

"

My heart began to smite me, but I hardened it.

Maria had probably stolen my handkerchief. To
err is human. To forgive divine. Still, if people

err too often you don't go on feeling divine enough

to forgive them. You want to pay them out. And,

for the time being, you feel better.

I feel quite pleased to think I had been even with

Maria. If Maria really wanted my Indian chicken-

work handkerchiefs she must pay me for them.

That was rough justice, the finest in the world, the

least trouble, and the least expensive and the most

honest, because no lawyers or judges came into it.

Other justice is too expensive or unpleasant for

ordinary people. You are dragged into a court.

You are made to kiss a Bible, and often, if after

that you don't commit perjury, you lose your case.

Yet there is a rough justice which later may smite

your heart, and Maria ceased to become to me "a
laundress and nothing more," the morning she

fainted in my room with fatigue, old age, and

Hunger.

She had never told me how hard her life was.

Maria takes life just as it comes, and when one

client after another (nearly all well-to-do bachelors

in chambers) vanished from the said chambers leav-

ing no address, and no money, and forgetting she
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had washed for them three months for nothing, and

when she got sick from no proper food for weeks,

and lost people's things because a friend came

in to make her some tea and must have carried

them off as payment, and when I had impressed on

her that I'd change laundresses if she was late

again, and that was a calamity too great to risk,

because I was the only client who always paid

regularly, Maria took it all quietly, and did not

grieve overmuch, knowing in her simple religion

that she'd die and go some day to a better land,

where even old Cape laundresses may be welcome

and get a long rest.

And so from the hour that I lay Maria upon

my sofa and gave her hot tea and food, she became

to me a human soul, and my equal.

I learnt to love and respect her as I often have

not loved nor respected my white acquaintances.

I have unshakable ideas (not being a Keir Hardie)

of the folly of attempting to violently and

suddenly equalise the black race with the white.

But when here and there you meet all unawares a

jewel in that humble, dusky setting, will you let the

setting prevent your admiring it? Even loving it?

And being proud to call it something of your own ?

Maria is my friend now.

I still (being sadly human) sometimes feel cross

with her when she's late with my things, but I say

very little. I have discovered an honesty, an up-

rightness, a tender love and charity and refinement

in Maria which put to shame many a white woman
in this land.
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She does not worry her head over the religious

and social problems of the day, nor the whys and

wherefores of the mystery called Life. Had she

had her choice, Maria would have died as a child.

Many of us would, but w^e say it wildly, bitterly.

She does not. She has lost every soul she ever

loved—for a time. And " Them above have got

them safe," and will doubtless call her too, before

long. Life has been hard, but " Them above
"

doubtless have a reason. All Maria has to do in it

is "to go along " and cheat no one, and tell no lies

about missing petticoats and pocket-handkerchiefs,

and realise that it is just that the Missis "cuts
"

when such are missing.

Maria rejoices with those that do rejoice, and

weeps with those that weep.

If she arrives with my clothes on her head and

finds me excited and happy, she claps her black

hands, and says, " Happy Missis ! Missis keep

young like this !

"

" Maria, Maria, help me get into my dress

!

Isn't it pretty? Be quick, Maria, for I haven*t

much time, and Nellie is out."

" Nice baas coming. Missis? Take Missis out?
"

" Yes, Maria. Very nice baas. Why do you

look sad?"
For Maria is standing resting her coloured

withered cheek on the palm of one weather-

beaten hand, and her dim old eyes are gazing at

me, but also beyond me—at her vanished

Past.

" Maria sad," she smiles, " 'cos she like to look
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pretty again and be loved. But now poor Maria

old and ugly, and no one love her."

And another day Maria knocks and steals in, and

Missis has been turning out old boxes of letters

and relics, and sits on her bed, and has in her

fingers a long, bright, thick, golden curl.

And the Missis looks up, but can't speak.

Maria lays the washing down, and then kneels

upon the floor and looks at the curl, touches it

reverently with her finger-tip, and cries a little too.

" I lost a child, too, Missis. Long, long time

ago. But, law ! Missis no cry. The children all

safe in lovely place. No tin hut like mine. Every-

thing beautiful where my child is. And Missis's

child, too, with his golden curls."

Nov. 30, 1904.

It has been my ambition for a long time to find

some congenial friends to go with me far from the

frivolous, money-hunting crowd of cities and lead

the Simple Life in some rural spot, share expenses,

and have each other's protection against Chinese,

dynamiters, and so forth, no woman in this part of

Africa being able to live alone. But now I have

at last got my party together. But no more paying

guests.

I have heard of a dear little cottage in a Dutch
dorp, twelve miles out of Johannesburg, where,

so far, they have only had one murder, one
house blown up with dynamite, another set fire to

by a man who had insured it and was on his last
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legs financially (quite a common crime out here),

and four housebreakings by Chinese in four months.

This is so magnificent a record that, though you

cannot get into or out of the place without awful

trouble—there being no proper train service, no

shops, nor anything—there is a scramble for it

because it is so safe. And this is the last cottage

going.

I went down with Nellie to see it. You leave the

reef behind you at a junction, and get into a puffing

affair consisting of one carriage, and this winds you

away across the green and silent veldt—now through

mealie-fields just beginning to tassel, now through

peach orchards, and now through green, flower-

besprinkled stretches, dotted with cows and sheep

and goats feeding all the long African summer day,

with the cloudless blue above, and not a sign of

human habitation between them and the far horizon.

The train stops whenever a passenger yells to it,

and presently someone told us it was time to yell

for our village, which, they said, was down in yonder

valley. We alighted, and there it was, spread out

below us, so quiet, so apparently lifeless that it might

have been " Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the

plain," deserted.

Yet people lived in it, for as we descended into

the valley we saw pale blue smoke curling up from

one or two chimneys. The only sounds around us

were the humming of the wild bees and gnats in the

grass. A fat beetle crawled laboriously along the

tiny winding path at our feet, dragging a dead locust

for the maintenance of his family. Four sakkabula
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birds sat on a fence, their long, ragged, black tails

looking like old stockings just washed and hung
out to dry in the sun.

" There !

" said I, pointing to a wee, white cottage

standing all by itself, with big spreading peach trees

round it and grass and flowers growing up to its

little white gates, "that's the only house I want in

the dorp. Let us go and see if it's the one to let.

There we could lead the Simple Life and be

happy."

Not often do things turn out thus in real life, for

my cottage was the only house to let in the dorp.

We approached it. A delightful stoep, shaded by

enormous peach trees thrusting out branches laden

with slowly-ripening fruit, was to me its chief attrac-

tion. Not a sound broke the stillness, save two

turtle-doves quarrelling in the branches, which bent

softly in the summer breeze. " I'll take this cottage,

if I can get it," said I, " and we'll call it ' Simplicity

Hall.'
"

Dec. 4.

I have got it, and am now in it with Nellie, getting

the place straight. Then the otliers are coming out

and we shall all share the expenses equally. I

expect it's going to be fun. I've duly christened

the cottage " Simplicity Hall," and it's an under-

stood thing that, once we've got straight and Nellie

is gone (to stop at Durban with Hankey's mother,

to see if Mrs. Hankey approves of her), we are each

to " do " for ourselves, and no servant will be kept

at all. I am now drawing up the rules, which will
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be pasted in the principal room and read by every-

one on arriving. Half the misery of present-day

existence is caused by our luxurious ideas and the

way we expect to be waited upon. When you do

your work yourself you learn to do with very little,

for it's wonderful, when you've got to cook and

wash up and dust for yourself, how careful you get,

how little food you want, and how few things you

soil. You also keep your money in your pocket

—

which argument I find the most effective of all when

laying down the law on these subjects to the future

tenants of " Simplicity Hall."

At present, of course, I couldn't be expected to

get this cottage straight for everybody single-

handed; so at this moment I'm on a long

chair under the peach tree while Nellie scrubs out

the house. It is a divine day—the Rand mid-

summer—and doves coo in the branches of the

big, spreading peach trees round the cottage. The
place is charmingly situated, too, for the tents that

we intend erecting to sleep in. The first requisite

of the Simple Life is, as I tell them all, to get very

strong and healthy. Sleeping in a tent makes you

so ; it's a well-known fact. And you wake at about

four in the morning fit for anything, and only longing

to scrub, clean saucepans, cook the breakfast, and

pump up water from the well. (Ours, by the bye,

is out of order, and water has to be fetched from

a well a long way off.)

The cottage is, as I said, situated all by itself

on the open veldt, so there's plenty of room for the

tents, which will arrive when their owners do.
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Everyone supplies his own tent to sleep in, and

keeps it in order. Then we shall all come into the

house to prepare the breakfast, half of us taking it

in turns to cook and the other half to lay the table.

Then we shall all sit down together to eat it, the

men afterwards leaving for their day's work. Some
of them are on the mines, some are in offices or have

businesses of their own, and one is a solicitor, and

is to adjust all quarrels and keep us all clear of the

law, which, being Roman-Dutch, is very easy to

break. You can get in prison in this country for

next to nothing—such as, for instance, paying too

much attention to your neighbour's wife ; while, on

the other hand, you may shoot your husband dead

and say you did it for fun, and you get off, especially

if you're pretty. As for perjury, you can go into

court and swear your best friend into jail for ten

years, and no one minds at all—except the friend.

So it will be useful to have a solicitor about the

place.

Dec. 6.

The house is slowly getting straight. We each

supply our own furniture, and every day fresh

trolleys arrive containing someone's possessions.

They vary considerably, and it really doesn't seem

quite fair. I have got some very nice things for

the general use, while Mr. Hay, for instance,

possesses nothing in the wide world beyond a

truckle-bed and a packing-case, which serves him

as a table. Yet he draws forty pounds a month,

but will spend it all on riotous bachelor living. It

T
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is only with great difficulty that I've been able to

drag out of him, towards the equipment of the

house, one tablecloth, one spoon, and a chair with

three legs, which he declares he can easily sit on

himself by balancing, and it is at present propped

against his dirty old packing-case, which therefore

has to be in the dining-room too, or the chair would

fall down. A tablecloth, a spoon, and a lame chair

don't go far towards the furnishing of a house, but

in reply to my remonstrances (in notes sent by his

trolley-man) Mr. Hay replies (by the butcher), " I

thought you said it was to be the Simple Life ? " to

which I reply (by the baker), " Yes, it's apparently

to be the Simple Life for you and the complicated

life for me," and I can see we're going to have a

row. " Six-and-eightpence " (as we call the legal

man of our party) has already, at my request, written

a " legal letter
"—to be charged to the house in

general—to Mr. Hay, expostulating at his shortage

of furniture. It resulted in a second packing-case

arriving, " which may do as a table," and not another

stick can we get out of the wretch. He is a big,

strong man, able to disable at least two Chinamen

at a blow. And he also has a Browning pistol,

which, when you once touch the trigger, goes on

killing people without a pause for quite a long time.

Therefore, as I am sure we are all going to be very

nervous here at nights, we don't like to quarrel with

him just yet, for the other men only have cheap

pistols, which may explode, or jam, at the critical

moment.

A whole houseful of perfectly unoffending people
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were annihilated last night in a township close to

this by Chinamen who wanted some sugar for their

tea (nothing else), and who, in quest of it, burst into

someone's abode, braining every soul who appeared.

Though you can't see or hear a mine here in Sweet-

fontein (our name for this dorp), you have only to

climb to the tops of the hills round it to realise that

we are certainly conveniently situated for the mid-

night expeditions and picnics of this charming race.

So it's quite clear that we mustn't quarrel with Mr.

Hay at present, though I firmly intend to later on,

when someone else has raised a reliable pistol.

Dec. 8.

Nellie and I are very nervous at nights, and I

shall be thankful when the rest of the party arrive.

During the day-time we feel quite happy. The sun

shining, the birds singing, the cows feeding up to

their knees in grass and flowers, and the Dutch

school-children droning Dutch hymns to English

tunes in the village school hard by, all make
company.

But as evening falls and the children pipe out

their last hymn for the day we begin to look at each

other, for when school is over we are alone for a

mile round.

We then shut up the cottage, or rather nail it up

;

for the builder is like the miserable sinners and has

left undone the things he ought to have done (such

as providing locks and bolts), and has done up the

things he ought to have left undone, the result being

T 2
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that doors persist in keeping open, while windows

remain shut.

Darkness falls. We light our four tallow

candles, and feel worse and worse. Next we load

the pistol, and, as a solemn warning to any loafers

around, open a window and fire it off haphazard into

the gloom. We learnt next morning that the first

time we did this we shot a poor old cow in the leg,

and a bill has come in for about a hundred pounds

of prime beef, the carcase of the cow being respect-

fully deposited at our gates next morning, for, of

course, it had to be killed. There's going to be a

law-suit, which " Six-and-eightpence " will defend

for us, on the plea that the cow was devouring our

gate, and we thought it was a Chinaman. Naturally,

we tried to be more careful after this.

The night passes in various ways, chiefly in

shouting to each other from our respective rooms,
" Are you awake } " The other one naturally awakes

and replies, " No," and then lies listening till the

questioner falls asleep, when the performance is

repeated. Then, suddenly, all the dogs begin to

bark together. Our hair rises on our heads—or

would, if it wasn't too long. A whole horde of

Chinamen may be approaching ! There are still

twenty thousand left in the country, by the way, all

their contracts not expiring for another two years.

Contrary to the English burglar, who usually tries

hard to avoid notice, the marauding Chinee on the

Rand approaches your abode with war-cries, straight-

way battering in doors and skulls, so that you are

never taken wholly by surprise.
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They may only require a square meal, but the

procedure is the same as when they want money or

valuables. Having dispatched the entire family,

they sit down, have supper, and depart quite content,

and they don't seem at all upset if it ends in their

being hanged for that supper.

There is a miserable feeling about all this; it

seems so unnecessary, the bloodshed so superfluous.

One longs to tell them that they can have a regular

banquet if they will only knock at the door and ask

for it. One would so very gladly provide a meal

to save one's brains being bashed out, if only asked

politely to choose.

Lying in bed discussing it, we decide to paste a

civil notice in Chinese on the gate next night proffer-

ing this information, and stating that it will be

unnecessary to brain any of us. " A meal is ready

inside. Please walk in." Amid such debates the

morning dawns. I shall be thankful when the others

arrive.

Dec. lo.

They've arrived. Simplicity Hall is full. All

the tents have arrived also, and the evening has been

spent in pitching them on the veldt close to the

house.

We nearly came to blows as to whose tent was to

be on the inside of the camp and whose on the

outside. There is no run on the outside, for it will

be the first to be attacked if anything happens.

Everyone wants to be inside. The camp is, in fact,
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like the roly-poly pudding, where no one wants the

ends.

Finally we put Mr. Hay on the outside, partly

because he's got the only reliable pistol, and partly

because he has contributed so little furniture to the

house, and so he can't expect to be as safe as we,

who have given sideboards and clocks and sofas.

We gave " Six-and-eightpence " the task of

breaking the news to him; it's always best to have

a lawyer to tell people unpleasant thines. He can

be just as nasty as you could be, and no one can

have him up. I have never quite grasped how they

do it. When they write it they put at the top of

the letter, "Without prejudice," after which they

can be as rude as they like—even tell you that you're

a thief and a murderer—and you can't do a thing.

And as " Six-and-eightpence " said he knew a way
of keeping himself quite safe when discharging the

same duty verbally, we left it to him and pretended

to be absorbed in the tents.

At first, though " Six-and-eightpence " kept quite

calm, the interview was stormy. But Mr. Hay
simmered down, and I expect " Six-and-eightpence "

started by calling out "Without prejudice," or some-

thing of that sort, after which he went ahead, and

Mr. Hay didn't dare go for him with his tent mallet,

with all of us as witnesses.

" You see," concluded " Six-and-eightpence,"

politely (he is always quiet, sweet, and very polite),

"in an establishment of this sort, the—ahem

—

benefits go by the—ahem—contributions. You
apprehend me, Hay? We want a carpet badly.
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also a really comfortable armchair, to sink into after

the day's work. Likewise, my clients inform me

(we are keeping these little discussions strictly

official), a potato-masher is sorely needed. So far,

my dear Hay, to put it plainly, all you've con-

tributed are the two packing-cases. Very useful

!

Very ornamental ! I freely own it. And eminently

suited to the Simple Life. Yes, but the Simple Life

cannot pull all ways, my dear fellow, don't you

know? If you're so fond of it as all that, you won't

mind having the outside place in the camp. Now,

don't flare up again. Hay; please don't. Every

time I have to interfere like this it costs you in

particular about five shillings—your share of the

thirteen-and-fourpence it costs the house. I cannot

possibly give my professional services for nothing.

Yes; six-and-eightpence is the fee at home, but out

here it is double."
" Every blessed thing out here is double !

"

growled Mr. Hay. " Except bachelors, who have

to remain single in consequence. All right; I

suppose I must give way."

So Mr. Hay is on the outside till he provides a

potato-masher and an armchair.

Dec. 12.

I hope all nights in camp are not going to be

quite like last night. It was something awful. To
start with, it took about an hour to settle down, as

it apparently always does in tents. There is so

much to be done in the way of loosening this rope
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and tightening that one. Then this causes the pole

to go askew, and everyone has to come in to put

all their strength to getting it straight. Everything

was done at last, however, and everyone vanished

into their own tent with a sigh of relief and a hearty

" Good-night."

A brief period of silence and holy calm inter-

vened, and then came a yell from me : "Veronica"

(my tent companion), "please light the candle

quickly ! Our tent has been pitched upon a nest

of centipedes! I know it; I squashed two the

moment I got into the tent, and I can hear something

with a lot of legs crawling under my pillow. Oh,

be quick !

"

Veronica lit the candle, and lifted up the pillow.

There I saw a huge spider, which scuttled under

my sheet. Our shrieks brought out several of the

men, armed with their pistols.

"Who? What? Where?" they shouted; and

when we said " A spider ! A spider !
" you should

have seen their faces. Ten minutes were occupied

in digging him out from under my sheet. Then we
all once more said " Good-night," and you heard

everyone getting back into their beds with fresh

sighs, for we were all very tired.

I was dreaming that I was Miss Muffit trying to

eat some porridge which a spider was bent on sharing

with me, when I was awakened by a most ghastly

yell from Veronica.

"Do you hear it?" she cried. "Do you hear

thrst spitting under my bed ? It's a toad, and I am
not going to sleep in this tent till it has been found.
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Their venom is poison, and if it goes into your eye

it kills you !

"

In came all the men again, lifted up Veronica's

kaross, and there was a toad or a frog under her

bed. It instantly spat most viciously at " Six-and-

eightpence," who whacked at it with a stick, but it

gave one jump clean over my bed and hid itself

under the tarpaulin spread on our floor.

"Why not leave it there, poor thing?" said the

men. "It won't hurt you now; it's as frightened

as you are. And it's getting late."

" I can't help that," said Veronica, who was sitting

up in bed with her hair in curl-papers. " That toad

has got to be caught, or my bed must be carried

into the cottage."

The men all groaned politely, and calling Jess,

my little fox-terrier, they set her on to the toad,

and away went the two round and round the tent,

the men following with the candle.

"Will you be happy now?" said they^ when
finally the dog pounced on it. " Jess has swallowed

it !

" And Jess sat thinking it over, a most tragic

expression upon her small black-and-white face,

retribution having apparently already set in.

Our defenders departed, and we all had quite a

nice long sleep of two hours or so, then more trouble

ensued.
" I say," suddenly said Willy to Mr. Hay, in the

next tent to him, " what's that rattling noise behind

us?"
" What do you think it is ?

" said Mr. Hay. " I'm

deaf in one ear, as you know, and I was fast asleep."
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" Well," said Willy, " to me it sounds uncommonly

like a rattlesnake. But keep quiet over it, old chap,

or the ladies will be raising Hell and Leather."

As this speech was delivered in a stentorian

bellow, which is Willy's usual voice, Veronica and

I naturally heard every word, and once more the

entire camp was aroused.

It did really seem as if every animal under the

sun was abroad that night, and we sat up and

watched the men going through the long grass with

sticks, smashing at everything they saw, various other

creatures being thereby aroused from their lairs, and

having to be chased and annihilated. This fresh

diversion concluded about i a.m.

After that we did get some sleep till three, when
Veronica informed me in a stage whisper that a

Chinaman was hiding behind one of our tent-poles

(ours is a span-roof tent), for she could distinctly

see his pigtail reflected by the moonlight upon the

canvas.

" It is no use," said she, " the pigtail moved,

Help ! Murder ! Fire ! Police !

"

"What the deuce is it now?" roared the men,

refusing this time to move. " This is beyond a joke

Is it another spider?
"

On hearing it was a Chinaman, however, they all

trooped out.

The moon was now up; it was a most lovely

night.

" Revolvers ready !
" shouted Willy, " and if it

is a Chow, shoot without giving him a chance."

(Here the pigtail was seen once more to move.)
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Crash went a bullet into the tent-pole, where in

the deceptive half light we could all distinctly see

the pigtail, waving curiously.

Someone then lit another candle and advanced

to inspect the corpse.

"Make sure he's dead," said Veronica; "they're

very treacherous."

And we all held our breath.

Swish went the pigtail—clean into Mr. Hay's

face.

" The devil !
" said he.

" Jupiter ! it's a calf !
" cried Willy, going up to

it.
" An innocent little calf ! It's feeding here

at your tent door, and it's lucky I missed the poor

little wretch."

We had all retired telling Nellie to call us the

next morning at five, for we had decided that she

had better go at once, so that we could start doing

for ourselves in Simple Life style, where, of course,

there are never any servants. The night before

everyone was as keen as mustard on being up with

the lark and getting the early worm or bird, or

whatever it is.

At seven-thirty next morning, however, not a soul

had moved. Nellie came to my tent at five with

my tea, and I had been quite willing to get up, but

when Nellie said, " Time to get up, ma'am," I

naturally asked, " Are the others up ?

"

And when Nellie said, " No, they are not, and

nothing will move them," I really couldn't see why
I should drag myself up to work for a parcel of

snoring people who would loaf in to breakfast when
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it was all done ; and so I went to sleep again, telling

Nellie to call me when the others began to move.

It seems that everyone had told her the same.

There was dead silence for another two hours,

varied by Nellie going round to each tent to report

how the time passed. She had meant to get off by

the first train, but had to give up all idea of it and

cook the breakfast instead.

At eight everyone awoke very suddenly, and as

the train passes a mile away along the veldt and

will stop if you wave to it, and if the lines aren't

wet (for if they're wet it can't start again, so on

wet mornings you have to walk), there was a scene

of wild confusion. The men all rushed in to break-

fast fastening up ties and bootlaces, and most of

them hadn't had time to brush their hair, but

smoothed it as they ran. Having gulped down the

breakfast Nellie had cooked, they all swarmed away

up the hill, their laces trailing and tripping them,

and the best part of their clothes falling off them.

They all caught the train except Mr. Hay, who had

to walk in five miles, and arrived at his office hot

and exhausted, only to be informed that if it occurred

again, life simple or life infernal (his chief has an

awful temper), he'd get the sack.

Dec. 14.

Nellie has gone. The Simple Life has begun,

and at present is very difficult.

On the first evening I met the men on the hill to

tell them that their tents had all fallen down durine

the day, they had been so badly put up, and every-
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one's energies having been concentrated on getting

the inside place.

"And," said I, " NelUe has gone. And as soon

as the tents are up the dinner has got to be

cooked."

"We're dog-tired," said the men to me and

Veronica. " Why shouldn't we have a servant to do

little things for us—some humble creature from

Basutoland who'd give himself no airs? What do

you say, you fellows ?
"

" Do you call that living the Simple Life ? " I

demanded, indignantly. " I knew what it would

be !
" and I stood facing them very angrily.

" But, dash it all," said the men, " it would be

simpler in every way !

"

" Well," said I, " at present please drink your tea,

which Veronica and I have prepared for you, and

let us get at the tents, or to-night there will be

nowhere to sleep."

The men cheered up after some whiskies and

sodas, which is what they call "tea," and we all

started to re-pitch the tents, which lay about in fallen

heaps, a gust—we get violent ones in this deep

valley—having sent the lot flat in five minutes.

The noise we made caused the entire village to

collect. The Dutch vrouws and tanties and the

children stood in a ring watching operations, and

evidently wondering why, when folks had a comfort-

able house to sleep in, they turned out of it to occupy

tents.

" Fresh air !
" we told them, pointing to our

mouths, but the gesture appeared to convey nothing
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to them, though I expect if we'd tapped our heads

they'd have understood, for they consider all the

English as mad as hatters, especially in their extra-

ordinary love for fresh air and baths and other

cranks of that kind.

Dec. i6.

Cooking is all right when it's only the mixing and

stirring you have to do. The part no one here wants

is the washing up, the cleaning of the saucepans, and

the scrubbing of the kitchen floor. I decided that

these engaging duties must be taken in turns, month

and month about, and I made a list. The first month

fell to Mr. Hay.
" Look here," said he, swelling and getting red,

" I'm a mild-tempered man, but I'm not the Arch-

angel Gabriel, I'd have you all to know."
" My dear fellow," said " Six-and-eightpence,"

"this is surely not the time for the unravelling of

family pedigrees ! Here's the scrubbing-brush

and here's the apron to keep you nice and

clean."

" And what are yozi going to do, may I enquire ?"

asked Mr. Hay.
" Well, according to this list," said " Six-and-

eightpence," consulting it and adjusting his pince-

nez, " I have to stand and taste and stir this month.

It isn't a pleasant job, this hot weather, and I fancy

you have the best of it; you can get so nice and

wet and cool. Just empty the bucket over the floor,

kneel down in the water, and go at it. You'll grow

quite to enjoy it after a bit !

"
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" Kneel down yourself," cried Mr. Hay, violently,

and marched out of the kitchen, leaving us to do

it all, except the eating part, for which he turned

up punctually. It was the same at breakfast next

morning—nothing but rows, everyone trying to shirk

the unpleasant parts.

Everyone also wants their own favourite dish for

breakfast, so in the end I decided that we'd each

better cook our own.

From six onwards you can hardly turn round in

the tiny little kitchen with every soul intent upon

their own dish, and really the selfishness of some

people must be seen to be believed. We have a

Scotchman who from the first has demanded a com-

pound called " Figgy Hoggan " for his sustenance.

He requires nothing else. " Figgy Hoggan," he

says, is all that anyone wants this side of the grave,

but none of us had heard of the stuff, so he said,

" Varra weel, Fll cook it for my ain self," or words

to that effect. At any rate, I know it sounded very

Scotch. (So do his bagpipes, by the by, which he

plays in his tent in the cool of the evening after we
have retired to slumber.)

This blessed " Figgy Hoggan " is the burden of

our lives. It takes nine hours to cook, so has to be

put on the night before, and as we all have to help

to pay for the coal we don't think it fair at all, and

we told him so.

" Then I'll cook the wee stuff," said the McPhair-

son, " over me ' Puffing Billy ' in me ain tent. Anny
thing for a quiet life." And all night you hear it

frizzling up against his bed, the smell being enough
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to knock you flat, and we've asked him if he can't

move his tent a couple of miles or so out on the

veldt.

Dec. 17.

More quarrels ! Mr. Hay will eat too much
marmalade at breakfast, clearing out a pot at a sit-

ting, and, as we all have to share expenses equally,

we don't think it fair, and we've begun to throw

out hints that people who are so fond of marmalade

ought to get special pots for themselves and not

expect everyone else to help pay for it. Mr. Hay
quite understood we meant it for him, and started

retaliating, saying that, if it came to that, why
should he pay for " Six-and-eightpence's " bacon

and the MacPhairson's "filthy hoggan"?
Said the MacPhairson, angrily, " I'll thank you,

Hay, to no' be callin' me figgy filthy. If this kind

of thing goes on, I'll have to move me tent some-

where else. One day it's me bagpipes, the next it's

me food."
" Talking of food," said I, " I wish you'd all eat

a better lunch up in the town. You come back here

ravenous, and the bills will be something awful, so

don't blame me, for I have to pay my share, whether

I have an appetite or not."

I meant this as a hint for " Willy-Nilly," the

Welshman of our party. Willy-Nilly is in the Pass

Ofhce up in the town, and runs a small private mess

for his friends. All the men here have lunch at

it, but declare he starves them, so that it is

no wonder they want a huge dinner in the evening.
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I say Willy is depending on the Simplicity

Hall dinner, and he says I'm depending on his

lunch.
" Hi, there !

" he yells out to them, when someone

hands up a plate for another helping. " Easy, old

man ! I can't run to second helpings for a shilling

a day." (That's what they pay a meal.) " You
must make it up to-night, down there," with a jerk

of his thumb towards this dorp. " Sylvia is doing

it on purpose."

"What is there for dinner to-day? " asks Willy-

Nilly of me, on arriving in the evening and smiling

in a jolly sort of way. "We're all starving, as

I only gave 'em a light lunch of sausage and

mashed."

This makes me angry, but I keep quite cool.

" The dinner to-day," I reply, watering my
flowers with a cheerful air, "is cold mutton."

"Oh," says Willy, who is fond of his food; and

his face alters. "Cold mutton, is it? Let me see,

didn't we have cold mutton on Monday?
" Yes. We had hot roast mutton on Sunday, and

cold on Monday."

"And didn't we have it cold again on Tuesday? "

" Yes, we did. There's nothing nicer than cold

mutton with a little mint sauce to make it like lamb."

"And wasn't it cold again Wednesday? And
Thursday? And now again to-day? " asks

Willy.
" Well," said I, " you don't expect it to keep hot

all the week, do you ?
"

u
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For one moment Willy looks as if about to burst,

but controls himself, and in a choked voice says

that he's going into the kitchen to "make himself

some hash "; and I call out, "Do; but don't make

too much of a hash of it !

" and we haven't spoken

again since.

Dec. 19.

The thunderstoms are now getting frightful ! Last

night a fearful one broke over our tents, and we all

lay and shouted to each other, "Are you all right?"

after each flash, just to make sure everyone was

alive.

The lightning was appalling, and the only one

of us who had recollected to put a jam-pot on his

tent-pole as a lightning conductor was Mr. Hay,

and he lay in his outside tent and gave himself awful

airs because of his blessed jam-pot.

We could hear him muttering, " Thank Heaven,

I've got my jam-pot on!
"

" I say," called out " Six-and-eightpence " to an

electrical engineer whom we'd asked down here for

the night, " haven't we all made some silly mistake

about these jam-pots.^ Eh? "

And the Electrical Engineer said of course we
had; we had muddled it up, as people generally

do about lightning, for the truth was that whisky-

bottles and jam-pots attract lightning, and every

soldier killed during the war by lightning was in-
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variably found to have an empty whisky-bottle some-

where near him, or perhaps a jam-pot.

As the Electrical Engineer has, of course, passed

a stiff examination in electricity, this cheered us up

immensely.

After that there was a dead silence from the jam-

pot tent for a long time, while the electric fluid

simply poured round us. Presently, by the light of

one of the flashes, we beheld Mr. Hay in his

pyjamas, in the driving rain and wind, trying with

a long pole to hook the jam-pot off the top of

his tent-pole. But it wouldn't move, and he finally

called out—not knowing we had seen him—that it

seemed rather selfish to keep his jam-pot all to

himself. Would someone like to come and keep

him company and get the benefit of it? He evi-

dently expected to be converted into a cinder at

any moment, and felt, as we all do, that it would

make it easier if someone else became a cinder too.

But no one was keen.

When he could stand it no longer he tore out

of his tent and made for the cottage.

The night was spent in receiving each other in

detachments in the sitting-room of the cottage, for

at last everyone was washed out of their tents by

the persistent downpour.

We first arrivals lit a fire and sat round it, won-
dering how long it would be before So-and-so's tent

collapsed.

Then you'd hear a dull crash, and there would
shoot into the room, head foremost, " Six-and-eight-

u z
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pence," or the MacPhairson, or one or other of

us, the water running off their outstretched fingers

and noses, their pyjamas sodden, and their hair on

end. It's no use to say that a man looks his best

Hke that; one hardly knew them.

We tried to be cheerful over it all, however, and

sat round the fire telling lightning-and-sudden-death

stories with a view to raising each other's spirits.

There wasn't one of us who hadn't had a friend

or close relation struck dead by lightning, and

each narrative ended with some such finale

as :

—

" He had just said to me—' Fine, healthy weather

for ducks, this,' when there was a crack! and

I saw the dear boy frizzle up before my very

eyes."

" Dear me !
" said Veronica, presently, " I am

getting very nervous."

Here the room was lit up with a blue glare.

" Which is the safest place in a thunder-storm

—

can you tell me? " said I to the Electrical Engineer,

who sat apart with a superior sort of air, as if certain

that the lightning would be far too polite to play

any tricks on him.

" No rule can be followed," said the Electrical

Engineer; "the only certain thing about electricity

is its uncertainty. One day you're safe in the cellar,

were there any cellars in Africa; the next, the cellar's

the most dangerous spot you could choose. One
day you're safe in rubber shoes, just like those you've

got on (to Veronica); the next you'll be cold meat
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if you wear them. It's something in the air and

yourselves."

" My hair crackled like anything when I brushed

it out to-night," said Veronica, timidly. "Would
that be a favourable sign, or the reverse ?

"

" It means," said the Electrical Engineer, cheer-

fully, "that you're crammed to-night with electric

fluid. But don't get excited, because that makes

it more dangerous. Keep quite cool."

In the end the Electrical Engineer so terrified

Veronica that she said she should die of fright

unless she could be hidden under a mattress, and,

as all the mattresses were in the tents, she insisted

on my long ottoman-sofa being opened. Into that

she crept and bade us shut it down on her, a pillow

wedged in for air, and there she remained for about

three hours, now and then lifting the lid cautiously

with her head to enquire if the storm was abating.

Daylight dawned on Simplicity Hall with its in-

mates trying to find dry clothes for the day, and

one and all in the most appalling tempers.

"We must have a servant," said the men, when
some bread and grease had been partaken of for

breakfast, there being no time to cook anything

because the wood was soaking wet and the kitchen

fire wouldn't light. " Confound the Simple Life,

say we."

"I agree," Veronica told them. "And so do I,"

said I, " for the moment."

So we've got an Indian " Sammy " (fruit-seller)

who won't give his ten finger-prints, and wants
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to hide from the poUce, and we've taken him in;

and now Veronica and I have to take it in turns

by day to sit in one of the peach trees with field-

glasses. If we see a mounted policeman on the

sky-line, Jaikeran—that's the fruit-seller—gets into

the coal-shed, under the coal, the only place where

even the T.T.P. won't follow, having a great

regard for their smart appearance.

"Where were you in service before? " we asked

Jaikeran the evening we engaged him, all of us

sitting in a row on the stoep, Jaikeran standing

respectfully below on the veldt, occasionally

salaaming whosoever appeared to him the fiercest

of the party. "You say you can cook? Where
did you learn?

"

Jaikeran's English is limited, so he raised one

leg into the air, curved one skinny black arm over

his head, put his face on one side, smiled sweetly,

and gave us a step dance, with occasional twirls

and a high kick. Finally, he said " Mrs. Tink,"

and subsided once more into an attitude of

respect.

"What does it all mean? " I asked, mystified.

" He means Mrs. Tink's Dancing Academy in

Johannesburg," explained someone.

So, though all that Jaikeran seems to know is

how to make a cheese, and that not the eating kind,

in despair and hatred of the house Kafiir we've en-

gaged him, he swearing fidelity, and explaining that

the tenets of his religion make it quite impossible

that he can ever err in any way in our service.
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Jaikeran's English is so limited that, when you

ask him why he is scolding the dogs, he says because

Tickie has carried on to the veldt the Sahib's broom,

with which he sweeps his hair; and when you en-

quire what he is doing for wood for the kitchen

fire, he replies that he " kills " a packing-case or

the branch of a tree.

Jan. lo, 1904.

A big gap this, but I find the Life Simple gives

no time except for the problem of how to master its

manifold difficulties.

A few other families living in the dorp appear

to have the same somewhat stormy existence as our-

selves, owing mainly to the gentle Kaffir who ap-

plies for service not knowing a cup from a saucer;

and when, for instance, you tell him to roast the

joint in the baking-tin, you find he's done it in the

dust-pan. While paying a call here in the dorp

the other afternoon, and sitting in the one sitting-

room we have to be content with out here, I

heard appalling sounds of woe while awaiting my
hostess. A door opened violently, and there shot

almost into my lap the household piccanin, who
had been found with the family slop-pail on the

fire, making the soup in it.

" It's no use," cried the lady of the house, appear-

ing next, in a torrent of tears. " I hope you won't

think me a horrid, bad-tempered woman, and put

me into one of your books, but wait till you've lived
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longer in Africa ! Then you'll sympathise. We
can't afford a grown Kaffir. Brutes ! Demanding

fifty pounds a year, and yet nothing but big apes

on their hind legs, who can't hand a plate, and

think the teapot's the kettle !

"

" There, there !
" said I, rising from my chair

to pat the weeping one on the shoulder. "We are

going through just the same. Jaikeran took my
tooth-brush the other day to clean my bicycle with,

and put it back quite calmly !

" So we are trying to do with a piccanin at a

pound a month," continued the good lady; "but

I have to take his head between my two hands

and literally stick it into the thing I want done,

or he can't understand. I told him to scald out

the slop-pail, and then to put on the soup, and I

held him by the nose at the soup first, and then

at the slop-pail, to make sure he understood. And
this is the result !

"

Here the husband put his head into the room

to enquire in mild tones when he might expect his

lunch, it being now 4 p.m. ; and I thought it best

to retire, for the much-harassed lady replied that

he could expect it when he got it, and had
she known what Africa was like when he proposed

to her in that Devonshire lane that summer day,

she would have been smothered, or words to that

effect, before she accepted him.
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Jan. 15.

We have all had a row with the MacPhairson,

who makes bothers over the bills and wants to live

for nothing. We told him he couldn't live for

nothing and yet have everything. "All right," he

said; "I'll cook me ain meals in me ain tent and

not be troubling you anny more by helping in the

rent or annything."

"Then," said we, "what's the use of your being

here at all? You promised to share expenses.

What will you do for water? The well won't be

yours," we added, thinking to corner him.

" Is it a wee drap of watter you'd deny me ?
"

demanded the Scot. "All right f I'll move me tent

to yon wee burrn on the veldt and camp there. And
then me bagpipes and me figgy winna annoy anny

one of ye." So he has taken his tent to the " burrn,"

otherwise the village spruit, in which the Dutch

people wash their clothes, and there he is located,

leading a sort of Robinson Crusoe existence. First

he washes himself in the " burrn " every morning,

and then he cooks his figgy hoggan in its limpid

waters. He appears quite happy, and Mr. Hay
has actually started to say, every time anyone

objects to anything he does, that he'll move his

tent if it goes on. At this rate there will not be

a soul left soon.
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Jan. 20.

The veldt is now dotted with stray tents. When-
ever there's a quarrel, someone says, "All right,

I'll go and camp alone," and they move off bodily

with all their possessions and pitch about a quarter

of a mile off, just far enough away to annoy the rest

if they want to, which they always do.

For instance, not one of us can sleep at night

for the hateful squealing of the MacPhairson's bag-

pipes; and to make matters worse, we hear that

the great Scotch festival, " Burns Night," is coming

on, and that Mac is getting down from Johannes-

burg sundry kindred souls to sing Scotch songs and

drink Scotch whisky till morning. It looks rather

funny in the cool of the evening to see us all seated

at our own tent doors in solitary state, contemplating

each other and the horizon from afar. Everyone

longs to make it up, but no one will make the first

advance for fear of a snub.

The MacPhairson is pitching a row of ragged

tents in which to accommodate his friends when his

blessed "Burns' nicht" comes on.

Mr. Hay belongs to a banjo team, and is so

furious, I suppose (for we haven't spoken for a

fortnight), at the noise, that we hear he is going to

get down an opposition party on Burns' night and

try to drown the bagpipes with banjos.

We who are left are wondering what we can do

to add to the strains. Willy-Nilly has a Welsh

harp and the rest of us our dogs, and I pity the

dorp that night, if the people want any sleep.
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Jan. 26.

Last night was " Burns' Night," and this morning

there's nothing left of the MacPhairson camp, for

in the middle of the fun a terrific tornado broke over

the valley and the spruit rose rapidly, as spruits do

in Africa, and washed away the whole show, the

Scotchmen having pitched their camp right on the

banks of the stream.

It happened about two o'clock in the morning,

when every soul was absorbed in playing his own
particular national musical instrument and singing

his own pet national ballad at the top of his

voice.

The wind had been rising for some time, and

we others, tired of all but bursting our blood-vessels,

were sitting, pro tem., listening to "Auld Lang
Syne " from the Scotch camp.

Just as they got to the verse, *' We twa hae paddlit

in the burrn and picked the gowans fine," &c., &c.

(I have never yet found out what a gowan is),

there was a roar like thunder, and by the flashes

of lightning we saw that the whole lot of them

were " paddling in the burn " in earnest up to their

necks, scrambling for the bank, and blowing the

water out of their mouths, while the inflated bag-

pipes, looking like dead animals, went whirling away
down the flood.

" We must take them in," said I ; "we can't

nourish resentment after this. Let us heap coals

of fire on their heads."
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So the olive branch was stretched out across the

roaring stream, which had now spread until it was

not far off the cottage, and Mac and his friends

grasped it only too gladly, arriving in dripping

instalments at Simplicity Hall.

You would never have said there had been any

quarrelling; it was nothing but "Old Chappie " and

"Old Boy," and "Right you are " and "Thanks,

I will have a wee drappie, sonnie," and so

forth.

In the middle of it all we recollected Mr. Hay.

A fire was lighted and we sat round it, and he only

was absent now. Everyone had collected from the

drenched tents, dotted over the veldt, and it's won-

derful how a good soaking damps the fiercest

quarrel. But Mr. Hay had not yet appeared, and

it was an awful night.

" Poor old Hay !
" said " Six-and-eightpence,"

" he's not a bad sort, after all ! Eh ?
"

" Not at all a bad sort," said the Electrical En-
gineer, graciously. " By Jove, he must be getting

wet !

"

" I say," said someone else, stretching his feet to

the blaze, "who'll go to his tent and say, ' Let by-

gones be bygones '
?
"

Everyone was quite willing to say, " Let by-

gones be bygones," provided they could say it with-

out moving or getting wet; but Mr. Hay, in pyjamas,

settled it himself by suddenly appearing on the

stoep, in the driving rain, to enquire, in as lofty a

tone as is possible in sodden pyjamas, if anyone
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had seen his tent, which, when the tornado

burst, had soared into the air and not yet

returned.

We all said it wasn't here, and we'd let him know

when it arrived. " Thanks," he answered, and was

just turning away into the inky night, when we,

longing to make it up just as much as he was, asked

him what he was going to do for the rest of the

night.

"Who cares a tinker's damn," said Mr. Hay, in

a choky kind of voice, as he moved away, ''where

I spend the night ?
"

That, of course, melted us all. No one knew

exactly what a tinker's damn was, but we nearly

burst out crying, and now Mr. Hay is back here,

his tent being found in the morning—with the

MacPhairson's bagpipes—in the spruit.

Once more all is peace at Simplicity Hall, and

we've all agreed to take as our motto' " Live and

let live," a very necessary one in such a house as

this.

How glad I will be when Nellie returns. She

hates Hankey's mother (who is a Plymouth Brother),

and wants to come back soon.

Feb. i8.

A week has passed away fairly peacefully, and

now the last fresh trouble is that we have got to

fumigate this house with a very dangerous mixture

of vitriol and prussic acid to kill various non-paying
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guests, such as mice, mosquitoes, &c.—the etceteras

being the worst of them all.

" Six-and-eightpence " had to sleep in the cottage

two nights because he had such a very bad cold,

and in the morning, when we asked him was it nice

sleeping in a room again, he replied, with his usual

courtesy, " I should have slept excellently but for

the moss—quitoes." " Six-and-eightpence " is very

prim and precise. He never says " mosquitoes " like

other people, but always "moss—quitoes," the

"quitoes" coming some time after the "moss."

Every morning after that he appeared at break-

fast, with some polite remark about the "moss

—quitoes."

"Would a net be any use.^" I asked; "for you

can have mine." But "Six-and-eightpence" says

that nets would be no use for the special kind of

"moss—quito " that apparently infests this cottage

at night and which are as much part of a Dutch house

as its roof.

The mere idea was unbearable, and that evening

one of the men brought down the Agricultural

Journal.

" Here's a chapter," said he, " on the only effective

way to rid a house of ' Six-and-eightpence's ' moss

—

quitoes. It's very dangerous, and the chapter con-

cludes with directions and pictures as to how to

revive anyone who is caught by the fumes before

they can bolt. It's much the same as for drowned

people. You work their arms and legs up and

down, don't you know, and pull out their tongues,

and so on."
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" Oh, dear," put in Veronica, " I don't feel up

to any more dangers. The thunderstorms have

stopped for a bit, and I'm longing for some peace.

It's not two days since Jaikeran used Jay's Purifier

for the pudding instead of milk, finding some

mixed ready in a jug, and then put nails and

screws into the pudding in mistake for cloves.

And what I feel is, do let's have a spell of

rest !

"

" The thunderstorms may come on any day again,"

said Mr. Hay, " and I don't like moss—quitoes any

more than ' Six-and-eightpence ' does, and we might

have to turn into the house to sleep."

" Decidedly," said our solicitor, trying to scratch

his shoulder-blades as gracefully as might be. " I

am for exterminating the moss—quitoes."

So it's to be done. We have spent evenings

reading up the directions, and it is plain we run the

risk of losing our lives, for when the chemist at

the nearest town received our order for enough

vitriol and prussic acid to finish off a colony, he

protested and refused to supply it, making sure

some huge plot was on to wipe out the population.

Someone is always writing to the papers to say that

some section of the community must be got rid of

for the good of the country (now the Jews, now
the Dutch, now the English), and the chemist said

he would have nothing to do with it.

" But," explained our solicitor, " it's for—ahem

—

moss—quitoes."

" Oh," said the chemist, greatly relieved, " all
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right, then; but you must sign for it, please, sir.

And I suppose you know the risks? One drop of

this vitriol splashing into your face will burn to the

bone. As for the prussic acid, a grain wafted by

the wind to your open mouth, and you're a dead

man."
" Thank you," said " Six-and-eightpence," trying

to look as if the prospect rather pleased him than

otherwise; ''good m.orning

!

" Six-and-eightpence " sent me a message by the

butcher—would I come in to help him carry back

the ingredients? The other men had declined,

saying they were his moss—quitoes, not theirs, and

he was afraid, if he tried to carry eight gallon-bottles

of vitriol and nine jars of cyanide (which is prussic

acid) down the hill to our cottage, they might fall,

and the vitriol burn out his eyes. So I went in to

help.

The prussic acid was all sealed up in a most im-

portant manner with huge Government seals, and

the chemist said good-bye to us as if he would be

surprised to see us again.

You get into the train to come here at a level

crossing where there is no station, and when you get

out at another crossing you yell, as I said before,

to the engine-driver, and if he can manage it he

stops, though sometimes he can't stop till he has got

some way off. This happened with the vitriol and

things. They were strewed along the level crossing,

and when the train flew past too far they had to be

hastily picked up, and as the vitriol was in ordinary
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whisky-bottles (the corks put in loose, so that it

shouldn't splash when we wanted to open them) it

was an awful business.

" Hi, there !
" said " Six-and-eightpence " to the

guard, who, blithely unconscious of the nature of the

bottles he was sweeping up off the line into his arms,

began putting them down with bangs close to an old

lady with several young children round her. " Hi

!

Easy ! That's vitriol !

"

"And pray, sir," said the old lady, who seemed

convinced that the only purpose vitriol could have

been invented for was to throw into people^s laces,

" and may I ask what you are doing with vitriol here ?

Guard, what does all this mean? Heaven knows,

this country is infested with enough criminals with-

out our being obliged to travel with vitriol-throwing

ruffians !

"

" My dear madam," said " Six-and-eightpence,"

politely, "who said that I intended throwing this

vitriol at anyone ?
"

" Of course you intend throwing it at someone !

"

said the old lady, indignantly. " Do you think I

was born yesterday, sir ? Do you think I never read

the papers ? Do you think I don't know what vitriol

is for ? Guard, stop the train and summon a police-

man ! At once !

"

Luckily we arrived at our stopping-place in five

minutes, or what would have happened I don't know.
" Six-and-eightpence " had retreated into the ex-

treme corner of the carriage, clasping the vitriol-

bottles in his arms and in vain entreating the old

X
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lady not to attack him tooth and nail, or she certainly

would get the stuff into her face.

We were thankful to find ourselves out on the

open veldt.

Feh. 20.

It's late at night, and I am writing up this record

of the doings of Simplicity Hall because by to-

morrow evening I may either be unconscious or be

sitting contemplating the dead bodies of everybody

else, for we all get up very early to-morrow morning

to fumigate this house with hydrocyanic gas.

Every chink has to be closed up to make it effec-

tive, and for four mortal hours this evening we have

all been cutting brown paper into strips and standing

on ladders and chairs pasting up the very badly-

fitting doors and windows of this abode so that none

of the precious and deadly gas shall escape.

The process is that you first place in each room

four receptacles for the ingredients, which when
mixed instantly kill everything near—men, beasts,

or insects. You have to clear out of the house all

food of every kind, all plates, dishes, saucepans,

and jugs—in fact, the entire contents of the kitchen;

also anything in the way of furniture, clothes, orna-

ments, pictures, &c., that you don't want to have

bleached out of recognition. The Agricultural

Journal blithely informs you that the process " causes

no inconvenience of any kind," as all you "need
remove from the house (to a safe distance) are

"
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and then follow the above items^ which we soon

discovered to mean that the entire house had to be

dismantled and every stick in it hauled out on to

the veldt. You naturally don't want anything you

have to be bleached to a cinder, so out it all has to

come. The lifting, the shouting, the dragging, and

the running to and fro have lasted till now—mid-

night. Being a fine night, and the barometer high,

we decided to get everything out so that at daylight

the fumigation could be started, after which every-

one has to rush helter-skelter through the doors,

shut them, lock them, and paste a notice on them

to say whoever goes inside is a dead man. (The

Transvaal law compels this.) Then you sit all day

on the veldt upon your possessions till eight hours

have passed, after which the thing is done, and you

start to fix up your house again the same as when
you first came into it.

There is a full moon, and by it we can see all

our possessions strewed round Simplicity Hall for

about half a square mile. Tall cupboards tower

towards the stars, the dining-room table has all

the chairs and Mr. Hay's packing-case piled on to

it, and dressing-tables stand about, hung with bits

of everyone's wardrobe, a pyjama suit floating in

the breeze here, a lady's nightdress there. In the

centre of the circus, in an open ring, sits Jaikeran

on the kitchen range (which likewise had to be

rooted out of the kitchen wall, said the Agricul-

tural Journal^ " unless you wished to have your

oven permeated with prussic acid," as if it was

X 2
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quite possible we might prefer it). In this fashion

does our domestic prepare, in some sort of style,

an evening meal for us on a " Puffing Billy " stove

set on the grass.

Everybody is in a temper, and once more the

Simple Life is subjected to curses low and deep,

as we all sit balancing ourselves on odd pieces of

furniture, eating by the light of tallow candles which

eternally go out.

" We should have done the horrid thing at night,"

I explained to a visitor who called in the midst

of all the confusion, "and let it work while

we all slept in the tents, but the chemist

warned us not to dream of attempting it in

anything like dusk or darkness. Each person

has to be told off to stand ready in one room with

their allowance of vitriol, and the prussic acid safely

fastened up in a paper bag, tied at the mouth with

a long piece of string, so that you can drop it into

the vitriol and get away before the fumes suffocate

you, which happens in one and a half seconds

exactly. So you see how it is we are in this

muddle."

Should you stumble in the dark over something,

nothing can save you, though they tell the rescuers

how to get on their hands and knees with their

heads in a wet blanket, and crawl close to the floor,

in the event of one of us being caught, and a

cheerful illustration of four corpses in a row is

appended. " Six-and-eightpence " is a very highly-

strung man, and is already in a state of nervousness
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about the whole thing, bordering on hydrophobia or

suicidal mania. Anyhow, he has been talking

all the evening in a very despondent way, be-

queathing things (such as the old Ratner

safe in his office, his "Van Dam on Divorce,"

his book of trout flies, his kaross, &c.) to

one or the other of us, "just in case anything

happens," he says. And we are quite certain that

were we to attempt to do this thing at night some-

thing would happen for certain. " Six-and-eight-

pence " would lose his head, and either lock him-

self or someone else into one of the rooms after

the stuff had been mixed, forgetting which side

of the door he was on, or something like that. Or
the MacPhairson would be too long and too careful

over his mixing and fall senseless; and then, how-

ever much we should like to, how could we leave

him to die? One of us would have to get into a

wet blanket (first pumping the water out of the

well half a mile away, by the by) and go to his

rescue, and, of course, be overpowered in turn.

Someone else would then have to go to them, and

soon it would be like the ten little nigger-boys

—

" And then there were none."

So, talking it over—and the pasting-up of the

house having taken us till long after dark—we de-

cided to wait until the friendly daylight.

We are now retiring to rest, and all bade each

other " Good night " much as shipwrecked castaways

would do on an open raft in mid-ocean, with sharks

waiting for them, and only someone's blanket and
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each other left to eat. I'm not at all sure that I

wouldn't rather put up with the " moss—quitoes
"

than all this.

Feb. 29.

I was aroused at daylight on the 21st by Vero-

nica saying in sepulchral tones, " The day has

arrived, Sylvia. Get up."

I've always pictured that's how the warder rouses

condemned criminals from their slumbers, after

which somebody else appears with the cheerful

query (as Jaikeran now did) as to what you would

like for your last breakfast.

The criminal, to judge by narratives, invariably

" does himself proud " over that last breakfast,

ordering steak and oysters, kidneys on toast, and

all kinds of things that can't possibly have time

to do him any good.

We each ordered our own favourite dish, and

sat down on odd pieces of furniture or boxes to

eat it, and gazing at the wide scene of peace around,

with the beauty of the typical African morning (it

being a very rare thing in Africa to wake to a wet

morning), we remarked in turn what a " lovely world

it was," and other dying speeches of that sort, and

then rose to repair to the house, where the tins had

been placed overnight in the rooms, the prussic

acid and the vitriol all ready in rows of bottles on

a tray, and nothing to do now but the fateful mixing.
" Now," said the Electrical Engineer (who, having
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passed in electricity, is supposed to know some-

thing about everything else under the sun, or thinks

he does, which comes to the same thing), "every-

one will please take jugs and go and pour your

water each into your own cans in the room allotted

to you. Then come back here for the vitriol, each

carrying your mask."

By the chemist's advice we had made ourselves

thick masks of felt, covering the nose and mouth,

with slits for the eyes.

These, as soon as the water had been poured into

the cans—Jaikeran standing looking on at these

preparations with a countenance of terror—we each

tied over our faces with tapes. Then we all started

to feel our way back into the dining-room, where

our vitriol was to be doled out to us.

" My eye isn't big enough," groaned Veronica.

" I can't see where I am going. Someone please

cut the slits larger for me." And Veronica sat down,

and then each of us in turn, while the others stood

and applied scissors to the slits, at the imminent

risk of cutting out our eyes.

No one could breathe, and the panting in the

room was awful.

"Come here," said the Electrical Engineer to

Jaikeran, " and have your mask on, you Jaikeran."

Jaikeran, trembling hke a leaf, fell on his two

knees to the Electrical Engineer and held up his

hands in prayer.

" Sahib have mercy on Jaikeran !
" he quavered.

" Sahib no kill poor Jaikeran this time ! Sahib
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spare my life, and the good God give Sahib tit-for-

tat." When the Electrical Engineer said, " Don't

be a fool !
" and tried to fix his mask on for him,

he made for the open door, and the exasperated

Electrical Engineer started to chase him round and

round the cottage.

We would have let him go back to his home

—

a patch of mealies, two cows, a hut, and a skinny

brother—shining clearly about three miles away on

the broad table of green, but we had to have

Jaikeran to help; so the Electrical Engineer caught

him, assured him that (if we could manage it) no

one would die that day, and, leading him back by

the scruff of his neck, it seemed as if now, at last,

all was once more ready.

" I am of o—pinion," said " Six-and-eightpence,"

when we once more stood ready round the table in

the dining-room, "that we should each be armed

with a wet blanket in case of necessity."

"Jaikeran," said I, "go to the tents and fetch the

blankets. Juldee !

"

" Now," said the Electrical Engineer, " go,

Jaikeran, to the well and fetch a bucket of water,

and keep your mask on, Jaikeran; it's too much
trouble to fix again. You can see your way through

the eyelet holes."

So Jaikeran departed in his mask across the veldt

for the water, and returned with a string of affrighted

Dutch villagers behind him.
" For certain they are dynamiters," said one old

back-veldt Boer.
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" Or coiners," said another.

" No," whispered a third. " It is as I told you.

The English are all mad. We have surely seen

that for ourselves. The Indian servant-man says

it is to be a mosquito hunt ! And each one en-

gaged in it risks his life ! Who but lunatics would

act so?
"

The Dutch contingent now made a kind of cordon

round the house and watched proceedings closely,

in case it should be necessary to send a runner for

the police from the nearest town.

Meanwhile we in the garden proceeded to soak

our blankets, wrapped our heads in them, and, re-

entering the house, assembled again round the

dining-room table and announced we really were

ready at last.

" The heat is too cruel !
" suddenly said Vero-

nica. " Couldn't we have something to drink before

we begin? If not, I shall faint."

It w^as by this time getting on for 1 1 a.m., and

a cloudless day, such as you expect in the Rand
midsummer, and what with the felt masks and the

blankets and the fright we were all in, we were in

an awful state, and so it was imperative that whisky

should be served out to the men and lemonade and
sal volatile to the ladies.

"And how are we to drink it? " said someone
from under his mask.

" Sit down all of you," said the Electrical En-
gineer, "and I'll come round and pour it into your

mouths while each of you lifts your mask slightly
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up. We can't undo them now." So we sat in a

row, and the villagers crowding towards the house

beheld the operation. One of them said this sort

of thing could not be permitted to go on, and so

he rushed after a cart going up the hill towards

the town and told the driver to make for

the police-station and tell the T.T.P. they were

wanted at once.

"Are you all ready? " said the Electrical En-

gineer. " Then come to the table and I'll dole out

the vitriol first."

We each stood with a tin pannikin and received

the stuff, though it was difficult from under our

masks and blankets to see whether it was going

into the pannikins or over our hands or feet, which

a single drop would, of course, burn to the

bone.
" Go quickly," shouted the Electrical Engineer

when it was done, " and pour it into the water in

the tins. I quite forgot, when I decided on tin pans,

that the corrosive fluid will burn through the tin in

two minutes. Run !
"

" How can we run," howled Mr. Hay, holding

his at arm's length and jerking himself towards the

room he had to do, "with this thrice-infernal stuff

under our noses?
"

" If you don't you'll have no nose left," shouted

the Electrical Engineer, making for his own room.

We all got rid of our vitriol without mishap to

ourselves, flinging the cans when finished to the

floor, where they instantly burnt large holes in the
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carpets, which had been left standing to get fumi-

gated too.

" Bang goes six pound seven and eight three-

farthings !

" the MacPhairson was heard to mutter,

as a frizzHne noise heralded the cremation of his

Axminster—bought second-hand for Simplicity

Hall. " It's no' me as will beleeve anny more in

the Simple Life !

"

We next collected to receive our bags of cyanide.

We all stood round while the Electrical Engineer

uncorked the big sealed bottles and started remov-

ing the prussic acid, which was in powder and lumps,

each lump being large enough to polish off a townful

of people. We drew our masks very close over

our mouths during this part of the proceedings.

The back doors, and, indeed, all the doors, had to

be left wide open through which to effect our escape

the instant the chemicals mixed, and we all knew
that if one speck of the poison floated down anyone's

throat, that person was done for. A joyous breeze

blew through the cottage, and the prussic-acid

powder flew about and no one dared breathe, much
less speak.

The Electrical Engineer poured the lumps and
powder into our paper bags, Jaikeran standing by,

his mask on, a blanket round his head, and his

knees simply knocking together.

"Now," said the Electrical Engineer, "the

moment has arrived ! Keep your heads ! Each
take your bag, please " (out went all our hands),
" and walk quietly into your allotted rooms. Carry
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the bag by its string, held well away from you.

Walk up to the tins, where the water and the vitriol

will be already mingled. Slight fumes will be

already rising, so don't go too near. Drop your

bags into the vitriol and water, and instantly, with-

out one second's delay, rush from the house, shut-

ting and locking doors behind you. Jaikeran

!

Clear out, unless you want to die !

"

Before we each reached our allotted room,

Jaikeran was making for the horizon and his skinny

brother, and we haven't seen him since. . . .

There was a deathly silence as we each entered

the different rooms. It is impossible to say

what we looked like—for a moving lump of

dripping blanket was all that could be seen of

anyone.
" What the dickens !

" shouted Mr. Hay, colliding

with " Six-and-eightpence " in his room. " Who
and what are you ? Get out of my way !

"

" My dear fellow, whoever you are," said the

muffled voice of "Six-and-eightpence," "this is my
room. I can't see a thing. Where the dickens are

the tins of vitriol ?
"

" Is that you, ' Six-and-eightpence
'

} " said Mr.

Hay.
" Yes. Is it you .^

" responded the other. " This

isn't your room, old chap; it's mine. Yours is next

door. For Heaven's sake, get out. The others

have thrown in their stuff. They're off. We shall

be overpowered, I tell you."

"Well, I can't find my room," said Mr. Hay,
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desperately. " Here, throw the stuff down any-

where. I'm off; come on."

As it turned out later, " Six-and-eightpence's
"

prussic acid did go into the tins, or at any rate most

of it. But Mr. Hay lost his head, thinking he could

smell through his blanket the deadly fumes already

pouring from the other rooms, and, hearing every-

one else making a dash for the open air, he upset

his with a crash.

He rushed for what he thought was the door, but

it was the window, all pasted up. His blanketed

head went crash at the glass, luckily not breaking

it, and then, realising that he had made a mistake,

he groped round for the door. But—it was shut

and locked ! Muffled in his blanket, " Six-and-

eightpence," thinking Mr. Hay had gone out before

him, had run out, slamming and locking the door

behind him ! His prussic acid was already mingling

with the vitriol. Mr. Hay could smell it

!

When we all got outside we threw off our masks

and blankets, and someone said, "Where is

Hay?"
" He's not here !

"

" Then he must be in the house !

"

" Good heavens ! Not here ? " said " Six-and-

eightpence," looking round him in a dazed way and
rubbing his eyes. " Why, yes ; I must have done

—

yes ! I've locked him into my room ! This comes
of our being muffled in these blankets !

"

" Good heavens, man !
" yelled the Electrical En-

gineer, " he'll be dead by now !

"
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We all made a run for the house, clean forget-

ting our blankets, and burst open the hall door

again.

It was strange ; but there were not half the fumes

we expected. What did it mean ? . . . However, we
did not stop to enquire. . . .

" Six-and-eightpence " dragged open his bedroom

door, and there, prone on the floor, lay Mr. Hay,

rolled in his blanket and kicking faintly. "Who's
there? " he demanded. " I'm almost done for, you

fellows !

"

" Wonder you're not done for entirely," said they,

hauling him out by his blanket and the hair

of his head combined. " Didn't we say old ' Six-

and-eightpence ' would do just this? Out you
come !

"

And in a few seconds the rescued one lay on the

veldt, and kneeling beside him we all cried,

" Saved !
" and tried very hard to shed tears of

joy. . . .

The day passed somehow, all sitting on the veldt,

and Mr. Hay (in the only armchair, propped up

affectionately with pillows) described to us in moving

terms what it had felt like to be face to face with

death."

" Did you see the whole of your past life laid

before you in a flash—like they say drowning people

always do ? " we asked.
" Yes," said Mr. Hay, in tones of gloomy triumph

;

" I did, and I can tell you it wasn't pleasant."
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Privately, I wasn't surprised to hear it, though

I didn't say so. Mr. Hay's past hfe, I expect, has

been rather lurid.

"What was it like—the going off under the

fumes?" asked someone else.

" It was like being rocked to sleep," said Mr.

Hay, in a sentimental tone. "And I heard church

bells ringing, and I said to myself, ' They are ringing

for my funeral. My poor, poor mother ! And the

guv'nor, too ! This will bring their grey hairs with

sorrow to the grave.'
"

" Please don't talk of it !
" cried Veronica, wiping

her eyes. " I feel (I don't know if you do, Sylvia?)

that this should be a lesson to us all to be more

charitable to each other. I didn't believe, Mr. Hay,

and I must freely confess it, that you had it in you

to feel and speak like this ! It shows how we may
be mistaken."

" I don't wear my heart on my sleeve," replied

the hero, languidly, leaning back in his chair. " I

knew you all misunderstood me, but I made up my
mind to bear it, certain that the truth must out, even

though I didnt give a potato-masher to the establish-

ment."
" And," said I, " truth is stranger than fiction any

day."

The hero glanced sharply at me, for I was sitting

gazing up at our roof-tree, and now and then I

sniffed.

After a pause I said, sniffing again :

—

" Does anyone smell a very strong smell of some
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gas—hydrocyanic gas, I suppose? Where is it

coming from? We pasted up all the windows and

doors," I added, rising from my chair.

Everybody now sniffed in turn, and all declared

that the smell grew stronger and stronger.

Suddenly both I and Veronica gave a shout

together.

" Veronica ! Everybody !
" I cried. " We pasted

up the windows and doors and forgot to shut the

ventilators of the chimneys. Every bit of gas has

escaped ! All our trouble has been for nothing.

And as for your death throes, Mr. Hay, well, I don't

want to be rude, but it has all been
"

'' Bujikum! '' finished Willy-Nilly with unfeeling

candour. " Church bells and all, old chap !

"

At eve we re-entered the cottage—cautiously at

first, then more boldly.

Nothing had happened—nothing at all

!

Flies buzzed in hundreds around us as if they

had enjoyed the nice aromatic bath they had had.

Every scrap of gas had gaily escaped up the wide

chimneys. It was two in the morning before we had

got the cottage shipshape again, and the break-

ages and general damage would be hard to

calculate.

" I've done with the Simple Life," said Mr. Hay,

the erstwhile hero of this memorable day. " If you

don't mind, I think I'll leave. There's not enough

repose about the life, don't you know."
" And I, too," said the MacPhairson. " It's too
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expensive ! Me Axminster's ruined, me bagpipes

have gone to glory, and me tent's in smithereens."

So these two have left.

As for those of us who still remain at Simplicity

Hall, we have decided to leave the " moss—quitoes
"

and " etceteras " alone, hoping that, as we mean to

sleep in the tents till the Rand winter comes on, we

may in the end starve them out.

Simplicity Hall,

Oct. 3, 1908.

I got sick of my diary, and have laid it aside for

—^why, yes, nearly four years now

!

But I must make one more record in it, and then

shall probably close it again for some time.

The red-letter day I wish to mark here is Nellie's

wedding day, and after it comes the closing of some
happy years at Simplicity Hall, and my departure

soon after for England.

Brighter and fairer than even most African

mornings dawned my faithful little Nellie's wedding
day, for Hankey is to be blessed at last.

Sweetfontein was a sight to see, for somehow I

had managed to rake together and put into tents

all round us many of the good people who have
appeared in my African life, who have danced and
talked, and strutted and bowed, quarrelled and made
up, and laughed and cried, upon my African stage

;

and upon whom now, for a time, the big curtain is

about to fall. Soon out will go the lights upon the

y
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last act of the play. The actors and the actresses,

the supers and the scene-shifters, the music-makers

and the audience, all will soon disperse now . . .

and the theatre will be in darkness.

But I'm getting sentimental. Let us watch the

end of the play instead.

Here in white bell and cottage-tents are many old

friends, and it is Nellie's wedding morning, and

all is bustle, jollity, and confusion, for they

have all loved Nellie, and she is leaving me for

a home of her own.
" What a day !

" says " Me-Arthur " to the immor-

tal Spotty, whose tent he shares. ("Me-Arthur"

is at its door in his pyjamas, while Spotty stretches

and yawns in his bed.) " Made in heaven for a

girl's wedding, by Jove !

"

So it must have been

!

Away to the mountain chain and to Heidelberg

rolls the veldt, green from recent rains, starry with

new-born flowers, and a bridal white gauze veil,

spangled, lies just above and upon it, and will soon

lift and dissolve into the sun.

Other faces flit about. Here comes the Tom-tit,

in a Turkey towel. Mrs. Tom-tit is still asleep,

Here also our musician Handel, and he is to play

the church organ when the moment comes for the

marriage hymn, a new one he has composed him-

self. Nellie was doubtful about having it, but I

said, " Let's risk it. We can't offend him, after he

has spent two months at it in Outspan Buildings,

driven one-half of the tenants out, given the care-
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taker brain-fever, and sent the other half of the

tenants into lunatic asylums. The music is all

right, Nellie, even if the words are funny."

So we decide to have (and to immortalise to-day)

" Handel's Wedding Hymn," beginning,

"Oh thou, who came as a thief in the night,"

which flattering description is supposed to refer to

Hankey and the way he slid into Nellie's affections

through the well, and shattered my domestic

hearth.

Nellie and I together, preceded by Jaikeran and
" Maria " (whom I some time ago installed as

laundress-in-chief to Simplicity Hall), are carrying

early tea round to the tents, preceded again by Jess

and Tickey, who hurry ahead, wagging their tails

and jumping on to everyone's bed, with rapid and

violent licks at their faces, and then off again to the

next bed.

" Wake up ! Wake up !
" I cry to all, " it's Nellie's

wedding day."

Nothing but dauntless energy could, I think, have

collected from the four corners of Africa the faces

I was determined should grace Nellie's wedding-

feast. This is already being laid out on long tables

under the peach trees, and when the dorp church-

bell begins to be banged by the church Kafhr, who

stands and goes for it with a stick as if it had

offended him (hanging to its horizontal bar on the

veldt outside), I look at the goodly array of faces,

and all the fun, life, and adventures of five years

troop before me too, and make me almost sad.

Y 2
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I had to write round Africa to find Mr. Pop, who

was travelling. But here he is. " Master," too,

much aggrieved to find his nose completely put out

of joint with both Nellie and me, and especially me.

The Chief Engineer and the Assistant Engineer

from " Where Angels Rest " have travelled over

Van Reenen's Pass expressly at my invitation ; and
" Dirty Jinks " (as I'm sorry to say he's now called)

arrived late last night and sat with Johnny in the

stoep, and shouted with laughter at recollections of

the bell on the Survey, his shaving-brush being

fished up out of the Swiss milk, and the odour of

Heliotrope as he waited on us. Heliotrope travels

everywhere with Mr. Jinks, so he is here also,

grinning widely at the signs of coming feasting and
fun. Here also are Clane Boy and Dirty Boy in

attendance on Mr. Pop.

"We must have the Morning Suit represented,

Nellie," said I, when issuing the invitations, and
with some difficulty I got Mr. Dallas down, though

he has to hurry back as soon as Nellie has said,

" I will."

" But I've brought my new Social Editress.

Don't mind ? Charming woman ! Though not a

Sylvia, of course ! She'll give you a magnificent

notice, if you butter her up a bit."

This aside, and a big stress on the if.

" I have read her her work," said I. " Does
she go down? "

" Go down ! Like greased lightning ! No use

being too particular in Johannesburg. The class
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who predominate here, like—ahem—a spade called

a spade."
" But who was it said ' why call it a d d

shovel' ?
"

" Tut ! tut !
" said Mr. Dallas, " now, now !

"

Nellie was near, watering the flowers, and re-

marked with a sigh :

—

" Why ! that Ladies' Letter what was in last

week ! I used it to roll some kippers up in,

and this mornin'—they was smellin' ! An' no

wonder ! 'Twas hot enough to make 'em walk

about!''

" Ha ! ha !
" said Mr. Dallas. " Splendid ! I

must tell ' Blush-Rose ' that ! She'll be awfully

pleased. Best compliment you could pay her."

" She's a clever, smart woman," said I ;
" and

so is your paper; but I must say I don't see where

the ' blushing ' comes in."

"It doesn't," said Mr. Dallas; ' it's on the same
principle as ' Cedar Lodge ' and ' Laburnum Cot-

tage,' don't you know. You can't, as a rule, find

a cedar or a laburnum within a hundred miles.

Same with the Morning Sun. No blushes allowed

near it. When people start blushing they get

tame and prosy."
" Quite true. Some people do."
" Lm glad Nellie, anyhow, that my paper is

taken at SimpUcity Hall !
" the Editor added

jauntily.

" It's the best paper for lighting the fires," said
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Nellie (not meaning it nastily at all, you could see)

;

"they uses some stuff in the others which prevents

the fires lighting quick, so the missis and me, we
decided on the Morning Sun^
"Ex—cellent! " said Mr. Dallas; "very good,

that ! Very good indeed !

"

If we get a good notice after this for Nellie's

wedding, I will be much surprised.

" Blush-Rose " can be very nasty, as I know, for

while I was Social Editress of the Morning Sun she

was on another paper and w^e lived our lives quarrel-

ling—each through our own paper. It would have

been fatal to quarrel openly, because we had to meet

a dozen times a day at the various shows going on,

and had to share cabs and rickshaws to places,

and if one was late at a ball the other could be very

useful with the list of names and could tell the new

one who was who, and who liked being buttered up

and who didn't appreciate it, and so on. So a per-

fectly exquisite politeness reigned always in the

open, but we had it out at each other regularly in

print.

The Editors, who never thought of reading the

" Ladies' Letters " (and are, moreover, poor dears,

blind as bats about women, and made certain wt all

adored each other because we were so sweet when

they were by), hadn't a notion that " Blush-Rose's
"

" Sunday Siftings " (the fiece de resistance of the

week in the shape of literature) were literally cram-

full always of digs and sneers at some other Social

Editress who had put her back up by, for instance.
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not coming to Mrs. Boot-Tag's fancy-dress ball her-

self, but (being on an evening paper) had stayed

snug in bed, copied it all out of " Blush-Rose's "

paper, was complimented on it, and her salary raised.

This, of course, was more than flesh and blood

could stand, especially as " Wistaria " (they were

all called after flow^ers except me, and, strange to

say, all wall-growing flowers) immediately invested

in an evening gown which threw " Blush-Rose " into

the middle of the week before last.

So the injured one would commence her Sunday
column openly with some such remark as :

—

^^ Imitatio7i, we are told, is the sincerest flattery,

so I suppose I ought to have danced a can-can of

delight when the ' Naughty Boy ' (who is at present

bringing me my early morning tea and paper^ hurst

in yesterday, sent the tray and the teapot flying all

over my new nightie and rosebud quilt, and thrust

the ' Evening Planet ' under -tny scalded nose, re-

marking, ' Wistaria's on the war-path again! Copied

every word of your Boot-Tag Ball!
'

"/ gasped. However, my Best Boys say, and I

think truly, ' You've got no feminine pettiness in

you, old girl! ' and so I only wiped the tea off my
face and smiled. Dear old Wistaria! Why shouldn't

she borrow my laurels now and then! Site's wel-

come! All hail to tltee. Wistaria, of the ''Evening

Planet!' When Wistarias liave begun to wither, as

Wistarias will, they must occasionally recoup them-

selves by a niglit in bed, and we noticed no Wistaria

clinging, as usual, to the wall on the nigJit of the
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Boot-Tag Ball, so what was left her to do but to copy

from 7ny -poor feeble efforts?'" And here followed a

few hysterical notes of exclamation.

"Wistaria" replied duly upon the following Sun-

day, and of course the public were deeply interested,

though somewhat muddled as to what each lady was

driving at.

" Tuesday''s hop was a charming affair, but IcTdies,

ladies, when you reach the gra^idmotherly age donH

for heaven^s sake trip into ball-rooms in Kate Green-

away''s frocks tied up with blue ribbons! ' Blush-

Roses ' are sometimes seen clinging to walls even

more lovingly than ' Wistarias,' and when the ent'ire

evenhig they sit and ' blush unseen' it's naturally apt

to sour their tempers''

This sort of thing is very amusing, except when it

is directed against oneself, but having deeply

offended " Blush-Rose" myself the other day

because a Cape Colony paper she writes for dared to

accept something of mine and put it in a more im-

portant place than hers, "Blush-Rose" is now mak-

ing my life a burden to me with hits at my hats, my
blouses, and my complexion. Nellie constantly finds

me in floods of tears.

" Look, Nellie ! I shall go and see ' Blush-Rose's
'

Editor ! You know my pretty grey Quakeress gar-

den-party dress and hat? Well, she describes it

so that no one could mistake it, and says it's plain

it was bought at Ford's auction."

"And you'll ruin your eyes over such trash as

that? " said Nellie; "have more pride, mum, and

hit her back one straight in the eye next Sunday."
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" But, Nellie, the Editors are beginning to notice,

and say they won't go on paying us all £35 a month
to quarrel with each other through their papers.

Blush-Rose ' in particular is getting so uninterest-

ing over it, everlastingly digging at someone, that

the public are writing to say a little more news
would be acceptable and help to wile away the

weary Sundays. Mr. Dallas is on the qui vive now,

so I don't see how I can hit her back."
" Easy enough !

" said Nellie ;
" wrap it up,

ma'am. You can do it so as only her understands,

and you can appear to be describing some social

function."

"Yes," I said, half crying, "like 'Wistaria' did

you know, when she described my rose-chiffon dress

at the Governor's reception so that no one again

could mistake it. You know how nice I looked,

Nellie, and was compared to a rosy sky, and all sorts

of things, and 'Wistaria' (bursting with envy be-

cause of all the nice men round me) wrote in the

Evening Planet that I looked like a rag doll'''

And I sobbed outright.

However, I put my best attention into my next

Sunday Letter, and even Mr. Dallas (who now reads

it carefully) could have suspected nothing, and a

few days of holy calm ensued.

Nellie and I sat and waited, figuratively holding

our breaths, and it seemed hopeful when we heard

by chance that "Blush-Rose" was "indisposed,"

and " a doctor had had to be sent for."

On the fifth day the postman rat-tatted at Nellie's

door and delivered a postcard, which, of course, he
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had read first. On it (addressed to me) were in-

scribed these lines :

—

" Who is Sylvia ? What is she ?

That all our swains cot?imend her ?

ThaVs what the men are asking me,

And I can't recommend her."

We didn't send for the doctor, for fear " Blush-

Rose " should hear of it, but I went to bed for two

days with the blinds down.

So there's a coolness 'twixt me and " Blush-Rose,"

and I know quite well she has come down here to

pay off a few more scores over Nellie's wedding.

And now here come, out of the cottage and tents,

in their best clothes, and flowers in their button-

holes, " Six-and-eightpence," Mr. Hay, the Mac-
Phairson, and Willy-Nilly, beaming.

Veronica is here also, and quite a large number
of ladies and men from the Theosophical Society,

and an ever-moving string of guests is seen coming

down the hill from the little stopping-place of the

train, and amongst them Mr. Barrington-Hervey, of

the Mines Department.

I've never seen him since I poured the boiling

tea on to his head, and I remind him of the

incident.

" Ah, yes ! most amusing !
" says he, as if, of all

delightful experiences in his life, that one was the

best.
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Nellie disappeared some time ago. I go into

her room, where Maria is helping her dress, while

Jaikeran flits in and out with boiling water, her

shoes, polished like glass, and lemonade to keep

up her strength.

" Missee Baba look velly plitty ! The good God
send Missee Baba fifteen chillen !

"

" There goes your wedding-bell, Nellie !

'*

The church is so near. I run in and out of it

while Nellie dresses.

We decorated it yesterday with real branches of

orange blossom brought us by Mr. Pop from

Sultana Farm.

Hankey now appears, backed up by a strong con-

tingent of the ex-S.A.C, one of whom is his best

man. Hankey is all blushes, and very nervous that

even now Johanna of the Brand Water Basin may
interpose.

Mr. Pop, as the only old friend of the family

present, is to be Nellie's father and give her away.

There are no bridesmaids, no wedding presents.

Everyone has made some excuse for not bringing

one.

Times appear to be very hard in this year of 1908.
" I didn't like to bring something trumpery, so

I brought nothing !

"

" I'd saved two pounds for Nellie's wedding

present (this to me in a whisper), but my last

clean shirt was at my laundress's, and she knew I

had to wear it to-day, and called to say that, until
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I paid her bill, I couldn't have it, nor anything else

I'd sent. So there I am !

"

" I eot retrenched last week. Had to borrow the

cash to get down here. And haven't had a decent

meal for a month !

"

" Hope Nelhe won't think me a mean brute, but

my pay has dropped to fifteen quid, I can't pay my
rent, and all I could afford was this," presenting a

copy of Tit-Bits.

"It will do to read on the wedding-journey, and

if there's a railway accident they'll be insured,"

he added, " and their children or—or—someone or

other will get the money."
" Thank you, sir," says the bride, taking her

almost one and only wedding-gift, " I call that

really thoughtful."

" It is most unfortunate," said I, " that Nellie gets

married during these depressed times. The T.T.P.

gone smash and all ! Even Johnny can't afford

anything except that pin-cushion !

"

Johnny and four hundred of the T.T.P. (now

defunct) are off home with me. The gallant British

" Gentleman-Corps " is no more. They have all

resigned. More power to them ! For long will it

be remembered on the Rand the tale of how and
why this happened. It wasn't cricket on the part

of the Dutch, but then they don't understand that

essentially British game.

A new and motley force has arisen in the stead

of the T.T.P. There have been strange doings

!

" Do you regret it ? " I ask of some of Johnny's

boys, culled by afriends—bright-faced gallant
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British officer with care from our universities and

pubHc schools, the flower of Great Britain, and who

have well and gallantly policed the Rand through

its most troublous times of Chinese riots, strikes,

dynamiting, the holding-up of banks, wholesale

arson, murder, and every other crime in the calendar.

" Not a bit ! The old corps, yes. But that's

defunct. The Dutch are in. And we've left, sing-

ing, thank God, as I hope Englishmen always will

do, ' Britons never shall be slaves '
!

"

" You bet !
" yells Johnny, tightening up his tent-

ropes, and then gazing affectionately at the broad

Union Jack floating to-day from the chimney-top

of Simplicity Hall.

After the wedding we danced on the "Village

Green."

Almost could you have believed we were all safe

back in Old England already ! My heart swelled

and glowed, as I looked on, for love of mine own
dear country.

For I had had an English May-pole erected,

streaming with brilliant coloured ribbons, and now,

the bride and bridegroom leading, we are plaiting

it to " Hey for the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee,"

tootled forth, I need hardly say, by the MacPhair-

son, who sits in his element, a bottle of best Scotch

whisky under his chair, his bagpipes beside him, a

l^ilt on his upper legs, and a flute to his lips.

After the May-pole, breakfast under the peach

trees.

Mr. Pop makes a most impressive speech, begin-
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ning, of course, with the remark that he can't make
speeches, and wishes only to say a very few words

;

after which he talks hard for thirty-five minutes;

but as a lot of it is praise of me, and then Nellie,

and then back to me, and then back to Nellie,

interspersed w^ith little anecdotes about himself, and

our visit to Sultana Farm, and how lonely he is

there, and wishes he could find a good-looking house-

keeper like the one who decamped at Raton, &c.,

&c., I don't interrupt, for leaving alone that it's nice

to be praised up, I can see Mrs. Crawley-as-Was

(so Nellie calls her), perking her head up at the

enticing visions presented of life amongst the

oranges with Mr. Pop.

Mr. Pop admires her, it is evident. The Bold

Bad Baron has returned to Germany. Mr. Crawley

has married again. Massaging is weary work.

Why shouldn't she go as housekeeper-companion

to Mr. Pop ?

Then more speeches. One from Hankey, and

another from his best man, the ex-S.A.C. trooper

who was quartered at Fort Maroney, and who makes

touching allusions to the disconsolate Johanna, the

cayenne pepper which might so easily have broken

off this match, "except," finishes the S.A.C. man,
" for the inter-wention of a mussiful Providence in

the shape of a jug of water nobly sent flyin' from

the block-'ouse by the lady there."

Loud cheers for me, and upon it being understood

that it was a battle royal 'twixt British and Dutch,

fresh cheers, and " Rule, Britannia," loudly sung.
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Now bride and bridegroom are gone.

The veldt is strewed with rice and old boots and

shoes in such numbers that one wonders where
they've all come from.

I have stood for half an hour and watched the

Cape-cart with Nellie and her brand-new husband
in it, toil up the mountain growing smaller and
smaller. Then it reaches the top, and against the

crimson evening sky behind her, Nellie leans out

one side and flutters a white handkerchief.

Then the Cape-cart dips, as if falling into space

or eternity.

End.
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